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279Preface

　Not just in the lives we lead every day, but in every respect, such as our academic 
and clinical activities, we have been largely affected by the COVID－19 pandemic in 
2020 and as of February 2021, when this preface was written, although vaccinations 
have begun, we still cannot foresee at the present time what future restrictions will be 
like. Both various domestic and overseas conferences on pain which contribute towards 
pain research and the ongoing development of pain management have also been largely 
affected, forcing us to either cancel these conferences or hold them online. Under such 
circumstances, there is a large number of patients who are suffering from chronic pain 
and intractable pain through daily treatment and our activities need to continue to con-
stantly make further advances forward. We are praying that our daily living situation 
will be restored as quickly as possible.
　As mentioned in the preface to Clinical Practice Guidelines for Chronic Pain, pub-
lished in 2018, research on pain has developed significantly over the past 40～50 years, 
during which time a rich diversity of attractive theories, among other publications, have 
been published, closing in on the mechanisms of pain and the causes of chronic pain. 
There have also been trials of drug discoveries based on what has been revealed about 
these mechanisms. Of course, new drugs have certainly brought about major develop-
ments and changes to the management of pain, many of which have been outlined in 
these guidelines. However, whether these new revelations about pain mechanisms have 
directly led to the development of actual drug discoveries and forms of treatment or 
not, still remains problematic. We are still unable to eschew the viewpoint that pain as 
a target is unlikely to lead to groundbreaking drug discoveries or forms of treatment, 
for various reasons. Some of these reasons include that pain is a subjective sensation 
and is therefore difficult to quantify, tends to undergo psychological and emotional em-
bellishments, and our pain－receiving system tends to indicate changes in plasticity, 
making it difficult for us to analyze and understand it.
　Despite the existence of these various challenges, thanks to the hard work of a large 
number of clinicians and researchers from all over the world, as well as campaigns to 
raise awareness, we have seen an incredible amount of change and progress in clinical 
pain management over the past decade. Japan, which used to be decades behind the 
West, has clearly made progress in the management of cancer pain and pain alleviation 
treatment, saving a large number of patients. Without any doubt, what we clinically 
need to tackle next is the extremely high number of patients suffering from chronic 
non－cancer pain. A vast amount of national wealth has been lost due to chronic pain, 
requiring us to tackle this issue effectively. Furthermore, it is not possible for us to save 
individual patients unless we deal with chronic pain. The Japanese government has im-
plemented administrative policies on various types of illnesses, such as for treating can-
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cer, lifestyle diseases, infectious disease, and mental illnesses, although the field of 
chronic pain disease has been left out like an air pocket. However, thanks to the hard 
work of a large number of people over the past decade and more, we are extremely de-
lighted that measures on pain management are now being put forward as federal pro-
grams．
　In this context, in 2018, ‘Research on Constructing a System for the Treatment and 
Education of Chronic Pain Problems’ was put forward as a part of Health, Labour and 
Welfare Policy Research (Research on Chronic Pain) (Research Representative：Takahi-
ro Ushida, MD, PhD) and in cooperation with a pain consortium, comprised of 7 academ-
ic committees, tackling chronic pain across the various disciplines, they devised the 
‘Clinical Practice Guidelines for Chronic Pain.’ In this revised edition, the guidelines 
were created under ‘Research for the Uniform Accessibility to Chronic Pain Manage-
ment Systems and Improved Healthcare Utilizing Pain Center Treatment Databases,’ 
(Research Representative：Shoji Yabuki, MD, PhD), put forward by the MHLW Re-
search Group as part of Health, Labour and Welfare Policy Research （Research on 
Chronic Pain）, along with 8 academic societies and organizations belonging to the Union 
of Pain－related Associations in Japan （Japanese Association for the Study of Musculo-
skeletal Pain, the Japanese Society of Orofacial Pain, the Japanese Headache Society, the 
Japanese Association for the Study of Pain, the Japan Society of Pain Clinicians, the Jap-
anese Association for the Study of Pain Rehabilitation, the Japanese Society for the 
Study of Chronic Pain （JSSCP）, and the Japanese Society of Lumbar Spine Disorders） 
in addition to representatives from two societies and organizations （the Japan Society 
of Acupuncture and Moxibustion, and the Japan College of Fibromyalgia Investigation 

（JCFI）） as well as other observers and those involved in chronic pain. We received 
positive feedback on the previous guidelines, more than we could have possibly ever 
imagined, from a large number of physicians and with this revised edition, we have 
been able to provide updates and improve sections that we had been unable to cover in 
the previous edition.
　In closing, in creating these guidelines, we wish to take this opportunity to express 
our heartfelt gratitude to everyone from the MHLW Research Group, all doctors and 
physicians from the 10 societies and organizations, as well as everyone who was in-
volved in the creation of this revised edition.

March, 2021
President of the Japanese Society for the Study of Pain （JASP）

President of the Hyogo College of Medicine
Koichi Noguchi, MD, PhD
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　In 2020, the International Association for the Society of Pain （IASP） revised its defi-
nition of pain. Pain is “an aversive sensory and emotional experience typically caused 
by, or resembling that caused by, actual or potential tissue injury.” There has been no 
change to the basic gist of what constitutes pain, but in the Japanese translation, we 
have emphasized “aversive （unpleasant） experience.” Chronic pain, which is the subject 
of these guidelines, refers to ‘pain that persists for a long time beyond the normal peri-
od required for healing trauma or disease that is the underlying cause of the pain.’ As 
an unpleasant or aversive experience persists for a long period of time, it is easy for us 
to imagine how this adversely affects work, school and daily life.
　A large number of guidelines on treating or managing diseases have been published 
to date, but there are hardly any guidelines on treating symptoms. In this context, the 
Clinical Practical Guidelines for Chronic Pain were published in 2018, eliciting a large 
response from its readers and this volume constitutes a revised edition of the 2018 edi-
tion.

Creation of the guidelines
　The previous guidelines were created by experts from all over Japan, with contribu-
tions from 7 societies and associations：Japanese Association for the Study of Musculo-
skeletal Pain, Japanese Society of Orofacial Pain, Japanese Association for the Study of 
Pain, Japan Society of Pain Clinicians, Japanese Association for the Study of Pain Reha-
bilitation, the Japanese Society for the Study of Chronic Pain, and the Japanese Society 
for the Study of Low Back Pain. Although it was no easy task for these cross－disci-
plinary societies and associations to collaborate and accomplish something together, 
through the cooperation of these 7 societies and organizations, they were able to 
achieve something remarkable. However, due to the limited amount of time prior to 
publication, some aspects were unsatisfactory, such as citation analysis, deciding on evi-
dence and determining the recommendation grades. This time round, in addition to the 
7 previous societies and associations, the Japan Society of Acupuncture and Moxibus-
tion, the Japanese Headache Society and Japan College of Fibromyalgia Investigation 
were also included, meaning that a total of 10 societies and associations have participat-
ed in this project. Representatives from patients’ associations have also been included, 
and where necessary we have referred to their opinions as well. I believe that we have 
indeed created even deeper guidelines on chronic pain, encompassing a wider represen-
tation from all over Japan. In addition, learning from the past, our physicians involved 
in the creation of these guidelines undertook workshops held by the Japan Council for 
Quality Health Care Minds Guidelines Center （also known as ‘Minds’）. They were able 
to learn about the current methods and policies for creating guidelines before proceed-
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ing with the creation of these guidelines. Furthermore, it was most reassuring to hear 
the opinions of specialists from Minds on a variety of different occasions.

Our basic philosophy behind the creation of these guidelines
　When making these guidelines, we discussed what kinds of chronic pain we would 
address and decided to address adult chronic pain, but not chronic cancer pain. More-
over, we created items on frequently－occurring diseases, deciding to create guidelines 
that would be even more helpful for our readers. We have assumed that our readers 
would consist of medical practitioners involved in treating or managing patients with 
chronic pain. As a wide variety of specialists from various professions are involved in 
the management of chronic pain, we have aimed for something useful not only for phy-
sicians but for other medical staff as well. There are various forms of chronic pain treat-
ment that are being implemented. We think that medical practitioners are choosing a 
treatment method that they themselves believe matches with the patient. However, un-
fortunately evidence has not always been established across the board. We have em-
phasized evidence in these guidelines. As there is a wide variety of patient diseases, 
points of evaluation and patient background, there were many CQs in which we were 
unable to summarize information through meta－analysis. In these cases, we conducted 
qualitative synthesis and decided on a level of evidence, keeping in mind our effort to 
make it helpful to readers. There were more than a few instances in which high－quality 
helpful research papers were only available overseas. This does not necessarily mean 
that all of the results from these overseas research papers match and conform with the 
management of chronic pain in Japan. In meetings during which we decided upon a 
recommendation grade, we emphasized these points as well during our discussion. In 
the CQs, there are cases where the recommendation grade is not high, even though the 
(quality of) evidence is, and vice versa. We kindly ask readers to understand that this is 
a result of our efforts to make the guidelines match and conform with the situation in 
Japan．

Methods utilized
　First of all, what we kindly ask from our readers is not to just look at the evidence 
and recommendation grades and nothing else. Please make sure to read our answers 
and commentary. Some may feel something odd about the evidence and recommenda-
tion grades provided in our CQs, depending on the type of profession, specialty, and the 
level of experience of the individual reader, but we believe readers should be able to 
understand the reasons and justifications for why a certain recommendation grade has 
been listed. In some cases, the recommendation for the same type of treatment may 
vary depending on the CQ. There are also some instances in which the results of re-
search papers which have focused on chronic pain in general (overall chronic pain) and 
those which have focused on specific diseases are different. As we have provided a 
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summary of these, in a certain sense, it is natural for the evidence and recommendation 
grades to vary. We would like our readers to first refer to these guidelines and conduct 
or implement treatments and diagnoses that are recommended and which have accu-
mulated a high amount of evidence. However, each individual patient has a different 
background and underlying causes for their pain. Ultimately, the medical practitioner 
will choose a treatment method that (s)he thinks is best suited to the patient. This is be-
cause the medical practitioner attending to the patient knows that patient best. After 
considering the information contained in these guidelines, if our readers then think 
about what would be best for their particular patients, then the makers of these guide-
lines will feel that their efforts have been rewarded．

Acknowledgements
　These guidelines were created thanks to the cooperative efforts of a large number of 
people. We received a large number of useful public comments from everyone belong-
ing to the societies and associations. Thank you very much. I would especially like to 
acknowledge the efforts and hard work of Dr. Hisashi Date from the Sendai Pain Clinic, 
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all of Japan. There were some discussions in which it seemed like we had reached a 
deadlock, but Dr. Date skillfully brought these members together and pushed onwards. 
Thank you sincerely.
　Furthermore, I also cordially wish to thank Mr. Yukio Morita who checked and edit-
ed the manuscript from its incipient stages, Dr. Masako Watanabe of the Publication 
Department of Medical Books, Shinko Trading Company （Ltd.）, Mr. Matthew Mc-
Laughlin who translated the original Japanese manuscript, which underwent numerous 
changes, into English, and Ms. Kyoka Ito from the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, 
School of Medicine, Fukushima Medical University, who has worked behind the scenes 
as the secretariat supporting this project.
　It is our sincere wish that these guidelines will prove to be useful for everyone in-
volved in the management of chronic pain and in future if some issues arise, we hope 
that our next revised edition will offer even better guidelines including the latest avail-
able evidence．

March, 2021
Health, Labour and Welfare Policy Research Grants （research on chronic pain）

Research for the Uniform Accessibility to Chronic Pain Management Systems and 
Improved Healthcare Utilizing Pain Center Treatment Databases

Research Representative：Shoji Yabuki, MD, PhD
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The Committee for Clinical Practice Guidelines for Chronic Pain
　These guidelines act as a second volume, continuing on from Clinical Practice Guide-
lines for Chronic Pain, published in 2018. This volume features not only treatments for 
chronic pain but also a discussion of diagnosis, assessment and typical chronic pain ill-
nesses. Just like with the previous volume, Clinical Practice Guidelines for Chronic 
Pain, these guidelines are different from the various guidelines issued by the societies 
and associations, as they have been constructed by the Committee for Clinical Practice 
Guidelines for Chronic Pain, which is comprised of specialists from various pain－related 
medical occupations and departments, and executed under the supervision of the 
MHLW Research Group, as ‘Research for the Uniform Accessibility to Chronic Pain 
Management Systems and Improved Healthcare Utilizing Pain Center Treatment Data-
bases.’

Basic structure of these guidelines
　The structure of these guidelines was itemized in accordance with the medical－infor-
mation service, ‘Minds Handbook for Clinical Practice Guideline Development 2017,’ 
adopting the basic structure of clinical questions （CQs）, answers, recommendation 
grades, level of evidence, and commentary. For those CQS where we thought level of 
evidence and recommendation grades were not necessary, we have limited our discus-
sion to answers and commentary only.

Preparation of clinical questions （CQs）
　The clinical questions were devised from the debate and discussion conducted 
through ‘Plenary Sessions of the Committee for Clinical Practice Guidelines for Chronic 
Pain’ （Plenary Sessions）, comprised of members of the committee responsible for creat-
ing these clinical practice guidelines （CPG）, academic experts from Minds （observers）, 
nursing representatives, and representatives from patient associations.
　In our previous Clinical Practice Guidelines for Chronic Pain, we decided to conduct 
evaluations by dividing the recommendation grades for CQs on pharmacotherapy into 
‘Musculoskeletal Pain,’ ‘Neuropathic Pain,’ ‘Headache／Orofacial Pain,’ and ‘Fibromyalgia 
Pain’ （of the 7 IASP categories for chronic pain （Table A－1）, we excluded the 4 catego-
ries of ‘Cancer Pain’，‘Post－surgical ／ Traumatic Chronic Pain’ and ‘Chronic Visceral 
Pain’）. However, in these guidelines, as evaluations were made according to the main 
disease categories of chronic pain and also because some drugs did not fit or match 
with these categories, we decided on a recommendation grade through a holistic evalu-
ation of the drugs．

Preparative Method of these Guidelines
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Searching for citations
　In line with the CQs that had been selected, our CPG committee in cooperation with 
our systematic review team ran searches for references and citations. In principle, 
searches ranged from between 2005 to 2020. In our search for references, our method 
was to utilize MEDLINE, Cochrane and the NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society to 
extract citations listed in each CQ. With important references, we incorporated citations 
from prior to 2005 and if the references were deemed to be important, we searched for 
them manually and added them to the selection.

Levels of evidence
　With the levels of evidence for the CQs, we conducted a systematic review of each 
outcome, with the 5 important outcomes in mind for each CQ, and referred to for exam-
ple the assessment sheet on the overall evidence of each research paper, their SoF 

（summary of findings）, and evidence to decision （EtD） frameworks and following the 
‘Minds Handbook for Clinical Practice Guideline Development 2017,’ we made decisions 
after taking into consideration the discussion and debate that took place in the Plenary 
Sessions.
　The summations （overall strength of evidence regarding the general outcomes） of 
the overall evidence for each CQ are as follows：
　A  （high）： We are very confident that the effect of the study reflects the actual ef-

fect；
　B  （moderate）： We are quite confident that the effect in the study is close to the true 

effect, but it is also possible it is substantially different；
　C  （low）： The true effect may differ significantly from the estimate；
　D  （very low）： The true effect is likely to be substantially different from the estimat-

ed effect.

Determining a recommendation grade
　Recommendation grades were determined after taking into consideration a balance 
between benefits （benefits, profits, usefulness） and risks （harm, disadvantages）. In 
principle, forms of treatment that are covered under the scope of the Japanese health 
insurance system are considered but we decided to also recommend forms of treatment 
that were not covered by health insurance if they were believed to be useful overseas 
or based on the evidence.
　When deciding on a recommendation grade, votes were cast in the Plenary Session, 
and we determined the grade when we reached a consensus rate of 80% or higher. If 
votes did not reach a 80% consensus result, we would hold another discussion in a Ple-
nary Session and cast a second round of votes. In cases where we failed to obtain 80% 
consensus or higher, even after 3 rounds of voting （in cases where we had trouble 
agreeing on the same point of view in the Plenary Session）, we then assigned a “no rec-
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ommendation” grade and also listed the final voting results. Furthermore, in cases 
where there were no high－quality research papers, and we could not decide on a 
strength of recommendation, we assigned a “no recommendation” grade and also listed 
the consensus rate. Therefore, in cases of “no recommendation,” in some cases, we had 
a consensus rate of 80% or higher, but we were unable to decide upon a recommenda-
tion grade due to insufficient evidence, and in some cases where several recommenda-
tion grades were listed with the consensus rate, we were unable to agree upon a unified 
point of view at the Plenary Session.
　The way we listed the strength of our recommendations was conducted in accor-
dance with the ‘Minds Handbook for Clinical Practice Guideline Development 2017,’ and 
are as follow.
　1：（Non－）implementation is strongly recommended；
　2：（Non－）implementation is weakly recommended.

Opinions from related societies & associations
　This time we solicited public comments from the presidents, trustees, and members 
of the 10 pain－related societies and associations who were involved in the creation of 
the guidelines （The Japan Society of Acupuncture and Moxibustion, the Japanese Asso-
ciation for the Study of Musculoskeletal Pain, the Japanese Society of Orofacial Pain, 
The Japanese Headache Society, Japan College of Fibromyalgia Investigation, Japanese 
Association for the Study of Pain, Japan Society of Pain Clinicians, Japanese Association 
for the Study of Pain Rehabilitation, Japanese Society for the Study of Chronic Pain, and 
the Japanese Society of Lumbar Spine Disorders）. We also solicited public comments 
from the Japanese Society of Neurological Therapeutics, Japanese Society of Psychoso-
matic Medicine, the Japanese Orthopaedic Association, The Japan Neurosurgical Soci-
ety, and the Japanese Society of Anesthesiologists. We judged whether to accept or re-
ject the opinions we had received during the Plenary Session and added some revisions 
to certain sections.

Conflict of interest （COI）
　All members who were involved in the creation of these guidelines were subject to 
potential conflict of interest and in accordance with the regulations on conflict of inter-
est as outlined in the “the Policy of Conflict of Interest （COI） in Medical Research” 
guidelines by the Japanese Association of Medical Sciences （JAMS）, in cases where in-
formation disclosure standards were exceeded, we have listed the names of the corpora-
tion or names of the committee members.

Indications for treatments
　When devising these guidelines, we consciously tried to make them easy to utilize for 
a large number of chronic pain－related medical practitioners, nursing representatives 
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and patient association representatives also participated in this project and therefore 
we have consciously tried to reflect many of their comments as well.
　When using these guidelines, we ask medical practitioners not to just read the recom-
mendation grades；we ask you to read through the CQ main text, answers, and com-
mentary sufficiently before considering whether, for example, to implement or pre-
scribe. We would also greatly appreciate it if you could also refer to the guidelines is-
sued by the various related societies and associations. Finally, we would like to clearly 
state that these guidelines are something to be of clinical use for chronic pain and not 
something to be used as materials for example in a court of law.

The Committee for Clinical Practice Guidelines for Chronic Pain
Chairman　Hisashi Date, MD, PhD
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CQ A－1： What kind of condition is chronic pain ? （How do we define ‘chronic 
pain’ ?）

　Answer：Chronic pain refers to ‘pain that persists or recurs for more than 3 
months, or pain that continues beyond the normal period required for healing.’

Commentary：
　The International Association for the Study of Pain （‘IASP’） defines pain as “an 
aversire sensory and emotional experience typically caused by, or resembling that 
caused by, actual or potential tissue injury.”1). Chronic pain refers to pain that typi-
cally persists for a period of three months or more, or pain that continues beyond 
the normal period required for healing. On the other hand, because chronic pain 
persists beyond the regular period of time of an acute disease or the appropriate 
length of time required for tissue to heal, some believe that it follows no particular 
length of time. These guidelines do not define specifically designated illnesses as 
chronic pain illnesses and we have decided to consider it as a condition, based upon 
the IASP’s definition.
　Pain sensitization （peripheral sensitization and central sensitization） is involved 
in the pathology of chronic pain and its mechanism is believed to be caused by 
changes in nerve plasticity through repetitive stimulation.
　Another thing is that pain that persists for an extended period of time can also 
involve psychosocial issues and therefore it is considered to be an incredibly com-
plex condition2).

CQ A－2：What kinds of classifications are there for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Chronic pain is classified for example by pain syndrome and mecha-
nism. Evaluating the pain syndrome or mechanism leads to both diagnosis and 
treatment.

Commentary：
　Chronic pain has several classifications. When classifying by pain factors, there 
are nociceptive pain, neuropathic pain, psychosocial pain and others3). When the 
pain becomes chronic, its cause is seldom exclusively due to one of these three fac-
tors and in many cases it is a complex mixed pain condition involving several caus-
ative factors.

IASP：International 
Association for the 
Study of Pain
pain sensitization：A 
condition of exacer-
bated reactivity of 
nociceptive neurons 
to standard input and 
reaction to input 
below the normal 
threshold
peripheral sensitiza-
tion：A condition of 
exacerbated reactivity 
of peripheral 
nociceptive neurons 
to a receptive field 
stimulus and reduced 
threshold 
central sensitization：
Exacerbated reactivity 
of central nervous 
system nociceptive 
neurons to standard 
centripetal input or 
that below the 
threshold
plasticity：Originally a 
term from physics, 
meaning when an 
extra external force is 
applied, it is unable to 
go back to the original 
state even after the 
force disappears. With 
regards to nerves, 
through repetitive 
stimulation, the 
functions of the 
sensitive nerves 
cannot be restored 
even after the stimulus 
disappears and a 
sensitized state 
persists
mixed pain condition
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Table A－1　IASP Chronic Pain Classifications （ICD-11） （Cited from References #4 and #5）

1．Chronic primary pain
1.1．Widespread chronic primary pain（including fibromyalgia syndrome）
1.2． Localized chronic primary pain（including non－specific low back pain, chronic 

pelvic pain）
1.x．Other chronic primary pain
1.z．Chronic primary pain not otherwise specified

2．Chronic cancer pain
2.1．Chronic pain due to cancer and metastasesNote A1

2.2．Chronic chemotherapy－induced pain
2.3．Chronic pain due to cancer surgery
2.4．Chronic pain due to radiotherapy
2.x．Other cancer－related chronic pain
2.z．Chronic cancer pain not otherwise specified

3．Chronic postsurgical and posttraumatic pain
3.1．Chronic postsurgical pain
3.2．Chronic posttraumatic pain
3.x．Other chronic postsurgical and posttraumatic pain
3.z．Chronic postsurgical and posttraumatic pain not otherwise specified

4．Chronic neuropathic pain
4.1．Peripheral neuropathic pain
4.2．Central neuropathic pain
4.x．Other neuropathic pain
4.z．Neuropathic pain not otherwise indicated

5．Chronic headache and orofacial pain
5.1．Chronic primary headaches
5.2．Chronic secondary headaches
5.3．Chronic orofacial pain
5.z．Chronic headache and orofacial pain not otherwise indicated

6．Chronic visceral pain
6.1．Chronic visceral pain from persistent inflammation
6.2．Chronic visceral pain from vascular mechanisms
6.3．Chronic visceral pain from obstruction ／ distension
6.4．Chronic visceral pain from traction ／ compression
6.5．Chronic visceral pain from combined mechanism
6.6．Chronic visceral pain referred from other locations
6.7．Chronic visceral pain from cancer
6.8．Functional or unexplained chronic visceral pain
6.x．Other chronic visceral pain
6.z．Chronic visceral pain not otherwise specified

7．Chronic musculoskeletal pain
7.1．Chronic musculoskeletal pain from persistent inflammation
7.2．Chronic musculoskeletal pain from structural osteoarticular changes
7.3．Chronic musculoskeletal pain due to diseases of the nervous system
7.4．Chronic non－specific musculoskeletal pain
7.x．Other chronic musculoskeletal pain
7.z．Chronic musculoskeletal pain not otherwise specified

※As the ICD-11 is revised regularly, readers should refer to the lastest version

Note A1：“2.1. Chron-
ic pain due to cancer 
and metastases” from 
the table refers to can-
cer pain but in Japan 
does not apply as a 
type of ‘chronic pain.’
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　IASP recommends seven classifications of chronic pain to the ICD－114,5) （Table 
1）. One of these items includes ‘cancer pain’ but the other items are all non－cancer 
pain and do not match with the classifications used in JapanNote 1. Sometimes an 
item overlaps with another item and this is recognized as multiple parenting6).
　For the classification based on the mechanism causing chronic pain, we have as-
sumed the concepts in Table 27) and Figure 18). The modality is also involved in 
these classifications and the stronger the psychosocial factors, the more frequently 
it becomes difficult to treat.

IASP：International  
Association for the 
Study  of Pain
multiple parenting

Table A－2　Acute Pain and Chronic Pain, Intractable Chronic Pain （Cited from Reference #7）

Acute Pain Chronic Pain
Chronic pain which is a 
repetition of acute pain
Chronic pain which is 
protracted chronic pain

Intractable chronic pain

Cause of pain Stimulation of nociceptors Stimulation of nociceptors

Functional changes in 
central nervous system
Modulation due to 
psychosocial factors

Duration Does not exceed period for 
tissue repair

Slightly exceeds period 
for tissue repair

Exceeds period for tissue 
repair（3 months ＜）

Main accompanying 
symptoms

Hyperactive sympathetic 
nerves（Hyperacute 
period）

Sleeping disorders, loss of 
appetite, constipation, 
inhibition of daily living 
activities

Sleeping disorders, loss of 
appetite, constipation, 
inhibition of daily living 
activities

Main psychological 
symptoms Anxiety Depression, anxiety, 

catastrophizing
Depression, anxiety, 
catastrophizing

Neuropathic

Nociceptive

Psychosocial

Figure A－1　Pain Model Diagram （Cited from Reference #8）
There are 3 factors related to pain : ‘nociceptive’ : ‘neuropathic’ : and ‘psychosocial’.
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CQ A－3：What are the characteristics of patients with chronic pain ?

　Answer：Among patients with chronic pain, many display a variety of symptoms 
and signs apart from pain.

Table A－3　 Factors which are related to Main Non－pain Symptoms ／ Signs Exhib-
ited by Chronic Pain Patients

1．Cognitive ／ Emotional Factors
　　Depression, anxiety, loss of appetite, anger, catastrophizing, fear
2．Physical Factors
　　Sleeping disorders, decline in ADL（immobilization and disuse）
3．Social Factors
　　 Decline in level of social activity（time off work, school, loss of employment）, 

changes in family relationships, economic stress
4．Spiritual Factors
　　Decline in feelings of self－worth, decline in self－efficacy
5．Other Factors
　　 Litigation, excessive expectations from medical institutions, dependence on 

treatment（medication）

Anxiety

Fear

Insomnia

Neuropathy/tissue damage

Sense of alarm about
pain/ avoidance 
behavior

Pain

State of no 
anxiety or 
fear

Able to face pain 
optimistically

Remission/
Recovery

・Recurring
・Perceive as expanding
・Sense of powerlessness

・Negative thoughts
・Threatening illness information (eg. ‘this is untreatable

illness and we do not know the cause…’)

Pain catastrophizing

Oversensitive 
Preventative

behaviors

Defensive

behaviors

response to pain

・Disuse
・Functional

disorder
・Depression

Negative interpretation

Figure A－2　Fear－avoidance model of pain （Partly cited from Reference #11）
This shows how pain becomes intractable and serious through a cyclical interaction 
with psychosocial factors as the pain lingers.
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Commentary：
　Chronic pain patients exhibit a wide variety of symptoms and signs as the dura-
tion of pain increases （Table A－3）. Depression is a typical symptom. Conclusions 
have yet to be reached on whether the stress caused by pain is triggering feelings 
of depression or whether a state of depression is triggering the pain as a physical 
symptom9). When the pain lingers, it becomes intractable and serious through a cy-
clical interaction with psychosocial factors. As the fear－avoidance model of pain il-
lustrates, when the pain becomes intractable, it often involves catastrophizing10). In 
this way, signs such as immobilization and disuse appear, triggering a decline in ac-
tivities of daily living （ADL） （Figure A－2）11). When pain persists over a long period 
of time, it affects one’s work and academic life. Factors such as loss of fixed employ-
ment can also lead to a decline in the quality of social activity, a deterioration in 
one’s sense of belonging in the family and economic stress leads to a deterioration 
in perceptions of self－worth. As a result, this leads to a vicious cycle of a decline in 
quality of life （QOL） and the occurrence of lifestyle disorders12).

CQ A－4： What are the purposes and ultimate goals of chronic pain manage-
ment ?

　Answer：It is difficult to attain a pain－free condition in patients with chronic 
pain. Reducing pain is one of the purposes and ultimate goals of chronic pain man-
agement but not the primary goal. The goal of medical practitioners should be to 
manage chronic pain while at the same time improving the patient’s QOL and ADL.

Commentary：
　The IASP defines chronic pain as “pain that persists longer than the expected 
period of time required to treat an illness or disease”13). There are no clear guide-
lines on duration but it is generally considered to be pain that persists for three 
months or more. In addition to a wide variety of organic factors involved in chronic 
pain, non－organic factors, such as psychosocial factors, and central sensitization and 
cognition of the nervous system are also largely involved. Therefore, it is extremely 
difficult to completely rid patients of a pain in which these complex factors overlap.
　The Guidelines for the Treatment of Chronic Pain14) by ASA and ASRA cite the 
following four items as their treatment purposes and ultimate goals.
　 ①  Optimize pain management, recognizing that a pain－free state may not be at-

tainable；
　 ② Enhance functional abilities as well as physical and psychological well－being；
　③ Enhance the quality of life （QOL） of patients；
　④Minimize adverse outcomes.

ADL：activities of daily 
living

QOL：quality of life

QOL：quality of life

IASP： International 
Association for the 
Study of Pain

ASA：American 
Society of Anesthesiol-
ogists
ASRA：American Soci-
ety of Regional 
Anesthesia and Pain 
Medicine
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　In this way, we must manage pain while minimizing adverse outcomes （side ef-
fects） induced by treatment. Improving the patient’s QOL and ADL are the pur-
poses and ultimate goals of chronic pain management.
　Medical practitioner should set the treatment goals with their patients and con-
firming the degree to which these goals are attained is important to obtain sound 
treatment outcomes. Therefore, feasible, positive and specific treatment goals are 
set. Furthermore, psychological factors that modify pain such as depression, anxi-
ety and dissatisfaction and a behavioral assessment should be conducted and if nec-
essary, an emotional approach should be adopted to reduce these factors. In any 
case, in order to have a diversity of expression to reflect aspects such as the pa-
tient’s living circumstances regarding pain, his／her behavioral patterns and individ-
ual character, we are required to set treatment goals that are finely tailored to 
each individual case. External gains such as money and compensation are major 
factors affecting pain behavior. Therefore, the medical practitioner must exercise 
caution when observing whether or not such factors might be involved15).

CQ A－5：Is there a placebo effect in chronic pain management ?

　Answer：A large number of previous papers indicate that there is a placebo ef-
fect in the management of chronic pain.

Commentary：
　The ‘placebo effect’ is a phenomenon by which a patient feels effects such as an 
improvement in his／her symptoms through an intervention that is essentially be-
lieved to be medically ineffective （including administering medication, intravenous 
injection, surgery, various forms of intervention, and alternative medicine）.
　The placebo effect has come to be widely known following reports from the 
1950s16). Pain is a subjective experience to the patient and it is believed that a large 
percentage of placebo effects can be accounted for by treatments that have the 
purpose of alleviating pain. However, before the placebo effect itself was able to be 
considered as something which brings about the effect of alleviating pain, it first 
had to go through a long history of being treated as something of a nuisance17). 
There have also been some reports that have cast doubt on the actual placebo ef-
fect18). However, recently, some researchers believe in actively utilizing the placebo 
effect in the treatment of pain17,19,20).
　In clinical settings, placebos are used to judge the effect of many analgesics and 
in many research studies, including randomized controlled trials （RCTs）, they have 
acknowledged its analgesic effects21). One research study also reported that a place-
bo arthroscopy （a surgical procedure） had the same effect as a synovectomy22). 

RCT：randomized
 controlled trial 
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　The trust relationship between a medical practitioner and patient contributes to 
enhanced patient willingness and increased placebo effect23). There have also been 
some meta－analysis reports that patient expectation in treatment can positively af-
fect pain alleviation24).
　In terms of its mechanism, some placebo effects act as naloxone antagonists so it 
is believed that the placebo effect is conveyed via endogenous brain opioids25－27). In 
addition, research studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging （fMRI） and 
positron emission tomography （PET） suggest that the descending pain inhibitory 
system may be implicated with analgesic effects due to a placebo28). Moreover, in 
patients where the placebo proved to be effective, reports indicated asymmetry in 
the emotional regions of the cerebral cortex limbic system and an increase in the 
sensory area of the cerebral cortex29). As seen above, there is a large number of re-
search reports that are trying to scientifically determine the placebo mechanism.
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B．Diagnosis & Evaluation

CQ B－1： What points need to be kept in mind when diagnosing or evaluating 
patients with chronic pain ?

　Answer：An important point when diagnosing chronic pain patients is having an 
accurate understanding of the patient’s condition and confirming whether any high-
ly urgent diseases are present or not. The patient’s pain needs to be assessed holis-
tically so that it leads to suitable treatment and care for each individual patient.

Commentary：
　The most important thing when diagnosing chronic pain is taking the patient’s 
history on their pain （including chief complaints, a history of their current illness, 
case history, family history, duration of pain, intensity of pain, pain patterns, aspects 
and characteristics of their pain） and also conduct a physical examination （visual 
inspection, percussion, palpation, auscultation, neurological findings such as muscu-
lar strength, sensation or reactions）. In addition, where necessary, blood tests, diag-
nostic imaging, and neurological exams should be conducted to determine the root 
cause of the pain and its pathology. In particular, attention should be paid to wheth-
er any underlying conditions such as inflammatory diseases and malignant tumors 

Taking patient history
Main complaints, current history,
past history, family history

Since when, how, 
what is the cause

Examination
Inspection, palpation, auscultation

Exam
Blood test, image test

Simple X-ray, CT, MRI, 
scintigraphy, PET etc.

Conclusion

Conclusion

Understand the pathology
= diagnosis

Diagnostics
Therapeutic

science

Figure B－1　Method for diagnosing patients with chronic pain
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are present when proceeding with the diagnosis. （Figure B－1）. Even when seeing 
chronic pain patients over time, when new symptoms emerge, physical examina-
tions and where necessary tests must be conducted to confirm the primary disease 
requiring treatment and any underlying pathologies that had not been apparent 
before.1,2)

　On the other hand, chronic pain can be divided into factors based on the pain 
mechanism such as ‘nociceptive’，‘neuropathic’ and ‘psychosocial.’1). However, in 
many cases chronic pain is not caused by a single mechanism；these factors coex-
ist and are intricately interrelated. Therefore, in order to select the suitable treat-
ment and care required for each individual patient, there is need for a multifaceted 
evaluation based on a biopsychosocial model. The items illustrated in Table B－1 are 
necessary for a multifaceted evaluation3). Doctors needs to conduct an overall （ho-
listic） evaluation of chronic pain patients.

CQ B－2： What kinds of tests are conducted to diagnose and evaluate  
patients with chronic pain ?

　Answer：It goes without saying that when diagnosing patients with chronic pain, 
one needs to take a detailed history and tests in order to have an accurate under-
standing of the patient’s condition. However, because pain is a subjective experi-
ence, much evaluation is conducted using an evaluation form （questionnaire）4) Note B1. 
In recent years, a variety of tests have been conceived and developed in order to 
objectively evaluate patients with chronic pain but at the current stage, there is in-
sufficient evidence regarding its usefulness. Therefore, we expect this to be verified 
in future.

Note B1：Refer to B-7

Table B－1　Multifaceted Evaluation of Chronic Pain

  1． Intensity, site, nature of pain, patterns, progression, changes throughout  the day, 
enhancing and alleviating factors of pain

  2． Psychological  state : A questionnaire  is used  to  take patient history  regarding 
matters such as anxiety, depression, angry emotions,  fear,  feelings of  low self－
efficacy, a negative cognitive state called ‘catastrophizing’, feelings of unfairness, 
feelings of distrust etc.

  3．How one spends the day, degree of impairment in ADL, current sleeping habits
  4．Development history, family history, family structure and current situation
  5．Illnesses and clinical conditions in the field of psychiatry
  6．History of substance dependence
  7．Academic background, employment history, job details and conditions
  8．Compensation and litigation
  9．Exercise habits
10．Changes in diet and weight
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Commentary：
1） Diagnosing pain in patients with chronic pain

　In many cases, patients have been suffering from pain over a long period of time, 
have taken tests and received diagnoses from other facilities and have undergone 
treatment. In order to avoid being misled by the diagnosis pronounced at other 
hospitals and clinics, doctors need to re－examine patients once again for an accu-
rate pathology and disease. In order to do this, patient history, a visual examination 
and palpation need to be conducted in fine detail as well as neurological tests on 
cranial, sensory and motor nerve, perception, muscular strength and reflexes, pain 
provocation tests, range of motion （ROM） tests （on joints）, if necessary, blood test, 
imaging tests （X－ray, CT, MRI, ultrasound, scintigraphy）, and electrophysiological 
tests （nerve conduction test, and electromyogram （EMG） etc.） should also be con-
ducted（Table B－2）5). Careful attention needs to be paid to primary diseases that 
should be immediately treated such as malignant diseases, infections, bone frac-
tures and neuromuscular diseases and if necessary, it is also important to consult a 
specialist about them. On the other hand, with chronic pain, evaluations should pro-
ceed not only based on the anatomical changes obtained from these tests but also 
by taking into account the multiple factors involved in each individual patient.

2）Attempts to Objectively Evaluate Chronic Pain Patients
　Attempts are being made to objectively evaluate chronic pain patients. Thermog-
raphy, which can visually catch a patient’s body surface temperature, allows us to 
measure the temperature on skin. This is used to investigate the differences be-

Table B－2　 Examination & Testing for Diagnosing Chronic Pain

Taking history History of disease & treatment, past injury, accidents, history of 
surgery, pre－existing conditions, employment history, history of 
absence from work, family history, family make－up, compensation, 
litigation

Visual examination Abnormal posture, gait disorder, edema, muscular atrophy, 
involuntary movement,
Abnormal perspiration, changes in skin tone, presence of rash

Palpation Tender points, muscle tension, psychroesthesia, sensations of heat
Neurological test Dermatome,existence of sensation abnormalities［hypoesthesia, 

hypersensitivity, allodynia］muscular strength, deep reflex, 
pathological reflex

Blood test Blood cell count, CRP, protein fractionation, electrolytes, sugar 
metabolism, liver & kidney function, others

Imaging tests X－ray, CT, MRI ／ MRA, ultrasound, scintigraphy etc.
Electrophysiological 
test

Peripheral nerve conduction velocity test, electromyogram, 
electroencephalogram
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tween a healthy side and the afflicted side, as well as changes in temperature at 
the site of disease over time. However, skin temperature is prone to be affected by 
the temperature of the （surrounding） environment. Therefore, caution is required 
when comparing changes over time6) Note B2. A perception／pain quantitative analyti-
cal device and current perception threshold （CPT） measuring devices are commer-
cially available in the attempt to try and objectively measure the strength of pain. 
Quantitative sensory testing （QST） is a quantitative evaluation method of psycho-
physically evaluating subjective pain, using static QST that investigates the senso-
ry receptivity of peripheral nerves to each form of stimulus, and dynamic QST that 
investigates changes in pain perception repeatedly from a physical nociceptive 
stimulus at （or near） the site of pain and at a site away from the site of pain7) Note 

B3. With evaluations of pain by quantitatively measuring physical function and phys-
ical activityNote B4, attempts are being made to shed light on pain through brain 
function imaging tests such as MRI and PET. We have begun to understand phe-
nomena such as the atrophy of gray matter from chronic pain on MRI, and that the 
default mode network （network of brain activity at rest） changes due to a chronic 
pain state8－10). Research is also being conducted in which blood, saliva and spinal 
fluid are being tested to reveal the biomarkers that can serve as indicators to eval-
uate painNote B5.

CQ B－3： Is a quantitative evaluation of physical function and activity useful 
for evaluating the condition of chronic pain ?

　Answer：Because physical function and physical activity are deeply involved in 
the condition of chronic pain, conducting a specific evaluation of these factors will 
extract issues and serve as indicators for making the suitable choice for treatment, 
intervention and management and their efficacy so it is useful for evaluating the 
condition of chronic pain.

Commentary：
　As the fear－avoidance model of pain indicates, physical function and physical ac-
tivity are deeply involved in the development and exacerbation of chronic pain and 
have a strong influence over not only pain but also ADL and QOL. Therefore, eval-
uating the physical function and activity in chronic pain patients is important for 
understanding their pathological condition11). To be more specific, evaluation forms 
（questionnaires） investigating patient－based outcomes are usedNote B6，which mea-
sure and evaluate actual physical function, exercise performance and the amount of 
physical activity.
　When evaluating physical function and exercise performance, it is recommended 

Note B2：Refer to B-5

QST：quantitative 
sensory testing

Note B3：Refer to B-4

Note B4：Refer to B-3

Note B5：Refer to B-6

ADL： activities of daily 
living
QOL： quality of life

Note B6：Refer to B-10
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to evaluate muscular strength, range of joint motion, balance function, movement 
capabilities and ADL－related factors11,12). To be more specific, there is the one－
legged standing （OLS） test and one－legged hop for evaluating patients’ balance 
functions. The Time Up and Go （TUG） and the 10 Meter Walk Test （comfortable 
walking speed and maximal walking speed） are widely used to asses movement ca-
pabilities. In addition, there is the Six Minute Walk Test to assess exercise toler-
ance and for assessing ADl－related performance, there are for example the 30－Sec-
ond Chair Stand Test and the Stair Climb Test.
　For evaluating the amount of physical activity, there are questionnaires such as 
the International Physical Activity Questionnaire （IPAQ）13,14) and Physical Activity 
Scale for the Elderly （PASE）15,16) to investigate activity within the home, work－re-
lated activity, movement, leisure activity and non－active time. IPAQ is designed for 
adults （15～69 years old） whereas PASE is for elderly patients. Also when evaluat-
ing the actual physical activity measured, the utilization of activity recording in-
struments such as activity meters and pedometers are recommended for measur-
ing data such as time of activity, non－active time, number of steps and walking dis-
tance.

CQ B－4： Is the quantitative sensory test （QST） useful for assessing the 
condition of chronic pain?

　Answer：The quantitative sensory test （QST） indicates the different character-
istics between patients with chronic pain and healthy subjects and there are many 
clinical research studies that indicate its usefulness. However, the QST results pro-
vide insufficient evidence for categorizing the chronic pain pathology or for decid-
ing on a method of treatment.

Commentary：
　The QST is one form of psychophysical methods and can be broadly divided into 
static QST and dynamic QST17). Static QST is a test that investigates the ‘condition’ 
of receptivity, mainly in the peripheral nerves and serves as an indicator for somat-
ic sensations such as tactile and vibratory perception, heat and cold as well as serv-
ing as a pain perception threshold such as with pressure pain and heat／cold pain. 
On the other hand, the dynamic QST is a test that serves as an indicator of the 
‘function’ of pain modulation in locations above the peripheral nerves, and consists 
of temporal summation of pain （TSP） and conditioned pain modulation （CPM）. 
The TSP is an indicator for the sensitization of abnormalities, like wind－up, in the 
ascending pain transmission system, whereas the CPM serves as an indicator that 
reflects dysfunctions in the descending pain inhibitory system. 

IPAQ：International 
Physical Activity 
Questionnaire

QST：quantitative 
sensory  testing

TSP：temporal  
summation of  pain
CPM:：conditioned 
pain  modulation
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① Knee osteoarthritis
　In knee osteoarthritis, researchers have indicated the possibility that pressure 
pain threshold and TSP are related to the degree of severity of pain symptoms. 
However, there is insufficient evidence indicating its relationship with the cold pain 
threshold18) . In addition, some studies have shown that CPM was reduced in pa-
tients with knee osteoarthritis compared with healthy subjects18). With the prog-
nostic predictions using QST, one study showed that in cases indicating a clear de-
cline in CPM, analgesic effects were low19), in cases of exacerbated TSP, pain tend-
ed to be protracted after prosthetic joint replacement surgery20), and in cases 
showing a recognizable decline in the pressure pain threshold over a wide area, pa-
tients’ response to exercise therapy as a form of treatment was low21).

② Non－specific chronic low back pain
　Systematic reviews comparing the QST values for non－specific chronic low back 
pain with healthy subjects showed a decline in the pressure pain threshold in re-
mote sites including the upper and lower limbs, and exacerbated TSP in the lum-
bar area. However, there are few reports related to CPM and in addition, there is a 
lack of uniformity among the protocols, meaning that a fixed point of view has not 
yet been obtained22).

③ Fibromyalgia
　Cases of fibromyalgia have a lower heat pain threshold than healthy subjects, 
with reports that their cut－off value is a sensitivity of 39.1 ℃, with a sensitivity of 
63.5%, and specificity of 78.9%. The cut－off value for CPM is －1.0 （amount of 
change in VAS） with a sensitivity of 45.7% and specificity of 78.9%23). Further-
more, in systematic reviews comparing TSP and CPM with healthy subjects, they 
indicated exacerbated TSP, and reduced CPM but there is an extremely small 
number of research studies using them as tools in diagnosing fibromyalgia and for 
making prognostic predictions meaning it does not provide us with conclusive evi-
dence24).
　In this way, there have been various reports on chronic pain patients regarding 
a reduced heat pain threshold18,22,23), exacerbated TSP, reduced CPM and dysfunc-
tion18,22,24,25). On the other hand, systematic reviews that considered the correlations 
between factors such as CPM, pain intensity and impaired function were unable to 
establish a significant correlation between them25). Therefore, at the current stage, 
we have been unable to ascertain the validity of QST （especially dynamic QST） as 
a clinical and experimental pain biomarker. Future research needs to strongly fo-
cus on for example establishing a standardized measuring method25,26) and multiple 
verifications, which incorporates several forms of QST （for example ones that are 
TSP and CPM based）.
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CQ B－5：Is thermography useful for evaluating chronic pain ?

　Answer：Thermography measures the distribution of temperature on the surface 
of the body using infrared light and is one type of physiological method that dis-
plays data visually. In chronic pain, it is used to assess the degree of severity of the 
primary illness and the effects of treatment. However, in terms of the usefulness of 
thermography, there is insufficient evidence for it to be used to give a definite diag-
nosis of chronic pain and for classifying its level of severity. At the current stage, 
we expect randomized controlled trials （RCTs） to be conducted using it in future 
on a variety of illnesses and pathologies.

Commentary：
　To date, there have been several observational studies that conducted explorato-
ry evaluations of changes in skin temperature using thermography as an indicator 
of pathologies and outcomes for some diseases, while no RCTs had verified the use-
fulness of thermography.
　As vasomotor disturbances and changes in skin temperature occur in complex 
regional pain syndrome （CRPS） due to the impaired function of sympathetic 
nerves, thermography has long been utilized as an auxiliary diagnostic tool. The 
IASP’s criteria27) for assessing CRPS includes the differences in skin temperature 
between the affected and contralateral areas. In a joint multicenter study28) that ex-
amined 296 CRPS patients following the IASP’s diagnostic criteria, researchers uti-
lized infrared thermography imaging to assess the difference in skin temperature 

（⊿T） between the affected limb and non－affected limb. The average ⊿T ± stan-
dard deviation （SD） was －0.72±1.65 ℃. The ⊿T was under 1 ℃ in 131 patients, 
failing to achieve the assessment criteria （⊿T＞1 ℃） advocated by the IASP29). 
Furthermore, there has been no correlation between the duration of symptoms and 
⊿T. With CRPS, it cannot be used to assess skin temperature on regular occasions 
but some are of the opinion that it should be used to measure body temperature 
when the sympathetic nerves are stimulated when conducting whole-body cooling. 
However, there are limits to its usefulness in actual clinical conditions30). Therefore, 
for the purpose of making a diagnosis, the diagnostic accuracy of using a thermog-
raphy alone need to be considered31).
　There exist some observational studies on herpes zoster, investigating the chang-
es in skin temperature according to the stage of the disease, in its acute phase, sub
－acute phase, and chronic phase32).
　There have been reports on low back pain （LBP） and tension type headache in 
which the site of pain matched with the site of skin temperature abnormality33). 
Furthermore, skin blood flow increases through treatment interventions such as re-
habilitation and trigger point injections and some reports have assessed its effects 

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 

CRPS： complex 
regional pain 
syndrome
IASP： International 
Association for the 
Study of  Pain
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as a treatment34).
　Researchers have acknowledged that in chronic pain that comes with impaired 
blood flow such as from thromboangiitis obliterans and arteriosclerosis obliterans, 
there is a decline in skin temperature due to reduced blood flow. Furthermore, 
thermography is used to assess the effects of sympathetic nerve block and to con-
firm improvements in impaired blood flow.35).

CQ B－6： Is there a test that is useful as a biomarker for chronic pain ? （brain 
function, brain blood flow, blood, saliva, cerebrospinal fluid etc. ?）

　Answer：At the current stage, there are no verified biomarkers that can be used 
to detect the prevention, early diagnosis, or relapses of chronic pain. However, 
there are reports on tests that could potentially be considered according to each 
disease.

Commentary：
　In randomized controlled trials （RCTs） conducted since 2010, several biomarkers 
have been used, in an explorative manner, as indicators for the treatment outcome 
of chronic pain.
　In a systematic review that considered the effects of exercise therapy on chronic 
pain, blood－based biomarkers were used as indicators of outcomes in 4 RCTs36). As 
chronic pain is thought to be a malfunction of the immune system, proinflammatory 
and anti－inflammatory markers were used. In research that introduced exercise 
therapy on patients with knee osteoarthritis （OA），researchers observed a reduc-
tion in Interleukin－6 （IL）, a proinflammatory cytokine, and also tumor necrosis fac-
tor （TNF）α －receptors 1 and 237,38). In addition, in a research study examining the 
effects of exercise therapy on subjects with low back pain, showed found that cate-
chol－O－methyltransferase （COMT）genes and single nucleotide polymorphism 

（SNP） were related to pain, anxiety and depression39).
　There have been no RCTs or systematic reviews on biomarkers in the saliva for 
chronic pain, only 2 case control research studies and a pilot research study40,41).
　A systematic review on CRPS reported an increase in the concentration of IL-1β 
and IL-6 and a decrease in soluble intercellular adhesion molecule-1（sICAM-1）in 
the cerebrospinal fluid of CRPS patients42). 
　No systematic reviews exist on the relationship between chronic pain and brain 
blood flow but there have been reports of 2 RCTs43,44). There have been numerous 
reports on the relationship between changes in functional connectivity and severity 
of pain and psychological factors in various chronic pain patients using functional 
magnetic resonance imaging （fMRI）, but the usefulness of fMRI as a biomarker 

RCT： randomized  
controlled trial 

knee OA： knee 
osteoarthritis

fMRI： functional mag-
netic resonance 
imaging
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have yet to be established45,46).
　A systematic review on proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy （1H-MRS） that 
could quantitatively measure the level of neurometabolites （glutamic acid, γ‒ami-
nobutyric acid） indicated that 1H-MRS is expect to develop as a biomarker by im-
proving measurement techniques47).
　In addition, a meta‒analysis that assessed the relationship between the length 
patterns of the third finger, and OA and chronic joint pain reported that the Type-3 
pattern (the ring finger ＞ the index finger) was related to symptomatic knee and 
hand OA and indicated the possibility of adopting it as a non-invasive biomarker 
for identifying the risks of such diseases48).

CQ B－7：What scales are used to diagnose and evaluate chronic pain ?

　Answer：Since chronic pain involves multiple factors, it is hard to assess it by an 
unified scale. Scales that diagnose and evaluate chronic pain include ones for the in-
tensity and nature of pain, dysfucntion, ADL/QOL, and pain affect/cognition, which 
are used in accordance with the objectives.

Commentary：
　At the current stage, there is no single scale that has been certified as being able 
to express actual pain itself49). In particular, chronic pain includes multiple factors 
so currently the situation is that a diverse range of scales are being used in combi-
nation to diagnose and evaluate pain （Table B－3）. However, each indicator records 
pain over time so patients are able to evaluate how their pain changes and the ef-
fects of treatment3). When utilizing the scales, attention must be paid to how they 
might be influenced by age, culture, language, cognitive ability or communication 
ability. As a basic premise, one should choose a scale which is easy for patients to 
comprehend, and of which reliability and validity has already been tested50). In ad-
dition, one should listen attentively to patients’ complaints and at the same time ob-
serve their behaviors and attitudes；it is necessary to integrate all the information 
that is useful for making a decision about the treatment policy.

CQ B－8：Is the evaluation of pain intensity useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Pain intensity is one of the most general items used in clinical evalua-
tions. Self－reports from patients are widely used as a method to evaluate the pain 
and evaluation tools including for example the visual analogue scale （VAS）, numer-
ical rating scale （NRS）, verbal rating scale （VRS） and the Faces Pain Scale－Re-
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Table B－3　Pain－related Questionnaires & Scales

1．Pain Intensity
　・NRS : numerical rating scale
　・VAS : visual analogue scale
　・FRS : Wong－Baker Faces pain rating scale
2．Nature of Pain
　・MPQ : McGill Pain Questionnaire
　・SF－MPQ : Short－Form McGill Pain Questionnaire
　・Pain drawings
3．Neuropathic Pain
　・Neuropathic Pain Screening Questionnaire
　・painDETECT
　・Spine painDETECT
　・DN4 : the Douleur Neuropathique en4 questions
　・NPSI : Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory
　・ LANSS : the Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs ／ 
S－LANSS : Short versions of the LANSS

　・NPQ : Neuropathic Pain Questionnaire
4．Evaluation of Dysfunction（illness ／ site specific evaluation）
　・DASH : Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand
　・WOMAC : Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index
　・ JOACMEQ : Japanese Orthopaedic Association Cervical Myelopathy Evaluation 
Questionnaire

　・JOABPEQ : Japanese Orthopaedic Association Back Pain Evaluation Questionnaire
　・RDQ : Roland－Morris Disability Questionnaire
　・ODI : Oswestry disability index
　・NDI : Neck disability index
　・HIT－6 : Headache Impact Test
　・DC ／ TMD : Questionnaires from Diagnostic Criteria for Temporomandibular Disorders
　・DC ／ BMS : Questionnaires from Diagnostic Criteria for Burning Mouth Syndrome
5．Evaluation of ADL ／ QOL
　・BPI : Brief Pain Inventory related items
　・MPI : Multidimensional Pain Inventory related items
　・PDAS : Pain Disability Assessment Scale
　・SF36 : Short－Form36－Item Health Survey
　・EQ－5D : EuroQol5 Dimension
6．Evaluation of Pain Affect ／ Cognition
　・HADS : Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
　・STAI : State－Trait Anxiety Inventory
　・BDI : Beck Depression Inventory
　・POMS : Profile of Mood States
　・PCS : Pain Catastrophizing Scale
　・TSK : Tampa scale for kinesiophobia
　・FABQ : Fear－Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire
　・BS－POP : Brief Scale for Psychiatric Problems in Orthopaedic Patients
　・PSEQ : Pain Self－Efficacy Questionnaire
　・MPI : Multidimensional Pain Inventory
　・SCL－90 R : Symptom Check List 90 Revised
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vised （FPS－R）. It is recommended to not only evaluate intensity of pain in chronic 
pain examinations, but to include it alongside other evaluation items and conduct a 
comprehensive evaluation.

Commentary：
　Because pain is an internal and personal experience, self－reports are currently 
accepted as a form of measurement of pain, in a wide sense. Intensity of pain is the 
most general item in clinical evaluations of pain51).
　VAS, NRS, VRS and FPS－R are widely used as scales to represent intensity of 
pain. Of these, VAS and NRS have a strong correlation and both are considered to 
be superior to VRS52). Writing materials are not necessary to measure using NRS 
and methods such as phone interviews and asking patients to directly type in re-
sponses into a computer database can also be handled. In systematic reviews53,54) 
comparing the usefulness and practicality of each respective scale, when evaluating 
intensity of pain in a one－dimensional manner, NRS is believed to be the easiest 
one to use in terms of sensitivity, convenience and a high level of compliance.
　VAS is hard to comprehend compared with other scales and in particular, suit-
able results are unobtainable in elderly patients. On the other hand, as it is a con-
tinuous scale, it is possible to use it for comparing data.
　Just like with VRS, NRS and VAS, there is a strong correlation with other 
scales53). VRS utilizes adjectives to represent different levels of pain and because 
respondents have to read the whole list included on the scale, it is more time－con-
suming than other methods but it has an equal or superior level of compliance to 
other methods. Because the expressions used in VRS might sometimes be inter-
preted differently by individual respondents and as it depends on the circumstanc-
es （for example, pre－and post－surgery comparisons, and comparisons between re-
spondents etc.）, it may not be suitable for comparing two phenomena or events.
　FPS－R is recommended for children or patients who have limited language abili-
ties53).
　There are several research reports that have investigated the minimal clinically 
important changes （MCID） of each scale in cases of chronic pain disease. A study 
reported an MCID was of approximately 20mm55) on the VAS in patients with 
chronic low back pain, and another reported that an MCID was 2 points decrease 

（or 30% reduction）56) on the NRS in chronic pain patients who were treated with 
pregabalin. In a study on patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain, they reported 
a 1 point decrease （or 15% decrease） in NRS as an MCID57), and on top of this, in 
the same research study, a 2 point, or 33% decrease on the NRS matched with a 
patient’s improved condition which was “far greater” （than compared with before）.
　Compared with NRS, VAS, VRS and FPSR have been reported to be more influ-
enced factors other than pain intensity, such as pain-related interference and dis-

VAS：visual analogue 
scale  
NRS：numerical rating 
scale  
VRS：verbal rating 
scale
FPS-R：face pain 
scale-revised
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comfort58).
　When evaluating the intensity of pain, there is a possibility that the current pain 
data we are getting from the above scales are not accurately reflecting the overall 
pain of the patients. Scales such as the Brief Pain Inventory （BPI） and Graded 
Chronic Pain Scale （GCPS） are designed to self-report the maximum, minimum 
and average pain intensity during a fixed period of time （for example over the past 
24 hours or over the past 1 week）53).
　Although the scales above are widely used in clinical settings, in chronic pain 
care, there are no research studies that investigate the usefulness of evaluating 
pain intensity. When evaluating chronic pain, it is recommended that doctors do 
not just evaluate pain intensity but make a comprehensive judgement by incorpo-
rating other evaluation factors as well.

CQ B－9：Is the evaluation of neuropathic pain useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：In chronic pain care, evaluation of neuropathic pain is useful for decid-
ing on a treatment policy. Screening questionnaires are utilized to identify patients 
who might be suffering from neuropathic pain. A diagnosis of neuropathic pain is 
ascertained through taking patient history, conducting a neurological examination 
and tests to diagnose neurological disease and lesions, following an algorithm.

Commentary：
　Various factors are implicated when chronic pain arises. As the treatment policy 
for neuropathic pain is different from that of other diseases and pain, it is necessary 
to confirm the presence or absence of neuropathic pain in order to have the appro-
priate treatment59).
　The screening questionnaire is used to distinguish between patients who have 
neuropathic （especially non－specific） pain. For example, there is the Leeds Assess-
ment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs （LANSS） and the Short Version of the 
LANSS （S－LANSS）, Neuropathic Pain Questionnaire （NPQ）, Douleur Neu-
ropathique Pain Questionnaire （DN4）, painDETECT, ID Pain59)，and the reliability 
and validity of each respective questionnaire has been proven but each of them is 
supported by a low amount of evidence60). Each questionnaire has been translated 
into many languages, and Japanese versions have been developed for the LANSS, 
DN4, and PainDETECT questionnaires. In Japan, they have developed the Neuro-
pathic Pain Screening Questionnaire61) and Spine painDETECT for evaluating spi-
nal disease－derived neuropathic pain.62)

　Although a screening questionnaire is useful in terms of how it simply distin-
guishes between patients who have neuropathic pain and those who do not, there 
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is no information on the questionnaire the clinical course of pain and the sensory 
examination is either extremely simplified or an abbreviated version. Therefore, 
the screening questionnaire should be utilized as the first stage in the diagnostic 
process and when the results do suggest neuropathic pain, it is recommended that 
doctors take patient history and perform neurological tests in order to confirm the 
presence （or absence） of neurological legions or disease63). The Neuropathic Pain 
Special Interest Group （NeuPSIG） of the International Association for the study of 
Pain （IASP） have displayed a diagnostic algorithm mainly based on nerve lesions 
and disease64), and so we recommend taking patient history, conducting neurologi-
cal examinations and confirmation tests stage by stage, when proceeding with a di-
agnosis （Figure B－2）.

　Evaluation or assessment questionnaires are also used as a tool to complement 
the screening questionnaire. Evaluation questionnaires either provide a numeric 
value or categorization for the syndrome of neuropathic pain patients and include 
for example the Neuropathic Pain Scale （NPS）, Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inven-
tory （NPSI）, Short－form McGill Pain Questionnaire 2 （SF－MPQ－2）, and Pain Quali-
ty Assessment Scale （PQAS）. Of these, the reliability and validity of the Japanese 
translation of the NPSI and SF－MPQ－2 have been certified. Evaluation question-
naires can be utilized for understanding the syndrome and characteristics of pa-

IASP： International 
Association for the 
Study of  Pain

Disease
history

Neurological
examination

Confirmation
test

History related to neurological lesions and disease
& presence of pain according to neuroanatomical 

distribution

Pain accompanying neuropathy in region consistent 
with anatomical innervation

Diagnostic test to determine somatosensory
nervous system lesions or disease causing the pain

Possible
Neuropathic Pain

Probable
Neuropathic Pain

Definite
Neuropathic Pain

Yes

Yes

Yes

Figure B-2　 Flowchart of Neuropathic Pain Scoring 
（Cited from References #5）
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tients with neuropathic pain and also for assessing their responses to therapy or 
treatment and there are reports that they are a more accurate reflection of pain 
syndromes, rather than a measurement of pain intensity in neuropathic pain65).

CQ B－10： Is the evaluation of ADL/QOL useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer： Patients who suffer from chronic pain have limited physical activity 
due to their fear of pain. It goes without saying that the ultimate goal of chronic 
pain treatment is not just alleviating the pain but also an improvement in ADL and 
QOL. Therefore, evaluating ADL/QOL as well as evaluating the severity of pain 
are useful for evaluating treatment outcomes. When evaluating ADL/QOL that ac-
companies pain, there is an evaluation of chronic pain in general and a disease－spe-
cific evaluation, so it is recommended that doctors select a combination of evalua-
tion methods depending on the disease or condition.

Commentary：
　The Initiative on Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials 

（IMMPACT） which was designed by US pain specialists, have indicated 4 domains 
that can serve as indicators for clinical trial outcomes on chronic pain treatment：
pain intensity, physical function, mental function and general overall level of im-
provement11). The alleviation of pain through treatment of chronic pain is not nec-
essarily associated with an improvement in physical function；evaluations of ADL, 
QOL and social engagement are also important for evaluating in a wider sense the 
efficacy of treatment. Most evaluations of ADL/QOL use patient self－reported 
scales, an evaluation of chronic pain in general, and also disease－specific evaluations 
that correspond to the particular site of pain or disease. In terms of the evaluation 
of chronic pain in general, the Brief Pain Inventory66,67), Multidimensional Pain In-
ventory related items68), the Pain Disability Assessment Scale69), and the related 
items of the 36－Item Short Form Health Survey （SF－36）67,70) are widely used to 
evaluate treatment intervention outcomes. On the other hand, for patients with low 
back pain, not just comprehensive evaluations discribed above, but disease－specific 
evaluations such as the Roland－Morris Disability Questionnaire and Oswestry Dis-
ability Index, are often used to evaluate treatment outcomes67,71). When using a pa-
tient self－reported scale, doctors should use questionnaires in which the reliability 
and validity of the Japanese version has been certified and approved. Furthermore, 
after taking into consideration the site of the patient’s pain or disease and consider-
ing their cognitive ability and burden, it is recommended that doctors evaluate 
them using a combination of comprehensive and disease－specific evaluations.

ADL：activities of daily 
living
QOL：quality of life
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CQ B－11：Is psychosocial evaluation useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：There is a strong relationship between chronic pain and psychological 
function. Psychological changes such as anxiety, depression and anger can arise 
due to pain. On the other hand, the degree of psychological distress and negative 
thoughts can be a predictor for the prognosis of chronic pain. Therefore, psychoso-
cial evaluation are useful for predict the prognosis of treatment and for decide in-
terventional methods for chronic pain.

Commentary：
　It should be noted that evaluating psychosocial factors of chronic pain is not iden-
tifying and/or ruling out psychiatric diseases. In a painful state, such negative emo-
tions develop a vicious cycle, in which the pain persists and worsens. On the other 
hand, researchers have indicated that the prevalence rate of anxiety disorders and 
depression is higher among chronic pain patients than the prevalence rate among 
the general population72). There have also been reports on the relationship between 
strength of anxiety, depression and catastrophizing and response to chronic pain 
treatment, opioid dependence and treatment prognosis73－75). Therefore, psychologi-
cal assessment plays an important role in predicting prognosis and in deciding on a 
suitable treatment intervention.
　In clinical research on chronic pain patients, scales such as the Hospital Anxiety 
and Depression Scale （HADS） and State－Trait Anxiety Inventory are widely used 
as scales for measuring anxiety. An observational study on patients with chronic 
low back pain （LBP）showed that higher intensity of pain, a higher degree of dis-
ability, and a higher risk of opioid analgesic abuse were seen in subjects with high 
anxiety than in those with low anxiety73,74). HADS, the Beck Depression Inventory 
（BDI）, and Profile of Mood States （POMS）, are used as scales to measure depres-
sion. In addition to evaluating general psychological distress such as anxiety and 
depression, the evaluation questionnaire has also been developed to assess the 
thoughts that specifically arise in a state of pain. Of these scales, the Pain Catastro-
phizing Scale （PCS） and Pain Self－Efficacy Questionnaire have been used in many 
clinical and research studies on chronic pain to date. A systematic review on chron-
ic musculoskeletal pain indicated that there were a significant relationship between 
the degree of pain catastrophizing and the severity of pain and physical impair-
ment76). Futhermore, a systematic review on chronic musculoskeletal pain showed 
that there were significant relationships between high self-efficacy and high degree 
of physical function, QOL, work efficiency, and satisfaction77). The fear－avoidance 
model is a vicious－circle model which explains how pain becomes chronic and in-
tractable；the cause of their pain being the patient’s psychological behavior in 
which they fall into an avoidance of exercise out of fear of pain. The Fear－Avoid-

PCS：Pain Catastroph-
izing Scale
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ance Beliefs Questionnaire （FABQ） is a questionnaire which evaluates chronic LBP 
patients’ specific fear－avoidance beliefs and the reliability and validity of the Japa-
nese version of the FABQ has been certified. Similarly, the Tampa Scale for Kinesi-
ophobia （TSK）, which is a scale evaluating their fear－avoidance thoughts, was ini-
tially developed to evaluate their fear of exercise and the validity of this scale for 
musculoskeletal pain other than LBP has also been certified.
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Chapter C．Pharmacotherapy：CQ C-1～CQ C-13

CQ C-1： Are nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs （NSAIDs） 
useful for chronic pain ?

CQ C-2：Is acetaminophen useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-3： Is extract from inflamed cutaneous tissue of rabbits 

inoculated with vaccinia virus useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-4：Are Ca2＋ channel α2δ ligands useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-5：  Are antiepileptic drugs （carbamazepine, sodium 

valproate） useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-6：Is duloxetine useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-7：Are tricyclic antidepressants useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-8： Are anxiolytics （benzodiazepine type drugs） useful for 

chronic pain ?
CQ C-9： Are centrally-acting muscle relaxants （tizanidine, 

eperisone） useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-10：Is tramadol useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-11：Are buprenorphine patches useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-12：Are opioid analgesics [strong] useful for chronic pain ?
CQ C-13： Is Kampo medicine （Chinese herbal medicine） useful 

for chronic pain ?
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Table C-1　Drugs Used to Manage Chronic Pain

Drug name Route of 
administration

Dosage / Usage Diseases covered 
under health insurance

Side effects / Precautions

Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs （NSAIDs） （only typical drugs listed）　➡　CQ C-1

disclofenac oral / suppository 25～100 mg／day osteoarthritis/LBP/
cervicobrachial syndrome/
periarthritis of the shoulder / 
other general pain

gastrointestinal disorders, renal 
dysfunction, edema，
cardiovascular events, asthma

ibuprofen oral 600 mg／day

loxoprofen oral 60～180 mg／day

celecoxib oral 200 mg／day

Acetaminophen　➡　CQ C-2

acetaminophen oral 600～4,000 mg／day general pain liver dysfunction

Extract from Inflamed Cutaneous Tissue of Rabbits Inoculated with Vaccinia Virus　➡　CQ C-3

extract from 
inflamed cutaneous 
tissue of rabbits 
inoculated with 
vaccinia virus

oral 4 capsules（16 units）／day postherpetic neuralgia (PHN), 
LBP, cervicobrachial syndrome, 
periarthritis of the shoulder, 
osteoarthritis

nausea, rash

injected drug 3.6 units intravenous/ 
intramuscular/ 
subcutaneous injection

LBP, cervicobrachial syndrome, 
symptomatic neuralgia, itch 
accompanying skin disease

drowsiness, rash

Ca2+ Channel α2δ Ligands（Gaqbapentinoid）　➡　CQ C-4

pregabalin oral starting dosage 
50～150 mg／day
maintenance dosage 
300～600 mg／day

neuropathic pain, fibromyalgia drowsiness, dizziness, weight 
gain, edema

gabapentin oral starting dosage 
400～600 mg／day
maintenance dosage 
600～1,800 mg／day

refractory epilepsy, neuropathic 
pain （public application）

drowsiness, dizziness, weight 
gain

mirogabalin oral starting dosage 10 mg／day
maintenance dosage 
20～30 mg／day

peripheral neuropathic pain drowsiness, dizziness, weight 
gain, edema

Antiepileptic Drugs　➡　CQ C-5

carbamazepine oral starting dosage 
200～400 mg／day
maintenance dosage 
600～1,200 mg／day

trigeminal neuralgia, epilepsy, 
manic depression （bipolar 
disorder）

drowsiness, dizziness, liver 
dysfunction, rash, cytopenia

sodium valproate oral 400～1,200 mg／day Migraine prevention, epilepsy, 
manic depression （bipolar 
disorder）

drowsiness, dizziness, liver 
dysfunction, pancreatitis

Antidepressants　➡　CQ C-6, 7

Tricyclic Antidepressants

amitriptyline oral (for peripheral neuropathic pain)
initial dosage 10 mg／day
increased when necessary, 
max. dosage 150 mg／day

depression, enuresis, peripheral 
neuropathic pain 

drowsiness, dizziness, sense of 
fatigue, nausea, dry mouse

impramine oral (for depression)
starting dosage 
25～75 mg／day
gradually increased when 
necessary maintenance 
dosage up to 
200～300 mg／day

depression, bed-wetting dry mouse, dizziness, 
drowsiness, constipation

nortriptyline oral (for depression)
starting dosage 
30～75 mg／day
gradually increased when 
necessary
maintenance dosage up to 
150 mg／day

depression dry mouse, drowsiness, 
constipation
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Drug name Route of 
administration

Dosage / Usage Diseases covered 
under health insurance

Side effects / Precautions

Tetracyclic Antidepressants

maprotiline oral starting dosage 
10 mg／day
maintenance dosage 
30～75 mg／day

depression drowsiness, dizziness, sense of 
fatigue, nausea

Serotonin-Noradrenaline Reuptake Inhibitors（SNRI）

duloxetine oral starting dosage 
20 mg／day
maintenance dosage 
20～60 mg／day

depression, fibromyalgia, 
diabetic neuropathy, chronic 
LBP, knee OA

nausea, drowsiness, dry mouse, 
headache, sense of fatigue

（when used for pain, one should 
carefully judge whether applicable 
or not considering the risk of 
incidence of mental symptoms 
such as suicidal thoughts, suicidal 
tendencies, hostility, 
aggressiveness etc.）

Anxiolytics （benzodiazepine drugs）　➡　CQ C-8

clonazepam oral starting dosage 
0.5～1.0 mg／day
maintenance dosage 
2～6 mg／day

epilepsy （minor motor seizure, 
psychomotor seizure, 
autonomic seizure）

drowsiness, dizziness, 
light headedness, hypotonia,
dependence

alprazolam oral starting dosage 
0.4～1.2 mg／day
maintenance dosage 
0.4～2.4 mg／day

（not to exceed 1.2 mg／day 
in elderly patients）

anxiety in psychosomatic 
illness, tension, depression, 
sleeping disorder

drowsiness, dizziness, 
light headedness, hypotonia, 
dependence, withdrawal 
symptoms

Central Muscle relaxants　➡　CQ C-9

tizanadine oral starting dosage 
3 mg／day
maintenance dosage 
6～9 mg／day

cervicobrachial syndrome, 
improved muscle tension in 
LBP, spastic paralysis

drowsiness, dizziness, drop in 
blood pressure, dry mouse

eperisone oral 150 mg／day cervicobrachial syndrome, 
periarthritis of the shoulder, 
improved muscle tension in 
LBP, spastic paralysis

drowsiness, dizziness, 
light headedness

Opioid analgesics　➡　CQ C-10, 11, 12

tramadol oral starting dosage 
50～100mg／day
maintenance dosage 
50～300mg／day

chronic pain, cancer pain drowsiness, dizziness, nausea 
/ vomiting, constipation

tramadol / 
acetaminophen 
combination tablet

oral starting dosage 
75～150mg／day
maintenance dosage 
150～300mg／day ※ 1 

chronic pain, post-dental pain drowsiness, dizziness, nausea 
/ vomiting, constipation

buprenorphine 
transdermal patch

transdermal 
patch 

（for 7 days）

starting dosage 
0.12mg／day
maintenance dosage 
0.12～0.48mg／day

osteoarthritis, chronic LBP drowsiness, dizziness, nausea 
/ vomiting 

morphine oral （rapid-
release agent）

starting dosage 
10～30mg／day
maintenance dosage 
30～90mg／day ※ 2

chronic pain, cancer pain nausea / vomiting, 
constipation, respiratory 
depression，mental 
dependence / abuse / misuse

fentanyl transdermal 
patch

transdermal 
patch

（for 1 or 3 days）

starting dosage 
12.5～25 μg／hour
maintenance dosage 
25～37.5 μg／hour

chronic pain, cancer pain nausea / vomiting, constipation, 
respiratory depression, mental 
dependence / abuse / misuse

oxycodone oral （chronic pain）
10～60mg／day

（cancer pain）
10～80mg／day

chronic pain （added as eligible 
for coverage as of October 
2020） cancer pain

nausea / vomiting, constipation, 
respiratory depression, mental 
dependence / abuse / misuse

※ 1 Starting dosages and maintenance dosages indicate amount of Tramadol they contain
※ 2 If we assume that the upper dosage limit is 90 mg/day, then it is recommended that a dosage of 60 mg/day be used
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C．Pharmacotherapy

CQ C－1： Are nonsteroidal anti－inflammatory drugs （NSAIDs） useful for 
chronic pain ?

　Answer：Nonsteroidal anti－inflammatory drugs （NSAIDs） alleviate chronic low 
back pain （LBP） and osteoarthritic pain but they have a small effect on chronic 
LBP. It is not effective in improving fibromyalgia. There is a risk of side effects 
from selective COX－2 inhibitors on the upper digestive tract and cardiovascular 
system so long－term use, without any clear purpose in mind, should be avoided.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 
〔Consensus 92.9%〕

Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　NSAIDs is a collective name for drugs that provide analgesic effect, reduce fever 
and act on inflammation, among other effects, by blocking the production of prosta-
glandins （PG） by blocking cyclooxygenase （COX） in the arachidonic acid cascade. 
There are 6 systematic reviews and 1 guideline that have been adopted for verify-
ing the efficacy of NSAIDs on chronic pain.
　In a systematic review1) of the efficacy of NSAIDs on chronic low back pain 

（LBP）, researchers found that compared with the placebo, NSAIDs significantly 
improved pain （MD －6.97, 95%CI －10.74 ～－3.19） according to patients’ VAS 

（visual analogue scale） scores （displaying 0～100 mm） up to the 16th week. 
NSAIDs overall also significantly improved physical function, compared with the 
placebo, up to the 12th week （MD －0.85, 95%CI －1.3～－0.4） according to their 
evaluations on the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire （RMDQ） （0～24）. How-
ever, in each case it had a small effect, making it hard to establish if its effects are 
clinically significant and the reliability of the evidence is low.
　In a systematic review2) comparing the effects of each type of NSAID on osteoar-
thritis （OA） by dosage, the usefulness of NSAIDs was confirmed in 76 placebo－
controlled research studies and network meta－analysis is comparing and consider-
ing the usefulness of each type of these drugs. NSAIDs that are accessible in Japan 
and that have indicated a high analgesic effect include diclofenac, naproxen, and 
ibuprofen. Of these drugs, 150mg of diclofenac／day displayed the largest effect on 
pain （Effect size：－0.57, 95%CI －0.69 ～－0.45） and physical function （Effect 

NSAIDs：nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory 
drugs

COX-2：cyclooxygen-
ase-2

PG：prostaglandins

OA：osteoarthritis
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size：－0.51, 95%CI －0.65～－0.37）.
　In a systematic review3) that considered the effects of local administration of 
NSAIDs on knee OA, they holistically evaluated the effects on pain and improve-
ment of physical function, and found that the difference in the rate of clinical effica-
cy between weeks 6 and 12 when they were administered, compared with the pla-
cebo （adhesive skin patch and drug administered as a base）, was 10.2% for di-
clofenac （RR 1.2, 95%CI 1.12～ 1.29） and 14.6% for Ketoprofen RR 1.22, 95%CI 
1.03～1.45）；a significant improvement in either case. In addition, the difference in 
the incidence rate of local side effects, such as skin symptoms, compared with the 
placebo was significantly higher at 6.4% for diclofenac （RR 1.84, 95%CI 1.54 ～
2.21）but a significant difference was not recognized for Ketoprofen with a differ-
ence of 2.5% （RR 1.04, 95% CI 0.85～1.27）.
　Because there was no difference in the frequency of incidence of full－body com-
plications such as gastrointestinal tract disturbance compared with the placebo, lo-
cal administration of NSAIDs is useful on knee OA pain.
　According to the American Academy of Neurology （AAN） and American Head-
ache Society （AHS） guidelines4) on the prevention of migraine, they recommend 
fenoprofen （yet to be approved in Japan）, ibuprofen, and naproxen as first－line 
NSAIDs to treat acute－stage migraine. In addition, in a systematic review5) verifying 
the effects of aspirin in preventing migraine, based on the results of their analysis 
of 8 RCTs （dosage of aspirin ranged from 50～650 mg／day）, they concluded that 
oral administration of 325 mg／day of aspirin is required to prevent migraine pain.
　In a systematic review verifying the effects of NSAIDs on fibromyalgia （FM）, 
the difference compared with the placebo in those who experienced a 30% improve-
ment in pain with NSAIDs was －3.6％ （RD －0.04, 95% CI －0.16～0.08） where-
as the difference compared with those who experienced a 50% improvement in 
pain was －6.9％ （RD －0.07, 95%CI －0.18～0.04） ; a significant difference was 
not recognized6).
　According to a systematic review1) of chronic low back pain （LBP）, they found 
that the incidence rate of side effects in all NSAIDs up until the 16th week was 
3.4% （RR 1.04, 95% CI 0.92～1.17） compared with the placebo, failing to recognize 
a significant difference in the frequency of  side effects. However, many of these re-
search studies used a small sample size over a short period of time so we need to 
consider that the only side effects they detected were subjective symptoms.
　In a systematic review7) of the safety of selective COX－2 inhibitors, in a meta－
analysis of selective COX－2 inhibitors on OA, researchers found a significantly 
higher frequency in general side effects from selective COX－2 inhibitors （RR 1.26, 
95%CI 1.09～1.46）, compared with the placebo. In particular, they found that with 
the risk of incidence of upper digestive tract symptoms （RR 1.19, 95%CI 1.03 ～
1.38） and cardiovascular system side effects, the risk of high blood pressure （RR 

AAN：American Acad-
emy of Neurology
AHS：the American 
Headache Society 

RCT： randomized 
controlled trial

FM：fibromyalgia
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1.45, 95%CI 1.01～2.10）, edema and cardiac arrest （RR 1.68, 95%CI 1.22～2.31） 
were significantly elevated.
　When administering NSAIDs, careful attention needs to be paid to the incidence 
of gastrointestinal mucosal damage, renal dysfunction and cardiovascular events, 
when using selective COX－2 inhibitors. Therefore it is important to rigorously mon-
itor for side effects and take measures when needed, and avoid any long－term ad-
ministration without any clear purpose in mind.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain
I／C NSAIDs administered group／non－administered group

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc

Selection summary Of the 303 search hits, we narrowed it down to31, and in the end used 7 search hits which 
matched with the set PICO

CQ C－2：Is acetaminophen useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：There is a lack of evidence indicating the effects of acetaminophen on 
musculoskeletal pain （pain due to low back pain or osteoarthritis）, so its usefulness 
remains unclear. On the other hand, it is highly useful in alleviating pain due to 
tension－type headache （TTH） or migraine. Although severe side effects are rare, 
one needs to be careful of impaired liver function due to high－dose administration.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 
〔Consensus 100%〕

Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　The analgesic－acting mechanism of acetaminophen is unclear. It has weak anti－
inflammatory effects and is assumed to mainly express its analgesic effects via the 
central nervous system. Three systematic reviews have been adopted to consider 
the usefulness of acetaminophen on chronic pain.
　According to a systematic review8) that considered the usefulness of acetamino-
phen on musculoskeletal pain, even when 4,000 mg of acetaminophen was used in 
1 day to treat low back pain （LBP）, according to the VAS scores （on a range from 
0～10） in which subjects evaluated their pain, researchers did not recognize the ef-
fect of acetaminophen compared with the placebo over a short period of time （less 
than 2 weeks） （MD：－0.5, 95%CI －2.9～1.9） or a medium－length period of time 

（2 weeks＋but less than 3 months） （MD：1.4, 95%CI －1.3～4.1）. Furthermore, 
on the Short－Form 12－Item Health Survey （SF－12） （0 ～ 100） according to their 

SF-12：Short-Form 
12-Item Health Survey
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evaluations, there was no recognizable effect on physical function either over the 
short term （MD：0.4, 95%CI－1.7～2.5） or medium term （MD：－1.9, 95%CI－4.8～
1.0） compared with the placebo. Of the 3 randomized controlled trials （RCTs） that 
were included in this systematic review, only one of them researched chronic low 
back pain, and apart from this, almost no high－quality RCTs exist that consider the 
usefulness of acetaminophen on chronic low back pain （LBP）.
　In the same systematic review, acetaminophen significantly reduced OA pain, 
compared with the placebo, both over the short term （MD －3.3, 95%CI －5.5～－
1.9） and mid－term （MD －3.7, 95%CI －5.8～－0.8）. However, they used WOM-
AC （0～100） for the majority of pain evaluations, which makes it difficult for us to 
say whether the improvement was clinically significant or not. In addition, there 
was also a change in physical function over the short term MD －2.9, 95%CI －4.9
～－0.9） and mid－term（MD －1.7, 95%CI －6.0 ～ 2.6） but the significant im-
provement over the short term showed only a slight effect, whereas the improve-
ment over the mid－term was not significant. The usefulness of acetaminophen for 
OA is negative.
　According to a systematic review9) that considered the usefulness of acetamino-
phen for tension－type headache （TTH）, researchers found that among patients 
suffering from frequently－recurring tension－type headache （a headache that oc-
curs at a frequency of between 1～15 times a month） in the acute stage, the differ-
ence in the number of patients whose pain subsided or disappeared 2 hours later 
was 9.8% higher for those administered with 1,000 mg of acetaminophen com-
pared with those given a placebo （RR 1.21, 95%CI 1.15～1.28）, displaying a signifi-
cant improvement. On the other hand, the difference between those administered 
with 560～650 mg of acetaminophen and those given a placebo was 5.8% （RR 1.11, 
95% CI 0.90～1.37）, failing to yield a significant improvement. The difference in 
the incidence rate of side effects between those who orally took 1,000 mg of acet-
aminophen and those given a placebo was 1.4% （RR 1.12, 95%CI 0.94～1.32）；the 
difference was not significant, meaning its usefulness in actual clinical settings is 
high.
　According to a systematic review10) that considered the usefulness of acetamino-
phen on migraine, the difference in the % of patients who experienced an improve-
ment in pain 1 hour later was 19.2% （RR 1.97, 95%CI 1.52 ～ 2.55） comparing 
those administered with 1,000 mg of acetaminophen with those given a placebo, 
and the difference in improved physical function 2 hours later was 10.3% （RR 1.76, 
95%CI 1.24～2.48） for the acetaminophen group compared with the placebo group, 
indicating a significant improvement in either case. The difference in the incidence 
rate of side effects, compared with the placebo, was 4.7% （RR 0.78, 95%CI 0.64～
0.95）, meaning it is also highly useful in actual clinical settings.
　According to a systematic review8) of side effects related to musculoskeletal pain, 

RCT：randomized
 controlled trial 

OA：osteoarthritis
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the difference in the incidence rate of some form of side effects from acetamino-
phen was 2% （RR 1.0, 95%CI 0.9－1.1） compared with the placebo, and the per-
centage of those who discontinued administration due to side effects was 0.9% （RR 
1.2, 95%CI 0.9－1.5）, showing that the difference was not significant. In addition, 
the frequency in which severe side effects occur is low and no difference was rec-
ognized compared with the placebo （RR 1.2, 95%CI 0.7－2.1）, However, in terms of 
liver function abnormality, it has a high risk compared with the placebo （RR 3.8, 
95%CI 1.9－7.4）, therefore caution is required.
　Impaired liver function due to acetaminophen is caused by the metabolite NAPQI 
but it carries a high risk when taken in high dosages. According to the Food and 
Drug Administration （FDA） the daily dosage of acetaminophen is limited to 4,000 
mg／day （in Japan as well）, and many OTC common－cold medicines contain acet-
aminophen as well. Therefore, unexpected overdoses can happen meaning doctors 
need to carefully pay attention to monitoring administration.
　Moreover, the long－term administration of acetaminophen elevates the risk of 
gastrointestinal haemorrhage （GIH） and it has become clear that there is a mild in-
crease in systolic blood pressure11).
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain
I／C acetaminophen, paracetamol administered group／non－administered group

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane search filter, other （cases of 50＋） etc

Selection summary Of the 375 search hits, we narrowed it down to 21, and in the end used 4 which matched with 
the set PICO

CQ C－3： Is extract from inflamed cutaneous tissue of rabbits inoculated with 
vaccinia virus useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Extract from inflamed cutaneous tissue of rabbits inoculated with vac-
cinia virus may possibly by useful for low back pain, cervico－omo－brachial syn-
drome and postherpetic neuralgia. Severe side effects are rare and so because it is 
highly safe, it is considered for use, in cases where patients fail to respond to stan-
dard treatment.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 
〔Consensus 84.6%〕

Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）

Commentary：
　Extract from inflamed cutaneous tissue of rabbits inoculated with vaccinia virus 

FDA：Food and Drug 
Administration
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is a type of drug containing non－protein type physiologically－active substances ex-
tracted from the inflamed cutaneous tissue of rabbits. Experiments conducted on 
animals have confirmed that it exhibits analgesic effects through activation of the 
descending pain inhibitory system, anti－inflammatory action, inhibiting the release 
of excitatory neuropeptides, inhibiting the excitation of sympathetic nerves, im-
proving blood flow, and neuroprotective action, and in other ways12).
　Three RCTs have been conducted on each type of chronic pain disease to consid-
er the usefulness of extract from inflamed cutaneous tissue of rabbits inoculated 
with vaccinia virus on chronic pain.
　In a placebo－controlled RCT13) targeting 120 patients with low back pain （LBP）, 
researchers found that patients experienced a moderate improvement in pain or 
better while moving, 2 weeks after administration, in 43.6% of patients adminis-
tered with the drug compared with 24.1% of patients in the placebo group, indicat-
ing a significant effect.
　More over in a placebo－controlled RCT14) conducted on 164 patients with cervico－
omo－brachial syndrome, researchers reported a moderate improvement or better 
in spontaneous pain, 3 weeks after administration, in 44.4% of patients adminis-
tered with the drug compared with 28.4% in the placebo group, indicating a signifi-
cant effect.
　In another placebo－controlled RCT15) conducted on 238 patients with postherpet-
ic neuralgia （PHN）, they reported a moderate improvement in pain or better, 4 
weeks after administration, in 34.3% of those who had been administered with the 
drug compared with 19.6% of those in the placebo group, indicating a significant 
effect.
　In addition, in each of these RCTs, researchers recognized that it was effective in 
improving patients’ ADL and QOL. However, each of these RCTs is old, having 
been conducted in the 1980s, were small in scope and had a short observation peri-
od, and so because their recruitment criteria and the way they evaluated analgesic 
effects were vague, there is a high risk of bias and the quality of evidence is low.
　In terms of safety, the incidence rate of side effects in these RCTs was between 
5.1～12.1% among patients in the group administered with the drug, failing to in-
dicate a significant difference compared with the placebo group. Specific side ef-
fects that were observed include digestive symptoms such as gastric distress, con-
stipation, loss of appetite, diarrhoea, and nausea and drowsiness but in each of 
these RCTs, symptoms were mild and the drug was discontinued due to side ef-
fects in around 0 ～ 4% of cases, indicating a high level of safety. However, there 
have also been reports of severe side effects such as shock, anaphylactic－like symp-
toms, impaired liver function and jaundice so caution should be exercised when this 
drug is being used16).
　According to the Clinical Guidelines of Pharmacotherapy for Neuropathic Pain 

RCT：randomized
 controlled trial 

PHN： postherpetic 
neuralgia
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QOL：quality of life
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（Revised 2nd edition）17) released by the Japan Society of Pain Clinicians, they highly 
evaluate the fact that the safety and usability of extract from inflamed cutaneous 
tissue of rabbits inoculated with vaccinia virus were assessed in Japan and position 
this substance as a second－line drug in the pharmacotherapy of neuropathic pain.
　The quality of evidence on the efficacy of extract from inflamed cutaneous tissue 
of rabbits inoculated with vaccinia virus for treating chronic pain is not high but it 
is highly safe so in the event where chronic pain disease does not improve under 
standard treatment, its usage should be considered. In future, in order to confirm 
the efficacy of extract from inflamed cutaneous tissue of rabbits inoculated with 
vaccinia virus, there is a need for researchers to accumulate further evidence 
through conducting high－quality RCTs.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain
I／C Neurotropin（inflamed cutaneous tissue of rabbits inoculated with vaccinia virus, neurotropin）

administered group／non－administered group
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc
Selection summary Of the 227 search hits, we narrowed it down to12, and in the end used 5 which matched with 

the set PICO, and 1 additional document, brining it to a total of 6 which we used. With the 
NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society searches, we expanded our search back to the 1980s

CQ C－4：Are Ca2＋ channel α2δ ligands useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Ca2＋ channel α2δ ligands （pregabalin, gabapentin, mirogabalin） are 
useful on postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） and painful diabetic neuropathy （DN）. Pre-
gabalin is effective on fibromyalgia. The main side effects from Ca2＋ channel α2δ li-
gands are drowsiness, dizziness, edema, increase in weight, and so dosages need to 
be adjusted for senior patients and those with renal dysfunction.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：1（strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-
ed 〔Consensus 85.0%〕

Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　By binding to voltage－dependent Ca2＋ channel α2δ subunits in the central ner-
vous system, Ca2＋ channel α2δ ligands （gabapentinoids） inhibit the release of ex-
citatory neurotransmitters, exhibiting an analgesic effect. Currently, there are three 
Ca2＋ channel α2δ ligands that can be used in Japan：pregabalin, gabapentin, and 
mirogabalin.
　There are 4 systematic reviews and 2 RCTs that have considered the usefulness 
of Ca2＋ channel α2δ ligands on chronic pain.

RCT：randomized
 controlled trial 
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　In systematic reviews18,19) on the effect of pregabalin and gabapentin on neuro-
pathic pain, they considered their usefulness on postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） and 
painful diabetic neuropathy （DN）.
　With PHN, researchers observed that the difference in the % of patients whose 
pain decreased by 50% or more through pregabalin （300 mg／day） compared with 
the placebo was 19.5％ （RR 2.52, 95%CI 1.86 ～ 3.42） and through gabapentin 

（1,200～3,600 mg／day） was 14.4％（RR 1.69, 95%CI 1.43～2）, compared with the 
placebo, marking a significant improvement. Evaluations of patients’ satisfaction 
levels using the Patient Global Impression of Change （PGIC） indicated that the % 
of those showing a large level of improvement over the placebo was 17.1% （RR 
2.13, 95%CI 1.54～2.94） for patients administered with pregabalin and 10.3% for 
those administered with gabapentin （RR 1.32, 95%CI 1.16～1.5）, indicating a sig-
nificant improvement over the placebo.
　With painful diabetic neuropathy （DN）, the difference in the % of patients whose 
pain had decreased by 50% or more compared with the placebo was 7.0% （RR 1.3, 
95%CI 1.15 ～ 1.46） in patients administered with pregabalin, 15.2％ （RR 1.69, 
95%CI 1.41～2.02） in patients administered with gabapentin, indicating a signifi-
cant improvement. According to PGIC, evaluations from patients administered with 
pregabalin were 20.3％ （RR 1.75, 95%CI 1.51～2.03）, and 20.3％ （RR 1.66, 95% 
CI 1.36 ～ 2.03） for those administered with gabapentin, indicating significantly 
higher scores than the placebo.
　In addition, in RCTs published since 2017, researchers have considered the use-
fulness of pregabalin for both post－traumatic neuropathic pain20) and peripheral 
neuropathic pain due to oxaliplatin21), respectively. Both of these placebo－controlled 
research studies examined over 100 cases but did not recognize a significant im-
provement in pain or QOL.
　In a systematic review22) that verified the usefulness of antiepileptic agents on 
chronic low back pain, researchers did not recognize that Ca2＋ channel α2δ ligands 
were useful in improving pain and physical function, from the 2 months～up to 12 
months stage, in chronic low back pain （LBP） and lumbar radiculopathy, compared 
with the placebo. In standard LBP, researchers did not recognize a significant im-
provement in pain （evaluations standardized from 0～10）, at the 2 week～3 month 
stage, in patients administered with gabapentin （MD 0.0, 95% CI －0.3 ～ 0.3）, 
compared with the placebo and in patients with lumbar radiculopathy administered 
with pregabalin （300～600 mg／day）, they did not recognize that it was effective in 
causing a significant improvement in pain MD －0.1, 95%CI －0.3～0.2） or physical 
function （evaluations standardized from 0～10）, compared with the placebo.
　In a systematic review23) of the usefulness of pregabalin on fibromyalgia, re-
searchers considered the usefulness of administering patients with pregabalin in 
dosages of 150～600 mg／day. In terms of side effects, as the incidence of dosage de-
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pendence becomes increasingly more frequent, both the rate of improvement of 
pain at 450 mg／day and patient satisfaction levels have increased and the % of pa-
tients who experienced a 50% reduction in pain or higher was 10.4% （RR 1.75, 
95%CI 1.44 ～ 2.13） compared with the placebo, indicating a significant improve-
ment. Furthermore, the % of those who indicated a high level of improvement in 
patient satisfaction through the evaluations of the Patient Global Impression of 
Change （PGIC） was 8.8% （RR 1.33, 95%CI 1.16～1.52）, significantly higher than 
the placebo.
　The main side effects from using Ca2＋ channel α2δ ligands are drowsiness, dizzi-
ness, weight gain, and peripheral edema23). The difference in the incidence of side 
effects was 9.4% for pregabalin （300 mg／day） （RR 1.21, 95%CI 1.15～2.28） and 
13.2% for gabapentin （1,200～3,600 mg／day） （RR 1.28, 95%CI 1.22～1.36） com-
pared with the placebo, indicating that it was significantly higher. The incidence 
rate of severe side effects was 3.0% for pregabalin and 3.1% for gabapentin, and 
there was no significant difference compared with the placebo, but the % of pa-
tients for whom oral administration was discontinued due to side effects, was 4.2% 
for pregabalin （RR 1.86, 95% CI 1.49～2.33） and 3.3% for gabapentin （RR 1.38, 
95%CI 1.14～1.67） compared with the placebo；making it significantly higher18,19). 
For this reason, patients should be rigorously monitored after commencing admin-
istration. Of the side effects, drowsiness and dizziness are frequent so during ad-
ministration, patients should be advised not to drive a car and with elderly patients 
in particular, one must be careful of bone fractures due to a fall. Moreover, Ca2＋ 
channel α2δ ligands are excreted by the kidneys as an unmetabolized drug, so it is 
important to adjust the dosage in accordance with a patient’s kidney function24).
　In April 2019, Japan led the world in making mirogabalin available for use. In 
phase III clinical trials （RCTs）, researchers considered the usefulness of mirogaba-
lin on peripheral neuropathic pain （postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）, painful diabetic 
neuropathy）, compared with a placebo25,26). They examined 671 patients with pos-
therpetic neuralgia （PHN） and at the 14th week stage, they found that 30 mg／day 
of mirogabalin significantly improved their pain （MD －0.77, 95%CI －1.10 ～－
0.44） compared with the placebo. They also examined 834 patients with painful di-
abetic neuropathy and found that at the 14th week stage, 30 mg／day of mirogabalin 
significantly improved their pain （MD －0.50, 95%CI －0.82 ～－0.17） compared 
with the placebo. However, they did not observe a significant improvement in 
physical function. Side－effects include nasopharyngitis, drowsiness, dizziness, pe-
ripheral edema, and weight gain. Around 90% of these participants were able to 
complete the clinical trial, right through to the end in each case, indicating its toler-
ability. In future, there is need for further verification in actual clinical settings and 
a need to accumulate evidence on its usefulness.
　According to the Clinical Guidelines of Pharmacotherapy for Neuropathic Pain 
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（Revised 2nd edition）17) released by the Japan Society of Pain Clinicians, pregabalin 
and gabapentin are positioned as first－line drugs in the management of neuropathic 
pain. However, one comment was added to the revised text：“mirogabalin can be 
used in the same manner as pregabalin.”27)

Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain
I／C pregabalin, gabapentin, mirogabalin, gabapentinoid administered group ／ non－administered 

group
Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc
Selection summary Of the 663 search hits, we narrowed it down to 50, and in the end, we used 9 of them which 

matched with the set PICO as well as 1 additional document and 1 website bringing it to a to-
tal of 11 which we used

CQ C－5： Are antiepileptic drugs （carbamazepine, sodium valproate） useful 
for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Carbamazepine is useful for trigeminal neuralgia, and sodium valproate 
is useful in preventing migraine attacks. There is no evidence indicating its useful-
ness on other forms of chronic pain. We need to be careful of its side effects which 
mainly include drowsiness, dizziness, light-headedness, nausea, and impaired liver 
function.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：2（weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 
〔Consensus 84.6%〕

Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Carbamazepine exhibits its pharmacological effect by blocking Na＋ channels and 
sodium valproate by blocking Ca2＋ channels and inhibiting GABA.
　We have used 3 systematic reviews that consider the usefulness of antiepileptic 
drugs （carbamazepine, sodium valproate） on chronic pain.
　In a systematic review28) considering the usefulness of carbamazepine on neuro-
pathic pain, researchers found that the % of patients with trigeminal neuralgia ad-
ministered with carbamazepine （100～2,400 mg／day） who experienced improved 
symptoms was 60.6% （RR 6.02, 95%CI 2.82～12.85） compared with the placebo, 
indicating that their pain had significantly improved. The incidence rate of side ef-
fects among those administered with carbamazepine compared with the placebo 
was 38.2% （RR 2.4, 95%CI 1.85～3.12）, indicating that the risk of incidence is sig-
nificantly higher and researchers recognized that they suffer from drowsiness, diz-
ziness, light－headedness, skin rash and impaired liver function but there were no 

GABA：γ -aminobu-
tyric acid
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reports of severe side effects. However, when using carbamazepine, one should also 
pay attention to severe side effects such as liver dysfunction, granulocytopenia, 
aplastic anemia, toxic epidermal necrolysis（TEN）, and Stevens－Jonson syndrome.
　Carbamazepine is the gold standard for pharmacotherapy when treating trigemi-
nal neuralgia29), and even according to the guidelines on trigeminal neuralgia by the 
American Academy of Neurology （AAN） and the Federation of European Neuro-
science Societies （FENS）30), it is considered to be the first－line drug based on 
strong evidence.
　In a systematic review31) considering the usefulness of sodium valproate on neu-
ropathic pain, researchers mention 2 RCTs that examined painful diabetic neuropa-
thy and 1 RCT that examined postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） but the scope of each 
of these studies was small and there is a discrepancy in the results so its usefulness 
has not been validated by meta－analysis. There is insufficient evidence indicating 
the usefulness of sodium valproate on neuropathic pain and therefore it is not a 
first－line drug for managing neuropathic pain.
　In a systematic review32) that considered the usefulness of sodium valproate in 
preventing migraine attacks, oral administration of sodium valproate （800＝1,500 
mg／day） reduced the frequency of migraines （MD －4.31, 95% CI －8.32～－0.3）, 
compared with the placebo. The same systematic review reported that side effects 
from taking sodium valproate include, sense of fatigue, nausea, drowsiness, dizzi-
ness and impaired liver function. The difference in the incidence rate （of adverse 
events） compared with the placebo was 6.8% （RR 0.03, 95%CI －0.08－0.13）；the 
difference was not significant. Individual side effects were sense of fatigue （RD 
0.07, 95% CI －0.03～0.17）, dizziness （RD 0.07, 95% CI 0.01～0.13）, nausea （RD 
0.15, 95% CI 0.04～0.26）, and trembling （RD 0.07, 95%CI 0.01～0.13） but severe 
side effects are rare, meaning that it has high tolerability.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain
I／C carbamazepine, valproic acid, valproate administered group／non－administered group

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc

Selection summary Of the 105 search hits, we narrowed it down to 19, of which we ended up using 5 which 
matched with the set PICO

CQ C－6：Is duloxetine useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Duloxetine improves pain and physical function in painful diabetic neu-
ropathy （DN）, fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis, and low back pain （LBP） and patient 
satisfaction is high. There are many types of side effects that arise but severe side 
effects are rare.

AAN：American Acad-
emy of Neurology
FENS：Federation of 
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controlled trial 
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Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：1（strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-
ed 〔Consensus 80.0%〕

Summary of overall evidence：A （high）

Commentary：
　Duloxetine is one of the serotonin－noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors （SNRI）, and 
its analgesic effect is due to an activation of the descending pain inhibitory system. 
Duloxetine is also used as an antidepressant but its antidepressive effect and its an-
algesic effect each have their own respective mechanism. The analgesic effects of 
duloxetine arise faster and in lower dosages than its antidepressive effects33).
　There are 2 systematic reviews and 1 （PASS） posthoc analysis that examined 
the usefulness of duloxetine on chronic pain.
　A systematic review33) on painful diabetic neuropathy and fibromyalgia evaluated 
the severity of patients’ pain, physical function, mental function, and patient satis-
faction between weeks 8～12 after being administered with 60 mg／day of duloxe-
tine. The rate of patients whose pain reduced by 50% or more after taking duloxe-
tine was 20.4% （RR 1.73, 95%CI 1.44～2.08） and 13.1% （RR 1.57, 95%CI 1.2～
2.06） for painful diabetic neuropathy and fibromyalgia, respectively, compared with 
the placebo. Their physical function and mental function were evaluated using the 
Short－Form 36－Item Health Survey （SF－36） and found that the difference in the 
average change from the baseline compared with the placebo for physical aspects 
was 2.65 （95%CI 1.38～3.92）, and 1.28 （95%CI －0.33～2.89）, whereas for mental 
aspects it was 1.08 （95%CI －0.32～2.48） and 3.11 （95%CI 0.59～6.02）, showing 
that some had significantly improved. Patient satisfaction was evaluated using the 
Patient Global Improvement－Inventory （PGI－I）, and researchers found that the av-
erage difference from the control was －0.6 （95% CI －0.07～－0.44）, and －0.45 

（95% CI：－0.37 ～－0.18）, indicating that in either case it had improved signifi-
cantly.
　In a systematic review on OA34), the rate of patients whose pain reduced by 
more than 50%  between weeks 10～14 after being administered with 60～120 mg／
day of duloxetine, was 17.9% （RR 1.62, 95%CI 1.30～2.02） higher than the place-
bo. Patients’ physical function was evaluated using WOMAC, and they found that 
the difference between the control in average change from the baseline was －5.43 

（95%CI －6.87～－3.99）, indicating a significant improvement. The average change 
compared with the control in patient satisfaction according to the Patient Global 
Impression of Change （PGIC） was －0.48 （95% CI －0.59～－0.37）, showing that it 
had improved significantly.
　A posthoc analysis （PASS）35) that evaluated its efficacy on low back pain （LBP） 
evaluated patients’ severity of pain and physical function at weeks 12～14, after be-
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ing administered with 60～120 mg／day for duloxetine. The relative difference in 
the average change from the baseline in the severity of pain was －0.29 （95% CI 
－0.41～－0.16）, showing a significant improvement. Their physical function was 
evaluated using the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire （RMDQ）, and the rela-
tive difference in the average change from the baseline was －0.15 （95% CI －0.29
～－0.01）, indicating that it had significantly improved.
　According to a systematic review on the side effects from taking duloxetine for 
chronic pain, the side effects from this drug include nausea, dry mouth, dizziness, 
somnolence, fatigue, insomnia, headache, constipation, decreased appetite and hy-
perhidrosis, although side effects do not occur as frequently as with tricyclic anti-
depressants33). The incidence rate of side effects is related to dosage dependence, 
with an incidence 8.9% （RR 1.15, 95%CI 1.1～1.2） higher when taking duloxetine 
than the placebo, and the rate of patients who discontinued taking it orally due to 
side effects was high at 5.3% （RR 1.95, 95% CI 1.6～2.37）. Severe side effects are 
rare；there was no significant difference compared with the placebo （RR 0.81, 95% 
CI 0.53 ～ 1.25）. As duloxetine is a serotonin－noradrenaline reuptake inhibitor 

（SNRI）, there is considerable risk of onset of serotonin syndrome. The frequency of 
onset is low at normal dosages but as there is an elevated risk of serotonin syn-
drome due to an overdose or when using a serotonin agonist such as tramadol in 
combination, caution is advised. Drug infomation advises caution；it mentions pay-
ing attention to their mutual effect on pain and when administering this drug for 
pain, one must consider the risk of mental symptoms arising in patients, such as 
suicidal thoughts, suicidal tendencies, hostility and aggressiveness, when making a 
careful judgment whether it is suitable to administer this drug or not.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain＊

I／C Duloxetine administered group／non－administered group
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of 50＋）etc
Selection summary Of the 137 search hits, we used 11 which matched with the set PICO

CQ C－7：Are tricyclic antidepressants useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Tricyclic antidepressants are useful in reducing neuropathic pain and 
fibromyalgia－related pain. It is not useful in improving low back pain （LBP）. Ami-
triptyline causes a variety of side effects and caution is especially required when 
treating older patients and those with heart disease.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 
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〔Consensus 100.0%〕

Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　Analgesic effects of tricyclic antidepressants manifest in a shorter period of time 
and in lower dosages than antidepressants. Its main analgesic effect mechanism is 
the activation of the descending pain inhibitory system by blocking re-uptake of se-
rotonin and noradrenaline, but other mechanisms, such as N－methyl－D－aspartate

（NMDA） receptor antagonism and blockade of sodium channels, and the effect on 
β2 adrenergic actions is proposed36).
　We have adopted 5 systematic reviews and 1 meta－analysis on the usefulness of 
tricyclic antidepressants on chronic pain.
　A systematic review37) has evaluated changes in the intensity of pain in patients 
with painful diabetic neuropathy, postherpetic neuralgia, and mixed neuropathic 
pain administered with 10 ～ 200 mg of amitriptyline ／ day over a period of 4 ～ 9 
weeks. The rate of patients whose pain was reduced by more than 50% was 19.7% 
higher in amitriptyline patients compared with the placebo （RR 2.0, 95%CI 1.5～
2.8）. In a systematic review38) conducted by the Special Interest Group on Neuro-
pathic Pain （NeuPSIG） of the International Association for the Study of Pain 

（IASP）, they evaluated the analgesic effects of tricyclic antidepressants （amitripty-
line, desipramine, imipramine, nortriptyline） on neuropathic pain, and calculated 
that the number needed to treat （NNT） to reduce pain by 50% was 3.57 （95% 
CI：3～ 4.4）. As this value is lower than other drugs, it gives us the impression 
that tricyclic antidepressants have the strongest effect on neuropathic pain. Howev-
er, the majority of research on the effects of tricyclic antidepressants on neuropath-
ic pain was conducted prior to the year 2000, and the period of observation was un-
der 1 month, and because indicators such as physical function and mental function 
and level of patient satisfaction have not been evaluated, in light of the above, care-
ful attention needs to be paid to how the quality of each RCT ranges from low to 
medium and the level of evidence is not high.
　In a systematic review39) that evaluated the usefulness of amitriptyline on fibro-
myalgia, researchers indicated that the rate of patients administered with 25～50 
mg of amitriptyline／day over a period of 8～24 weeks whose pain reduced by more 
than 50% was 24.6% （RR 2.88, 95%CI 1.69～4.91） higher than the placebo.
　In a systematic review that evaluated its usefulness on low back pain （LBP）, re-
searchers evaluated changes in the intensity of pain when patients were adminis-
tered with tricyclic antidepressants （maprotiline, desipramine, imipramine） over a 
period of 4～12 weeks. The difference in the average change in intensity of pain 
from the baseline compared with the control was 0.1 （95% CI －0.51～0.31）, indi-
cating that there was no significant improvement compared with the placebo40,41).

NNT：number needed 
to treat

FM：fibromyalgia
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　According to a meta－analysis evaluating the side effects on patients with chronic 
pain who were administered with antidepressants, the incidence of side effects 
from amitriptyline was 43.4% （RR 2.9, 95% CI 0.67～12.58） higher than the place-
bo. There is a variety of side effects, including dry mouth （RR 18.95, 95% CI 1.19
～301.39）, weight gain （RR 8.74, 95%CI 1.12～68.32）, irritability （RR 8.19, 95% CI 
0.45～147.47）, blurred vision （RR 6.37, 95% CI 0.34～119.6）, headache （RR 3.39, 
95% CI 0.92～12.55）, dipsia （RR 3.14, 95% CI 1.10～8.94）, edema （RR 1.8, 95%CI 
0.18 ～ 18.21）, constipation （RR 1.60, 95%CI 1.19 ～ 2.15）, drowsiness （RR 1.60, 
95%CI 0.52～4.91）, and palpitations （RR 1.55, 95%CI 0.29～8.24）. The incidence 
rate of patients in which oral administration was discontinued due to side effects 
was high at 10.8% （RR 4.09, 95% CI 1.31～12.82）42).
　Because tricyclic antidepressants can cause sinus tachycardia through their anti-
cholinergic effects, caution is advised when administering them to patients with 
ischemic heart disease. It also elevates the risk of sudden cardiac death when 100 
mg／day is administered43). Therefore, older patients and those in which ischemic 
heart disease is suspected must be screened with an electrocardiogram （ECG） pri-
or to administration and any medical history of ischemic heart disease needs to be 
thoroughly taken as well.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain＊

I／C Tricyclic antidepressants administered group／non－administered group
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc
Selection summary Of the 246 search hits, we used 21 of them which matched with the set PICO

CQ C－8： Are anxiolytics （benzodiazepine type drugs） useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Of the anxiolytics （benzodiazepine type drugs）, clonazepam is useful 
for burning mouth syndrome and alprazolam has a limited usefulness on tension－
type headache. There is no evidence on the usefulness of benzodiazepine type 
drugs on chronic low back pain （LBP）, neuropathic pain and fibromyalgia. As ben-
zodiazepine type drugs have a high incidence rate of side effects such as drowsi-
ness and tend to be habit－forming, one should refrain from using them for chronic 
pain, long－term use or careless concomitant use with opioid analgesics should be 
avoided.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 
〔Consensus 94.1%〕

Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

BMS：burning mouth 
syndrome
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Commentary：
　Benzodiazepine type drugs are mainly used to fight anxiety, as a sedative, and to 
promote sleep. Furthermore, it is effective as a muscle relaxant, and its expected 
analgesic effects are used for example on low back pain and stiff shoulders.
　We have adopted 4 systematic reviews in order to consider the usefulness of an-
tianxiety drugs （benzodiazepine type drugs） on chronic pain.
　According to the pharmacotherapy guidelines40) by The American College of 
Physicians （ACP）, 2 placebo－controlled RCTs conducted on the usefulness of 
tetrazepam （yet to be approved in Japan） on chronic low back pain （LBP） as a 
benzodiazepine type drug, did not recognize a significant improvement when ad-
ministered for 5～7 days and when administered for 10～14 days （RR 0.71, 95% CI 
0.54～0.93） （RR 0.82, 95% CI 0.72～0.94）, indicating low evidence of its useful-
ness.
　In a systematic review44) on the treatment of burning mouth syndrome （BMS）, a 
meta－analysis was conducted on 22 RCTs to consider the usefulness of various 
drugs on BMS. As a result, local administration of clonazepam significantly im-
proved pain （on a 0～10 scale） compared with the placebo （MD 1.64, 95%CI 1.23
～2.05） , and compared with the placebo, the difference in which an improvement 
of 50% or more occurred was 52.9% （RR 6.92, 95%CI 2.92～16.39）, which was sig-
nificantly higher. Side effects were drowsiness, a burning sensation inside the 
mouth, and dryness inside the mouth, but there was no difference compared with 
the placebo. Based on these results, we believed that it is clinically useful.
　In a systematic review45) on the prevention of tension－type headache （TTH）, in 
1 RCT that was used, there was no recognizable reduction in the frequency of 
TTH in 62 patients with TTH who were administered with alprazolam compared 
with the placebo but their overall symptoms tended to improve （evaluated on a 
headache index from 0～100） （RR 2.0, 95% CI 0.65～6.2） so its effect is limited. 
Furthermore, the incidence rate of side effects was 16.67％ .
　In a Cochrane review46) which considered the usefulness of clonazepam on neuro-
pathic pain and fibromyalgia, 3 research studies were raised as possible candidates 
but the quality of the research in each case was low, and because they were not el-
igible for analysis, no evidence on its usefulness was obtained.
　There have been many reports of central nervous system type side effects 
caused by benzodiazepine type drugs, compared with the placebo, such as drowsi-
ness, a feeling of lethargy and lightheadedness. In addition, many patients with 
chronic pain use benzodiazepine type drugs in combination with opioid analgesics 
but because they are habit－forming, withdrawal from these drugs is difficult, and 
there is an elevated risk of drug abuse. Long－term administration of benzodiaze-
pine type drugs, without any specific aim in mind, should be avoided47).

ACP：The American 
College of Physicians 
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Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Word 
searched

P chronic pain
I／C benzodiazepine, clonazepam, diazepam administered／not－administered group

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trials ／ systematic reviews 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（number of cases50＋）etc

Selection summary Narrowed down from 230 to 21 searches, and ultimately 5 were used that matched with the 
set PICO

CQ C－9： Are centrally－acting muscle relaxants （tizanidine, eperisone） useful 
for chronic pain ?

　Answer：The usefulness of centrally－acting muscle relaxants （tizanidine, 
eperisone） on chronic low back pain remains unclear. Attention needs to be paid to 
central nervous system side effects such as drowsiness, dizziness and exhaustion 
and symptoms of the digestive organs such as dipsia, nausea and vomiting, and 
pain in the fovea centralis.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 88.2%〕

Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）

Commentary：
　In Japan, the centrally－acting muscle relaxants tizanidine and eperisone are used 
to improve myotonia in subjects with low back pain （LBP）. Tizanidine displays a 
muscle－relaxing effect through stimulation of central  α 2 adrenergic receptors, 
whereas eperisone acts by inhibiting reflexes in the spinal cord.
　We used 1 systematic review and 2 RCTs that were included under that review 
in order to consider the usefulness of centrally－acting muscle relaxants （tizanidine, 
eperisone） on chronic pain.
　In a systematic review48) that considered the usefulness of eperizone on LBP, 7 
research studies, that included 5 RCTs, were eligible for analysis but of these, only 
2 of the RCTs targeted chronic LBP so here we considered each respective RCT.
　In an RCT49) that investigated how eperizone affects blood flow in the paraspinal 
muscles, researchers considered the usefulness of oral administration of eperizone 
in 74 patients with chronic LBP, compared with patients who only received stan-
dard physiotherapy as the control group. When they measured the blood flow in 
the paraspinal muscles at week 4 after administering eperizone, they found that 
oxyhemoglobin had risen more significantly in the eperizone group than the phys-
iotherapy group. Pain improved by approximately 14 points （VAS：on a scale from 
0～ 100） in both groups；there was no recognizable difference. In addition, there 
was no recognizable improvement in either group in mental function when evaluat-
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ed on the SF－36.
　In the other RCT50), 60 subjects with chronic LBP and with spasticity in their 
paraspinal muscles were randomly assigned into 2 groups and in addition to the 
100 mg／day of tramadol, they were also administered with eperizone and tizana-
dine, respectively, and researchers investigated improvement in pain. At day 5 and 
day 30 after administration, at rest, pain had improved in both groups by approxi-
mately 40 points on the VAS scale （on a scale from 0～100）, but no significant dif-
ference in improvement effect was observed between the two groups. （eperizone 
group：average 63 （SD 12） → 22 （SD 11）, tizanadine group：average 69 （SD 11） 
→ 23 （SD 11）. As for side effects, drowsiness was significantly higher in the tizana-
dine group （43.3%） than the eperizone group （16.6%）. Administration was discon-
tinued due to side effects in 9 cases due to tizanadine and in 5 cases due to eperi-
zone；it was significantly higher in the tizanadine group.
　Based on the above, there is little evidence indicating the usefulness of central－
acting muscle relaxants （tizanadine, eperizone） on chronic LBP.
　According to a systematic review48) on LBP mentioned above, researchers re-
ported side effects such as digestive organ symptoms （nausea, vomiting, pain in 
the fovea centralis）, dizziness, and drowsiness, in patients administered with eperi-
zone. However, compared with diazepam and thicolchicoside （yet to be approved 
in Japan）, the difference in the frequency of side effects was significantly lower 
from eperizone at 25.3% （RR 0.25, 95% CI 0.15～0.41）. Common side effects from 
tizanadine are dipsia, exhaustion and dizziness but in most cases it is mild and if 
oral administration of tizanadine is discontinued, these symptoms will disappear. 
Caution is advised with tizanadine because overdoses can cause low blood pressure 
and bradycardia. Moreover, in some cases researchers have observed elevated liver 
enzymes and if necessary, monitoring of liver function should be taken into ac-
count51).
　There has been much research considering the usefulness of central－acting mus-
cle relaxants on multiple sclerosis （MS） and muscle contracture after spinal cord 
injury and researchers have evaluated its usefulness. However, there is little high－
quality evidence regarding its effect on chronic pain and so in future there is a 
need to verify its efficacy through RCTs and accumulate evidence.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain
I／C central muscle relaxant, Tizanidine, Eperisone administered／non－administered group

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trials, systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（number of cases50＋）etc

Selection summary Narrowed down from 190 to 15 searches, and ultimately 4 were used that matched with the 
set PICO. With NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society, we expanded our search back to 1990
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CQ C－10：Is tramadol useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Tramadol significantly improved pain and physical function in neuro-
pathic pain, low back pain （LBP）, and osteoarthritis （OA）. There is insufficient evi-
dence of its usefulness on fibromyalgia（FM）. In Japan, it is not designated as a 
narcotic so it is easy to prescribe but considering that it is an opioid, long－term ad-
ministration of this drug without any clear aim should be avoided.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 
〔Consensus 100%〕

Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Tramadol is not designated as a narcotic in Japan. It is a dual drug, which both 
acts on  μ－opioid receptors and inhibits the reuptake of serotonin and noradrena-
line. Tramadol is metabolized to O－desmethyltramadol （M1）, which has analgesic 
effects, by CYP2D6. The unchanged compound tramadol and the M1 metabolite 
bond with the  μ －opioid receptor and act as an opioid analgesic but M1 displays a 
higher analgesic effect than the unchanged compound tramadol. The second metab-
olite N, O－desmethyltramadol （M5） are also activated and involved in the analgesic 
effect. In this way, the main analgesic effects of tramadol are M1 and M5 so have 
been called a prodrug52).
　We have adopted 4 systematic reviews on the usefulness of tramadol on chronic 
pain.
　A Cochrane review53) evaluated changes in the intensity of pain in patients with 
neuropathic pain by administering them with 100～400 mg／day of tramadol over 4
～6 weeks. The rate of patients who experienced more than 50% reduction in pain 
was 23% higher （RR 2.16, 95%CI 1.02～4.58） in the tramadol group than in the 
placebo group.
　A Cochrane review54) which investigated its usefulness on LBP evaluated chang-
es in the intensity of pain and physical function when patients were administered 
with 150～300 mg／day of tramadol over a 28～90 day period. The difference in the 
average change in the intensity of pain from the baseline was－0.5 （95%CI －0.66
～－0.44） compared with the control；a significant improvement. Physical function 
was evaluated on the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire （RMDQ）, and the dif-
ference in the average change in the intensity of pain from the baseline was－0.18 

（95%CI －0.29～－0.07） compared with the control；indicating that it had signifi-
cantly improved.
　A Cochrane review55) on OA evaluated changes in intensity of pain and physical 

OA：osteoarthritis

FM：fibromyalgia
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function when patients were administered with 100～400 mg／day of tramadol over 
2 weeks～91 days. The difference in the average change in the intensity of pain 
from the baseline was －0.25 （95%CI －0.32 ～－0.18） compared with the con-
trol；a significant improvement. Physical function was evaluated by the Western 
Ontario and McMaster Universities Index （WOMAC） and the difference in the av-
erage change from the baseline was －0.20 （95%CI －0.29 ～－0.12） compared 
with the control；a significant improvement.
　In a systematic review56) that considered 3 RCTs on subjects with fibromyalgia 
（FM）, researchers evaluated changes in the intensity of pain and quality of life 
（QOL） in patients who were administered with tramadol only, those administered 
with tramadol and acetaminophen in combination, and those administered with tra-
madol and amitriptyline in combination. The average change in intensity of pain 
from the baseline was －13 （95% CI －25.37～－0.63）, －12 （95% CI －18.77～－
5.23）, and －13 （95% CI －19.08～－6.92） respectively；pain had improved. QOL 
was evaluated using the Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire （FIQ）, and the aver-
age change on the FIQ from the baseline for tramadol／acetaminophen was －6.00

（95%CI －9.55 ～－2.45）, showing an improvement but no significant effect was 
seen when tramadol was administered alone at －2.9 （95% CI －10.86 ～ 5.06）. 
Based on the above, tramadol is not sufficiently useful.
　Side effects from tramadol include nausea, constipation and drowsiness but the 
incidence rate for each of these side effects was 9% （RD 0.09, 95%CI 0.05～0.13）, 
5% （RD 0.05, 95%CI 0.02～0.09）, and 6% （RD 0.06, 95%CI －0.01～0.13, higher 
than the placebo, respectively54). In the United States, the number of prescriptions 
for tramadol has increased more than for any other opioid analgesic. The reason for 
this is believed to be related to people’s awareness that tramadol carries a low risk 
of drug dependence／abuse52). In Japan, tramadol is not designated as a narcotic or 
psychotropic drug. Furthermore, physician do not have a duty to take an e－learn-
ing course upon prescription and it is not essential to obtain a treatment consent 
form from patients either57). However, the risk of dependence／abuse is not nil, so 
long－term administration without any clear aim in mind must be avoided. Trama-
dol, which had been an unregulated opioid analgesic up until this point, was desig-
nated as a regulated opioid （Schedule IV） by the US Food and Drug Administra-
tion （FDA） in 2014.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain*
I／C Tramadol administered group／non－administered group

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc

Selection summary Of the 322 search hits, we used 12 which matched with the set PICO

QOL：quality of life

FDA：Food and Drug 
Administration
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CQ C－11：Are buprenorphine patches useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Buprenorphine patches are useful in reducing low back pain （LBP） and 
osteoarthritic pain. On the other hand, there is no evidence indicating their efficacy 
on neuropathic pain. Compared with other opioid analgesics, they tend to have few 
side effects and are recommended for older patients with many complications.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 
〔Consensus 100%〕

Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Buprenorphine is pharmacologically a partial agonist of μ－opioid receptors but 
also a complete agonist of μ－opioid receptors in concentrated use in clinical set-
tings, with no noticeable ceiling effects as an analgesic. On the other hand, it does 
have ceiling effects in respiratory depression58). Buprenorphine has low molecular 
weight just like fentanyl and high liposolubility so it is suited for percutaneous and 
transmucosal administration59). Approximately 2／3 of buprenorphine is not metabo-
lized, the remaining 1／3 is metabolized by CYP3A4 in the liver to norbuprenor-
phine. It has low pharmacological activity as a metabolite. As an unchanged com-
pound, buprenorphine and 2／3 of its metabolite are excreted in the feces. Because 
there is very little involvement with the kidneys, when kidney function deteriorates 
it is possible to use the same dosage as that used in patients with standard kidney 
function. In the case of impaired liver function, its half－life lingers but it does not 
really have much impact on patients clinically. Buprenorphine is recommended for 
older patients because they often have decreased kidney and liver function60,61).
　We have adopted 3 systematic reviews on the usefulness of buprenorphine 
patches on chronic pain.
　In a Cochrane review54)on low back pain （LBP）, researchers evaluated changes 
in the intensity of pain and physical function in subjects administered with bu-
prenorphine patches containing 5～40 μg／hr over a period of 4～12 weeks. The dif-
ference in the average change from the control in intensity of pain from the base-
line was－2.47 （95% CI －2.69 ～－2.25）；a significant improvement. Physical 
function was evaluated using the SF－36, and the difference in the average change 
from the baseline was －0.14 （95% CI－0.53～－0.25）, indicating that there was 
no significant improvement compared with the placebo.
　In a Cochrane review62) on osteoarthritis （OA）, researchers evaluated changes in 
intensity of pain and physical function in subjects administered with buprenorphine 
patches containing 5～20 μg／hr over a period of 4～24 weeks. Compared with the 

OA：osteoarthritis
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controls, the difference in the average change in pain intensity from the baseline 
was －0.19 （95% CI －0.30～－0.09）；a significant improvement. Physical function 
was evaluated using the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Index （WO-
MAC）, and compared with the controls, the difference in the average change from 
the baseline was －0.23 （95% CI －0.40～－0.05）；a significant improvement.
　In a Cochrane review63) on patients with neuropathic pain, 11 research papers 
were cited as possible candidates for inclusion but in all papers the quality of the 
research was low so they were excluded from the eligibility criteria for analysis 
and there was no discussion on their usefulness.
　The incidence rate of side effects from buprenorphine patches was 18.3% （RR 
1.25, 95% CI 1.09～1.42） higher than the placebo62), but compared with other opi-
oid analgesics, there is low risk of side effects such as constipation and nausea and 
low risk of dependence／abuse or death due to overdose64,65). Buprenorphine patches 
are an opioid analgesic which is not designated as a narcotic in Japan but before 
prescribing one, a physician are required to take an e－learning course.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain
I／C Buprenorphine administered group／non－administered group

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc

Selection summary Of the 380 search hits, we used 12 that matched with the set PICO

CQ C－12：Are opioid analgesics [strong] useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer： Opioid analgesics [strong] improve pain and physical function, for a 
short period of time, in low back pain （LBP）, osteoarthritis （OA）, and neuropathic 
pain. However, there is no evidence indicating their usefulness over a long period 
of time. Because long－term administration of opioid analgesics [strong] elevates the 
risk of dependence/abuse and death due to overdose, they become highly disadvan-
tageous to patients. In Japan, there are almost no facilities which can manage pa-
tients with opioid dependence abuse. Therefore, before beginning to administer 
these drugs, rigorous patient screening should be conducted and we do not recom-
mend undergoing treatment by anyone other than a pain management specialist 
who can conduct rigorous monitoring.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100%〕

Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
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Commentary：
　At the current stage, a variety of opioid analgesics [strong] are used in Japan but 
the only opioid analgesics [strong], which patients with chronic non－cancer pain are 
able to get a prescription for, are morphine formulations, fentanyl patches and oxy-
codone extended－release tablets. On the other hand, a large number of formulations 
can be used overseas and their usefulness has been considered in several RCTs.
　We have adopted 3 systematic reviews to consider the usefulness of opioid anal-
gesics [strong] for chronic pain.
　In a Cochrane review54) on low back pain, they evaluated changes in pain intensi-
ty and physical function when patients were administered with an opioid analgesics 
[strong] （tapentadol, oxycodone, morphine, oxymorphone） over a period of 2～ 12 
weeks. Compared with the control, the difference in the average change in pain in-
tensity from the baseline was －0.43 （95% CI －0.52～－0.33）；a significant im-
provement. Physical function was evaluated using the Roland Morris Disability 
Questionnaire （RMDQ） and SF－36, and compared with the control, the difference 
in the average change from the baseline was －0.26 （95% CI －0.37～－0.15）, indi-
cating that it had significantly improved.
　In a Cochrane review62) on osteoarthritis （OA）, researchers evaluated changes in 
pain intensity and physical function when administered with each type of opioid 
analgesic [strong] over a period of 1～15 weeks. Compared with the control, the dif-
ference in the average change in pain intensity from the baseline was －0.22 （95% 
CI －0.42～－0.03） for fentanyl, 0.04 （95% CI －0.19～0.28） for hydromorphone,  
－0.25 （95% CI －0.42～－0.09） for morphine, －0.31 （95% CI －0.47～－0.15） for 
oxycodone, －0.39 （95%CI －0.58～－0.21） for oxymorphone, and －0.31 （95% CI 
－0.46 ～－0.16） for tapendatol, indicating a significant improvement except for 
with hydromorphone. Physical function was evaluated using the Western Ontario 
and McMaster Universities score （WOMAC）, and compared with the control the 
difference in the average change （in physical function） from the baseline was  
－0.28 （95% CI －0.48～－0.09） for fentanyl, －0.20 （95% CI －0.38～－0.02） for 
morphine, －0.30 （95% CI：－0.58～－0.01） for oxycodone, －0.38 （95% CI －0.56
～－0.19） for oxymorphone, and －0.26 （95%CI －0.35～－0.17） for tapendatol；a 
significant improvement.
　A systematic review conducted by the Spinal Interest Group on Neuropathic 
Pain （NeuPSIG） of the International Association for the Study of Pain （IASP）38), 
evaluated the analgesic effects of opioid analgesics [strong] on neuropathic pain, and 
they calculated that the number needed to treat （NNT） to reduce pain by 50% was 
4.3 （95% CI 3.4～5.8）.
　The incidence rate of side effects from opioid analgesics [strong] administered for 
a short period of time, compared with the placebo, was 27.7% （RR 1.5, 95%CI 1.33
～1.81） for fentanyl, 4.7% （RR 1.10, 95%CI 0.89～1.35） for morphine, 34.4% （RR 

OA：osteoarthritis

IASP：International 
Association for the 
Study of Pain
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1.69, 95%CI 1.47～1.95） for oxycodone, and 16.3% （RR 1.39, 95%CI 1.17～1.66） 
higher for tapendatol62).
　There are several research papers indicating the usefulness of opioid analgesics 
[strong] for chronic pain but most of them are limited to short－term evaluations. 
Because there are no research papers which have evaluated the usefulness of opi-
oid analgesics used for a period of over 1 year, caution is required for such treat-
ment interventions. Opioid analgesics not only generate an analgesic effect but also 
euphoria, and dependence/abuse can arise and the risk of death due to overdose 
increases with dose dependent effects66). If the original disease causing chronic pain 
is low back pain （LBP）, osteoarthritis, or neuropathic pain, one can expect these 
drugs to give a slight improvement in analgesic effect and QOL if limited to a short 
period of time （within 3 months）. However, there is a high possibility that the ben-
efits （analgesic effects） of long－term administration might be outweighed by its 
disadvantages （dependence/abuse, death）. Furthermore, at the current stage in Ja-
pan, there are almost no institutions which can manage patients with opioid depen-
dence／abuse. Therefore, rigorous patient screening must be conducted prior to ad-
ministration and after administration commences, if rigorous monitoring is not con-
ducted, then opioid dependence/abuse may occur. A high level of knowledge about 
opioid dependence and abuse is required when administering opioid analgesics 
[strong] for chronic pain. Therefore, we do not recommend that undergoing treat-
ment with opioid analgesics 〔strong〕 by anyone other than a pain management 
specialist.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain*
I／C Strong opioid（opioid strength）administered group／non－administered group

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of 50＋）etc

Selection summary Of the 405 search results, we used 11 which matched with the set PICO

CQ C－13： Is Kampo medicine （Chinese herbal medicine） useful for chronic 
pain ?

　Answer： As there is insufficient evidence indicating that Kampo medicine （Chi-
nese herbal medicine） is effective on chronic pain, it remains unclear at the current 
stage. However the fact that in Japan patients can be insured if treated with Kam-
po medicine is also a factor, so many medical practitioners do positively evaluate its 
utility to some degree.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 
〔Consensus 94.1%〕
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Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　In Western medicine, the main purpose is to treat a specific illness and so they 
mainly use medication that proves to be effective against the sites of lesions or 
their associated symptoms. On the other hand, in Kampo medicine （Chinese herbal 
medicine）, they understand the whole picture of each individual patient’s body and 
focus on treating patients by fixing the body’s overall condition and restoring im-
balances and distortions inside the body. This is how Western medicine and Kampo 
medicine are different in their approach. With pain conditions, in Kampo medicine 
treatment, they do not directly reduce the pain by ascertaining the organic cause 
of the patient’s pain, but restore the factors which aggravate the pain as “distor-
tions”.
　There has been much published research which has considered the usefulness of 
Kampo medicine on chronic pain but the majority of this has been case studies or 
case series studies and at the current stage there are no RCTs with high－quality 
research. However it should be noted that, in Japan, Kampo medicine can be used 
as a form of treatment which is covered by insurance and so many doctors in clini-
cal settings are prescribing them and to a certain degree have positively evaluated 
their usefulness. In a retrospective research study67) targeting 221 patients with 
chronic pain, researchers administered Kampo medicine（such as gosha－jinki－gan, 
shakuyaku－kanzo－to, yokukan－san） and reported a decrease in pain in 77.9% of 
the patients（highly effective：26.3%, moderate improvement：12.7%, slight im-
provement：38.9%）.
　In a randomized open－label study on 58 spinal canal stenosis patients with pain-
ful muscle cramp, the frequency of painful muscle cramps decreased to less than 
50% in 81.2% of patients who were administered with 7.5g of shakuyaku－kanzo－to
／day （2.5～7.5g／day）, indicating that there was no statistically－significant differ-
ence in the frequency of occurrence according to the dosage68). In a non－random-
ized comparative trial targeting 83 patients with knee osteoarthritis （OA）, com-
pared with the control group, the group who had been administered with 
shakuyaku－kanzo－to had a lower frequency of painful muscle cramp incidence but 
statistically speaking, the difference was not significant. However, the rate of 
change in muscular stiffness in the gastrocnemius muscle did significantly de-
crease69).
　In a case series study, they have reported on the utility of various Kampo medi-
cines on chronic pain. In 15 patients with postherpetic neuralgia who were adminis-
tered with 7.5 g of keishi－kajutsu－bu－to／day and 1～5 g of bushimatsu （processed 
aconite root）／day in combination, 80% of these patients were able to continue tak-
ing them internally, and in 91% of these patients, pain intensity decreased by 50% 
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or more70). In a retrospective study considering the usefulness of gosha－jinki－gan 
on 28 patients with LBP, pain improved in 35% of the patients. The conditions that 
the researchers cited for improvements were the absence of spinal canal stenosis 
and regular administration of the Kampo medicine71). A retrospective study consid-
ering the usefulness of Kampo medicine on 151 patients with pain from spinal canal 
stenosis and intermittent claudication clearly showed that the the dosage of prega-
balin and opioid analgesics had decreased in the group administered with Kampo 
medicine （for example gosha－jinki－gan, hachimi－jio－gan） compared with non-ad-
ministration group72). In a prospective cohort study that considered the usefulness 
of hachimi－jio－gan on 14 patients with arteriosclerosis obliterans （ASO）, research-
ers indicated a decrease in pain and patients were able to walk longer distances73).
　Side effects from Kampo medicine （Chinese herbal medicine） include pseudohy-
peraldosteronism from licorice root, drug－induced interstitial pneumonia from 
Scutellaria root, excessive β－stimulating effect from the Ephedra herb, and aconite 
poisoning from aconite tuber. Kampo formulations are composed of various herbal 
medicines and therefore attention should be paid to the herbal medicines ingredi-
ents of which they are composed when administering them to patients.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain*
I／C kampo medicine administered group／non－administered group

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled group ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50％＋）etc

Selection summary Of the 170 search hits, we used 18 of them which matched with the set PICO
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Chapter D． Interventional Pain Treatment  
（Nerve Block）：CQ D-1～CQ D-9

CQ D-1：Are epidural injections useful for chronic pain ?
CQ D-2： Are nerve root block/transforaminal epidural injections 

useful for chronic pain ?
CQ D-3： Are facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection and medial 

branch block useful for chronic pain ?
CQ D-4：Is stellate ganglion block useful for chronic pain ?
CQ D-5：Is sympathetic ganglion block useful for chronic pain ?
CQ D-6：Is a trigger point injection useful for chronic pain ?
CQ D-7： Is a nerve block using radiofrequency thermocoagulation 

（RF） useful for chronic pain ?
CQ D-8： Is nerve block using pulsed radiofrequency （PRF） 

treatment useful for chronic pain ?
CQ D-9：Are intra-articular injections useful for chronic pain ?
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D．Interventional Pain Treatment （Nerve Block）

CQ D－1：Are epidural injections useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer： Epidural injections are mainly useful for spinal diseases, and in particu-
lar it is useful to administer steroids for radiculopathy due to lumbar or cervical 
disc herniation.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Lumbar spine disease
　　・Epidural steroid injection for radiculopathy due to lumbar disc herniation
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 83.3%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　・Epidural injections for lumbar spinal canal stenosis, discogenic pain
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 88.2%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　・Caudal block for failed back surgery syndrome
　　　 Recommendation grade：No recommendation〔Consensus：Implementation is weak-

ly recommended 41.2%, No recommendation 58.8%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　2）Cervical diseases
　　・Epidural steroid injection for radiculopathy due to cervical disc herniation
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　・Epidural injection for cervical spinal stenosis, axial pain
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed〔Consensus 82.4%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　Epidural injections are an interventional therapy frequently used to manage pain. 
There are 3 pathways in which it is administered：interlaminar epidural, transfo-
raminal epidural （nerve root block） and caudal blocks but here we will discuss epi-
dural injections in general. Transforaminal epidural injection will be described in 
detail on the following page.
　1）Lumbar spine disease
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　In a meta－analysis of 8 RCTs on the efficacy of epidural steroid injections （inter-
laminar, transforaminal, caudal） for lumbar disc herniation, researchers found that 
it indicated significant analgesic effect 1－month and 3－months afterwards compared 
with those who were only injected with standard saline solution and local anesthet-
ic. In another meta－analysis on 3 RCTs that was conducted one year later, re-
searchers indicated a slight significance but there was no statistical difference in 
terms of improvement of ADL1).
　In a meta－analysis of 5 RCTs on lumbar radiculopathy including lumbar spinal 
stenosis, there was no statistical difference in analgesic effect and improvement in 
ADL compared with the placebo control2), However, in the RCTs in question, the 
research did not clearly display a diagnosis of radiculopathy and the method of epi-
dural injection and the site of injection vary greatly from one research study to the 
next and because they included research in which only the placebo group was pre-
scribed an analgesic and research in which an epidural standard saline solution in-
jection was used as the placebo, we have some doubts whether this meta－analysis 
is able to evaluate the usefulness of epidural injection or not.
　There is a large number of RCTs that have considered the usefulness of epidural 
steroid injections on lumbar spine diseases but the control used in the majority of 
them is a local anesthetic and injection of standard saline solution or a different ap-
proach method. There are mixed results, some showing a significant difference, 
others not but in both the control group and steroid injection group, they showed 
analgesic effect over a short period of time. A systematic review of 52 research pa-
pers3), contains an RCT on caudal blocks for patients with lumbar spinal canal ste-
nosis （steroid injection） over a short period of time （12 weeks） and the usefulness 
of interlaminar epidural injection over a 2－year period, and both indicating analge-
sic effect and an improvement in ADL. Similarly, there exist respective RCTs on 
the 2－year usefulness of a caudal block and interlaminar epidural injection for dis-
cogenic pain as well as caudal block for failed back surgery syndrome （FBSS）. 
Based on the above, the evidence is limited but we believe that epidural injections 
are useful on lumbar spine diseases. Some cases of FBSS include strong psychoso-
cial factors and therefore as careful judgment is required when applying a caudal 
block, we decided on assigning a ‘no recommendation’ grade.
　2）Cervical spine disease
　As there have been reports of lethal complications from cervical transforaminal 
epidural injection （nerve root block）, only the interlaminar approach is subject to 
these guidelines. There are several RCTs but the conditions vary so no meta－anal-
ysis has been conducted. According to a systematic review4), 4 RCTs have shown 
strong evidence of its usefulness in providing analgesic effect and improving ADL 
over the long term （1～2 years） in cases of cervical disc herniation. There are also 
respective RCTs, displaying the same level of usefulness, on cases of axial pain, and 

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 

FBSS：failed back 
surgery syndrome
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spinal canal stenosis.
　3）Regarding steroid injections
　One of the causes of spinal disease pain is inflammation surrounding the epidural 
space. Theoretically, it is believed that steroid injections are useful. There have 
been attempts to investigate the superiority of steroid injections but apart from 
lumbar disc herniation, its usefulness has not been proven compared with local an-
esthetic injections used alone5). The reason for this is believed to be, for example 
how the saline solution is useful by washing away the inflammatory substances. As 
for lower back and leg pain, a meta－analysis that considered whether lumbar spine 
surgery could be avoided or not by comparing an epidural steroid injection with 
only a local anesthetic injection, 5 RCTS showed that it did have the effect of slight-
ly reducing the risk of surgery within 1 year but 16 of the RCTS indicated that it 
did not have an effect for over 1 year6). Considering side effects such as impaired 
glucose tolerance, frequent injections of steroid should be avoided.
　Furthermore, in a systematic review on the difference in the effects of steroid in-
jections according to particulate or non－particulate steroids, there was no superiori-
ty with particulate steroids7). When we consider the dangers of spinal cord infarc-
tion and cerebral infarction due to intravascular administration, non－particulate 
steroids should be used, unless there is some specific reason.
　4）Adverse effects
　With reports of fatal complications such as spinal cord infarction due to intravas-
cular injection of particulate steroids in cervical transforaminal approach, intravas-
cular injections in interlaminar approach should be avoided as well. There are re-
ports recommending that real－time contrasts be conducted under fluoroscopic con-
trol at all sites, as well as prohibiting injections at postoperative wounds8). Consid-
ering the situation with pain clinic treatment in Japan, injections at lumbar sites 
should be conducted, as much as possible, under fluoroscopic control and at cervical 
sites, it is essential that epidural injections be conducted under fluoroscope.
　Considering fluoroscope control, it is believed that intravascular injections occur 
0.5% at lumbar sites, 4.1% occurring at cervical sites, and dural punctures occur-
ring 0.5% of the time9). In a retrospective look at cervical epidural injections under 
fluoroscope in 4,396 patients, research reported that the incidence rate of dural 
puncture was 1.3% but there was no incidence of spinal cord injury or postdural 
puncture headache （PDPH）10). There were almost no reports of severe side effects, 
and as long as the injection is made under fluoroscopic control caudally from C6／7, 
and as long as a nonparticulate steroid injection is used, it is a relatively safe proce-
dure.
　It is believed that there is no difference in efficacy between a lumbar injection 
performed under ultrasound guidance and one performed under fluoroscope. Fur-
thermore, the operation can be shortened with a caudal injection. However, consid-
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ering the inability to check intravascular injections and the lack of visibility in deep 
lumbar sites when performed under ultrasound, lumbar epidural injections （interla-
minar／transforaminal） conducted under fluoroscope should be prioritized11). 
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain,neck pain, Complex Regional Pain Syndromes, Phantom Limb, Neuralgia, zoster 
associated pain, Peripheral Vascular Diseases, back pain, low back pain, postherpetic neuralgia

I／C Epidural Injections, caudal block
Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trials ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc
Selection overview Of the 523 searches, we used 18 that matched with the set PICO

CQ D－2： Are nerve root block／transforaminal epidural injections useful for 
chronic pain ?

　Answer：Nerve root blocks are useful on lumbar spine diseases, and in particular 
steroid injections are useful on radiculopathy due to disc herniation. There have 
been severe complications with cervical sites so its use is limited.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Lumbar spine disease
　　・Transforaminal epidural steroid injection for lumbar disc herniation
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 82.4%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　・Transforaminal epidural injection for lumbar spinal canal stenosis
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 88.9%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　2）Cervical diseases
　　・Nerve root block under limited conditions such as ultrasound guidance
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 83.3%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　In Japan, nerve root block is a technique of injecting into the nerve sheath and 
some think that it is different from transforaminal epidural injection but this con-
cept is not consistently agreed upon. Based on the extent of our search, most re-
search has reported on using transforaminal epidural injections for the purpose of 
treatment, but as they have been unable to clearly distinguish between the two, we 
will treat them as one and the same technique.
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　1）Lumbar spine diseases
　In a systematic review of 18 RCTs on transforaminal epidural injection3), most of 
the research that was utilized did not show any difference between the groups in 
terms of the drug that was administered or the pathway via which it was adminis-
tered, and researchers showed significant analgesic effect for lumbar spine diseases 
and improvement in ADL in the control group and the group administered with 
the steroid. In 4 RCTs on radiculopathy due to lumbar disc herniation, researchers 
showed long－term efficacy （1 ～ 2 years）. In 3 of the RCTs, researchers showed 
short－term effects on lumbar spinal canal stenosis but the evidence was limited 
and no high－quality RCTs exist on discogenic low back pain （LBP） or failed back 
surgery syndrome （FBSS）. In another RCT that was published after that on unilat-
eral leg pain due to lumbar disc herniation, in which physiotherapy and pharmacol-
ogy were used as the controls, researchers found that when transforaminal epidur-
al injection （steroid injection） was added, there was a significant improvement in 
pain and ADL 1 month later12). 
　Theoretically, we expect transforaminal epidural injections to be more effective 
than interlaminar epidural injections and caudal blocks because the advantage is 
the steroid can be directly injected into the inflamed area around the nerve root. In 
a systematic review of 12 research studies on lumbar disc herniation, in comparison 
with interlaminar epidural injection, several reports clearly indicated that transfo-
raminal epidural injection were more highly effective but the results of a meta－
analysis of 5 RCTs, which were uniform, did not show any significant difference in 
analgesic effect or improved ADL13). Similarly, in a meta－analysis of 3 RCTs, it was 
not found to be superior when compared with a caudal block14). In conclusion, there 
is limited evidence indicating that transforaminal epidural injection is more useful 
than interlaminar epidural injection and caudal block for treating lumbar disc her-
niation but considering things like the possibility of root arterial injury during a 
transforaminal epidural injection and a feeling of discomfort at the time of the ste-
roid injection, we need to judge which form of treatment to choose.
　We would like to refer you to the epidural injection （CQ D－1） for deciding 
whether to add a steroid injection or not. Researchers have demonstrated the sta-
tistical superiority of a steroid injection over just a local anesthetic injection for 
lumbar disc herniation1), but there is another RCT that failed to show the statistical 
difference for other types of lumbar spine diseases5). Furthermore, in a meta－analy-
sis of 4 RCTs comparing injections of particulate and non－particulate steroids for 
lumbar transforaminal epidural injection, researchers did not find any difference in 
analgesic effect nor any difference based on the type of steroid used15). When it 
comes to actually using non－particulate steroid, we should limit the frequency of its 
usage.
　2）Cervical spine diseases 

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 
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　There have been reports that cervical transforaminal epidural injection may re-
sult in rare, but severe complications, What researchers have thought could be pos-
sible mechanisms causing this include brainstem／spinal cord infarction mainly due 
to an intravenous particulate steroid injection and also vascular spasm due to the 
puncture needle. Therefore, in recent years there have been few high－quality re-
ports. In a systematic review of transforaminal epidural injections conducted under 
fluoroscope to treat radiculopathy, 16 research papers indicated that it was effec-
tive （provides analgesic effect, and avoidance of surgery） but the evidence was 
limited. In addition, there is a case report of 23 severe complications, including 13 
cases of death, so we recommend conducting the interlaminar approach16). 
　In a retrospective consideration of nerve root block conducted under ultrasound 
guidance and epidural injection （interlaminar） conducted under fluoroscope con-
trol17), a nerve root block conducted under ultrasound guidance was a shorter pro-
cedure but there was no difference in analgesic effect or improved ADL. In an epi-
dural injection, there was some blood reflex in 8% of cases at the time of absorption 
but this phenomenon did not occur in a nerve root block conducted under ultra-
sound guidance. An angiography detected 11% during epidural injection. A nerve 
root block conducted under ultrasound guidance offered superior visibility of the 
blood vessels in the area surrounding the puncture site and therefore may possibly 
be safer but we should also keep in mind the danger of being unable to confirm an 
intravascular injection. There have been no reports of severe complications from 
nerve root block under ultrasound guidance but it is recommended to have some 
safety measures in place when using non－particular steroids such as using real 
time fluoroscopy concomitantly as much as possible.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain,neck pain, Complex Regional Pain Syndromes, Phantom Limb, Neuralgia, zoster 
associated pain, Peripheral Vascular Diseases, back pain, low back pain, postherpetic neuralgia

I／C Epidural Injections
Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trials ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter,other（case number of50＋）etc
Selection outline Of the 523 search hits, we utilized 9 that matched with the set PICO

CQ D－3： Are facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection and medial branch block 
useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：We can expect medial branch block to provide analgesic effect and im-
proved QOL for facet joint－derived chronic low back pain （LBP）, cervical pain, and 
thoracic back pain. There is a possibility that giving or not giving patients a steroid 
injection may not even have an influence. Facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection is 
widely used to treat facet joint－derived chronic low back pain （LBP）, cervical pain, 
and thoracic back pain but evidence indicating its usefulness is limited.
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Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Medial branch block 
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 94.1%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　2）Facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 83.3%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　1）Medial branch block 
　When one suspects facet joint－derived chronic low back pain （LBP）, cervical 
pain, or thoracic back pain, a nerve root block is conducted on the posterior rami of 
the spinal nerves, which are the sensory nerves of the facet joints, for the purposes 
of diagnosis and treatment. Research on medial branch block is conducted on the 
premise of evaluating research being carried out for a rigorous diagnosis of facet 
joint－derived pain. A systematic review22) has been conducted, and there are 4 
RCTs that investigated the usefulness of medial branch block on chronic LBP, cer-
vical pain, and thoracic back pain18－21). There is no research comparing it against 
sham treatments. In all 3 RCTs （lumbar18), cervical19), thoracic20)） comparing the 
difference in effect of a medial branch block by the drug used （local anesthetic vs. 
local anesthetic＋steroid）, each displayed analgesic effect and improved QOL over 
the short－term and long－term, irrespective of the type of steroid used. The results 
of a follow－up study conducted over 2 years were that pain had improved at 14～
19 weeks after the 1 medical branch block, and after conducting 5～6 blocks over a 
2－year period, it maintained a reduction in pain over the long term. In another 
RCT21) on LBP, compared with radiofrequency thermocoagulation of the medial 
branch of posterior ramus of which there is much evidence of its efficacy, lumbar 
medial branch block provides inferior analgesic effect over the short and long term, 
and there was no difference in improved QOL. Also in these RCTs, there was not 1 
report of any severe complications.
　Based on the above, we do recommend medial branch block as a form of treat-
ment which we expect can provide analgesic effect and improved QOL for facet 
joint－derived chronic LBP, cervical pain, and thoracic back pain. However, as there 
is no high－quality research comparing it against sham treatments, the certainty of 
its evidence is low.
　2）Facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection
　Facet （zygapophyseal） joint block is a widely－used form of treatment with the 
same purpose as the medial branch block mentioned above. Research on facet （zy-

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 
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gapophyseal） joint injection is conducted under the premise of evaluating research 
being carried out for a rigorous diagnosis of facet joint－derived pain. There are 5 
RCTs （4 lumbar, 1 cervical）23－27) on the usefulness of facet （zygapophyseal） joint 
injection on chronic low back pain （LBP）, cervical pain, and thoracic back pain, and 
a systematic review has been conducted22). When we evaluate a quantitative syn-
thesis of 2 RCTs23,24) that compare a facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection for LBP 
with a sham treatment （saline solution, hyaluronic acid）, there was found to be no 
difference in analgesic effect over the short term, and over the long term, analgesic 
effect was slightly superior from the facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection and no 
difference in improved QOL. In a research study25) on long－term analgesic effect 
and improved QOL comparing a facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection with radiof-
requency thermocoagulation of the medial branch of posterior ramus （for which a 
large number of evidence its efficacy exists）, researchers did not find any differ-
ence in efficacy or degree of effect. In another research study26) comparing short－
term analgesic effect and improved QOL in a facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection 
group with a NSAIDs （only） group and a NSAIDs＋facet （zygapophyseal） joint in-
jection group, the results showed that analgesic effect and improved QOL were 
significantly higher in the NSAIDs＋facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection group 

（1st） ＞ the facet （zygapophyseal） joint block group （2nd） ＞ the NSAIDs group 
（3rd）, in that order. Furthermore, in another research study27) comparing analgesic 
effect on patients with cervical pain across 2 groups：one group receiving analgesic
＋home exercise management and an additional facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection 
and one group without the injection, researchers found that only those in the group 
to which a facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection was added experienced a signifi-
cant reduction in pain over the short and long term, compared with prior to treat-
ment. These RCTs did not report any cases of severe complications.
　Based on the above, facet （zygapophyseal） joint injection is a widely－used form 
of treatment for facet joint－derived chronic low back pain （LBP）, cervical pain, and 
thoracic back pain but there have been reports of results that contradict these ef-
fects, meaning there is poor grounds on which we are able to strongly recommend 
it as a form of treatment from which one can expect analgesic effect and improved 
QOL, and the certainty of its evidence remains low.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, low back pain, neck pain, back pain
I／C facet block, facet blocks, facet joint block, facet joint blocks, zygapophyseal joint block, zyga-

pophyseal joint blocks, medial branch block, medial branch blocks, facet injection, facet injec-
tions, facet joint injection, facet joint injections, zygapophyseal joint injection, zygapophyseal 
joint injections, medial branch injection, medial branch injections／no particular specifications

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trials,／systematic reviews／
meta－analysis search filter,Cochrane RCT search filter, other（English, Japanese）etc

Selection summary Of the 169 search hits, we utilized 10 searches that matched with the set PICO
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CQ D－4：Is stellate ganglion block useful for chronic pain ? 

　Answer：Apart from its effects in preventing postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） from 
herpes zoster, there is no high－quality evidence on stellate ganglion block （SGB）. 
However, it is widely used to alleviate head and neck pain and sympathetic nerve－
dependent pain, and there are reports indicating its efficacy. One needs to give 
each case plenty of consideration about its applicability and when performing this 
block, one needs safety measures such as performing it under ultrasound guidance.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）CRPS in the upper limbs
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 81.3%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　2）Prevention of postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） for herpes zoster
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 86.7%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　3）Orofacial pain
　　　 Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus：47.1% implementation is 

weakly recommended；52.9% no recommendation〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）

Commentary：
　Stellate ganglion block （SGB） is used for various types of chronic pain such as 
complex regional pain syndrome（CRPS）, postherpetic neuralgia（PHN）, headache, 
and orofacial pain, and also for disease other than pain such as blood circulation dis-
order in the upper limbs, facial （nerve） paralysis, drug－refractory ventricular ar-
rhythmia, hot flashes which is a symptom of menopause in women, and post－trau-
matic stress disorder（PTSD）. In recent year, researchers have reported on using 
guides, such as X－ray fluoroscopy and ultrasound, in order to increase the efficacy 
and safety of this procedure.
　1）CRPS in the upper limbs
　In a Cochrane review28) on sympathetic nerve block using local anesthetic for 
CRPS, researchers claimed they were unable to reach a conclusion on the efficacy 
and safety of this intervention due to insufficient evidence. In a CRPS review pub-
lished in 201129), they gave SGB a weak recommendation for CRPS in the upper 
limbs. In addition, other researchers reported on an observational research study 
on the efficacy of early－stage SGB in treating CRPS in the upper limbs, recognizing 
a significant improvement in pain and range of motion （ROM） in the hand joints 
through SGB and also reported a more significant improvement in pain in the 

SGB：stellate ganglion 
block

CRPS：complex 
regional pain 
syndrome

PHN：postherpetic 
neuralgia 

PTSD：post-traumatic 
stress disorder 
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group with a shorter interval between onset of the condition and when they began 
the SGB compared with the other group with a longer interval between onset and 
SGB30). Furthermore, in another study31) researchers reported that the effect of 
SGB was weak either when 16 weeks or more had passed since the time of onset 
or in cases where skin blood flow had decreased by more than 22% compared with 
the normal side. They reported a correlation between how early treatment began 
using SGB and the effects of the treatment and also that the effects of SGB were 
high if treatment began by the 12th week after onset31). 
　Some cases of CPRS include strong psychosocial factors and therefore careful 
judgment is required when applying SGB and we recommend performing it at an 
early stage after onset.
　2）Prevention of postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） for patients with herpes zoster 
　According to a double－blind RCT on the possibility of preventing the transition 
from acute－stage herpes zoster of the head to postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）32), re-
searchers reported that the frequency of transitions to PHN had significantly de-
creased. We recommend performing SGB at an early stage after onset. Similarly, 
SGB is considered to be useful for herpes zoster at an early stage, but there is not 
high－quality evidence.
　3）Orofacial pain
　No high－quality RCTs or observational studies exist on the effects of SGB on oro-
facial pain. There are reviews33) and case series34) indicating the efficacy of SGB on 
orofacial pain, and case reports35) for example that SGB was effective on atypical fa-
cial pain. Performing SGB should be considered when the effects from other forms 
of treatment have proven to be insufficient.
　4）Using guides
　There is no high－quality evidence verifying the superiority of one guide, by com-
paring the landmark method, X－ray fluoroscopy, and ultrasound guidance. In a re-
view36) on SGB－related complications, researchers reported that the method used 
for performing SGB in cases where complications arose were the landmark method 
at 48.5%, X－ray fluoroscopy at 26.9%, and ultrasound guidance at 24.6%. Under ul-
trasound guidance, the blood vessels and other tissue can be visualized, and there-
fore this may improve its safety. There is 1 RCT37) indicating the usefulness of ul-
trasound guidance compared with the landmark method, for treating CRPS in the 
upper limbs. In addition to this, there are also some observational research studies 
indicating the usefulness of ultrasound guidance compared with X－ray fluorosco-
py.38,39)
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Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, neck pain, complex regional pain syndromes, zoster associated pain, herpetic 
pain, atypical facial pain, phantom limb

I／C stellate ganglion block, cervical sympathetic ganglion block
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized comparative trials,／systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc.
Selection summary Of the 192 search hits, 13 were utilized that matched with the set PICO

CQ D－5：Is sympathetic ganglion block useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Thoracic sympathetic ganglion block and lumbar sympathetic ganglion 
block have often been used in clinical settings for the purpose of alleviating isch-
emic pain in peripheral vessel disease, complex regional pain syndrome （CRPS）, 
and pain due to sympathetically maintained pain （SMP）, and there are also many 
reports indicating its usefulness. However, there is little high－quality evidence.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Thoracic sympathetic ganglion block
　　・CRPS in the upper limbs
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 84.6%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　・Pain due to vascular disorders in the upper limbs
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 92.3%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）
　　・Post－traumatic syndrome, PHN, brachial plexus syndrome
　　　 Recommendation grade：No recommendation：〔Consensus：Implementation is 

weakly recommended 33.3% No recommendation 66.7%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）
　　2）Lumbar sympathetic ganglion block
　　・Pain due to vascular disorders in the lower limbs
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）： Implementation is strongly recom-

mended〔Consensus 92.3%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　・CRPS in the lower limbs
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 91.7%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）
　　・Lumbar spinal canal stenosis
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 83.3%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）

CRPS：complex 
regional pain 
syndrome

PHN：postherpetic 
neuralgia 

FBSS：failed back 
surgery syndrome 
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Commentary：
　In the management of chronic pain, sympathetic ganglion block is often used in 
clinical settings for the purpose of alleviating ischemic pain in peripheral vessel dis-
ease. We have already talked about stellate ganglion block （SGB） at CQ D－4 so 
here we will discuss thoracic sympathetic ganglion block and lumbar sympathetic 
ganglion block.
　1）Thoracic sympathetic ganglion block
　There are few reports about its effects on pain－related diseases and the evidence 
is limited.
　In an RCT40) that investigated the effects of thoracic sympathetic ganglion block 
on 36 cases of CRPS type I of the upper limbs, researchers found that intensity of 
pain displayed significantly lower scores in the thoracic sympathetic ganglion block 
group 12 months later according to their McGill Pain Questionnaire Scores, the 
Neuropathic Pain Symptom Inventory, and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale. 
In a crossover test on 15 patients with CRPS in the upper limbs, which included 
SGB and thoracic sympathetic ganglion block at a high position of T2 ,  patients had 
a more definite effect （rise in upper limb temperature, reduced pain） with the T2 

block41). Furthermore, in a retrospective study42) focusing on 51 patients and inves-
tigating the usefulness of thoracic sympathetic ganglion block （at the high position 
of T3 using 5 ml of 0.25% [w ／ v] levobupivacaine） on chronic upper－limb pain 
（CRPS, post－traumatic syndrome, PHN, brachial plexus disorder）, researchers 
found it to be effective when assessed 2－weeks later in 52.9% of patients. When it 
was performed within 1 year after onset it was found to more effective than cases 
that had occurred over 1 year ago. In a 2016 Cochrane review28), there was a lack 
of high－quality reports on thoracic sympathetic ganglion block using local anesthet-
ic for CRPS patients and therefore they were unable to conclude that it was effec-
tive. Intervention treatment for CRPS requires caution because CRPS patients have 
possibility to have strong association with psychosocial factors. Thus, we decided to 
assign a “no recommendation” grade.
　In a comparative research study43) on thoracic sympathetic ganglion block radiof-
requency thermocoagulation for treating vascular disorders in the upper limbs, re-
searchers divided and compared 50 patients with Raynaud’s disease into a group 
that underwent radiofrequency coagulation at T2 and T3 and a group in which co-
agulation was only performed at T2, receiving an injection of 6％ [v／v] phenol and 
0.5 ml of water. In both groups, researchers acknowledged a significant reduction 
in pain and a rise in skin temperature in the upper limbs, as well as improved QOL 
but there was no recognizable significant difference between the groups apart from 
the time required to perform the procedure. Just like above, the evidence was in-
sufficient and in a 2011 systematic review41), they were unable to come to a clear 
conclusion about its usefulness. As there are few severe side effects, physicians 
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should consider performing this when the effects of other forms of conservative 
treatment prove to be insufficient.
　2）Lumbar sympathetic ganglion block 
　Lumbar sympathetic ganglion block is applied to pain caused by vascular disor-
ders of the lower limbs. There is 1 RCT45) on blocks using a neurolytic agent to 
treat vascular disorders of the lower limbs. Researchers targeted 41 limbs in 37 pa-
tient with chronic ischemic limbs and when comparing a phenol group with a local 
anesthetic group, researchers found that pain had significantly reduced in the phe-
nol group after 6 months. In addition to this, there are also some reports46,47) indi-
cating the efficacy of lumbar sympathetic ganglion block using a neurolytic agent 
on ischemic diseases of the lower limbs. In a neurolytic agent－type block, although 
there are complications such as inflammation of the genitofemoral nerve, the fre-
quency of severe complications is low, and if other forms of conservative treatment 
are insufficiently effective, it is useful in terms of alleviating pain and preventing 
amputation of the diseased limb.
　There is an extremely small number of high－quality research reports indicating 
the usefulness of lumbar sympathetic ganglion block using local anesthetic, and in a 
2016 Cochrane review28), due to a lack of high－quality reports on lumbar sympa-
thetic ganglion block using a local anesthetic for patients with CRPS, researchers 
were unable to conclude whether it was useful or not.
　When expecting long－term effects, apart from a neurolytic agent－based block, 
another choice is to use the method of physical destruction of nerves using radiof-
requency thermocoagulation （RF）. There is a report48) indicating that the useful-
ness of lumbar sympathetic ganglion block using RF was inferior to neurolytic 
agents and also a report49) indicating that both treatment had the same usefulness. 
In a comparison of the effect of using radiofrequency thermocoagulation （RF） and 
phenol in a lumbar sympathetic ganglion block （temperature rise, and prevention 
of sweating）, on patients with CRPS type I, caused for example by injuries to the 
knee, shin, and leg joints, they found that it had 89% efficacy at 8 weeks after the 
block had been conducted on the phenol group, whereas it was only 12% for the 
RF group48). On the other hand, in a comparative research study conducted on 20 
patients with CRPS type I, allocating 10 patients into each group, researchers re-
ported a significant reduction in pain from the baseline in all patients in both 
groups when evaluated 4 months later. Lumbar sympathetic ganglion block using 
RF and phenol had an equal efficacy49). For the reasons mentioned above, we also 
decided to assign a “no recommendation” grade for CRPS of the lower limbs.
　There are no RCTs which have considered the effect of lumbar sympathetic gan-
glion block on lumbar spinal canal stenosis. In terms of reports indicating its useful-
ness, there is a report50) indicating that it might possibly be effective on patients 
who have been suffering from cauda equina syndrome for a short period of time, 

RF：radiofrequency 
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and its efficacy rate on 62 patients with lumbar spinal canal stenosis was 48.4% 
and had a high efficacy rate on patients with coldness in the lower limbs51), and 
there are also reports in which there was a recognizable improvement in intermit-
tent claudication51,52,).
Period 2005～2020
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain
I／C Sympathetic ganglion block chemical（alcohol）, physical（RF）blockage ／ local anesthetic, 

chemical（alcohol）
Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized comparative trial ／ systematic review 

search filter,Cochrane RCT search filter, limited number of RCTs,important observational re-
search, cases series included

Selection summary Of the 37 PubMed search hits, 126 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, from 42 NPO Japan Med-
ical Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 14 search hits that matched with the set PICO

CQ D－6：Is a trigger point injection useful for chronic pain ? 

　Answer：Although evidence indicating the usefulness of a trigger point injection 
（local anesthetic） for myofascial pain syndrome （MPS） has been accumulating, it 
still remains insufficient. As long as it is performed by an experienced pain man-
agement specialist, then it is a relatively safe and easy procedure and can help 
treat pain. Attention should be paid to complications during the procedure and we 
must consider how frequently to make the procedure and type of the drug should 
be administered.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 94.1%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　There is a systematic review53) which conducted a meta-analysis of the analgesic 
effects of a trigger point injection （TPI） on myofascial pain syndrome （MPS） in-
cluding tension-type headache （TTH）. They divided patients into a local anesthetic 
injection group and an ‘other intervention’ group （saline solution, topical local anes-
thetic, dry needling, acupuncture and moxibustion, stabilization sprint, and stretch-
es, etc）. They found that the local anesthetic group experienced significant pain re-
lief 16 weeks after the procedure compared with the other intervention group. Fur-
thermore, in the meta－analysis from the same systematic review, botulinum toxin 
injection had an inferior analgesic effect than the local anesthetic injection. Howev-
er, due to a high lack of uniformity among the research studies, in order to draw 
conclusions, there is need for further research in future, taking into account the re-
search design, type of drug used and its concentration, whether there was an addi-

MPS：myofascial pain 
syndrome

TPI：trigger point 
injection
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tional steroid drug or not, the site of injection, and any concomitant treatments 
（stretches, muscle strengthening exercises, stabilization spring, manipulation, etc）. 
At the current stage, there is no strong evidence54) supporting the usefulness of 
botulinum toxin and steroid drugs, and there is a need to consider side effects and 
the problem of treatments which are ineligible to be covered under health insur-
ance.
　There are a few reports on complications, for example subcutaneous bleeding, 
dizziness and injection site pain, but the majority of them are local and temporary 
so TPI is considered to be a relatively safe procedure.
　If performed by a highly－experienced physician, the procedure is highly safe and 
is widely used in clinical settings. However, when performing this procedure, its ef-
fects must constantly be evaluated and should not be performed over a long period 
of time without some clear aim in mind. In addition, for TPI’s effects on stiff shoul-
ders in particular, we wish to refer you to CQ L－4. 
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed,Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P tension type headache, Temporomandibular Joint Disorders, Musculoskeletal Pain, neck pain, 
back pain, myofascial pain syndrome, chronic pain

I／C Trigger point injection
Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trials ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc
Selection overview Of the 138,215 search hits, we utilized 21 of them which matched with PICO

CQ D－7： Is a nerve block using radiofrequency thermocoagulation （RF） 
useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：We expect that nerve block using radiofrequency thermocoagulation 
（RF）, provides short－ and long－term pain relief and short－term improved QOL for 
patients suffering from chronic low back pain （LBP） originating in the facet and 
sacroiliac joints. Furthermore, we expect it to provide short－ and long－term pain 
relief for patients with trigeminal neuralgia but we recommend that the form of 
treatment be selected keeping in mind that there is a risk of complications in pa-
tients who are resistant to drug therapy. It also has the possibility of being useful 
over the short－and long－term for chronic pain in patients with knee osteoarthritis 

（OA）.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Chronic low back pain originating in the facet and sacroiliac joints
　　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recom-

mended 〔Consensus 83.3%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：A （high）
　　2）Trigeminal neuralgia

RF：radiofrequency 
thermocoagulation
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　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is strongly recom-
mended 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　3）Chronic pain in knee OA
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 90.5%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　1）Chronic low back pain （LBP） originating in facet and sacroiliac joints
　Radiofrequency thermocoagulation （RF） is performed on the dorsal rami of the 
spinal nerve, which is a sensory nerve of the facet joints, for patients with chronic 
low back pain （LBP） originating in the facet joints and sacroiliac joints, as well as 
the L5（＋L4） dorsal ramus and S1－3 dorsal rami of the sacral nerve. In addition to 
evaluating their symptoms, it is also important to assess whether it is suitable to 
perform treatment or not through a rigorous diagnostic nerve block23). 
　There are many RCTs that have investigated the usefulness of RF for treating 
chronic low back pain originating in the lumbar facet joints and sacroiliac joints 
and in 2019, researchers reported a meta－analysis55). We conducted a new meta－
analysis on 16 RCTs including the paper in the previous meta-analysis and new re-
search papers that were found by our search for these guidelines56) （short－term 
pain relief：13 RCTs, long－term pain relief：7 RCTs, short－term improvement in 
QOL：5 RCTs, long－term improvement in QOL：3 RCTs, incidence rate of severe 
complications：14 RCTs）. Although we saw a wide dispersion between the results 
of each research study, a quantitative synthesis, indicated that short－ and long－
term pain relief and improved QOL could be expected. The incidence rate of se-
vere complications was low at 0.92% （injection, mild burns, vagal reflex）, with no 
complications that leave patients with long－term impairments. In addition, because 
there was no difference in the incidence rate as compared with the control treat-
ment, we strongly recommend it as being a highly safe, form of treatment, which 
we can expect to be useful.
　2）Trigeminal neuralgia
　With trigeminal neuralgia patients who are resistant to drug therapy, radiofre-
quency thermocoagulation （RF） is conducted on trigeminal ganglion （Gasserian 
ganglion or semilunar ganglion） and the peripheral branches of the trigeminal 
nerve （supraorbital nerve, supratrochlear nerve, maxillary nerve, infraorbital 
nerve, mandibular nerve, mental nerve）.
　There are 2 systematic reviews57,58) on interventional treatments of trigeminal 
neuralgia. They used RCTs that were subject to this research, and including new 
research papers59,60) that were found while searching for references for these guide-
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lines, 5 RCTs in total were applicable. There is no research which compares it 
against sham treatments or other forms of treatment apart from nerve block. 
There have been comparisons based on the target of treatment （trigeminal gangli-
on vs. peripheral branch）, a comparison with pulsed radiofrequency （PRF） and a 
comparison with RF + PRF and in terms of outcomes, they were only able to eval-
uate pain relief. In a research study comparing trigeminal ganglion RF with RF of 
the peripheral branches of the trigeminal nerve, in both instances, they reported a 
high pain relief rate over the short and long term. In a research study comparing 
RF and PRF of the trigeminal ganglion, RF showed a marked decrease in trigemi-
nal neuralgia pain over the short term but there was no effect from PRF. In anoth-
er research study that compared RF of the trigeminal ganglion against RF＋PRF 
of the trigeminal ganglion, both reduced trigeminal neuralgia pain over the short 
and long term but researchers indicated the possibility that the effect was slightly 
superior in the RF＋PRF group. There is need to conduct further research into the 
concomitant use of RF and PRF. 
　In a large－scale case series study61) on the incidence rate of severe complications 
on 1,600 patients, researchers reported an incidence rate of 0.6～5.7%, including 
complications such as anesthesia dolorosa, dysesthesia, loss of corneal reflex, kerati-
tis, masseter muscle weakness, and diplopia （double vision）. As the data were old, 
it is possible that the incidence rate would be even lower using current procedures 
but before conducting the procedure, it is necessary for doctors and patients to suf-
ficiently discuss （informed consent） the risks of complications first.
　In light of the above, for severe cases of patients resistant to drug therapy, after 
sufficiently considering the risks of complications, we believe that RF for trigeminal 
neuralgia would prove to be highly effective.
　3）Chronic knee pain in knee osteoarthritis （knee OA）
　There are some RCTs comparing RF treatment of the genicular nerve with oth-
er forms of treatment （sham treatments, knee joint injection, taking NSAIDs inter-
nally） to treat chronic knee pain in patients with knee OA, and in 2019, researchers 
reported a meta－analysis62). Along with the research papers that were subject to 
this meta－analysis, we also found and included new research papers63) when search-
ing for references for these guidelines, and when we conducted a new meta－analy-
sis on 4 RCTs in total （short－term pain relief：4 RCTs, long－term pain relief：2 
RCTs, short－term improvement in QOL：4 RCTs, long－term improvement in 
QOL：N／A, incidence rates of severe complications：4 RCTs）, it indicated that we 
can expect short－ and long－term pain relief. There was a dispersion in QOL de-
pending on the evaluation method used （2 research papers used WOMAC to evalu-
ate, 2 used OKS） but it is possible that it improves QOL over the short term. Not 
even 1 severe complication arose in these RCTs so it has been evaluated as a safe 
form of treatment.

PRF：pulsed 
radiofrequency 
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　In light of the above, RF on the knee joint nerve in patients with chronic knee 
pain from knee OA is a form of treatment which we can expect to be effective but 
the number of cases in this research remains small, and as this has not yet been 
positioned as a standard form of treatment in Japan, we weakly recommend it.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed,Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, low back pain, neck pain, back pain, trigeminal neuralgia, osteoarthritis, CRPS, 
sympathetically, sympathetic, ischemic

I／C radiofrequency／no specifications
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trials／systematic review／

meta－analysis search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（English, Japanese）etc
Selection Summary Of the 502 search hits, we utilized 10 searches that matched with PICO

CQ D－8： Is nerve block using pulsed radiofrequency （PRF） treatment useful 
for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Of the diseases that may give rise to chronic pain, nerve block using 
pulsed radiofrequency （PRF） is believed to be a form of treatment that can be se-
lected for treating postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） and chronic shoulder joint pain 
and researchers have shown its short－term and long－term efficacy （for at least 3 
months） and its high level of safety. In some cases, it may also be applicable for 
treating radiculopathy, lumbar facet joint－derived pain, knee OA, and idiopathic tri-
geminal neuralgia.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 85.7%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　2）Chronic joint pain
　　・Chronic shoulder joint pain
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 95.2%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　・Chronic knee joint pain
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 85.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　3）Radiculopathy
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 81.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

PRF：pulsed 
radiofrequency
PHN：postherpetic 
neuralgia  
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　　4）Lumbar facet joint－derived pain
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 90.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　5）Idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　There are many RCTs and prospective controlled trials and in a meta－analysis 
and systematic review researchers indicated its safety and that just from one pro-
cedure, patients experienced analgesic effect persisting for at least 12 weeks, par-
ticularly for PHN and chronic shoulder joint pain. Therefore, nerve block using 
PRF is a form of treatment that should be chosen to treat chronic pain, mainly the 
pathologies mentioned above. Furthermore, the temperature of the needle tip is 
maintained at 42 ℃ and below in PRF so there is a low possibility that it will de-
stroy nerves, and because there have been no reports of complications to date, it 
can be called a highly－safe form of treatment64－68). Therefore, performing PRF in 
clinical settings on pathologies other than those mentioned above （radiculopathy, 
lumbar facet joint－derived pain, chronic knee joint pain, idiopathic trigeminal neu-
ralgia） will not be hampered；we expect further research to be conducted in fu-
ture. However, there is little evidence available on the optimal amount of time for 
the procedure, the site of treatment, and parameters, and there for it requires fur-
ther consideration.
　1）Postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）
　In a double－blind placebo－controlled RCT on PHN69), researchers compared and 
considered patients with chest PHN；48 cases underwent peripheral nerve （inter-
costal nerve） PRF while another 48 cases underwent a sham stimulation over a pe-
riod of 6 months. Researchers reported a significant decline in VAS scores and sig-
nificant improvement in QOL （SF－36） in the PRF group. In a meta－analysis67) on 
the efficacy of PRF targeting patients with neuropathic pain, researchers compared 
patients who underwent a nerve block using local anesthetic as well as drug thera-
py such as pregabalin for PHN, and results indicated that PRF was highly useful. 
Furthermore, there is another report70) that showed that we can expect even bet-
ter analgesic effects for patients when PRF is used in combination with pregabalin. 
Based on the above, we can say that PRF can be selected to treat PHN. However, 
regarding the site for performing PRF, we wish to refer you to CQ O－7. 
　2）Chronic joint pain 
　In a double－blind RCT71) conducted over 3 months on patients with frozen shoul-

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 
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der, they compared a group （68 cases） that underwent PRF of the suprascapular 
nerve with a sham stimulation group （68 cases）, and reported a significantly high-
er improvement in pain and shoulder joint disorders. Moreover, there is a system-
atic review66) that discussed 5 RCTs on the effects of PRF on chronic shoulder joint 
pain, and researchers found that PRF on the suprascapular nerve was effective for 
at least 12 weeks or more on chronic shoulder joint pain and with no reports of 
complications, indicating that it is highly safe. Therefore, we recommend PRF on 
the suprascapular nerve for treating patients with chronic shoulder joint pain. 
However, it is not clear whether PRF is superior over conventional forms of treat-
ment such as intra－articular steroid injection, physiotherapy, and nerve block using 
a local anesthetic and therefore further consideration is required. Although there is 
a report72) indicating the efficacy of PRF on chronic knee joint pain, there are no 
high－quality retrospective－looking studies that we can cite as references and so be-
cause the evidence is not clear, we only give it a weak recommendation. 
　3）Radiculopathy
　In a 2015 meta－analysis67) on the efficacy of PRF on patients with neuropathic 
pain, they were unable to indicate its efficacy on radiculopathy. However, according 
to a recent meta－analysis on cervical radiculopathy65), performing a single dorsal 
root ganglion （DRG） PRF may possibly mitigate pain from the short term to the 
long term （6 months）. Furthermore, in a double－blind RCT73) on lumbar radiculop-
athy, researchers indicated that compared with an epidural injection using a local 
anesthetic, the analgesic effect and functional improvement effects from DRG PRF 
lasted for a longer period of time. Therefore, although the evidence on the efficacy 
of DRG PRF on radiculopathy is limited, it could be considered as an option for pa-
tients who show resistance to treatments such as epidural injection.
　4）Lumbar facet joint－derived pain 
　In a systematic review64) of 3 RCTs comparing the effects of PRF and radiofre-
quency thermocoagulation （RF） on lumbar facet joint－derived pain, the results in-
dicated that the effects of a medial branch of the posterior ramus PRF persisted for 
a shorter duration than a conventional medial branch of the posterior ramus block 
using RF did. However, there is another report74) indicating that a medial branch of 
the posterior ramus PRF provided longer analgesic effects than the medial branch 
of the posterior ramus block using a local anesthetic （and steroid drug）, and there-
fore it might be applicable for certain cases.
　5）Idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia
　According to a meta－analysis68) that compared and considered the efficacy and 
safety of PRF, RF and a nerve block, used concomitantly to treat trigeminal neural-
gia, there was no recognizable difference in analgesic effect between PRF and RF 
but PRF had a higher level of safer. Researchers also indicated that rather than us-
ing RF alone, it was more effective and safe when RF was used in combination 

DRG：dorsal root 
ganglion
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with PRF. Therefore, if PRF is to be utilized as an analgesic method for trigeminal 
neuralgia, then we recommend performing it in combination with RF.
Period 2004～2019
Database PubMed,Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P pain, chronic pain, frozen shoulder, adhesive capsulitis,shoulder peroarthritis, radiculopathy, 
osteoarthritis, postherpetic neuralgia

I／C pulsed radiofrequency treatment, pulse－dose radiofrequency, pulsed radiofrequency／nothing 
specified

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（number of cases50＋）etc.

Selection summary Of the 294 search hits, 11 were utilized that matched with PICO

CQ：D－9：Are intra－articular injections useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Intra－articular steroid injections are useful over the short－and mid－
term for adhesive shoulder capsulitis and hip osteoarthritis （hip OA） and their use-
fulness might increase when used concomitantly with physiotherapy. There is low 
evidence regarding the possibility that hyaluronic acid injection might be effective 
on adhesive shoulder capsulitis and hip OA. Its usefulness might possibly improve 
when using an ultrasound device. 

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Adhesive shoulder capsulitis
　　・Intra－articular steroid injection
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 85.7%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　・Intra－articular hyaluronic acid injection
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　2）Hip osteoarthritis （OA）
　　・Intra－articular steroid injection 
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 85.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　・Intra－articular hyaluronic acid injection 
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 95.2%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
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Commentary：
　This CQ will describe intra－articular injections on adhesive shoulder capsulitis 
and hip osteoarthritis （hip OA）, and we will discuss knee osteoarthritis （knee OA） 
at CQ K-3. There are many RCTs and systematic reviews on the efficacy of intra－
articular injections on adhesive capsulitis and OA.
　1）Adhesive shoulder capsulitis
　According to the clinical guidelines of the American Physical Therapy Associa-
tion, using intra－articular steroid injection in combination with range of motion 

（ROM） exercises and stretching is more effective over the short term （4～6 
weeks） on pain and functional improvement in adhesive shoulder capsulitis than 
performing ROM exercises or stretching alone75). 
　In a systematic review of 9 RCTs regarding the efficacy of intra－articular steroid 
injection on adhesive shoulder capsulitis and also the efficacy of a steroid injection 
into the subacromial bursa, over the short－term, the group who were administered 
with an intra－articular steroid injection displayed significant improvement in pain 
relief and improved ROM, compared with the group who were administered a ste-
roid injection into the subacromial bursa. However, at 12 weeks, researchers 
claimed there was no significant difference between the 2 groups76). 
　There is a systematic review of 5 RCTs that reported a comparison between an 
intra－articular shoulder steroid injection with an intra－articular shoulder injection 
of saline solution on adhesive shoulder capsulitis. 4 of these RCTs reported a single 
injection, while in the other RCT, a total of 3 injections were administered at 1－
week intervals. Over the short term （0～8 weeks）, the intra－articular shoulder ste-
roid injection showed to be significantly more effective in providing pain relief but 
between 9～24 weeks after the procedure, there was no significant difference be-
tween the groups. Furthermore, over the short term, passive shoulder joint ROM 
significantly improved in the intra－articular shoulder steroid injection group but 
this significant difference was only temporary77). In addition, in a systematic review 
of 8 research papers comparing the effects of intra－articular shoulder injection of 
saline solution on frozen shoulder with the effects of an intra－articular shoulder ste-
roid injection, researchers indicated the possibility that intra－articular shoulder ste-
roid injection was more effective over the short and mid term78). Because of small 
sample size and methodological heterogeneity of the studies, the evidence on intra－
articular shoulder steroid injections is low.
　In a systematic review of 3 RCTs examining intra－articular shoulder injections of 
hyaluronic acid, researchers claimed that there was insufficient evidence due to a 
lack of uniformity among the research reports.79)

　In a systematic review of 7 RCTs comparing the efficacy of an intra－articular 
shoulder steroid injection under ultrasound guidance with one performed under the 
landmark method, efficacy and accuracy improved under the ultrasound guidance 

hip OA：hip osteoar-
thritis
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method80). 
　The effects of both an intra－articular shoulder steroid injection and an intra－ar-
ticular shoulder hyaluronic acid injection on adhesive shoulder capsulitis are limited 
in either case and when performing these injections, their effects must be constant-
ly evaluated and they should not be performed over the long term without a clear 
aim in mind.
　2）Hip OA
　According to the guidelines of the Osteo Arthritis Research Society International 

（OARSI）, they compared the effects of an intra－articular hip steroid injection with 
those of an intra－articular hip hyaluronic acid injection on hip OA and found that 
the intra－articular hip steroid injection had higher pain－relief effects and functional 
improvement over the short－term compared with intra－articular hip hyaluronic 
acid injection. 
　We need to consider the intra－articular hip steroid injection in cases where in-
flammation and severity of pain are strong. There is an RCT that claims that using 
intra－articular hip steroid injection in combination with ROM exercises and stretch-
ing is more effective in improving pain and function than using ROM exercises and 
stretching alone81). 
　In a systematic review of 9 RCTs on the usefulness of intra－articular steroid in-
jections on hip OA prior to total hip replacement,2 of these RCTs recommend an 
intra－articular steroid injection before the replacement procedure while the other 7 
RCTs claimed that they do not have an effect on post－surgical injections. On the 
other hand, in a research study comparing the frequency of incidence complications 
on 40 patients who were administered an intra－articular hip steroid injection prior 
to total hip replacement with 40 patients who did not under the operation, there 
were injections in 3 of the joints （7.5%） among the group of subjects who did not 
undergo the procedure but there were 12 injections （30%） among the group who 
were administered an intra－articular hip steroid injection, reporting a higher risk 
of post－surgical injection. Therefore, the procedure should not be performed over 
the long－term without any clear aim in mind82). 
　We can expect short－term pain relief and functional improvement in subjects 
with hip OA when administered with an intra－articular hip hyaluronic acid injec-
tion. In an RCT that considered the efficacy of intra－articular hip hyaluronic acid 
compared with a placebo, when the injection was given 3 times under ultrasound 
guidance fortnightly, researchers found that on the 14th day, the intra－articular hip 
hyaluronic acid injection had significantly improved pain at time of walking but af-
ter the 14th day, they claimed that there was no difference between the treatment 
groups83). 
　On the other hand, in an RCT that compared the usefulness of an intra－articular 
hip hyaluronic acid injection on hip OA with an intra－articular hip local anesthetic 
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injection, both administered once a month, twice in total, researchers evaluated the 
intensity of pain after 3 months and after 6 months and reported that intensity of 
pain had significantly improved in the intra－articular hip hyaluronic acid injection 
group and that adverse events were insignificant at 6～23%84). 
　There are various RCTs on the usefulness of intra－articular hyaluronic acid in-
jection but due to a lack of uniformity between the research studies, there is no 
high－quality evidence indicating its efficacy and level of safety. What is more, it is 
not eligible to be covered under the Japanese health insurance system so caution is 
required when performing this procedure.
　In a systematic review of intra－articular hip injections, researchers reported in-
creased accuracy and efficacy if conducted under ultrasound guidance, just like 
with intra－articular hip injections85). 
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, frozen shoulder Adhesive Capsulitis Hip Osteoarthritis
I／C intra－articular injections

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter,Cochrane RCT search filter, other（number of cases of50＋etc）

Selection summary Of the 1,016 search hits, we utilized 27 of them that matched with the set PICO
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Chapter E． Interventional Pain Treatment  
（Low-Invasive Surgery/Orthopedic 
Treatments）：CQ E-1～CQ E-5

CQ E-1： Is spinal cord stimulation （SCS） useful for intractable 
chronic pain ?

CQ E-2：Are intradiscal therapies useful for chronic pain ?
CQ E-3：  Are spring-guide catheters and epiduroscopy useful for 

chronic low back and leg pain ?
CQ E-4： Is spinal fusion useful for chronic pain associated with 

spinal diseases ?
CQ E-5： Is surgical therapy useful for chronic pain associated with 

strangulated peripheral neuropathy ?
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E． Interventional Pain Treatment 
 （Low-Invasive Surgery/Orthopedic Treatments）

CQ E－1：Is spinal cord stimulation （SCS） useful for intractable chronic pain ?

　Answer：SCS is something worth trying on chronic pain patients who did not 
obtain sufficient analgesic effects from other forms of treatment. Its usefulness has 
been indicated especially for failed back surgery syndrome （FBSS）, peripheral vas-
cular disease （PVD）, and painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）. Apart 
from this, there are reports of its efficacy on central post－stroke pain, pain follow-
ing spinal cord injury, complex regional pain syndrome （CRPS）, phantom limb 
pain, and postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） but there are no reports with high evi-
dence.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Lower limb pain of failed back surgery syndrome （FBSS） 
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 90.5%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　2）Peripheral vascular disease （PVD） in the lower limbs
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 81.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　3）Painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） in the lower limbs
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 95.2%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　4） Central post－stroke pain, pain following spinal cord injury, phantom limb 

pain, PHN
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 90.5%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）
　　5）Complex regional pain syndrome （CRPS）
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 94.7%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　1）Failed back surgery syndrome （FBSS）
　In an RCT1) on lower limb pain in patients with FBSS, researchers compared an 

FBSS：failed back 
surgery syndrome 
PVD：peripheral 
vascular disease
PDPN：painful 
diabetic peripheral 
neuropathy
PHN：postherpetic 
neuralgia
CRPS：complex 
regional pain 
syndrome
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SCS group with a group that underwent conservative treatment. There is also an 
RCT2) that compared an SCS group with a group that underwent surgery again. 
There was a significantly larger number of patients who experienced a reduction 
in lower limb pain by 50% or more in the SCS group. In an RCT on low back pain 

（LBP）3), that compared SCS using a paddle lead with SCS using cylindrical－type 
leads, and an RCT4) that compared an optimal treatment group with a group that 
had optimal treatment in addition to SCS, they found that SCS using the paddle 
leads was more effective on LBP. In an RCT comparing an SCS group with a con-
servative treatment group1), researchers indicated that QOL and ADL had im-
proved. In cost－benefit analysis1,2,5), researchers reported that SCS was superior to 
conservative forms of treatment and patients undergoing surgery for a second 
time.
　In a systematic review6) that considered the differences in effect according to 
method of stimulation, such as high－frequency stimulation （10kHz）, burst stimula-
tion, sub－perception simulation （1～5 kHz）, researchers found these forms of stim-
ulation superior in terms of absence of paresthesia, but they were unable to con-
clude whether the analgesic effects were high or not.
　In a systematic review that investigated adverse events7), researchers found 184 
complications out of 542 cases studied but it was possible to cope with the majority 
of the complications and reported that the number of life－threatening events or se-
vere adverse events that could cause dysfunction were extremely rare. FBSS has a 
complex pathology, and there are patients with strong psychosocial factors. When 
performing SCS, one needs to judge whether it is indicated for each individual pa-
tient or not so we assign it a weak recommendation for lower－limb pain. Research-
ers have indicated the utility of paddle－type leads for LBP but an even more cau-
tious procedure is required.
　2）Peripheral vascular disease （PVD） in the lower limbs
　Several reviews of its efficacy on peripheral vascular disease （PVD） have been 
reported8－10). Researchers have not yet established its efficacy in alleviating pain9,10), 
but they indicated a rise in the limb salvage rate （decline in the amputation rate）. 
However, they also indicated that it did not have an effect on the mortality rate or 
ulcer healing rate8). In terms of its analgesic effect and limb salvage rate, research-
ers indicated increased efficacy with suitable patient selection, such as evaluating 
percutaneous oxygen partial pressure8). 
　3）Painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） in the lower limbs
　There are 2 RCTs on PDPN, which indicated not only an improvement 6 months 
later in daytime pain, night－time pain and sleeping disorders, researchers also indi-
cated that it was effective in improving ADL and QOL11,12). Furthermore, in terms 
of its long－term results, 55% of patients experienced reduced pain for a 5－year pe-
riod13). 
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　4） Other refractory pain diseases （central post－stroke pain, pain following spi-
nal cord injury, phantom limb pain, PHN）

　There have been reports of the efficacy of SCS on various forms of refractory 
pain, such as central post－stroke pain14), pain following spinal cord injury15), phan-
tom limb pain16), and postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）17). However, the number of re-
ports is low and the level of evidence is not high. Its applicability should be consid-
ered for each respective patient, in cases where there are no other means of effec-
tive treatment.
　5）Complex regional pain syndrome （CRPS）
　There have also been reports that SCS is effective on CRPS18), but there are 
some patients with strong psychosocial factors, so one needs to make a cautious 
judgment regarding their indication.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P mainly chronic pain,words similar to this
I／C spinal cord stimulation

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 59 search hits, we utilized 18 that matched with the set PICO

CQ E－2：Are intradiscal therapies useful for chronic pain?

　Answer：Researchers have indicated that intradiscal steroid injections have a 
limited effect on intradiscal low back pain （LBP） and that several intradiscal thera-
pies are effective as a form of intradiscal treatment but their efficacy is limited.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Intradiscal steroid injection：
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 80.0%〕

　　　 Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　2）Intradiscal treatment
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 80.0%〕

　　　 Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　3）Intradiscal condoliase injection for lumbar disc herniation 
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：No recommendation 〔Consensus 89.5%〕

　　　 Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　1）Lumbar intradiscal steroid injection
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　There is 1 RCT19) indicating its short term efficacy on intradiscal low back pain 
（LBP） with Modic changes in the vertebral body on MRI and there is 1 RCT20) 
that showed no effect 3 months after the injection was performed. Administering 
this injection should be limited to intradiscal LBP with an active period of inflam-
mation in the endplate. 
　2）Intradiscal therapy
　Intradiscal therapy is an intervention in which a percutaneous intra－discal punc-
ture is performed using a cannula under X－ray fluoroscopy but there are few high
－quality RCTs, and so its usefulness is limited.
　① Percutaneous nucleotomy 
　A percutaneous nucleotomy is when the nucleus pulposus is excised, reducing 
the intradiscal pressure, and its efficacy as a treatment has been indicated for the 
contained type （swelling, protrusion, and subligamental prolapse） of intradiscal 
lumbar hernia. Percutaneous disc decompression （PDD：Dekompressor®）, is a sys-
tem of excising the nucleus pulposus using an Archimedes’ screw , and the proce-
dure is simple using a cannula with an external diameter of 15 mm, compared with 
conventional types. In a review of 3 observational research studies, researchers 
recognized its short－term and long－term effects but evidence was limited21). 
　② Percutaneous laser disc decompression （PLDD）
　PLDD is a procedure which reduces intradiscal pressure by decreasing its vol-
ume by evaporating the water content of the nucleus pulposus using a laser. In an 
RCT that used a discectomy to treat sciatica as a control, researchers reported an 
equivalent short－term and long－term improvement in pain and QOL22). 
　③ Intradiscal electrothermal treatment （IDET）
　IDET is performed on intradiscal LBP. A catheter is inserted cylindrically via a 
cannula intradiscally, along the annulus fibrosus, and the coil part of the catheter is 
placed dorsally to the site of lesion for the annulus fibrosus. Radiofrequency ther-
mocoagulation （RF） is conducted on the coil, brining about a degeneration in the 
annulus fibrosus nerve and thereby reducing pain. In a recent review, there were 4 
RCTs, 3 of them reporting its efficacy on pain, 1 reporting its efficacy on ADL, and 
1 of them reported no significant difference in effect23). Overall, they confirmed its 
efficacy with a high level of evidence.
　④ Intradiscal pulsed radiofrequency （PRF）
　Intradiscal PRF is a procedure in which the active tip is placed in the center of 
the disc, and creates an analgesic effect by adding a pulse radiofrequency. Its anal-
gesic mechanism remains unclear but is believed to be highly safe as there is no 
tissue damage or injury through heat, and a report has recognized that it provides 
equivalent analgesic effect through an RCT on IDET24). Fukui et al.25) conducted 
the procedure over 15 minutes on intradiscal LBP using intradiscal contrast and re-
ported analgesic effect even 12 months after the procedure.

RCT：randomized
 controlled trial 

PLDD：percutaneous 
laser disc decompres-
sion 

IDET：intradiscal 
electrothermal 
treatment 

PRF：pulsed 
radiofrequency 
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　⑤ Percutaneous radiofrequency intradiscal ablation／excision （Disc－Fx®）
　Disc－Fx® treatment uses 1 cannula to excise the nucleus pulposus uses forceps, 
RF uses a probe with a bended tip and modulation of the annulus fibrosus. In addi-
tion to the contained type（swelling, protrusion, and subligamentous extrusion） of 
intradiscal hernia, it is believed to also be effective on LBP due to degenerative 
disc, and there are observational research studies that have demonstrated its effica-
cy26,27) We recommend accumulating （more） evidence in future.
　3）Intradiscal condoliase injection for lumbar disc hernia 
　There have been trials of new interventions as well. Condoliase that went on the 
market in August 2018, is the first lumbar disc hernia drug to be used in Japan 
that can be directly injected intradiscally. Condoliase specifically breaks down chon-
droitin sulfate and hyaluronic acid which are components of proteoglycan which is 
found in the intradiscal nucleus pulposus, and reduces the intradiscal pressure by 
water retention capacity in the marrow. As a result, it reduces the pressure in the 
nerve root that leads to a hernia in the parent nucleus pulposus, improving low 
back and leg pain. It is believed to be effective on lumbar intra－discal hernia such 
as bulging, protrusion and subligamentous extrusion, and there is 1 RCT that 
demonstrated its efficacy in a dosage－controlled trial28) Furthermore, researchers 
conducted condoliase treatment for lumbar intradiscal hernia on 47 patients and 
analyzed the background details by dividing them into the 33 cases where it was 
effective and 14 cases where it was not effective. There is also an observational re-
search study29) on cases where it was ineffective, in which there were many com-
plications such as discectomy, lumbar spondylolisthesis and a narrowing in the pos-
terior intravertebral width （posterior intervertebral angle ≧ 5 degrees）. In both 
research studies, there were no adverse events that became clinical problems. In 
future, we recommend accumulating evidence on its long－term efficacy and safety.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain,lumbago, low back pain, disc hernia, discogenic pain, disc degeneration etc.
I／C Intradiscal treatments such as intradiscal steroid injection, percutaneous disc decompression／

conservative treatment／analgesic effect, QOL indicators, complications
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc
Selection summary From the searches of the above database, we utilized 9 search hits that matched with the set 

PICO, as well as 2 important references which we found through manual search, for a total of 
11 references

CQ E－3： Are spring－guide catheters and epiduroscopy useful for chronic  
low back and leg pain ？

　Answer：Treatment using a spring－guide catheter is effective on chronic low-
back and leg pain. Epiduroscopy is effective for treating chronic lower back and leg 
pain but there is insufficient evidence.
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Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Spring－guide catheter：
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is strongly recom-

mended 〔Consensus 85.0%〕

　　　 Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　2）Epiduroscopy
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 80.0%〕

　　　 Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　1）Spring－guide catheter
　Epidural adhesiolysis is also called epidural neuroplasty and epidural nerve abla-
tion using a spring－guide catheter is one type of intervention for treating refracto-
ry pain such as failed back surgery syndrome （FBSS） and spinal canal stenosis. In 
2016, Helm et al.30) reported the results of a systematic review and meta－analysis of 
treatments using spring－guide catheters. Patients’ pain status （level of improve-
ment of pain was evaluated on a 5－point scale from 0～4, the higher the score the 
greater the improvement） and functional improvement scores （evaluated in the 
same way as pain status） improved significantly both 3 months later and 6 months 
later in the group that underwent an epidural nerve ablation using a spring－guide 
catheter, compared with groups that underwent other forms of treatment （mainly 
epidural block）. In terms of pain that had improved by 50% or more, it was 55% 
higher in the group that underwent the spring－guide catheter both 3 months later 
and 6 months later. In a report by Manchikanti et al.31), researchers found that up 
to 24 months later, the dosage of opioid analgesic had significantly decreased 
through a spring－guide catheter treatment, compared with a caudal epidural block. 
When performing percutaneous epidural adhesiolysis, in many cases hypertonic sa-
line solution （10% [w／v] NaCl solution） is used. When using either 10% or 5% [w／v] 
NaCl solution, there was no difference in analgesic effect and researchers reported 
there was less pain in the group that was injected with 5% [w／v] NaCl solution32). 
However, there have only been observational research studies and no RCTs so we 
are waiting for research to be conducted on this in future. With complications re-
sulting from spring－guide catheters, there was a report of 47 cases, which included 
dural puncture and arachnoid inflammation30). As of April 2018, epidural adhesioly-
sis using a spring－guide catheter became eligible to be covered under the health 
insurance system. 
　2）Epiduroscopy
　Epiduroscopy is a procedure in which an endoscope is inserted into the lumbar 
and sacral epidural space to observe the situation inside the epidural space and a 

FBSS ：failed back 
surgery syndrome  
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catheter is used for example with adhesions, and the procedure either separates or 
cleans it by injecting a saline solution. In 2005, Manchikanti et al.33) reported an 
RCT in which they compared an epidural adhesiolysis using an epiduroscopy and a 
caudal epidural block. Patients’ pain （VAS） and scores on the Oswestry Disability 
Index had significantly improved in the group that underwent treatment using an 
epiduroscopy at 3 months, 6 months, and 12 months following the procedure. Epi-
duroscopy is a relatively safe form of surgery but in terms of severe complications, 
there have been cases of loss of eyesight due to excessive epidural hypostatic pres-
sure, and Helm et al.30), reported 12 cases of this occurring. Other complications in-
clude dural puncture, epidural hematoma, and infection. There are no reports of 
RCTs conducted on each type of illness such as failed back surgery syndrome 

（FBSS） and spinal canal stenosis and according to a systematic review and meta－
analysis that was published in 201630), they stated that at the current stage, the evi-
dence supporting epidural adhesiolysis using epiduroscopy is limited. In Japan, 
treatment using epiduroscopy had been recognized as a form of ‘advanced medical 
treatment’ since 2004 but as of FY2015, it was withdrawn from this designation （as 
an ‘advanced medical treatment’） and can no longer be performed as such or as a 
form of treatment covered under insurance.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain*, spinal stenosis, failed back surgery syndrome,low back pain etc.
I／C epidural neuroplasty, epidural adhesiolysis, Racz catheter etc.／no limitations

Limitations Limited by publication type. Systematic reviews, Randomized controlled trial,Meta－analysis 
etc

Selection Summary Of the 81 PubMed search hits, 35 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, 3 search hits from NPO 
Japan Medical Abstracts Society, we used 2 search hits that matched with the set PICO as 
well as 2 important references we had found through a manual search for a total of 4 references

CQ E－4： Is spinal fusion useful for chronic pain associated with spinal dis-
eases ?

　Answer：There are no high－level reports on the effects of spinal fusion for treat-
ing neck pain and back pain. The effects of spinal fusion on chronic low back pain 

（LBP） without neuropathy are limited.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　There are no high－level reports on the effects of spinal fusion for treating neck 

VAS：visual analogue 
scale  
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pain and back pain. Therefore, in these guidelines we considered spinal fusion for 
chronic LBP. For LBP accompanied with neurological symptoms, generally decom-
pression, fusion or corrective fusion is performed. Other forms of treatment are 
necessary for these conditions and therefore we have excluded them from the pur-
poses of this CQ. As a result, we considered the results of spinal fusion for treating 
chronic LBP without any clear accompanying presence of stenosis or spondylolis-
thesis.
　We utilized 3 recent systematic reviews34－36) which included spinal fusion and non－
surgical forms of treatment for chronic LBP.
　Results did not show any difference in a decrease in low back pain VAS scores 
or decrease in ODI over the short term （1～2 years） among patients undergoing 
spinal fusion compared with nonsurgical treatments. These 3 reviews included 6 
low～moderate level RCTs37－42). These reviews had different inclusion criteria and 
used different nonsurgical treatments as the control, and there is a diverse number 
of fusion methods；ALIF, PLF, and PLIF among others.
　In terms of nonsurgical forms of treatment that were used as a control, 4 of the 
studies used a combination of physical therapy （PT） methods such as CBT, muscle－
strengthening exercises and stretches, whereas the other 2 studies conducted PT 
alone so we divided them according to the control treatment used and conducted a 
new meta－analysis. Furthermore, using the same references, we also considered 
the incidence of complications and frequency of patients undergoing surgery a sec-
ond time, following spinal fusion.
　There are 4 RCTs that compared spinal fusion with CBT＋PT38－41), in which re-
searchers compared the decrease in ODI one year later. Two of these studies39,41) 
compared a decrease in VAS scores for LBP. In each respective meta－analysis, re-
searchers did not recognize a significant difference in decline in LBP among each 
of the treatment methods, and there was no difference in treatment effect between 
spinal fusion and CBT＋PT one year later. Furthermore, in a follow－up report on 
these RCTs, researchers reported that there was no difference between the 2 types 
of treatment in terms of decline in LBP 9 years later43), or on average 11 years lat-
er44). 
　There are 2 RCTs that compared spinal fusion with physical therapy （PT） 
alone37,42), and they found that ODI and VAS scores for LBP had significantly de-
creased 2 years later following spinal fusion, compared with the group that under-
went PT alone. However, in 1 of these RCTs42), one of their inclusion criteria was 
“pain was triggered through an intradiscal contrast but reduced afterwards 
through a block”, and so because they had rigorously conducted a diagnosis of in-
tradiscal LBP, it is possible that the effects of spinal fusion were larger than other 
reports.
　In terms of complications resulting from treatment37,39－41), researchers reported 
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0% in the non－surgical treatment group, and an incidence of 19.0% complications 
arising in the spinal fusion group, on average45). Furthermore, the % of those in the 
surgical intervention group who underwent surgery a second time37,40) was 7.7％ , 
on average.
　All things considered, there are no RCTs with a high level of evidence and so in 
future we expect researchers to report on RCTs containing little bias, and unifor-
mity in terms of enrolled patients, surgical methods and non－surgical methods. 
However, at the current stage, there is no difference in the effects of treatment be-
tween spinal fusion and CBT＋PT for patients with chronic LBP without any clear 
signs of stenosis or spondylolisthesis. As there is a risk that complications may 
arise after undergoing surgery or patients may need to undergo surgery a second 
time, we believe it should only be conducted within the parameters of a well－
thought－out treatment plan.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mostly chronic pain and low back pain,similar words （back pain,neck pain etc.）
I／C Spinal fusion, intervertebral fusion etc.／nothing specified

Limitations Limited by publication type, with PubMed we limited it to clinical trials, guidelines, meta－anal-
ysis etc., no limitations with Cochrane, with NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society, we used 
original research papers, excluded meeting minutes

Selection summary Of the 624 PubMed search hits, 139 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 29 NPO Japan Med-
ical Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 8 search hits that matched with the set PICO, 
and used 4 important references that were outside of the period through manual search to 
give us a total of 12 references in total that we utilized

CQ E－5： Is surgical therapy useful for chronic pain associated with strangu-
lated peripheral neuropathy ?

　Answer： Surgical treatment is more effective than conservative forms of treat-
ment in achieving mid－ to long－term results with chronic pain due to carpal tunnel 
syndrome. There is no evidence comparing its effect on pain related to cubital tun-
nel syndrome and tarsal tunnel syndrome with conservative methods of treating 
pain and other surgical treatments.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Surgical therapy for carpal tunnel syndrome：
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　2）Surgical therapy for cubital tunnel syndrome
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 85.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）
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　　3）Surgical therapy for tarsal tunnel syndrome：
　　　 Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）

Commentary：
　With strangulated peripheral neuropathies, carpal tunnel syndrome and cubital 
tunnel syndrome are cited for the upper limbs as arising frequently and tarsal tun-
nel syndrome for the lower limbs. Conservative forms of treatment include drug 
therapy, steroid injection, and orthotic treatment, and surgical procedures such as 
decompression surgery and neurolysis are performed.
　1）Carpal tunnel syndrome
　There are 2 systematic reviews46,47) that compared the effect of conservative 
forms of treatment （steroid injection, night orthosis） on carpal tunnel syndrome, 
with surgical forms of treatment, and there have been reports in 2 RCTs,48,49) as 
well. Both conservative forms of treatment and surgical procedures were useful in 
mitigating pain；conservative forms of treatment were effective in reducing pain 
over the short term, 3 months, whereas surgery was effective over the mid and 
long term, from 6～12 months. Conservative forms of treatment were particularly 
effective on mild to medium level pathologies, whereas on the other hand, there is 
the risk of complications arising, such as postoperative wound pain and hematoma 
with surgical treatments. However, researchers recognized an improvement in 
symptoms over the long term and improved nerve conduction studies.
　Researchers recognized that conservative treatments were effective in mitigating 
pain, and also reported cases in which a steroid injection was highly effective, cases 
where the symptoms persisted for a short period of time, and cases of patients who 
had been administered their initial steroid injection50). Researchers also reported 
that 56 out of 68 patients, who had undergone conservative treatment for 6 months 
since their initial consultation, either displayed no change in their condition and 
symptoms or a deterioration so they ended up undergoing surgery and also there 
were reports of inferior outcomes in patients who had undergone surgery without 
undergoing any conservative form of treatment since their initial consultation51). 
Therefore, around the time of choosing the form of surgical treatment, one needs to 
keep in mind the degree of neuropathy, how long the symptoms have persisted 
and the severity of the condition.
　2）Cubital tunnel syndrome
　There are reports of both conservative forms of treatment （drug therapy, orthot-
ic treatment, steroid injections etc.） and surgical procedures （simple decompres-
sion, upper medial resection, forward transfers／translocations etc.） to treat cubital 
tunnel syndrome. In our study, there were no research papers that compared the 
pain－mitigating effects from conservative forms of treatment and surgical proce-
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dures. In a review, conservative forms of treatment were effective on mild～moder-
ate－level cases, and there were cases in which symptoms were aggravated, but in 
some cases, there was dysfunction such as impaired perception and decline in mus-
cle strength, so timely surgical treatment is recommended52－54). 
　3）Tarsal tunnel syndrome
　There were no research papers comparing the pain－mitigating effects of conser-
vative forms of treatment with surgical procedures to treat tarsal tunnel syndrome. 
Prior to treatment, an accurate diagnosis is required, and along with making a rig-
orous evaluation of the related clinical symptoms, neurological and neurophysiologi-
cal findings, it is also important to carefully consider other possible differential diag-
noses. Surgery is considered to be useful in cases where tumor mass lesions or 
pressure factors have been clearly identified55,56). 
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain*, similar terms（pain etc.）
I／C carpal tunnel syndrome, cubital tunnel syndrome, tarsal tunnel syndrome, surgical treatment, 

conservative treatment etc,／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type, with PubMed, we searched for clinical trials, guidelines, meta－

analysis etc., no limitations with Cochrane, original research papers searched for on NPO Ja-
pan Medical Abstracts society, excluding meeting minutes

Selection summary Of the 638 PubMed search hits, 389 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 206 NPO Japan 
Medical Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 5 search hits that matched with the set 
PICO, and also 6 important references outside of the period obtained by manual search to give 
us a total of 11 search hits
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F．Psychological Approach

CQ F－1：Is psychoeducation useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：We are unable to acknowledge that psychoeducation （sharing informa-
tion） alone is useful. However, it is a necessary part of a variety of psychological in-
terventions to be introduced and so we recommend implementing it in combination 
with other interventions.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

under certain conditions 〔Consensus 88.2%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　This is 1 systematic review1) that investigated whether psychoeducation （shar-
ing information）, the use of which is limited to promoting the knowledge of chronic 
pain, was effective or not when used alone. The review targeted patients suffering 
from chronic pain aged 18 years or older, compared the target group with a wait-
ing list or a treatment as usual, and they considered its effects on 4 outcomes （pain, 
disability, depression, and catastrophizing） at 2 stages；post-treatment and 
3-month follow-up. There is a large variety of formats for implementing psychoed-
ucation, including individual and group discussion, distributing paper materials, in-
teracting with patients online and ways of implementing it without any direct in-
teraction between the practitioner and patient. Because the number of research 
studies and sample sizes have been small, the quality of evidence is weak and 
therefore there was no recognizable beneficial or harmful effect from it, irrespec-
tive of the stage or outcome. Therefore, we believe that psychoeducation alone is 
not effective. 
　However, some researchers1,2) have indicated the efficacy of psychoeducation 
when it is used in combination with other interventions. By fostering an under-
standing among patients, through psychoeducation, of the psychosocial factors that 
relate to the onset, maintenance and deterioration of chronic pain, as well as how 
the mechanism of their psychological intervention works, an intervention they will 
soon undergo, as well as the procedures for implementing them, psychoeducation 
may possibly have encouraging effects on the treatments that follow. Thus, we rec-
ommend implementing psychoeducation in combination with other interventions.
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Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain*, words regarded as synonyms（intractable pain, resistant pain, etc.）, 
names of separate pathologies of which chronic pain is the main symptom（complex regional 
pain syndromes, fibromyalgia, etc.）, etc

I／C psychoeducat*, pain educat＊（education）, etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type（we targeted RCTs, systematic reviews, meta－analysis）, Limited 

by target（on humans）, etc
Selection summary Of the 796 MEDLINE search hits, 256 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 59 NPO Japan 

Medical Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 1 systematic review that matched with 
PICO and 1 other systematic review as a supplement

CQ F－2：Is behavioral therapy （BT） useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Behavioral therapy （BT） alone （graded behavioral activation, operant 
（conditioning） therapy） is only partially effective and so we recommend that it be 
implemented as part of multidisciplinary treatment and cognitive behavioral thera-
py （CBT）, as well as acceptance & commitment therapy （ACT）.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

under certain conditions 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　In a systematic review of psychological interventions on adult patients with 
chronic pain, excluding those with headache, researchers considered the effects of 
behavioral therapy （BT）3). We excluded an RCT related to relaxation from the sys-
tematic review （because in this guideline, new pages were created on autogenic 
training and progressive muscle training）, and conducted a meta－analysis of the 
remaining 3 RCTs. As a result, there was a visible moderate effect on catastrophiz-
ing in the intervention group. A statistically－significant effect on intensity of pain 
and disability was not observed. There was only 1 RCT which considered the ef-
fects on mood, which showed a high effect. However, overall we cannot say that 
the quality of the evidence is high and as there have been no RCTs since then 
which meet the systematic review criteria （mention of ‘chronic’, 20 patients＋in a 
group）, there has been insufficient consideration of the effects of behavioral thera-
py alone.
　However, BT is often utilized as part of a multidisciplinary treatment, CBT or 
ACT. For example, graded behavioral activation （a method in which activity is in-
creased in stages） is often incorporated under occupational therapy （OT） or physi-
cal therapy （PT）4), whereas behavioral activation is often incorporated under CBT 
and ACT5). Therefore, we recommend implementing BT for the purpose of improv-

CBT：cognitive 
behavioral therapy
ACT：acceptance and 
commitment therapy
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ing catastrophizing and mood and also as part of a combined form of treatment for 
the purposes of improving pain and disability.
Period 2005～2020
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society, PubMed
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain*, words considered to be synonyms （intractable pain, resistant pain, etc.）, 
names of separate pathologies of which chronic pain is the main symptom（complex regional 
pain syndromes, fibromyalgia, etc.）, etc.

I／C behavior therapy, behavior medicine, etc.／nothing specified
I／C behavior therapy, behavior medicine, etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type（we targeted RCTs, systematic review, meta－analysis）, Limited 

by target（on humans）, other（20 cases＋in one single group）, etc
Selection Summary Of the 104 MEDLINE search hits, 459 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, 1,445 NPO Japan 

Medical Abstracts Society 1,445 search hits, we utilized 1 systematic review that matched 
with PICO, and 2 systematic reviews （PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL） that were found by 
hand search, as supplements

CQ F－3：Is cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT） useful for chronic pain?

　Answer：Cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT） has been recognized to be useful 
for chronic pain in multiple aspects, and is recommended as a psychological inter-
vention for chronic pain. However, as the system in place of implementing CBT in 
Japan is insufficient, we are hoping that it will undergo further development in the 
immediate future.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 93.8%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　There is 1 systematic review investigating the effects of CBT on chronic pain ex-
cluding headache3). They targeted adults aged 18 years and over with chronic pain 
and conducted CBT face－to－face either in an individual or group format, assigning 
a waiting list or a treatment as usual as the control, and considered the effects of 
CBT on 4 outcomes （pain, disability, mood, catastrophizing） at 2 stages, short－term 
effects （post-treatment） and long－term effects （follow－up）. In terms of the short－
term effects of CBT, it displayed a small effect on pain and disability and moderate－
level effects on mood and catastrophizing. On the other hand, in terms of its long－
term effects, researchers recognized only a small effect on mood. Considering the 
insufficient number of research studies on this area and that the risk of bias is not 
necessarily low, the strength of evidence was moderate but both in terms of its 
short－term and long－term effects, we believe CBT is effective on chronic pain over-
all.
　There are many systematic reviews and RCTs that have investigated its effects 

CBT：cognitive 
behavioral therapy

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 
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according to the site of treatment, and they have reported its effects on chronic 
low－back pain6), and fibromyalgia7) among others. However, there was a recogniz-
able difference in the size of the effect, how long the effects persist, and whether 
CBT was effective or not, depending on the research study. As for the format un-
der which it is implemented, researchers recognized that CBT was effective when 
conducted online8,9). Furthermore, there are some research papers10) indicating the 
effectiveness of CBT when it was incorporated under a form of multidisciplinary 
treatment, and we expect CBT to also be useful when not implemented alone （but 
in combination）.
　However, the system in place in Japan for implementing CBT has not yet been 
sufficiently developed. In the field of chronic pain, in many cases there are no prac-
titioners in medical departments who are able to implement CBT and there are is-
sues about it being ineligible for health insurance coverage. In light of the above, 
we recommend implementing CBT but on the premise that we expect that a sys-
tem will quickly be put in place for its implementation.
Period 2005～2020
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society, PubMed
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain*, words regarded as synonyms（intractable pain, resistant pain, etc.）, 
names of separate pathologies of which chronic pain is the main symptom（complex regional 
pain syndromes, fibromyalgia, etc.）, etc

I／C cognitive behavior therapy, cognitive therapy, behavior medicine, etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type（we targeted RCTs, systematic reviews, meta－analysis）, Limited 

by target（on humans）, other（20 cases＋in one single group）, etc
Selection Summary Of the 2,389 MEDLINE search hits, 1,993 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, 1,004 NPO Japan 

Medical Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 1 systematic review that matched with 
PICO, 3 systematic reviews as supplements, and 2 RCTs that were found by hand search 

（PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL）

CQ F－4：Is mindfulness useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Mindfulness-based intervention has been recognized to be useful for 
chronic pain in multiple aspects, and is recommended as a form of psychological in-
tervention for chronic pain. However, the system in Japan for implementing mind-
fulness-based intervention is insufficient, so we expect that it will be quickly devel-
oped.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Researchers reported on a systematic review comparing a group of patients who 
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underwent mindfulness-based intervention for managing chronic pain （mindfulness－
based stress reduction （MBSR）, mindfulness－based cognitive therapy （MBCT）, 
and other types of mindfulness training） with a control group of patients （treat-
ment as usual, waiting list, or patient education/support group）11). Based on the 
synthesized results of the longest follow－up data in each RCT, it showed that mind-
fulness-based intervention has a significant small effect on pain intensity, depres-
sion, physical domains of QOL, and mental domains of QOL. There tended to be an 
improvement in disability as well but a significant difference was not obtained. Sub-
group analyses by the type of intervention, medical condition, or treatment dura-
tion showed that efficacy of mindfulness-based intervention on pain did not differ.
　There is also some research which has compared mindfulness with other forms 
of psychotherapy. Compared against mindfulness－based stress reduction （MBSR） 
and group-based cognitive-behavioral therapy （CBT）, it showed that there was no 
significant difference in improvement for pain intensity, physical function, and de-
pression at post-treatment12). A systematic review comparing mindfulness-based 
intervention to acceptance & commitment therapy （ACT） showed that ACT has 
significantly greater effects on depression and anxiety than mindfulness-based in-
tervention5). However, there is still only a small number of RCTs that have directly 
compared mindfulness with CBT and ACT so we need to be cautious when inter-
preting the results. In recent years, they have been conducting mindfulness－based 
interventions online. In an RCT comparing the effects of an online MBCT on pa-
tients with chronic pain against the effects of online psychoeducation, researchers 
observed a moderate－level improvement in both groups in disability, at post-treat-
ment and 6-month follow-up13). As interventions that are conducted online are 
highly convenient, we expect them to be further developed in future.
　However, in Japan there is no sufficient system in place for implementing mind-
fulness-based intervention. In the field of chronic pain, there are many cases in 
which there are no practitioners belonging to a medical department who are able 
to implement mindfulness-based intervention, and there are issues with its health 
insurance coverage. In light of the above, we recommend implementing mindful-
ness-based intervention but under the premise that we soon expect that a system 
will be put in place in Japan for its implementation.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society, PubMed
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain＊, words considered as synonyms （intractable pain, resistant pain, etc.）, 
names of separate pathologies of which chronic pain is the main symptom （complex regional 
pain syndromes, fibromyalgia, etc.）, etc

I／C mindful＊, etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type （we targeted RCTs, systematic reviews, meta－analysis）, Limited 

by target （on humans）, other （50 cases＋ in one single group）, etc
Selection Summary Of the 546 MEDLINE search hits, 480 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, 100 NPO Japan Medi-

cal Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 1 systematic review that matched with PICO, 2 
systematic reviews as supplements, and 1 RCT that was found by hand search （PubMed, Co-
chrane CENTRAL）

MBSR：mindfulness 
based stress reduction
MBCT：mindfulness 
based cognitive 
therapy
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CQ F－5：Is acceptance and commitment therapy （ACT） useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Acceptance and commitment therapy （ACT） has been recognized to 
be effective on chronic pain in multiple aspects and is recommended as a form of 
psychological intervention for chronic pain. However, there is an insufficient system 
in place in Japan for implementing ACT and so we expect that this will be estab-
lished soon.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Researchers have reported on a systematic review14) that compared a group of 
patients with chronic pain （excluding pain due to headache or malignant diseases） 
who underwent an ACT intervention with control groups （waiting list or treat-
ment as usual）. At post-treatment, researchers found that compared with the con-
trol groups, there had been a small effect on disability and pain intensity, a moder-
ate－level effect on anxiety, and a large effect on depression, pain acceptance and 
psychological flexibility in the group that underwent ACT intervention. At 3-month 
follow-up, researchers indicated a small effect on disability and a moderate－level 
effect on depression and psychological flexibility. There was a large variety in the 
formats in which the RCTs included in this review were conducted, including face－
to－face, self－help, online, individually and as a group. 
　In reports after this, researchers have proceeded to consider its effects on chron-
ic headache （including migraine）15), as well as consider the moderators and predict-
able variables of the effects during web-based interventions16). Furthermore, re-
searchers have focused on differences in the format of treatment；when they com-
pared the effects of ACT conducted under interdisciplinary treatment with ACT 
conducted under unidisciplinary treatment, they found that interdisciplinary ACT 
had a larger effect on physical disabilities, psychosocial impacts and depression, 
whereas there was no difference between the groups in terms of intensity of pain, 
anxiety, and pain acceptance17). 
　Some have also compared ACT with other psychotherapy. Research has indicat-
ed5) that compared with mindfulness－based psychological interventions, ACT had a 
larger effect on anxiety and depression at post-treatment. In addition, other re-
search has indicated that when comparing ACT and cognitive－behavioral therapy 

（CBT）, the response rate to each respective treatment varies according to the age 
group of the patients18). In recent years, some research19) has considered the effects 

ACT：acceptance and 
commitment therapy

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 
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of ACT when a single session was conducted on breast－cancer patients in the early 
postoperative stages, in terms of its effects in preventing persistent postoperative 
pain. Other research20) has considered the effects of a 1－day workshop conducted 
prior to surgery on veterans for the purposes of preventing persistent postopera-
tive pain and long－term usage of opioid analgesics.
　However, there is an insufficient system in place in Japan for implementing ACT. 
In the field of chronic pain, in many cases there are no practitioners in medical de-
partments who are able to implement ACT and there are issues with health insur-
ance coverage as well. In light of the above, we recommend implementing ACT but 
on the premise that hopefully a system will soon be established for its implementa-
tion.
Period 2005～2020
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society, PubMed
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain*, words considered to be synonyms （intractable pain, resistant pain, etc.）, 
names of separate pathologies of which chronic pain is the main symptom （complex regional 
pain syndromes, fibromyalgia, etc.）, etc

I／C acceptance and commitment therapy, acceptan＊, commit＊, etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type （we targeted RCTs, systematic review, meta－analysis）, Limited 

by target （on humans）, etc
Selection Summary Of the 205 MEDLINE search hits, 151 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, 43 NPO Japan Medi-

cal Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 1 systematic review that matched with PICO, 1 
systematic review as a supplement, 4 RCTs, 1 systematic review and 1 RCT that we found by 
hand search （PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL）

CQ F－6：Is hypnotherapy useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：It is difficult to judge the effectiveness of hypnotherapy and therefore 
we are unable to recommend its implementation apparently.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　Two systematic reviews21,22) have reported the effectiveness of hypnosis for man-
aging chronic pain overall. We excluded 5 clinical trials that had been used in these 
systematic reviews （two studies with pre-post comparison design, one study that 
tested the effect of hypnosis in combination with another psychotherapy, and two 
studies that did not report the values required for conducting the meta-analysis）, 
and then re-conducted a meta-analysis using 3 RCTs and 1 quasi-RCT. One newly 
added RCT was identified by a hand search. Targeting chronic pain in general, we 
used a waiting list or a treatment as usual as the control, to investigate the effec-
tiveness of hypnosis on the outcomes including pain, disability, health－related quali-

HRQL：health-related 
quality of life
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ty of life, depression, and anxiety. While a statistical significance was not observed, 
we found pain reduction with large effect size in the hypnosis intervention group. 
Concerning the other outcomes, we were unable to obtain sufficient evidence to 
discuss the effectiveness of hypnosis. There was only 1 RCT that investigated the 
effectiveness of hypnosis in outcomes other than pain. Also, the sample size of that 
RCT was very small （only 18 participants）.
　Hypnosis may have a large effect on reducing pain. Also, as another advantage, 
hypnosis can be covered as a psychosomatic treatment within the current health 
care insurance in Japan. RCTs conducted abroad report that a short-term interven-
tion23) consisting of 2 hypnosis sessions may be effective and that combining hypno-
sis with CBT and psychoeducation enhances its effectiveness24,25). However, evi-
dence reported in the current stage is weak, and reporting on the effectiveness of 
hypnosis on outcomes other than pain is lacking. In addition to them, there are sev-
eral barriers to introduce hypnosis in Japanese medical settings. For example, in 
Japan, the training system for hypnosis is not well prepared. As a result, patients’ 
accessibility to hypnosis is poor. Also, the misunderstanding that patients would be 
manipulated by a hypnotist and forced to act against their will is prevailing.
　In light of the above, we are unable to indicate a apparent recommendation for 
implementing hypnosis.
Period 2005～2020
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society, PubMed
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain＊, words considered as synonyms （intractable pain, resistant pain, etc.）, 
names of separate pathologies of which chronic pain is the main symptom （complex regional 
pain syndromes, fibromyalgia, etc.）, etc

I／C hypnosis, hypnotherapy, etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type （we targeted RCTs, systematic reviews, meta－analysis）, Limited 

by target （on humans）, etc
Selection summary Of the 600 MEDLINE search hits, 227 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, 171 NPO Japan Medi-

cal Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 2 systematic reviews that matched with PICO, 
and 1 RCT that we found after conducting a hand search （PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL）

CQ F－7：Is autogenic training useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：It is difficult to judge the usefulness of autogenic training alone so we 
are unable to recommend its implementation apparently.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 94.4%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：Nothing

Commentary：
　As there is only 1 small－scale randomized controlled trial （RCT） that has report-

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial
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ed on the effects of autogenic training on chronic pain in general26), it is difficult to 
evaluate on the evidence level so we decided on a ‘no recommendation’ grade.
　In the 1 RCT reported, there were 35 targeted adult patients with chronic pain 
aged 20 years and over, researchers used a treatment as usual as a control, and 
considered its effects on pain, disability, depression and anxiety after the interven-
tion. In this research study, patients undergoing treatment received individual 
guidance for 20 minutes per session, fortnightly, for a total of 3 sessions, received 
guidance from a recorded voice and pamphlet 3 times a day, as part of autogenic 
training, and also some self－learning once for several minutes. Outcomes were mea-
sured 4 weeks later. As a result, researchers failed to recognize the effects of auto-
genic training alone in any of the 4 outcomes （pain, disability, depression, and anxi-
ety）. However, in terms of heart rate variability which indicates autonomic nerve 
activity, researchers did recognize a trend；high frequency components, which are 
an indicator of parasympathetic activity, increased significantly in the intervention 
group, compared with the control group. Some researchers reported27) that auto-
genic training was effective not on chronic pain in general but on specified pain 
syndromes （migraine and somatoform disorders ［somatic symptom disorder :  
DSM-5］）.
　With autogenic training, although the person in charge needs to have special ex-
pertise and skills （for example a certified public psychologist）, its medical fee 
points have been specified as a form of psychosomatic medicine, and therefore the 
fact that it can be implemented within the framework of medical treatments cov-
ered under health insurance is considered to be one of its benefits. As for contrain-
dications for autogenic training, researchers have cited that at the time of imple-
mentation, caution needs to be exercised：1） when the practitioner suspects myo-
cardial infarction, or immediately after myocardial infarction has occurred；2） with 
patients with diabetes who would have trouble with glycemic control and those for 
whom it is impossible to observe over the long term；3） with patients who experi-
ence hypoglycemia or patients with hypoglycemic－like symptoms；4） in cases of 
acute psychosis and those with severe schizophrenic reactions；5） patients display-
ing degenerative psychosis, delusions of persecution, and delusions of grandeur；6） 
in cases of extreme anxiety and exacerbated feelings of frustration；and 7） active 
periods for peptic ulcers28).
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain＊, words regarded as synonyms （intractable pain, resistant pain, etc.）, 
names of separate pathologies of which chronic pain is the main symptom （complex regional 
pain syndromes, fibromyalgia, etc.）, etc

I／C autogenic training, progressive muscle relaxat＊, etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type （we targeted RCTs, systematic reviews, meta－analysis）, Limited 

by target （on humans）, etc
Selection summary Of the 187 MEDLINE search hits, 151 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 151 NPO Japan 

Medical Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 1 RCT that matched with PICO
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CQ F－8：Is progressive muscle relaxation useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：It is difficult to judge the usefulness of progressive muscle relaxation 
alone and so we are unable to recommend its implementation apparently.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：Nothing

Commentary：
　There have been reports of 2 RCTs that have investigated the effects of progres-
sive muscle relaxation alone on chronic pain in general and for 1 research study, 
we were unable to obtain the research data29) while for the other 1, we assessed 
the quality of evidence as extremely low so we judge that it was difficult to assess 
its evidence level, and decided on a ‘no recommendation’ grade.
　For the 1 RCT study for which we were able to obtain the data30), researchers 
targeted 89 patients with chronic pain, aged from 11～77 years, in which a treat-
ment as usual was used as the control, and researchers considered the effects on 
pain, disability and depression at 2 stages；post-treatment and 3-month follow-up. 
With the progressive muscle relaxation used in this research study, patients fol-
lowed the progressive muscle relaxation instructions which patients heard twice a 
week and then measured the outcomes 5 weeks later. As a result, they were un-
able to recognize the efficacy of progressive muscle relaxation on all outcomes 

（pain, disability, depression） both at post-treatment and 3-month follow-up. Also, 
massage, which was implemented as a treatment as usual, was significantly more 
effective than progressive muscle relaxation for all outcomes （pain, disability, de-
pression） at post-treatment but at 3-month follow-up, all outcomes deteriorated 
significantly and were on par with those at the start of the treatment. On the other 
hand, there was neither a significant improvement nor aggravation due to progres-
sive muscle relaxation；the outcomes were around the same as those at the start 
of the treatment as compared with both post-treatment and 3-month follow-up.
　Although progressive muscle relaxation requires that the person implementing it 
has special expertise and skills （for example a certified public psychologist）, it is 
widely used as a form of psychosomatic medicine for psychosomatic disorders and 
neurosis.
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Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain＊, words considered as synonyms （intractable pain, resistant pain, etc.）, 
names of separate pathologies of which chronic pain is the main symptom （complex regional 
pain syndromes, fibromyalgia, etc）. etc

I／C autogenic training, progressive muscle relaxat＊, etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limitations by publication type／（we targeted RCTs, systematic reviews, meta－analysis）, Lim-

ited by target （on humans）, etc
Selection summary Of the 187 MEDLINE search hits, 151 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, 151 NPO Japan Medi-

cal Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 2 RCTs that matched with PICO
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Chapter G．Rehabilitation：CQ G-1-1～CQ G-5-3

CQ G-1-1：Is general exercise therapy useful for chronic pain ?
CQ G-1-2： Is motor control exercise useful for chronic pain ?
CQ G-1-3： Is neuroscience-based rehabilitation （neurorehabilita-

tion） useful for chronic pain ?
CQ G-1-4：  Is exercise therapy used in combination with cognitive-

behavioral therapy （CBT）, patient education, and 
occupational therapy （OT） useful for chronic pain ?

CQ G-2：  Is mind-body exercise （yoga, pilates, Tai chi etc.） useful 
for chronic pain ?

CQ G-3：Is physical therapy useful for chronic pain ?
CQ G-4：Is manual therapy useful for chronic pain ?
CQ G-5-1：Is cervical collars useful for chronic pain ?
CQ G-5-2： Are lumbar corsets （lumbar fixation belts） useful for 

chronic low back pain ?
CQ G-5-3： Are knee braces （knee corsets） useful for chronic knee 

joint pain due to knee osteoarthritis （OA） ?
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G．Rehabilitation

CQ G－1－1：Is general exercise therapy useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Exercise therapy is useful for improving pain and dysfunction in pa-
tients with chronic pain. However, there was not a large difference between dis-
ease-specific and general exercises in its effects. Furthermore, researchers did not 
recognize that exercise therapy alone improved comprehensive quality of life 

（QOL）, and therefore it needs to be used in combination with other forms of treat-
ment.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 87.5%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　We conducted a meta－analysis of 24 RCTs that investigated the effects of exer-
cise therapy, such as aerobic exercise and muscle－strengthening exercises. The 
target was adults aged 18 years and over with chronic low back pain （LBP）, chron-
ic neck pain, and knee osteoarthritis （OA）, who were compared against a group 
without exercise therapy （including waiting list group, and usual care group）, 
physical therapy group, and other exercise therapy groups, as the control groups. 
As a result, researchers acknowledge that compared with the group without exer-
cise therapy, the exercise therapy group had analgesic effects and was effective in 
improving dysfunction. However, there was not a large difference between like dis-
ease－specific exercise and general exercise therapies in terms of its effectiveness to 
improve their condition. Neither did they recognize an improvement in comprehen-
sive QOL due to exercise therapy. We did not include stiff shouldersNote G1, or fibro-
myalgiaNote G2 on this CQ.
　In terms of non－pharmacological forms of treating patients with chronic pain, we 
recommend incorporating exercise therapy under a treatment with the aim of im-
proving lifestyle habits, such as obesity, and improving and maintaining physical 
activity1－3). Furthermore, researchers also claim it is advisable to utilize exercise 
therapy in combination with pharmacotherapy and approaches to behavioral medi-
cine1－3). Based on this, although the effects from exercise therapy are not that high, 
it is useful for managing chronic pain.

QOL：quality of life

Note G1：Please refer 
to CQ L-5
Note G2： Please refer 
to CQ Q-5
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Period 2010～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Library, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, chronic pain［mesh］, low back pain［TI］, neck pain［TI］, Osteoarthritis［TI］
I／C exercise, aerobic exercise, Muscle Stretching Exercises, Resistance Training, walking, Exercise 

Therapy
Limitations Review ; Systematic Reviews ; Meta－Analysis ; Randomized Controlled Trial ; published in the 

last10 years ; English
Selection summary Based on the search results of the database, we extracted 1,179 MEDLINE search hits, 1,167 

Cochrane Library search hits, and 36 NPO Japan Medical Abstract Society search hits, collat-
ed the searches with PICO and confirmed the data etc., and conducted a meta－analysis using 
24 RCTs. Furthermore, these did not apply to our search method but we utilized 3 reviews

（References1）～3）, which we had found through a manual search, which we deemed to be 
useful in providing supplementary information

CQ G－1－2：Is motor control exercise useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer： Compared with a group without exercise therapy and exercise therapy 
group, motor control exercise （MCE） is useful in improving chronic pain and dys-
function. Furthermore, compared with a group without exercise therapy, it is useful 
in improving comprehensive quality of life （QOL）, but it is believed that there is 
not a big difference when compared with exercise therapy.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 94.1%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （weak）

Commentary：
　Broadly speaking, MCE is training conducted with the aim of improving posture 
and motor control but generally speaking, its objective is to improve spinal stability 
and control and frequently refers to training that fosters cooperative and efficient 
activity of the superficial layer of muscles of the trunk such as the erector spinae 
muscles and rectus abdominus muscle as well as the deep trunk muscles such as 
the transverse abdominal muscles and the multifidus muscle. We conducted a meta－
analysis of 16 RCTs which investigated the effects of MCE. The target was adults 
aged 18 years and over with chronic low back pain （LBP） and chronic neck pain. 
A group without exercise therapy （including a waiting list group and standard－
treatment group）, a exercise therapy group, and manual－therapy group were used 
as the control groups. As a result, researchers recognized that MCE was effective 
in its analgesic effects and was effective in improving dysfunction compared with 
non－treatment, exercise therapy and manual therapy. However, only 1 RCT was 
utilized to compare it against manual therapy and so due to the low certainty of 
evidence, careful attention is required. In addition, MCE is effective in improving 
comprehensive QOL compared with non－treatment, but there was not a big differ-

MCE：motor control 
exercise  

QOL：quality of life
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ence compared with exercise therapy.
　The majority of RCTs on MCE targeted chronic LBP；there are few RCTs on 
chronic neck pain. Therefore, careful attention is required to the fact that com-
pared with chronic LBP, the certainty of evidence on the effects of MCE for chron-
ic neck pain is low. Moreover, the analgesic effects and the effectiveness of MCE in 
improving dysfunction are higher than those of exercise therapy, but there is a low 
certainty of evidence. Therefore, when selecting and deciding on a type of exercise 
for managing chronic pain, we recommend making a global judgment, considering 
factors such as patient preferences, costs and safety4,5). 
Period 2015～2020
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Library, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, chronic pain［mesh］, low back pain［TI］, neck pain［TI］, osteoarthritis［TI］
I／C motor control exercise, core stabilization exercise, stabilization exercises, motor control

Limitations Review ; Systematic Reviews ; Meta－Analysis ; Randomized Controlled Trial ; published in the 
last5 years ; English

Selection summary Based on the search results of the database, we extracted 462 MEDLINE search hits, 590 Co-
chrane Library search hits, collated the searches with PICO and confirmed the data etc., and 
conducted a meta－analysis using 16 RCTs. Furthermore, we utilized 2 systematic reviews 
（References 4） 5）, which we deemed to be useful in providing supplementary information.

CQ G－1－3： Is neuroscience－based rehabilitation （neurorehabilitation） useful 
for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Using neurorehabilitation in combination with standard rehabilitation 
on the motor system is useful on patients with chronic pain but its effect in improv-
ing dysfunction has not been recognized. However, there is not a large difference 
in the effects obtained from using neurorehabilitation in combination with standard 
rehabilitation on the somatosensory system compared with when using standard 
rehabilitation alone. Its effects on comprehensive QOL and work remain unclear.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Neurorehabilitation of the motor system
　　　 Recommendation Grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　2）Neurorehabilitation of the somatosensory system：
　　　Recommendation Grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Neurorehabilitation is rehabilitation based on the knowledge of neuroscience. It 
can be broadly divided into neurorehabilitation （such as exercise images, motor il-
lusion） for processes related to motor expression （motor system）, from motor pro-
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grams to motor output, and neurorehabilitation （such as identification of tactile 
sites） for processes for somatosensory processing. In the former, visual feedback 
such as using mirrors or the evocation of images that the affected painful limb is 
moving even though it is not actually moving are used, which corresponds to mir-
ror therapy which creates the illusion in the patient’s mind that the affected limb is 
actually moving. On the other hand, in the case of the latter, it corresponds to sen-
sation identification tasks for identifying the site on the affected left which is 
touched, without using any visual information. As the mechanisms that cause 
chronic pain and make it persist are implicated in modulations occurring in the 
central nervous system6), neurorehabilitation has come to be implemented as one 
form of rehabilitation treatment for chronic pain.
　We conducted a meta－analysis using 12 RCTs that investigated the concomitant 
effects when neurorehabilitation was used in combination with standard rehabilita-
tion on the motor system. We targeted patients aged 18 years and over with chron-
ic pain, excluding patients with cancer pain and visceral pain （such as phantom 
limb pain, complex regional pain syndrome （CRPS）, pain after spinal cord injury 

（SCI）, post－stroke pain, low back pain （LBP）, and motor system pain）, and com-
pared it with a standard rehabilitation group as the control. As a result, using neu-
rorehabilitation in combination with standard rehabilitation on the motor system 
displayed high analgesic effects. However, there was no difference between the 2 
groups in terms of its effects on improving dysfunction and in the RCT that was 
used, comprehensive QOL was not used as an outcome, and therefore its effects on 
comprehensive QOL are not clear. In terms of adverse events, there have been re-
ports7) of aggravated pain or nausea arising when patients imagined exercising the 
affected limb, and therefore one should advise a specialist （physical therapist, etc.） 
at the time of implementation. 
　Furthermore, we conducted a meta－analysis using 4 RCTs that investigated the 
effects of using neurorehabilitation and standard rehabilitation in combination on 
the somatosensory system. The subjects and control group used for comparison 
were the same as the above－mentioned neurorehabilitation analysis conducted on 
the motor system. As a result, there was no difference in analgesic effect or its effi-
cacy in improving dysfunction on the somatosensory system when neurorehabilita-
tion was used in combination with standard rehabilitation. Once again, comprehen-
sive QOL was not an outcome of the RCT we used, and so its effects were not 
clear. Based on this, we can say that at the current stage, neurorehabilitation is not 
useful in managing chronic pain in the somatosensory system, when used in combi-
nation with standard rehabilitation.

QOL：quality of life
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Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane Library
Words 
searched

P phantom limb pain, CRPS, low back pain, spinal cord injury, stroke, neuropathic pain, limb 
pain, Musculoskeletal pain, Musculoskeletal disorders

I／C motor imagery, graded motor imagery, movement representation, kinesthetic imagery tech-
niques, illusion, virtual visual feedback, mirror visual feedback, mirror box, MVF, mirror ther-
apy, sensory discrimination, tactile discrimination, sensory discrimination retraining, tactile 
sensory discriminatory training, perceptive rehabilitation

Limitations Review ; Systematic Reviews ; Meta－Analysis ; Randomized Controlled Trial ; published in the 
last 15 years ; English

Selection summary Based on the search results of the database, we extracted 1,217 searches, collated the search 
hits with PICO and confirmed the data etc, and conducted a meta－analysis using 16 RCTs

CQ G1－4： Is exercise therapy used in combination with cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT）, 
patient education, and occupational therapy （OT） useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Exercise therapy used in combination with social approaches, cognitive－
behavioral therapy （CBT）, patient education, and occupational therapy （OT） is 
useful for improving pain and dysfunction in patients with chronic pain as well as 
comprehensive quality of life, and useful for social involvement and patients return-
ing to work. However, the specific protocols for obtaining high effects remain un-
clear.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Exercise therapy using a combination of CBT and patient education
　　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recom-

mended 〔Consensus 94.4%〕

　　　Summary of total evidence：B （moderate）
　　2）Occupational therapy, social approaches
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 89.5%〕

　　　Summary of total evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　We conducted a meta－analysis using 26 RCTs that investigated the effects of ex-
ercise therapy in combination with CBT and patient education. The subjects were 
adults aged 18 years and over with chronic pain （chronic low back pain （LBP）, 
chronic neck pain, knee osteoarthritis （knee OA）, and other forms of chronic mus-
culoskeletal pain） and the control groups were single interventions （CBT, patient 
education, exercise therapy）, and standard rehabilitation. As a result, exercise ther-
apy used in combination with CBT and patient education was recognized to have 
higher analgesic effects, was more effective in improving dysfunction, and im-
proved comprehensive QOL over the mid－ to long－term, compared with single in-

CBT：cognitive 
behavioral therapy  
OT：occupational 
therapy
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terventions. Furthermore, it was also recognized to provide analgesic effects over 
the mid－ to long－term, was effective in improving dysfunction, and improved com-
prehensive QOL for patients with chronic neck pain and chronic pain, compared 
with standard rehabilitation.
　In Europe and America, they recommend introducing CBT and patient education 
for chronic pain management. Through these treatment methods, patients with 
chronic pain understand their pain and are encouraged to change their behaviors, 
thereby contributing towards an improvement of and reduced risk of aggravating 
various symptoms8－10). There is a large variety of protocols such as the contents of 
a CBT and patient education program, the period of implementation, how frequent-
ly it is implemented, and the format （individual, group） and at the current stage, it 
remains unclear what kind of protocol yields high effects. In addition, we have not 
included fibromyalgia in this CQ.Note G3

　Next, we conducted a meta－analysis, just like the one above, using 11 RCTs 
which investigated the effects of exercise therapy when used in combination with 
occupational therapy （OT） and social approaches. As a result, exercise therapy 
used in combination with OT and social approaches proved to be effective in im-
proving dysfunction over the short to long term, comprehensive QOL as well as so-
cial participation and a return－to－work, compared with standard rehabilitation.
　OT not only targets physical dysfunction but also mental dysfunction such as de-
pression, focusing on lifestyle actions （＝occupation） with objectives and values, for 
example daily lifestyles, work and hobbies, and uses these as a mean for treatment 
and guidance. To be more specific, it aims to improve activity, physical and psycho-
logical function through occupational activities such as self care and housework. 
Therefore, OT has a wide target, and one of its treatment goals is securing social 
roles beginning with a return－to－work. In addition, coordinating on the personal 
level with people such as managers at the workplace or the patient’s family, to-
wards the achievement of this aim, requires a social approach which is adjusting to 
the environment at home and at work and in Japan ; an occupational therapist will 
often attend to these matters as well.
　Many patients with chronic pain have trouble participating in society and this 
leads to the social problem of massive economic loss due to reduced productivity, 
absence from work and taking time off work. By introducing for example activity 
pacing and occupational counselling by an occupational therapist, and work－based 
rehabilitation to tackle this problem, it is recognized to be effective in ways such as 
reducing the number of days people are absent from work and encouraging people 
to participate in society11,12). Therefore, there are still few RCTs at the current 
stage, and the contents of an effective program, the period to implement it, and 
how frequently it should be implemented remain unclear. In future, researchers are 
required to accumulate much more evidence.

Note G3： refer to CQ　
Q-3
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Cognitive－behavioral therapy（CBT）, patient education
Period 2015～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane Library, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, chronic pain［mesh］, chronic low back pain, chronic neck pain, knee osteoarthri-
tis, chronic musculoskeletal pain

I／C cognitive behavioral therapy”, education, self－management, back school, pacing, pain coping 
skills, brief education, behavioral approach, neuroscience education, neurophysiology educa-
tion, cognitive behavioral treatment, general exercise, exercise, physical therapy, aerobic exer-
cise, stretching exercise, resistance training, walking, physiotherapy

Limitations Review ; Systematic Reviews ; Meta－Analysis ; Randomized Controlled Trial ; published in the 
last5 years ; English

Selection summary Based on the search results of the database, we extracted 488 PubMed search hits, 67 Co-
chrane Library search hits, and 7 NPO Japan Medical Abstract Society search hits, collated 
the searches with PICO and confirmed the data etc, and conducted a meta－analysis of 26 
RCTs. We also used 3 systematic reviews（References 8）～10）that were deemed useful as 
supplementary information

Occupational therapy（OT）
Period 2005～2019
Database Cochrane Library, PubMed, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, chronic pain［mesh］, upper limb conditions, chronic conditions, low back pain, 
neck pain

I／C occupational therapy, pacing, chronic pain management, work strategies, counseling, work fo-
cused rehabilitation, workplace－based rehabilitation／nothing specified

Limitations Meta－Analysis, Randomized Controlled Trial, Systematic Reviews, Reviews, guideline
Selection summary Based on the search results of the database, we extract 94 Cochrane Library search hits, 748 

PubMed search hits, 0 NPO Japan Medical Abstract searches, collated the search hits with 
PICO and confirmed the data etc, and conducted a meta－analysis using 11 RCTs

CQ G－2： Is mind－body exercise （yoga, pilates, Tai chi etc.） useful for chronic 
pain ?

　Answer：Mind－body exercise is useful for improving pain and dysfunction in pa-
tients with chronic pain. On the other hand, researchers have not recognized that 
mind－body exercise improves comprehensive quality of life （QOL）.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 94.7%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Mind－body exercise is a form of exercise that incorporates elements from medi-
tation, such as deep rhythmical abdominal breathing, and making slow movements 
and being conscious of the body’s movements and muscles. It includes yoga, pilates, 
Tai Chi, and Qigong. Yoga and pilates cooperatively contract the superficial－layer 
muscles and deep－layer muscles of the trunk and they have the same exercise 
components in common with motor control exercise. Furthermore, mind－body ex-
ercise, which will be discussed here, is an exercise performed under medical man-
agement by a specialist such as a mind－body exercise therapist.
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　We conducted a meta－analysis using 26 RCTs that investigated the effects of 
mind－body exercise. The subjects were adults aged 18 years and over with chronic 
low back pain （LBP）, chronic neck pain, and knee osteoarthritis （knee OA） and 
the control groups were groups without exercise therapy （including a waiting－list 
group, standard－treatment group）, a exercise therapy group, a manual therapy 
group, and patient－education group. As a result, mind－body exercise displayed 
higher analgesic effects and effect on improving dysfunction than the waiting－list 
groups, exercise therapy group and patient－education group. On the other hand, 
analgesic effects were higher in the manual therapy group but there was only 1 
RCT so the certainty of evidence was low. As for improvement in comprehensive 
QOL, there was no difference between mind－body exercise and the exercise thera-
py group and no－treatment groups. In addition, we did not include stiff shoulder-
sNote 4, or fibromyalgiaNote 5 on this page.
　There have been few reports of adverse events but some reports13－15) that there 
is a higher risk of mild aggravated pain compared with non－treatment and patient 
education. However, compared with exercise therapy, the risk of aggravated pain is 
about the same and so mind－body exercise could be considered as an option for ex-
ercise therapy. 
Period 2015～2020
Database MEDLINE,Cochrane Library,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, chronic pain［mesh］, low back pain［TI］, neck pain［TI］, osteoarthritis［TI］
I／C mindful exercises, Tai Chi, yoga, pilates, Qigong

Limitations Review ; Systematic Reviews ; Meta－Analysis ; Randomized Controlled Trial ; published in the 
last5 years ; English

Selection summary Based on the search results of the database,we extracted 463 MEDLINE search hits, 895 Co-
chrane Library search hits, collated the searches with PICO and confirmed the data etc, and 
conducted a meta－analysis using 26 RCTs

CQ G－3：Is physical therapy useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Physical therapy has been recognized to be effective in improving short－
term pain and dysfunction compared with non－treatment but researchers have not 
recognized that it improves QOL. Furthermore, the quality of evidence indicating 
its effects is low so caution is required. Furthermore, the long－term effects under 
physical therapy are still unclear. Furthermore, adverse events have been reported 
such as strain and a feeling of tension at the site of treatment and exacerbated 
pain. Therefore, when introducing physical therapy to manage chronic, it is import-
ant to sufficiently weigh up the pros and cons.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：No recommendation  〔Consensus 89.5%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
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Commentary：
　We conducted a meta－analysis using 26 RCTs that investigated the effects of 
physical therapy （including therapeutic ultrasound, transcutaneous electrical nerve 
stimulation （TENS）, interferential current stimulation （IFC）, microwave therapy, 
low level laser treatment（LLLT）, cryotherapy, balneotherapy, indirect traction 
therapy）. Subjects were patients aged 18 years or older with chronic low back pain 

（LBP）, chronic neck pain, and knee osteoarthritis （OA）. Control groups underwent 
sham treatments, other forms of physical therapy, pharmacotherapy, and exercise 
therapy. As a result, researchers found that while therapeutic ultrasound, TENS, 
LLLT had greater short－term analgesic effects and an effect on improving dysfunc-
tion than non－treatments （including sham treatments）, researchers did not recog-
nize that it had an effect in improving comprehensive QOL. Furthermore, com-
pared with other treatments such as exercise therapy, there was no difference in 
its effects. When we look at its concomitant effects when used together with anoth-
er form of treatment, researchers recognized that therapeutic ultrasound used in 
combination with exercise therapy had a greater effect in improving short－term 
dysfunction than when exercise therapy alone was used. However, the sample used 
in many of the RCTs for analysis was small and so the results of the meta－analysis 
showed high heterogeneity and imprecision；meaning the certainty of the evidence 
is low. Furthermore, its mid－to long－term effects have not been considered. There-
fore, caution needs to be exercised when interpreting the above results. Also, we 
have not included in this CQ stiff shoulders, painful diabetic neuropathy, and fibro-
myalgia.
　In terms of RCTs that have investigated the effects of physical therapy on chron-
ic pain, it has been pointed out that there has been an inadequate blinding and 
small sample sizes3), therefore the quality of the evidence is low, and we do not rec-
ommend it as a form of non－pharmacological therapy for chronic pain1,3). In addi-
tion, as physical therapy is a passive （inactive ／ hands－on） form of treatment, re-
searchers fear that it may encourage inactivity in patients with chronic pain or 
their （over）dependence upon treatment1). Therefore, if introducing physical thera-
py as a treatment for chronic pain, it is advisable to implement it as an auxiliary 
form of treatment alongside exercise therapy.

RCT：randomized
controlled trial 

LLLT：Low level laser 
treatment 

QOL：quality of life
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Period 1999～2020
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Library
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, chronic pain［mesh］, low back pain［TI］, neck pain［TI］, osteoarthritis［TI］
I／C physical modalities, therapeutic ultrasound, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, TENS, 

low level laser therapy, LLLT, interferential therapy, superficial heat, thermotherapy, balneo-
therapy, diathermy, superficial cold, cryotherapy, cold therapy, electro－muscular stimulation, 
traction

Limitations Review ; Systematic Reviews ; Meta－Analysis ; Randomized Controlled Trial ; published in the 
last 22 years ; English

Selection summary Based on the search results of the database, we extracted 401 MEDLINE search hits, and 348 
Cochrane Library search hits, collated the searches with PICO and confirmed the data etc, 
and conducted a meta－analysis using 26 RCTs. Furthermore, we used 2 reviews（References 1）
3））that did not apply to our search method but through a manual search were deemed use-
ful as supplementary information

CQ G－4：Is manual therapy useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：Compared with non－treatment, it is believed that manual therapy is 
useful for improving pain and dysfunction. However, there is no difference in its ef-
fects compared with exercise therapy. Furthermore, researchers have not recog-
nized that manual therapy alone leads to a comprehensive improvement in quality 
of life （QOL）.
　The certainty of the evidence indicating these effects is low and so when intro-
ducing manual therapy alone for managing chronic pain, one needs to sufficiently 
weigh up the pros and cons.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：No recommendation  〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　We conducted a meta－analysis of 18 RCTs that investigated the effect of manual 
therapy. Subjects were adults aged 18 years and over with chronic low back pain 

（LBP）, chronic neck pain, and knee osteoarthritis （OA）. The control groups were 
groups without exercise therapy （waiting－list group, and standard－treatment 
group）, a physical therapy group, and an exercise therapy group. As a result, there 
was low analgesic effect and an improvement in dysfunction in the manual therapy 
group, compared with the waiting－list groups and physical therapy group. On the 
other hand, compared with the exercise therapy group, there was not a big differ-
ence in its improvement effect. Furthermore, researchers did not recognize a com-
prehensive improvement in QOL through using manual therapy alone, in patients 
with chronic LBP and chronic neck pain. Of the research papers that were used for 
analysis, many of them did not handle data sufficiently and there was a lack of 
blind studies, so caution needs to be exercised when interpreting these results. In 

QOL：quality of life
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addition, we have not included stiff shouldersNote 6, and fibromyalgiaNote 7 in this CQ. 
　Researchers3) have pointed out the high bias risk and low－quality evidence of 
RCTs to date that have investigated the effects of manual therapy on chronic pain. 
Furthermore, as manual therapy is a passive （inactive ／ hands－on） form of treat-
ment, there are fears that it may encourage inactivity in patients with chronic pain 
and （over） dependence on treatment （medicalizing）1). Therefore, we do not recom-
mend implementing manual therapy alone as a form of non－pharmacological thera-
py for chronic pain1,3). However, recently, some have asserted that manual therapy 
is useful in improving pain when it is used in combination with exercise therapy 
for a short period of time, rather than when exercise therapy alone is implement-
ed16). Therefore, if introducing manual therapy for managing chronic pain, it is im-
portant to first have a clear purpose and timeframe and implement it in combina-
tion with exercise therapy.
Period 2010～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Library, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, chronic pain［mesh］, low back pain［TI］, neck pain［TI］, osteoarthritis［TI］
I／C manual therapy, massage［Mesh］, muscle energy techniques, shiatsu, Acupressure, Musculo-

skeletal Manipulations［Mesh］, myofascial release
Limitations Review ; Systematic Reviews ; Meta－Analysis ; Randomized Controlled Trial ; published in the 

last 10 years ; English
Selection summary Based on the search results of the database, we extracted 278 MEDLINE search hits, 290 Co-

chrane Library search hits, and 11 NPO Japan Medical Abstract Society searches, collated the 
search hits with PICO and confirmed the data etc,and conducted a meta－analysis using 18 
RCTs. Furthermore, we used 3 reviews（References 1）3）, 16））that did not apply to our 
search method but through a manual search were deemed useful as supplementary informa-
tion

CQ G－5－1：Is cervical collars useful for chronic pain ?

　Ans：Irrespective of whether neurological symptoms of chronic neck pain or a 
related disease are present or not, we do not recommend cervical collar, more from 
the perspective of its harmful effects rather than in terms of its benefits.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak） No implementation is weakly recommend-

ed〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　According to the ‘Guidelines for Neck Pain and Related Diseases （2016）, ’ in the 
absence of neurological symptoms within 3 months of onset, and furthermore, even 
if neurological symptoms are present, in addition to within 3 months, we did not 
recommend cervical collar even for follow－up cases beyond 3 months. This is due 
to an ethical viewpoint that rather than its benefits, it has high harmful effects, 

Note 6： Refer to CQ　
L-5
Note 7：Refer to CQ　
Q-６
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such as inactivity, poor physical condition, and a decline in self－efficacy17). Further-
more, even though the amount of research and sample sizes were insufficient upon 
meta－analysis, in terms of its response rate to cervical radiculopathy pain, as an 
outcome, there was no difference between the group which used a cervical collar, 
and the waiting list group, physical therapy group, and traction group18). According 
to the guidelines on non－invasive treatment for non－specific low back pain （LBP） 
and neck pain for low－ to medium－income families in Germany, researchers con-
cluded that a cervical collar should not be used in the acute stage to treat non－spe-
cific neck pain or neck pain accompanying radiculopathy. However, they do not 
mention anything about its use for chronic－stage patients19). In an RCT conducted 
on patients with cervical radiculopathy, researchers compared 3 groups：a cervical 
collar group, a physical therapy group, and a control group；and reported that that 
there was no significant difference for the cervical collar group compared with the 
other groups, in terms of alleviation of neck pain at 6 months, nor at 6 weeks was 
there any significant difference in level of satisfaction, the dosage of NSAIDs and 
opioid analgesics administered, or amount of sick leave taken20).
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic neck pain, cervical radiculopathy
I/C neck collar/nothing fixed（stand－by control group, physical therapy, traction etc.）

Limitations Limited by publication type. PubMed CER randomized controlled trial/systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 198 MEDLINE 198 search hits, we used 4 which matched with the set PICO

CQ G－5－2： Are lumbar corsets （lumbar fixation belts） useful for chronic low 
back pain ?

　Answer：There is no significant difference in using a lumbar corset compared 
with other active treatment methods for LBP and functional improvement. Further-
more, lumbar corsets, used as an apparatus to prevent LBP among laborers and at 
the workplace, are not effective compared to for example training, and also in 
terms of LBP episodes （short－term and long－term） and short－term prevention of 
sick leave, researchers did not observe that a lumbar corset was effective com-
pared with controls.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 82.4%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　According to the US guidelines （2017）, although evidence is low, at 8 weeks or 6 

RCT：randomized
controlled trial 
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months, comparing a lumbar corset＋exercise group with an exercise only group 
（muscle strengthening exercises）, researchers reported that there was no differ-
ence in pain or function and compared with other active treatment therapies （trac-
tion, spinal manipulation, exercise, physical therapy or TENS）, there was no clear 
difference in pain or function from the use of a lumbar corset21). They did not re-
port on ADL or QOL. As an apparatus for preventing LBP among laborers and at 
the workplace, compared with training, the lumbar corset was not effective and so 
we do not recommend its use as a form of protective equipment22). In a systematic 
review on preventing LBP, researchers reported moderate－level evidence that it 
does not reduce LBP episodes over the long－term and low－level evidence in which 
they did not observe any effects in preventing short－term absence from work due 
to sick leave23). In a report on the dosage of analgesics used, the pharmacological 
consumption amount decreased in patients with sub－acute LBP but there were no 
long－term reports on chronic LBP24). In a single report from Japan that a lumbar 
corset was effective, LBP improved over the short term, increasing muscular en-
durance, and they reported that they did not observe a decrease in paraspinal mus-
cular fatigue or reduced muscular strength through wearing the lumbar corset for 
a long period of 6 months24). Researchers suggested that wearing a lumbar corset 
might possibly be useful for elderly patients with complications and as a form of 
adjuvant therapy or alternative therapy to pharmacotherapy. However, there are 
issues such as the small total number of cases examined：40 patients24).
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic low back pain
I/C lumbar corset/not fixed（exercise therapy and surgery etc.）

Limitations Limited by publication type. PubMed CER randomized controlled trial/systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 78 MEDLINE search hits, we used 4 which matched with the set PICO

CQ G－5－3： Are knee braces （knee corsets） useful for chronic knee joint pain 
due to knee osteoarthritis （OA） ?

　Ans：When pain, knee joint function, walking distance and QOL were assessed 
after 12 months in a knee brace group, there was no significant difference com-
pared with patients without a knee brace and therefore we are unable to judge 
whether it is recommendable.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 94.4%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
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Commentary：
　In a 2015 Cochrane review, at 12 months follow－up, through using VAS pain 
scores, researchers did not recognize a statistically significant difference in analge-
sic effect in the knee brace group compared with a group that did not undergo the 
treatment. At 12 months follow－up, there was no statistically significant difference 
in knee joint function between the knee brace group and the group which did not 
use a knee brace. Furthermore, researchers reported that there was no evidence of 
its effect on HSS knee function25). As for QOL, at 12 months follow－up, irrespective 
of whether patients were wearing a knee brace or not, researchers did not observe 
a statistically significant difference in the EuroQol Scores among participants. 
There is a low－level evidence report indicating the possibility that wearing a knee 
brace might reduce the prevalence rate through prevention26). There were no re-
ports of complications either in a group that wore a knee brace or in the non－treat-
ment group but due to skin irritation and ill－fitting braces, a very small number of 
patients enrolled in the study discontinued wearing it25). There are no reports on 
the effects of a knee brace on absence from work due to knee joint pain, workers 
going back to work, dosage of analgesic administered or pain relapse. On the other 
hand, according to guidelines published by the American College of Rheumatology／
Arthritis Foundation （2020）, pain experienced by patients when walking up and 
down stairs and during the 6－minute walk test （6MWT） significantly improved in 
the knee brace group compared with the standard－treatment group, and therefore 
they recommend wearing a knee brace27).
Period 2005～2020
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Osteoarthritis of the knee, chronic knee pain
I/C knee brace/no equipment（non－treatment, footplate etc.）

Limitations Limited by publication type. PubMed CER randomized controlled trial/systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 53 MEDLINE search hits, collating the searches with PICO, we used 2 reviews
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H．Integrative Medicine

CQ H－1：Are acupuncture and moxibustion useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：We believe that acupuncture and moxibustion are useful on patients 
with chronic pain but when selecting a form of treatment, we recommend prioritiz-
ing the values of the patient after taking into consideration the effects and costs. 
An important element when opting for acupuncture and moxibustion treatment is 
having acupuncture and moxibustion practitioners who have an appropriate knowl-
edge of chronic pain.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 84.2%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　We investigated the efficacy of acupuncture and moxibustion treatment on pa-
tients with chronic pain but definitions of chronic pain vary widely depending on 
the research paper so this time we targeted “patients with pain persisting for 3 
months or more” and investigated without narrowing it down by specific disease. 
Furthermore, there are many research studies that have used sham acupuncture 
treatment as the control when investigating the efficacy of acupuncture and moxi-
bustion. However, considering the definition of sham acupuncture and also the fact 
that there are reports for example which have recognized bioactivity due to sham 
acupuncture, we considered its efficacy by using pharmacotherapy or pharmaco-
therapy＋regular care as the control groups, in accordance with actual clinical set-
tings.
　As a result, in the end we found 4 RCTs on chronic neck pain1), chronic mi-
graine2), fibromyalgia3), and chronic pelvic pain syndrome4). With pain, the mean 
difference between the indicators （the pain-related scores of VAS, SF-36, FIQU, 
NIH-CPSI, respectively） of each research paper were －0.8 [－2.4～0.77] （no signifi-
cant difference）, －5.6 [－8.7～－2.5] （significant in the intervention group）, 0.5 [－1.6
～2.6] （no significant difference）3), and －2.8 [－4.6～－1] （significant in the interven-
tion group）4). Two of these research papers mentioned QOL1,4), and the results 
were－3.7 [－5.4～－2.0]（significant in the intervention group）1), and －1.2 [－2.5～0.2]
（no significant difference）4). There was 1 research paper that clearly mentioned ad-
verse events2)；there were side effects among 6% of the patients in the interven-
tion group, and 66% in the control group. Additionally, there were 2 research pa-

RCT ：randomized
controlled trial 
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pers that mentioned there were no adverse events in either of the groups1,4).
　For our meta－analysis, we integrated 2 research studies on pain1,3). Essentially, 
these conditions were not suitable for conducting a meta－analysis so we deliberate-
ly chose the large category of what patients encounter in actual clinical settings at 
an acupuncture and moxibustion clinic in order to understand what kind of results 
we would get, using “subjects whose pain has persisted for 3 months or more, in-
ternal medicine as the control group, and pain as the outcome.” As a result, we did 
not recognize a significant difference；SMD －0.24 [－0.75 ～ 0.27]（P＝0.35）. In 
terms of a balance of benefits and harmful effects, we believe it was more effective 
in the intervention group but we believe the control group was useful when consid-
ering costs.
　In this systematic review, diseases were limited and therefore as it does not rep-
resent chronic pain overall, we ended up investigating the efficacy of acupuncture 
and moxibustion only on specific diseases and symptoms. As diseases and symp-
toms vary and there are few research studies on it, the quality of evidence is low 
so we are unable to reach a fixed conclusion. However, depending on the relative 
importance of values, such as treatment effects, costs and side effects, we believe 
that for patients it is an effective option for both groups.
　Based on the results above, when the “patient has a chronic illness （disease in 
which the main symptom is chronic pain） and there are no means for them to un-
dergo suitable treatment by a health insurance doctor,” which is the condition for 
patients to be eligible for medical expenses from acupuncture and moxibustion, this 
might be regarded as the ideal option for patients, both in terms of effects and 
costs. However, in this case, this is provided that the acupuncturist performing the 
treatment has adequate knowledge of chronic pain.
　Moreover, this time pharmacotherapy was set as the control group, so there 
were few research papers but we saw many papers which had used a sham treat-
ment for the control and also had compared acupuncture combined with pharmaco-
therapy against pharmacotherapy.
　In a meta－analysis of chronic pain patients overseas, researchers reported highly 
reliable evidence that moxibustion therapy was effective in managing chronic 
pain5). In overseas clinical guidelines, The National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence （NICE） recommends acupuncture treatment in comparison to sham 
treatments or standard care for reducing pain and improving QOL over a short pe-
riod of time （3 months）6). Furthermore, the American College of Physicians （ACP） 
recommends acupuncture treatment for chronic LBP.7)

SMD ：standardized 
mean difference 
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Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain＊, similar words to this （intractable pain,complex regional pain syndromes 
etc.）

I／C acupuncture, moxibust,moxa,needl etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trials ／ systematic review 

search filter,Cochrane RCT search filter
Selection summary Of the 502 MEDLINE search hits, 1,102 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 53 NPO Japan 

Medical Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 4 that matched with the set PICO

CQ H－2：Is massage useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：We believe that massage is useful for chronic pain but from our results 
this time, we were unable to recommended it with certainty. When choosing a form 
of treatment, it is recommended that one prioritize the patient’s values after taking 
into consideration its costs and effects. Furthermore, an important element of 
choosing massage is the purpose for performing a massage and the credentials of 
the masseur or masseuse and whether they have adequate knowledge of chronic 
pain or not.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 85.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （weak） 

Commentary：
　We investigated the usefulness of massage on patients with chronic pain but defi-
nitions of chronic pain vary widely depending on the research paper so this time 
we targeted “patients with pain persisting for 3 months or more” and investigated 
without narrowing it down particularly by disease.
　To define ‘massage,’ we referred to the “traditional Japanese massage （anma）, 
massage and shiatsu evidence report 2011－18：RCT－（EAMS 2011）”8) in our search 
method and Cochrane systematic review search9) and used general manual therapy 
search hits. Therefore, in addition to “massage” and “shiatsu” we also included 
“Thai－style massage.”
　Researchers have thought of a variety of forms of treatment as the control 
groups when considering the efficacy of massage, but this time we considered 
pharmacotherapy or pharmacotherapy＋regular care as the control groups, in ac-
cordance with actual clinical settings. As a result, in the end we found 4 RCTs that 
had targeted primary headache10), chronic headache11), chronic tension－type head-
ache （TTH）12), and chronic musculoskeletal pain13). Not only does each disease 
vary, there is no uniformity to the treatment methods used in the intervention 
groups, and so because there were various control groups as well, we did not con-

RCT ：randomized
controlled trial 
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duct a meta－analysis. In each respective research paper, pain was －0.5 [－2.8～1.78] 
（no significant difference）10), －23.1 [－41～－5] （significant in the intervention 
group）11), 0.44 [0.11～0.76] （significant in the intervention group）12), and 2.77 [0.22
～5.32] （significant in the intervention group）13).
　There were 2 papers that mentioned QOL, and in each respective one it was  
－1.07 （SD not mentioned, P＝0.02） （significant in the intervention group）10), 9.7 
[－9.54～28.9] （no significant difference）13).
　There was 1 paper that clearly specified adverse events；0 out of 13 patients 
had adverse events in the intervention group, 4 out of 13 patients had adverse 
events （3 cases of drowsiness, 1 case of tachycardia） in the control group8) .
　As for a balance of benefits and harmful effects, we believe that it is useful in in-
tervention groups but the control groups are thought to be useful when thinking 
about costs.
　Diseases were limited in this systematic review, and therefore as it does not rep-
resent chronic pain as a whole, we ended up considering the efficacy of massage on 
specific diseases and symptoms. As the diseases and symptoms vary and there is a 
small number of research studies, the quality of the evidence is low so we are un-
able to reach a fixed conclusion. However, depending on the relative importance of 
values such as treatment effects, costs and side effects, we believe that massage is 
a useful option for patients in both groups.
　However, even if we use the single expression of “massage,” it is necessary to 
choose this option after distinguishing whether practitioners have or do not have a 
national licence to practice anma massage and shiatsu, and also for practitioners 
and patients to distinguish the purposes for conducting massage. In addition, this is 
also provided that the anma massage and shiatsu practitioner has adequate knowl-
edge of chronic pain for treating patients.
　We came up with these results but as there were few patients in each of the re-
search studies, there were many parts in each research design which lacked trans-
parency, so as it was difficult to obtain reliable results, we were not able to recom-
mend it this time.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain, words similar to this（intractable pain,complex regional pain syndromes 
etc.）

I／C Massage（massage, anma）, shiatsu,acupressure etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trials ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter
Selection summary Of the 180 MEDLINE search hits, 326 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 13 NPO Japan 

Medical Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized 3 that matched with the set PICO
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I．Multidisciplinary Treatment

CQ I－1：What is the definition of multidisciplinary treatment ?

　Answer： Multidisciplinary treatment is a form of treatment for patients with 
chronic pain in which they are treated not by a single medical practitioner but by 
medical experts from a variety of professionals. There is no established differentia-
tion between this term and the term ‘interdisciplinary treatment’ in Japan, which is 
used with the same meaning. According to the definition by the International Asso-
ciation for the Study of Pain （IASP）, in both cases, specialists from various fields 
and occupations are engaged in treatment but with ‘interdisciplinary treatment,’ 
specialists from diverse fields and occupations work in close co－operation with each 
other in the decision－making process regarding the treatment policies （goals）, dif-
ferentiating it from multidisciplinary treatment.

Commentary：
　In patients with chronic pain, as the cause of the pain and the regions it affects 
are diverse, having not only a physical, but also a psychological and social aspect, it 
is recommended that the medical practitioners’ areas of specialty and what they 
treat in terms of chronic pain should be diverse, taking into consideration these ele-
ments （physical, psychological, social） and their interrelations1－3). Multidisciplinary 
treatment refers to a treatment intervention conducted by professionals from di-
verse fields and occupations.
　The term ‘interdisciplinary treatment’ is used with the same meaning as multi-
disciplinary treatment. In both cases, a diverse range of specialists from various 
fields and occupations coordinate their efforts to treat and there is no clear line 
drawn between them. They are often confused in both clinical and academic set-
tings but according to the IASP’s definition, the words are differentiated according 
to whether the decision－making process for treatment policies （goals） is conducted 
by a single specialist or through shared communication2) with other health care 
professionals.
　To be more specific, in both instances, experts from a diverse range of fields and 
occupations treat patients. However, in multidisciplinary treatment, each respective 
specialist has his／her own treatment policies （goals） and it is not necessarily the 
case that each specialist directly consults other specialists face－to－face （or for ex-
ample online）2). On the other hand, in interdisciplinary treatment, the experts from 
various fields and occupations together form a treatment team, communicate fre-
quently with each other, for example face－to－face or online, and then coordinate 
their decision－making process regarding treatment policies （goals） and diagnosis 

IASP：International 
Association for the 
Study of Pain
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based on the test results2). Within this clinical team, they share their concepts and 
treatment goals based on a biopsychosocial model for pain1,2). 
　With the items of multidisciplinary treatment in these guidelines, we will handle 
both multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary treatment, taking into consideration the 
differences between them. For the sake of convenience, when there is no particular 
explanation, we will use the term ‘multidisciplinary treatment’ meaning that it in-
cludes the definition of interdisciplinary treatment.
　With the multidisciplinary approaches to patients with pain, we also use names 
that use the term ‘rehabilitation’ （such as multidisciplinary rehabilitation）. Accord-
ing to the structure of an approach based on various professionals, it is the same as 
the definition for multidisciplinary treatment but it can be thought of as a name 
from the viewpoint of something that places more emphasis upon for example the 
recovery of disability4). 
　In multidisciplinary treatment, reducing symptoms including pain is not the main 
objective；it is encouraging social activity and improving quality of life （QOL）. 
Therefore, what is important is not leaving it up to the physician to control the pa-
tient’s pain, but things like encouraging patients’ self－management of pain by skill-
fully making the most of the effects of physical activity for example, policies to en-
courage social activity including work, and also reducing dependence on healthcare, 
including pharmaceuticals5). 

CQ I－2： What are the individual approaches （therapeutic interventions） includ-
ed under multidisciplinary treatment ?

　Answer：Multidisciplinary treatment for patients with chronic pain comprises in-
dividual approaches that make the most of the respective expertise of specialists, 
each from a diverse range of fields and occupations, based upon a biopsychosocial 
model. The individual approaches implemented by each specialist vary widely such 
as exercise therapy, psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy.

Commentary：
　As mentioned above in the definition of multidisciplinary treatment, when man-
aging chronic pain through multidisciplinary treatment, in order to address the di-
verse number of causes of pain and their effects that cover physical, and psychoso-
cial aspects, it is recommended to implement treatment while making the most of 
the expertise of the respective experts who hail from various professions1－3). Sever-
al therapeutic approaches are described below, which may be included within a 
multidisciplinary treatment to manage chronic pain5－7). 
　1）Physical approach

QOL：quality of life
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　Multidisciplinary treatment is suited for goal－oriented treatment plans. The ob-
jectives are to improve physical capacity, lifestyle habits, quality of life （QOL） and 
overall health. Negative behavioral patterns accompanying pain should be changed. 
For example, these include advice recommending patients to be active, pacing, and 
various physical exercises. In addition, manual therapy, transcutaneous electrical 
nerve stimulation （TENS）, and low－level laser therapy are sometimes used con-
comitantly5－7). 
　2）Psychological approach
　After identifying the psychological aspects that the patient has including undesir-
able thoughts and behaviors, a suitable intervention such as corrections targeting 
these thoughts and behaviors is conducted. For example, this includes education to 
develop a deeper understanding of the mechanisms giving rise to pain and various 
patterns that accompany pain, cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT）, gradual relax-
ation, electromyographic （EMG） feedback, graded exposure, and also mindfulness 
and acceptance and commitment therapy （ACT）, which are called third－genera-
tion forms of CBT. With CBT in particular, specialists identify and correct non－
adaptive reactions in for example cognition and behavior among chronic pain pa-
tients, and foster adaptive reactions for raising lifestyle functions including physical 
function. CBT is frequently used in multidisciplinary treatment for the action of 
maximizing the effects of the pain management5－7). 
　3）Pharmacotherapy
　We will leave it for another chapter to detail the drugs used in pharmacotherapy. 
Doctors not only select the pharmaceuticals that should be newly prescribed to pa-
tients but also evaluate, from a biopsychosocial aspect, the proper use of OTC 
drugs and pharmaceuticals that have already been prescribed. It is especially im-
portant to provide guidance on the suitable use of opioid analgesics. In addition, if 
polypharmacy （the harm of taking multiple medications at once） is an issue, the 
possibility of curtailing the drugs will be considered6,7). 
　In addition to what has been mentioned above, after close scrutiny of its indica-
tion, various nerve blocks, acupuncture and moxibustion therapy and surgical treat-
ment may also be introduced6,7). 

CQ I－3： What kind of staff make up the multidisciplinary treatment team for 
managing chronic pain ?　And what roles do the staff play ?

　Answer：As mentioned above, multidisciplinary treatment involves specialists 
from a wide variety of fields and professionals, and assumes a variety of styles, 
such as a style in which specialists make treatment strategies （goals） together for 
the same patient, a style in which each independent specialist has his／her own re-

QOL：quality of life

TENS：transcutane-
ous electrical nerve 
stimulation

CBT：cognitive-be-
havioral therapy

ACT：acceptance and 
commitment therapy  
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spective treatment strategy （goal）, and also a style in which specialists coordinate 
their efforts through providing intrahospital referrals for the patient or referring 
them to other facilities. 
　The following outlines the general members of a multidisciplinary treatment 
team. However, you can make the team flexibly, according to the circumstances in 
each respective facility.
　1）The professionals that make up the team
　A multidisciplinary team for managing chronic pain is comprised of various pro-
fessionals, such as medical doctors, nurses, physical therapists, occupational thera-
pists, certified public psychologists （clinical psychologists）, pharmacists, registered 
dietitians, and social workers （social welfare workers ／ psychiatric social work-
ers）8－11). 
　With the current situation in Japan, there are few facilities in which all of the 
above－mentioned professionals can be found in the one location；in many cases the 
team is comprised of medical doctors, nurses, physical therapists and psychologists.
　2）The roles of the staff
　In the multidisciplinary treatment of pain, specialized staff evaluate patients with 
pain from the interactional physical, psychological and social aspects, consider treat-
ment strategies, and need to conduct a multidisciplinary and comprehensive ap-
proach in coordination with each of the specialty disciplines. The multidisciplinary 
approach is based on the biopsychosocial model, listed in the commentary column, 
and the professionals who comprise the multidisciplinary treatment team first need 
to understand the biopsychosocial factors in each respective patient with chronic 
pain before attending to treatment. In indicating the roles of the staff, for the sake 
of convenience, it is easier to understand if we broadly divide them into a ‘physical 
approach’ and ‘psychosocial approach.’
　The specialties who are mainly in charge of the physical approach include doc-
tors, physical therapists and occupational therapists. We recommend including doc-
tors from as diverse a range of departments as possible, such as orthopedic sur-
geons, anesthesiologists, neurosurgeons, neurologists, physicians, rehabilitation doc-
tors, and dentists. The specialties who are mainly in charge of the psychosocial ap-
proach include psychiatrists, psychosomatic physicians, nurses, and certified public 
psychologists （clinical psychologists）. When necessary, staff members, especially 
doctors, may also have the role of coordinating with other medical members, for ex-
ample doctors such as a patient’s family doctor and occupational physicians, as well 
as public health nurses, in cases where it is difficult to attend to the patient within 
the same facility. 
　① The roles of doctors mainly in charge of the physical approach
　As a specialist, they diagnose whether biological factors contribute to pain symp-
toms based on physical findings, neurological examination and imaging. They con-
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duct swift management, conducting necessary tests to discern diseases requiring 
urgent attention, such as fractures and undiagnosed cancer i.e. ‘red flag signs’. 
Based on their evaluations of the pathologies, they perform treatments such as pa-
tient education, pharmacotherapy, and nerve blocks. When conducting pharmaco-
therapy, careful attention needs to be given to improper use of drugs, such as poly-
pharmacy （harm caused by taking multiple medications）, keeping in mind the pe-
culiar pain behaviors of patients with chronic pain. Furthermore, surgical therapy 
may be selected in some cases, after first carefully considering its applicability9). 
　②  The roles of psychiatrists and psychosomatic physicians mainly in charge of 

the psychosocial approach
　They diagnose psychiatric diseases as a specialist and they implement for exam-
ple a suitable pharmacotherapy to treat mental diseases that coexist with chronic 
pain. Furthermore, they cooperate with a psychologist to evaluate the psychosocial 
problems of patients with chronic pain, manage the approach and conduct treat-
ments.
　③ Nurses
　Nurses manage patients for example by taking patient history and conducting 
self－reported questionnaires. When taking history, nurses inquire about patient’s 
clinical history, past history of illnesses, family history and general lifestyle informa-
tion, as well as information that patients are convinced is unrelated to their pain. 
They also collect information on basic physical findings such as patient height, 
weight and vital signs. When a patient receives a treatment intervention, they also 
provide medical assistance, such as help with examination and treatment.
　They carefully observe patient behavior, consult them on the various pain－relat-
ed anxieties, concerns and worries that patients have, and while listening attentive-
ly to patients’ complaints, they also provide the necessary support at the same 
time. They also serve as a bridge or channel between the multidisciplinary team 
members. When necessary, they may also be in charge of educating, not only the 
actual patient, but also educating people accompanying the patient, such as family, 
on things like lifestyle habits. 
　④ Physical therapists/Occupational therapists
　They conduct evaluations of things like physical function, and in particular mus-
culoskeletal flexibility, muscle endurance, muscular strength and physical capacity. 
Subsequently, they provide guidance on stretching and muscular strengthening ex-
ercises, for the purposes of improving blood flow and muscular tone. They imple-
ment aerobic exercise such as walking and aquatic exercises, and provide guidance 
on how patients can practice on their own. It is important to assign the pace of ac-
tivity, in other words, understand the proper amount of physical activity for each 
individual patient, ensuring that it does not result in strong pain and an accompa-
nying cessation of activity for a long period of time, and provide guidance so that 
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the patient can continue to be active within the range for which it is comfortable 
for that patient and gradually increase the amount of activity. Physical therapists 
and occupational therapists analyze the patients’ actual activities of daily living 

（ADL） and contents of their activities, and conduct pragmatic training with the 
aim of improving their social adaptability.
　⑤ Certified public psychologist／Clinical psychologist
　After evaluating patients’ psychosocial problems through an intake interview, 
they share information with members of the multidisciplinary team. Furthermore, 
they select the suitable form of psychotherapy, such as from various forms of CBT 
and psychoeducation, including suitable knowledge about pain and coping methods, 
and they provide support to the patient and their family.
　⑥ Pharmacists
　They collect comprehensive information on pharmacotherapy, not just informa-
tion related to pharmaceuticals, but information based on assessments by nurses, 
and treatment strategies by doctors, as well as the patient’s physical and mental 
condition. And through liaising with the actual patient and people accompanying 
the patient, such as family, they manage the proper use of pharmaceuticals in the 
pharmacotherapy used for each individual patient. To be more specific, they ex-
plain the importance of maintaining strict adherence based on the prescription in-
tentions of the physician and a correct knowledge of analgesics and occasionally 
may also for example assist in explanations of the time of onset for the pharmaceu-
tical product and any pharmacological actions of the drug.
　As for matters that specifically apply to patients with chronic pain, they focus on 
explaining the types of analgesics, especially the side effects of opioid analgesics, to 
ensure they are used safely. Furthermore, in cases where their pain is not eligible 
for pharmacotherapy, the explanations for this will be properly given, and they will 
avoid any unnecessary oral administration of drugs. In addition, regarding the poly-
pharmacy problem （harm caused by taking multiple medications）, information will 
be provided to the prescribing physician. Pharmacists listen carefully to patients’ 
complaints, and especially in terms of pharmaceuticals, in cases where patients 
have not successfully conveyed information to their doctors, they will provide them 
with the adequate information.
　⑦ Registered dietitians
　In addition to support on nutrients and calories to consume, they take into con-
sideration their circadian rhythms （chrono nutrition）, provide nutritional support 
and basic meals for their lifestyle, and nutritional guidance for chronic pain comor-
bidity, such as obesity, diabetes, osteoporosis and sarcopenia. Also in cases of loss of 
appetite and oral hypofunction, they provide guidance to the actual patient and to 
family members accompanying them. Through coordinating with physical thera-
pists, they can also calculate the necessary amount of energy the patients need to 
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perform exercises （physical activity）.
　⑧ Social worker（certified social worker／psychiatric social workers）
　In cases where patients with chronic pain either are suspended from their job or 
lose their job and in cases where they do not receive any lifestyle support, they 
provide or coordinate information on the social security system. For example, they 
consult patients about matters relating to the social security system that they are 
currently receiving, including whether intractable diseases or physical／mental dis-
abilities apply, towards assisting a transition to work （return to work）, and they 
provide comprehensive support towards helping them return to society.

Commentary：
　When managing patients with chronic pain, a ‘biological model’ that understands 
their pain as an organic disease is insufficient；it will be difficult to achieve an im-
provement in the patient’s pathological condition and quality of life （QOL）. In other 
words, it is difficult to improve the pain by an etiology that simply believes it is a 

（single） cause for pain and just by getting rid of that （single） cause. In the multi-
disciplinary treatment of chronic pain, what is needed is comprehensive care, using 
a ‘biopsychosocial model’ as its foundation, which includes psychosocial factors 
along with organic abnormalities in the patient （biological factors）. This is not 
about one single specialist managing the pain but specialists from various fields and 
members cooperating and if possible, what is needed is to regularly hold joint con-
ferences and coordinate their efforts with treatment.8,10,11)

　What is important is to make the most of the expertise, that is the knowledge 
and skills for example of each individual specialist and also launch a cooperative ap-
proach.8－11)

　When discussing the recommendations at I－4 and I－5, as a definition for ‘multidis-
ciplinary treatment’ for these CQs, we assume in principle at least 2 or more differ-
ent specialists performing the treatment. Moreover, we have targeted research that 
has investigated the treatment effects of combining at least 2 or more types of 
treatment （for example CBT and exercise therapy）. In other words, this means we 
have excluded research which has investigated the effects of single treatments, 
such as CBT （alone） or exercise therapy （alone）. Furthermore, in cases where it is 
unclear to mention who is performing the treatment, we have included under the 
multidisciplinary treatments in I－4 and I－5, the pain programs, back schools, and 
multidisciplinary ／ interdisciplinary rehabilitation, which were planned to provide 
multidimentional and comprehensive pain treatment, in which generally speaking 
several medical practitioners are involved in performing the treatment. 

QOL：quality of life
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CQ I－4：Is multidisciplinary treatment useful for chronic pain ?

　Answer：The effects of multidisciplinary treatment on chronic pain in general 
and its adherence （the patients’ active stance of positively undergoing treatment） 
depend upon their pain－related beliefs, such as catastrophizing, fear－avoidance be-
liefs, and self－efficacy. And there is a lack of consistency regarding the treatment 
effects as an outcome, such as improvement in pain intensity and improvements in 
disability. In other words, there is room to give further consideration regarding pa-
thologies, within chronic pain overall, which are applicable for undergoing multidis-
ciplinary treatment. Therefore, we will limit ourselves to making weak recommen-
dations regarding the implementation of multidisciplinary treatment for chronic 
pain overall.
　On the other hand, some evidence has been accumulated on some of the diseases 
within chronic pain. In particular, much evidence has been gathered on chronic low 
back pain （LBP） so we strongly recommend implementation. In addition, if further 
research is conducted in future on osteoarthritis, fibromyalgia, and chronic pelvic 
pain including chronic prostatitis, although it is possible that the certainty of the 
estimated effects might change, we weakly recommend conducting multidisci-
plinary treatment based on the grounds of the evidence available at the current 
stage. However, this does not mean, in the case of these diseases, that multidisci-
plinary treatment applies across the board for all pathologies. As the symptoms 
and pathologies of patients with chronic pain vary, it is essential to conduct a bio-
psychosocial evaluation prior to introducing treatment.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　 （However, it is essential to conduct a biopsychosocial evaluation and consider 
whether treatment applies, before introducing treatment）

　　1）Chronic pain overall
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 81.3%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　2）Chronic low back pain
　　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recom-

mended 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of total evidence：A （high）
　　3）Osteoarthritis
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 88.2%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　4）Fibromyalgia
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　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-
ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　5）Chronic pelvic pain including chronic prostatitis
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 94.1%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　This is something we can say about research in general which has investigated 
the effects of non－pharmacological treatments on chronic pain but when planning 
research to consider the effects of multidisciplinary treatment on chronic pain, in 
some cases researchers set respondent criteria for the individual disease category 
for those displaying chronic low back pain （LBP） and fibromyalgia. And in many 
cases research has elected to target ‘chronic pain’ comprehensively defined as pain 
persisting for 3 months or longer or a recurrent pain. According to a systematic re-
view by Thompson et al. based on 10 RCTs, the adherence to multidisciplinary re-
habilitation for general chronic pain （the patients’ active stance of positively under-
going treatment） and the effects of the treatment depended upon their pain－relat-
ed beliefs such as catastrophizing, fear－avoidance beliefs, and self－efficacy, affecting 
our ability to recommend the treatment12). 
　There are many reports of multidisciplinary treatment of chronic LBP, from the 
perspective of not only patients’ subjective symptoms, such as pain, but also reha-
bilitation which placed emphasis on an improvement in functional aspects. Accord-
ing to a systematic review13) conducted in 2018, based on 13 RCTs, where the out-
comes were an improvement in the intensity of pain and degree of daily lifestyle 
dysfunction 1 year after intervention, the effects of a multidisciplinary rehabilitation 
effect on chronic LBP were significant, along with having a moderate level of effect. 
When the outcome was return to work, 3 of the reports indicated that 1 year after 
multidisciplinary rehabilitation, there was a significant positive correlation with re-
turn to work as an outcome. When sick leave due to pain was the outcome, the re-
sults were the same, and in terms of the number of days absent due to sickness 
during the follow－up period, 3 reports13) gave a moderate to high amount of effect 
due to multidisciplinary rehabilitation. Furthermore, according to a 2014 Cochrane 
review, multidisciplinary rehabilitation was found to be superior in terms of im-
provement in analgesic effect and daily life dysfunction for patients with chronic 
LBP, as compared to standard treatment. However, as the size of the effect was 
small, researchers stated that a balance should be obtained between the amount of 
time required for conducting the treatment and the costs of the equipment and fa-
cilities. Furthermore, the researchers were unable to assertively conclude how ef-

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 
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fective it will be in improving symptoms but at the same time, concluded that mul-
tidisciplinary treatment is recommended for patients with chronic LBP exhibiting 
psychosocial factors14). Furthermore, in terms of exercise－related fear, which can 
become a problem when conducting exercise, a systematic review conducted in 
201915) reported a significant improvement in patient’s fear of falling over （com-
pared with a group who underwent physical therapy alone） and patient kinesio-
phobia （compared with a group of patients undergoing regular treatment or exer-
cise）, through multidisciplinary intervention. 
　In a systematic review conducted in 2016 regarding the effects of multidisci-
plinary treatment on osteoarthritis, RCTs on osteoarthritis in a large number of 
joints were considered, and although they concluded that multidisciplinary treat-
ment was suitable for primary care, only 4 RCTs were eligible for consideration16). 
In the recommendations for treating hip and knee osteoarthritis （OA） through non－
pharmacological treatment, published in 2013 by the European League against 
Rheumatism （EULAR）, they recommended a multidisciplinary biopsychosocial ap-
proach from the initial stage evaluation, and recommended providing individualized 
medical treatment after taking into consideration the risk factors of OA. They rec-
ommended providing education on OA, pacing for the amount of activity, providing 
a daily exercise program tailored to the individual patient and a multidisciplinary 
treatment with weight control17). 
　In the 2016 EULAR recommendations for fibromyalgia treatment, they described 
the recommendation grades based on a detailed review they undertook on 107 cita-
tions that were selected from a total of 2,979 references18). In the recommendations, 
they concluded that exercise therapy is the only treatment they can strongly rec-
ommend on the grounds of their meta－analysis as a guideline. Furthermore, in the 
same recommendations, Häuser et al. determined the recommendation grades 
based on a meta－analysis conducted on 9 RCTs and including a total of 1,119 pa-
tients19). The results of the meta－analysis showed that compared with a waiting list 
group, multidisciplinary treatment had a mild effect on pain and fatigue and com-
pared with regular treatment and education, multidisciplinary treatment also 
showed to have a relaxation effect. However, these effects were limited to short pe-
riods of time and because they were not effective over the long term, they gave a 
weak recommendation to multidisciplinary treatment used alone. On top of this, in 
the same recommendations, as an expert opinion, they stated that focus should be 
put on education, exercise, and other non－pharmacological treatments （CBT, mind-
fulness, acupuncture and moxibustion therapy, manual therapy etc.） for the initial 
stages of treatment. In addition, if there is no improvement through these forms of 
treatment and individualized treatment is considered as the next stage, they men-
tion psychotherapy for cases of mood disorder or cases for whom training about 
coping proved to be ineffective, and pharmacotherapy for strong pain or sleep dis-

OA ：osteoarthritis

EULAR：European 
League against 
Rheumatic Diseases
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order. Moreover, they mention considering the implementation of a multimodal re-
habilitation program alone or in combination “for severe disability.”18) Regarding fi-
bromyalgia, we also wish to refer you to CQ Q－7.
　According to a meta－analysis of the effects of treatment for chronic pelvic pain 
including chronic prostatitis without any accompanying bacterial infection, sample 
size was small in individual research studies and treatment protocols varied but re-
searchers found that exercise therapy in the pelvic floor muscles alone or used in 
combination with CBT was significantly effective20). In this meta－analysis, the Na-
tional Institutes of Health Chronic Prostatitis Symptom Index （CPSI） score, which 
is an international evaluation scale for chronic prostatitis／chronic pelvic pain syn-
drome, was used and improvement by 6 points was regarded as a clinically－signifi-
cant improvement. After an analysis based on the data from 8 reports, including a 
total number of 280 patients who met the eligibility criteria, the CPSI score had im-
proved by 8.8 points （95% CI 7.5－10.1, p＜0.001）20). There has been little research 
conducted for the purpose of investigating the effects of multidisciplinary treat-
ment on chronic pain patients in Japan. Therefore, in summarizing the recommen-
dation grades and total evidence for these current guidelines, as mentioned above, 
we have no choice but to make a judgment based on the research results that have 
been mainly conducted in foreign countries. If additional further research is con-
ducted in future on Japanese patients, there is a possibility that our degree of cer-
tainty regarding its estimated effect may also change.

CQ I－5： What is the cost－effectiveness of multidisciplinary treatment for 
chronic pain ?

　Answer：As mentioned above in CQ I－4, we recommend conducting multidisci-
plinary treatment for chronic pain but as of 2020, it is not covered under the health 
insurance system in Japan. There is increasing interest in its cost－effectiveness and 
the costs of implementation when treatment is introduced. In terms of the cost－ef-
fectiveness of multidisciplinary treatment for chronic pain, there are few disease 
categories of chronic pain that are being considered for research. There is a certain 
level of evidence that has been accumulated on the cost－effectiveness of multidisci-
plinary treatment for chronic low back pain （LBP）, traumatic cervical syndrome 
and non－specific neck pain, but it is still insufficient.

Commentary：
　From an analysis of cost－effectiveness, in cases where the costs of a new treat-
ment increase compared with a conventional treatment, an incremental cost－effec-
tiveness ratio （ICER） is used to evaluate whether the effect is worthwhile or not. 

CPSI：the National 
Institutes of Health 
Chronic Prostatitis 
Symptom Index
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To be more specific, ICER is additional costs required to extend 1QALY, and if this 
is below the ceiling value （willingness－to－pay）, it is concluded to be cost－effective. 
The ICER ceiling value varies from one country and study to the next；in the US, 
a figure of USD50,000～USD10,000 can be used, in the UK, it is £20,000～£30,000 
and in Japan, is 5～6 million yen. For more details, we wish to refer you to the ex-
planation of the terms later on.
　In a systematic review that considered multidisciplinary treatment for chronic 
LBP, they included 3 RCTs with cost－effectiveness as an outcome, and although 
the cost－effectiveness of multidisciplinary treatment for chronic LBP was superior, 
they claimed that evidence was insufficient13). In a systematic review21) that target-
ed 26 RCTs on the cost－effectiveness of LBP that complied with US LBP guide-
lines, they considered the individual effects of treatments such as multidisciplinary 
rehabilitation, exercise therapy, and cognitive－behavioral therapy, and when used 
in combination, on acute or chronic LBP. These 26 RCTs included 3 RCTs from the 
UK which compared treatments provided by general practitioners （GPs） and treat-
ments that conformed with the definition of multidisciplinary treatment in the 
above－mentioned CQ I－5. Compared with the single treatments performed by GPs 
over a period of 18 months, the ICER when exercise therapy and behavior therapy 

（BT） counselling were added to the treatments provided by GPs came to £2,847 
per 1 QALY22). Compared with the GP treatments conducted over 15 months, the 
ICER for education using CBT and exercise therapy came to £5,000 per 1 
QALY23). Furthermore, in an RCT conducted in the Netherlands, compared with 
physical therapy conducted alone, the ICER for a back school combination based on 
exercise therapy and CBT principles came to £5,141 per 1 QALY24). 
　In a systematic review conducted by a research team from Ontario, Canada, con-
sidering the cost－effectiveness of a treatment intervention method for traumatic 
cervical syndrome and cervical pain disorder, they considered 6 research papers 
that matched the eligibility criteria. They claimed that for the grades I－III ‘whip-
lash－associated disorder’, categories for the severity of traumatic cervical syn-
drome, education was more cost－effective, and for cervical pain disorder, multidisci-
plinary treatment that included a combination of advice and exercise therapy as 
well as manual therapy was superior in terms of their cost－effectiveness25). In this 
systematic review, interventions conducted solely by a physical therapist, which in-
cluded advice, exercise therapy and manual therapy, were called ‘multimodal care.’ 
In these research studies, there is a possibility that treatment was not conducted 
by 2 or more people from 2 or more different occupations, which is our definition of 
multidisciplinary treatment in these guidelines, but in Japan, interventions by a 
physical therapist are conventionally conducted according to a physician’s guidance 
so these research papers were also included as ones relating to multidisciplinary 
treatment in Japan.
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　In an RCT on traumatic cervical syndrome in an emergency department in the 
UK, the results did not support the cost－effectiveness of multidisciplinary treat-
ment；they implemented a 2－stage intervention targeting patients with acute pain 
within 6 weeks of injury, and of these patients who displayed symptoms 3 weeks 
or more after receiving treatment. Standard advice given orally by expert practi-
tioners, such as emergency department physicians, and also advice based on pam-
phlets for the acute stage was found to have superior cost－effectiveness than guid-
ance on activating their behaviors （a special textbook was used, they were encour-
aged to lead a regular life and exercise, and take analgesics not only when needed 
but regularly, and they were advised not to use a neck ／ cervical collar）. After 3 
weeks, single evaluation and advice given by a physical therapist was found to be 
more cost－effective than multidisciplinary treatment that introduced physical ther-
apy for 8 weeks, but they did not calculate its ICER26). However, in Japan, in the 
case of patients with traumatic cervical syndrome who are being treated in the 
acute state by a physician from an emergency department, assuming that it is not 
common to provide advice using pamphlets and consulting them on how to prevent 
protracted pain, we cannot say that the results of this RCT negate the cost－effec-
tiveness of multidisciplinary treatment for cases of traumatic cervical syndrome in 
Japan.
　In a 2006 RCT conducted in Germany on patients with chronic neck pain, adding 
acupuncture to a standard treatment was found to be more cost－effective, and 
compared with a standard treatment, the ICER was CAD 23,443 per 1QALY27). In 
a 2007 RCT conducted in the UK, targeting patients aged 18 years and over with 
non－specific neck pain （pain duration was not defined）, multidisciplinary treat-
ments （combination of advice and exercise therapy） was found to be more cost－ef-
fective from the healthcare beneficiary’s point of view than the one in which pas-
sive hyperthermic treatment or manual therapy was added to the above28). 
　＊Explanation of Terminology
　QALY：quality－adjusted life year
　This is a common method for measuring disease burden；a method in which the 2 aspects of survival, quantity and 
quality, are evaluated. It is used as a method for economically evaluating the cost－effectiveness of a medical practice. 
It is an indicator that considers the number of years of survival and the quality of life （QOL）. It represents one’s QOL 
with the pathology as a ‘utility value,’ in which a perfectly healthy condition is represented as ‘1’, and death as ‘0’ and 
then it is calculated by multiplying this figure by the number of years of survival. The higher the value, the more ef-
fective it is considered to be.
　ICER：incremental cost－effectiveness ratio
　For the treatment in question, this is the additional cost required in order to extend it by 1 QALY through introduc-
ing the treatment. It is calculated by dividing the increase in cost by the amount of improvement （increase in effect） 
as an outcome. The lower the ICER figure, the ‘more cost－effective’ the treatment is deemed to be.
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Chapter J． Chronic Low Back Pain 
：CQ J-1～CQ J-9

CQ J-1：How to define low back pain （LBP） ?
CQ J-2：What is the pathology of low back pain （LBP） ?
CQ J-3：Is chronic low back pain （LBP） related to lifestyle habits ?
CQ J-4： Is there any relation between chronic low back pain （LBP） 
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J．Chronic Low Back Pain

CQ J－1：How to define low back pain （LBP） ?

　Answer：The site of the low back is defined as ‘located on the rear side of the 
trunk, situated between the 12th rib and the lower end of the gluteal sulcus, and 
pain must persist for at least 1 day or more. This pain may or may not entail pain 
diffusing to either one or both of the lower limbs.’

Commentary：
　The term ‘low back pain’ is a medical term represent the ‘symptoms’, and so be-
cause it does not refer to ‘the name of the disease’, there are many vague parts to 
this definition. It is difficult to define unambiguously, so the definition describes the 
3 viewpoints of site of pain, period of illness and pathology according to the ‘Guide-
lines for Managing Low Back Pain （2019）’ 1).
　1）Site of pain
　It is located on the rear side of the trunk, is situated between the 12th rib and  
the lower end of the gluteal sulcus, and pain must persist for at least 1 day or 
more. This pain may or may not entail pain diffusing to either one or both of the 
lower limbs2). What is called ‘buttock pain’ may possibly include pain derived from 
the nerve root. Low－back pain sometimes entails nerve root or cauda equina type 
lower－limb symptoms （pain and numbness）, and lower－limb pain which is called 
‘referred pain.’
　2）Period of illness from onset
　There is a respective definition for each period from time of onset：acute LBP, 
subacute LBP, and chronic LBP. The definition that chronic LBP is ‘LBP that per-
sists for 3 months or longer’ has basically been established3). On the other hand, 
LBP less than 1 month old since time of onset should be classified as acute or sub-
acute but there is no consistent viewpoint on this. However, acute LBP is generally 
defined as pain less than 4 weeks old since onset4). Between acute LBP and chronic 
LBP we have what is called subacute pain. This corresponds to LBP persisting for 
some where between 4 weeks and less than 3 months since onset.
　3）Pathology
　LBP is caused by an impairment of anatomical tissue, which mostly makes up 
the spine. In other words, this includes intervertebral discs, the facet joints, the 
nerve root, muscles, fascia and ligaments. These kinds of tissue are impaired by 
various disorders and trauma, leading to the onset of LBP. To be more specific, it 
can be classified into spinal－derived, neuropathic, viscerogenic, angiogenic, psycho-
social, and other classifications.
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　The following four differentiations regarding the origin of LBP are especially nec-
essary：1） tumor （primary, metastatic spinal／spinal cord tumor etc.）；2） infection 

（pyogenic spondylodiscitis, spinal caries etc.）；3） fracture （vertebral fracture 
etc.）；4） lumbar disease with severe neurological symptoms （lower－limb paralysis, 
lumbar disc herniation and lumbar spinal stenosis with neurogenic bladder and rec-
tal dysfunction）.
　When differentiating the underlying cause, it is also important to consider wheth-
er the LPB arises from one of these tissues that make up the spine. In other words, 
this includes LBP derived from the intervertebral discs, the facet joints, muscles, 
fascia, nerve root or ligaments. Many of them are affected by regressive changes 
caused by aging.

CQ J－2：What is the pathology of low back pain （LBP） ?

　Answer：There are various causes of LBP：spinal－derived, neuropathic, viscero-
genic, angiogenic, psychosocial, and other classifications. In terms of the anatomical 
origins of the pain, LBP originates from for example the facet joints, muscles, fascia, 
intervertebral discs, sacroiliac joints, hip joints, and spinal alignment.

Commentary：
　The origins of low back pain （LBP） can be classified into spinal－derived, neuro-
pathic, viscerogenic, angiogenic, deriving from psychosocial factors and other caus-
es. LBP derived from the spine includes spinal tumor, spinal infection, spinal trau-
ma, lumbar disc herniation, lumbar spinal stenosis, lumbar spondylolysis/isthmic 
spondylolisthesis, lumbar degenerative spondylolisthesis, osteoporosis, ankylosing 
spondylitis, among others. The origin of the anatomical pain includes the facet 
joints, muscle, fascia, intervertebral discs, sacroiliac joints, and hip joints. Further-
more, there is LBP caused by spinal alignment such as adult spinal deformities （ky-
phosis, scoliosis） with a large variety of pathologies. In particular, LBP that accom-
panies regressive changes is not limited to one single origin of pain；it is not infre-
quent for several causes to be present. These diverse causes can be broadly cate-
gorized into two groups from a different perspective. One group consists of pathol-
ogies for which diagnostic methods and treatment have already been established 
and this applies to for example spinal tumor, spinal infection, spinal trauma, lumbar 
disc herniation, and urinary tract stones. The other group consists of pathologies 
for which diagnostic methods and treatment have not yet been sufficiently estab-
lished. This applies to LBP caused by muscles, fascia, intervertebral discs and psy-
chosocial factors. In order to further clarify the pathology, in addition to approaches 
to the lumbar spine, extensive research is also required on other surrounding tissue 
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and upper tissue, or in other words pain from the lumbar spine to the brain. With 
the lumbar spine, the search for the mechanisms that develop pain is underway, as 
well as evaluations of motor system function such as the intervertebral discs, the 
vertebrae, and trunk muscles. As for the pain itself, research is being conducted on 
the posterior horn of the spinal cord, dorsal root ganglion, nociceptors and pain fi-
bers. In addition, in the brain researchers are also analyzing cerebral functions in 
relation to pain.

CQ J－3：Is chronic low back pain （LBP） related to lifestyle habits ?

　Answer：Researchers have observed that low weight and obesity are related to 
the risk of onset of LBP. Maintaining a healthy weight is recommended. Research-
ers have indicated a relationship between smoking and drinking alcohol and the 
risk of LBP onset and its prevalence rate. In order to prevent LBP, we recommend 
leading a healthy lifestyle which incorporate a moderate amount of exercise.

Commentary：
　There is little research with high－level evidence on the relationship between life-
style habits and LBP. In a meta－analysis on weight control, they observed a low re-
lationship between low weight and the prevalence rate of LBP, compared with 
standard weight. As for being overweight or obese, researchers also recognized a 
low relationship between being overweight and the prevalence rate of LBP 

（OR1.37 [95%CI 1.09～1.71]）. In addition, they recognized a low relationship be-
tween a BMI of 30 or above and the prevalence rate of LBP, compared with those 
with a BMI under 30. There is also a meta－analysis on being overweight and obese 
as a risk factor for LBP. That is to say, maintaining a regular weight is related to 
the prevention of LBP and its prevalence rate5－10). Researchers recognized a low 
risk of onset of LBP if either the patient has a lower weight than standard （BMI 
18.5 ～ 25.0） or is not obese. Therefore, we recommend maintaining a healthy 
weight.
　We identified 6 research studies related to the prevalence rate of LBP and smok-
ing. Researchers considered and compared categories by classifying subjects based 
on the number of days smoked ／ week, targeting non－smokers, smokers, and ex－
smokers. In a meta－analysis of smokers and non－smokers, few non－smokers tended 
to have LBP （OR1.10 [95%CI 0.78～1.57]）, and they did not notice a relationship 
between whether patients had a history of smoking or not. Moreover, they showed 
that there was a relatively higher complaint rate of LBP among smokers, than 
among non－smokers and they indicated that this trend was strong among young 
people5,8,9,11,12).
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　Researchers also indicated a relationship between alcohol intake and LBP. They 
observed a weak relationship between the frequency of alcohol intake and the 
prevalence rate of LBP （OR2.62 [95%CI 1.65～4.16]）5,13,14). However, to date there 
is a limit to the number of research studies reported and the number of patients 
targeted （in each study）, and therefore one must be careful when interpreting the 
results.
　Researchers have also demonstrated a weak relationship between the effects of 
daily exercise and LBP. In a research study comparing a group of patients who do 
not exercise with an exercise group, there was an elevated risk of LBP in the 
group who did not do exercise5) but as it was a small－size research study, they did 
not find a relationship between the two15). In all this research, there is a limit to the 
number of research studies included and the quality of the research so one should 
consider them carefully. In terms of improving LBP and physical dysfunctions re-
lated to LBP, there is a connection between exercise and prevention and improve-
ment of LBP. Therefore, we recommend healthy lifestyle habits which incorporate 
a moderate amount of exercise in order to prevent LBP5,7,15). 

CQ J－4： Is there any relationship between chronic low back pain （LBP） and 
one’s occupation ?

　Answer：Although there is moderate－level evidence suggesting a relation be-
tween occupations with a high physical burden （physically－demanding jobs） and 
LBP, we cannot necessarily identify any poor posture or jobs while working as in-
dependent factors for LBP. Work and psychosocial factors at the workplace are re-
lated to the onset and prevention of LBP.

Commentary：
　Regarding LBP and occupation, there are many reports about the burden on the 
lower back from specific occupations and its relationship to the onset of LBP. Ac-
cording to epidemiological surveys in Japan on LBP and occupation, researchers re-
ported for example 71～74% in the transport industry,69% in cleaning, 46～65% in 
nursing, and 63% in aged care16－18), therefore heavy labor which has a high physical 
burden is a risk factor in the onset of LBP. Furthermore, in a report on the preva-
lence rate of LBP in 4 types of industry in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area （desk-
work, nursing, sales, transportation）, the prevalence rate （of LBP） was higher in 
nursing and transportation, occupations with a higher workload, compared with 
deskwork and sales.
　In a systematic review of LBP and occupation in relation to physical activity, 
there was a recognizable correlation between labor involving carrying heavy items 
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and lifting and the onset of LBP. Researchers observed a strong correlation be-
tween movements involving lumbar flexion, rotation, and forward movements and 
the onset of LBP19). In a meta－analysis on LBP and occupation, researchers also ob-
served a correlation between farm work and nurses lifting patients and LBP20,21). In 
a longitudinal research meta－analysis study on work involving the lifting of heavy 
objects and LBP, they reported that the weight of the heavy objects and the fre-
quency of lifting significantly increased the onset of LBP22). As seen above, although 
we recognize a medium－level of evidence, there are many reports where research-
ers were not necessarily able to identify poor posture or labor while working as an 
independent factor of LBP23－29). Some papers have also reported on the difficulty of 
evaluating the relationship between physical burden due to occupation and LBP30). 
　There have been reports on the psychosocial factors in the workplace relating to 
the onset of LBP. Level of satisfaction with work, the monotony of work, relation-
ships with others at work, size of workload, mental stress, self－evaluations of one’s 
ability at work, each of them has a strong relationship to the future onset of LBP31). 
Poor levels of satisfaction with work, a depressive state, low sociability, fear－avoid-
ance beliefs （a destructive mindset in which the person is convinced the situation 
will get worse and worse without any particular reason） have been cited as psy-
chosocial poor prognostic factors for LBP32). 
　In research that has focused on “non－specific LBP that is an impediment to 
work,” risk factors for new incidences of LBP are a history of LBP, and lifting 
heavy objects with a weight of 25 kg or more, frequent lifting （more than half of 
one’s daily work）, and additionally, working for more than 60 hours／week and high 
stress from human relationships in the workplace33,34). Furthermore, researchers 
have cited that risk factors for prolonged or chronic LBP are dissatisfaction with 
work or lifestyle, low social support, depression, anxiety the psychosocial factors of 
somatization, low expectations that LBP will improve and working for more than 
60 hours／week35,37). 
　In a Cochrane review, only about half the research papers in question had inves-
tigated in detail the prognostic factors for LBP. As information about patient’s over-
all health, social support, and work－related conditions were often lacking, accurate 
and forward－looking RCTs will need to be conducted in future38). 

CQ J－5：Are psychosocial factors related to chronic low back pain （LBP） ?

　Answer：Psychosocial factors are related to the intensity of pain, dysfunction and 
prognosis.
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Commentary：
　In the field of primary care, there is a systematic review which has analyzed the 
psychosocial factors related to the transition from acute LBP to chronic pain from 
the 3 domains of social／occupational factors, psychological factors and cognitive／be-
havioral factors. Researchers cited that risk factors included the existence of com-
pensation issues, depression, psychological distress, passive coping and fear－avoid-
ance beliefs as individual factors. On the other hand, occupation, education level, so-
cial status, level of job satisfaction, and social／occupational factors did not show an 
effect on the prognosis of LBP39). 
　In a systematic review on the effects of catastrophizing on the treatment of non－
specific LBP, catastrophizing did have an effect on treatment, on the intensity of 
LBP, its persistence, and dysfunction40). In each of the respective stages, the acute 
stage, the subacute stage and chronic stage, catastrophizing affected intensity of 
LBP and dysfunction41). 
　In a systematic review on how fear－avoidance beliefs affect the prognosis of non
－specific LBP, fear－avoidance beliefs elevated the risk of people taking sick leave 
or people being unable to return to work in the subacute stage （4 weeks ～ 3 
months after onset）, and was a prognostic factor in poor clinical outcomes. There-
fore, early－stage treatment interventions to reduce fear－avoidance beliefs prevent 
delays to improvements in LBP and prevent it from becoming chronic. However, in 
chronic LBP, we cannot say that it is a prognostic factor that regulates the out-
come of LBP42). 
　In a systematic review of forward－looking cohort research studies on the psycho-
logical predictive factors on the transition from acute or subacute LPB to chronic 
LBP, distress, depression and somatization were found to be involved in the transi-
tion to chronic LBP42). In addition, there have been reports that depression is a risk 
factor for LBP43－45). 
　There is a wide variety of psychosocial factors：there are social factors such as 
work, education level, and social status, social factors such as compensation issues, 
psychological factors of which depression is a typical example and also distinctive 
thoughts on pain such as catastrophizing and fear－avoidance beliefs and factors re-
lated to cognition and behavior such as passive coping. It is believed that these fac-
tors act either independently or mutually. We must also bear in mind how psycho-
social factors may vary depending on patients’ outcomes such as intensity of LBP, 
period of illness, history of surgery, dysfunction due to LBP, quality of life （QOL） 
and activities of daily living （ADL）, among others.
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CQ J－6： Which factors are important when evaluating chronic low back pain 
（LBP） ?

　Answer：We need to be careful of red flags, in which severe spinal diseases （tu-
mors, infections, fractures etc.） are also suspected to be present. When red flags 
and neurological symptoms are present, physicians actively conduct imaging stud-
ies such as X－ray photography and MRI, and blood biochemistry, striving to identi-
fy the underlying disease. Evaluations are made from a variety of aspects such as 
intensity of pain, quality of pain, QOL, ADL and psychosocial factors. Images are 
looked at from the point of view of whether they can address the functional abnor-
mality that can explain the patient’s complaint.

Commentary：
　1）LBP triage1)

　What is necessary during the first consultation with an LBP patient is that by 
carefully taking patient history and conducting a physical examination, the follow-
ing 3 diagnostic triage can be performed accurately.
　①  LBP with red flags （Table J－1） present, severe spinal diseases （tumors, in-

flammation, fractures etc.） are suspected to be also present；
　②  LBP with neurological symptoms；
　③  LBP other than 1 or 2 above.
　2）Confirmation of neurological symptoms1)

　When patients do not have a clear awareness of their lower－limb symptoms, it is 
important to conduct tests of their lower limb deep tendon reflexes, perceptions 
and muscular strength to prevent any pathologies from being overlooked. In terms 
of neurological symptoms, physicians should evaluate the presence or absence of 
severe nerve deficiency symptoms accompanied by rapidly progressive or a clear 
weakness in muscular strength, and bladder and rectal dysfunction. Researchers 
have indicated that urinary retention in particular accompanies cauda equina syn-
drome. Symptoms of radiculopathy complications are indicated if the following 
points are present：
　・Single lower－limb pain is stronger than LBP
　・Pain diffusing to the feet and toes
　・Numbness at the same site and sensory paralysis
　・When they test positive to a straight leg raising （SLR） test
　When the above－mentioned red flags or neurological symptoms are present, phy-
sicians actively conduct imaging studies such as X－ray photography or MRI and 
blood biochemistry, striving to identify the underlying disease.
　3）Evaluation methods of specific QOL  for LBP Note J1 
　The RDQ （Roland－Morris Disability Questionnaire）47), the ODI （Oswestry Low 

Note J1：Refer to 
Chapter B  Table B-3
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Back Pain Disability Questionnaire）48), and JOABPEQ （JOA Back Pain Evaluation 
Questionnaire）49) are used as specific QOL scales for LBP diseases. 
　4）Evaluation of psychosocial factors
　Chronic pain and psychosocial factors are closely related, and so when evaluating 
the pathology, physicians needs to evaluate the psychological factors and social （en-
vironmental） factors at the same time. As for social factors related to LBP, re-
searchers have cited culture, family and social support, social status, education, em-
ployment management and labor relations, the unemployment situation, early re-
tirement, and lawsuits／litigation. One needs to be careful in cases of LBP involving 
compensation issues such as traffic accidents and work－related injuries.
　When evaluating psychosocial factors, one must not depend upon the subjective 
evaluations of a medical practitioner but must evaluate them objectively. Useful 
tools for evaluating include the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale （HADS）50,51) 
and the Pain Catastrophizing Scale （PCS）52,53), the Fear－Avoidance Beliefs Ques-
tionnaire （FABQ）54,55) Subgrouping for Targeted Treatment Screening Tool 
（STarT Back）56,57)and the Brief Scale for Psychiatric Problems in Orthopedic Pa-
tients （BS－POP）58,59).
　5）Physical findings
　On a physical examination, physicians can further differentiate pathologies as-
sumed from taking patient history；it is a means of confirmation. In order to avoid 
anything being overlooked on the examination, it is important to make standard 
protocols.
　a．Palpation
　Physicians check the presence or absence of knock pain on spinous process and 
tenderness on paraspinal muscles. If there is knock pain on spinous processes, one 
must bear in mind the possibility of inflammation such as infection or vertebral 
fracture at this level.
　b．Spinal findings
　Physicians also check motion limitations such as when the lumbar spine is bend-
ing forward or backwards. They confirm what kinds of symptoms manifest with 
what particular postures or actions. When patients are restricted in bending for-
ward, and the posterior or lateral side of the lower leg induces radiating pain, then 
a herniated disc of the lower lumbar spine is suspected. If a patient has restrictions 
in bending backwards with reappearing lower－limb pain and numbness, then one 
suspects spinal stenosis and a herniated disc of the upper lumbar spine due to 
spondylosis and spondylolisthesis. When patients test positive to the Kemp test, 
then one suspects radiculopathy due to lateral recess stenosis of the spinal canal. In 
other words, researchers often observe positive findings with nerve root type lum-
bar spinal stenosis and lumbar disc herniation.
　c．Differentiating between the pelvic region and hip joint disorders

ADL：activity of daily 
living

psychosocial factor

MMPI：Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personali-
ty Inventory

HADS：Hospital 
Anxiety and Depres-
sion Scale
PCS：Pain Catastroph-
izing Scale
SDS：Self-rating 
Depression Scale
BS-POP：Brief Scale 
for Psychiatric 
Problems in Orthopae-
dic Patients
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　When pain is evoked on the Patrick test, then one suspects hip joint disease. In 
addition, when pain is evoked on the Newton test, and Gaenslen test, then one sus-
pects sacroiliac joint－derived LBP. In the one－finger test, the patient him／herself 
points to the site exhibiting the strongest pain and when they point to the posteri-
or superior iliac spine and in the vicinity of the ilium side, one suspects pain de-
rived from the sacroiliac joints.
　d．Evaluating motor function
　For conducting a global evaluation of motor function such as walking ability and 
balance, useful tests are the Timed－Up－and－Go test （TUG）60), and for evaluating 
exercise tolerance, there is the 6－minute walking test （6MWT）61). Furthermore, as 
there is the risk of overlooking the pathology just from examining a patient at rest 
for LBP which mainly occurs while moving, the tester should walk together with 
the person taking the test, the walking load test is useful for evaluating subjective 
symptoms when they manifest and neurological findings62). 
　6）Diagnostic imaging
　Diagnostic imaging such as X－ray imaging, myelography, MRI, CT, CT myelog-
raphy, discography, CT discography, radiculography and facetgraphy are conduct-
ed to clarify the morphological causes. According to the Guidelines for Managing 
Low Back Pain （2019）, X－ray image is claimed to be meaningful for the initial diag-
nosis of LBP in patients with this condition1). However, imaging is not essential 
during the first consultation for non－specific LBP patients without radiculopathy. 
With patients with red flags and neurological symptoms, after X－ray imaging, we 
recommend conducting an MRI. The images are needed just from the viewpoint of 
deciding whether they are attending to the functional abnormality which can ex-
plain the patient’s complaint. And where necessary, we recommend using several 
diagnostic imaging in combination.

CQ J－7－1： Are serotonin－noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors （SNRI） useful for 
chronic low back pain （LBP） ?

　Answer：SNRI is effective on pain, QOL and dysfunction in patients with chronic 
LBP. On the other hand, there tend to be many adverse events.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 81.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate） 

SNRI：serotonin-nor-
adrenaline reuptake 
inhibitor
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Commentary：
　The results of a systematic review found 9 references that met the eligibility cri-
teria, and 4 of them were used for meta－analysis63－66). The indicators used for the 
meta－analysis include the Roland－Morris Disability Questionnaire （RMDQ） [lumbar 
function], EQ－5D [QOL], Brief Pain Inventory （BPI－S） [degree of severity of pain], 
BPI－I [degree of impairment due to pain]. In each of the outcomes, SNRI showed a 
significant improvement in these outcomes, as compared with the placebo. Howev-
er, even though it was statistically significant, degree of improvement was small, so 
we are unable to say that the effect exceeded a difference that was clinically im-
portant difference and the certainty of the synthesized evidence is weak.
　Adverse events include nausea, dipsia, and loss of appetite and the degree of 
these adverse events ranged from mild to medium. In a meta－analysis in the 
‘Guidelines for Managing Low Back Pain （2019）’ on the adverse events due to 
SNRI compared with a placebo, researchers did not observe a significant difference 
between the two gorups but adverse events were frequent in the SNRI group1). 
　In a calculation of the quality－adjusted life year （QALY）, which included the 
side effects and cost of treatment, and incremental cost－effectiveness ratio （ICER）, 
comparing duloxetine and an existing drug, researchers reported that duloxetine 
was more cost－effective67,68). 
　SNRI received a recommendation grade of 1 for chronic pain in general but （re-
fer to Chapter C）, as it has a small effect only on chronic LBP, its recommendation 
grade only came to a 2. However, in research that is used for analysis, we must pay 
attention to the fact that there are diverse pathologies for chronic LBP which are 
targeted. For local primary chronic pain according to the chronic pain categories of 
the International Association for the Study of Pain （IASP）, there is a possibility of 
getting a stronger effect so physicians should consider actively using SNRI accord-
ing to the patient’s condition.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic low back pain, similar words to this（back pain, not acute, refractor, intracta-
ble, resistan, etc.）

I／C SNRI, serotonin, duloxetine, milnacipran, venlafaxine etc.／nothing specified
Limitations We limited the test design to randomized controlled trial, meta－analysis, systematic review in-

cluding chronic low back pain, and SNRI in the title
Selection summary Of the 11 MEDLINE search hits, and 34 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, we used 4 of them 

that matched with the set PICO.

CQ J－7－2：Is tramadol useful for chronic low back pain （LBP） ?

　Answer：Tramadol is effective for the pain and dysfunction due to chronic LBP. 
On the hand, there are many adverse events.

QOL：quality of life

QALY：quality-adjust-
ed life year
ICER：Incremental 
cost-effectiveness 
ratio
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Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　The results of a systematic review were 6 references met the eligibility criteria 
and 4 of the references were used for meta－analysis69－72). The items used for the 
meta－analysis were the Roland－Morris Disability Questionnaire （RMDQ）〔lumbar 
function〕, and the Short－Form McGill Pain Questionnaire （SF－MPQ）〔pain evalua-
tion scale 〕, and in each of the outcomes, researchers indicated that tramadol used 
alone （or tramadol ／ acetaminophen used in combination） significantly improved 
these outcomes compared with the placebo. On the other hand, the degree of im-
provement was small so we are unable to say whether the effect exceeded clinically 
important difference and judged that the certainty of the synthesized evidence was 
low.
　Adverse events included nausea, vomiting, dizziness, drowsiness, constipation, 
headache and insomnia, with adverse events significantly more frequent when tra-
madol was used alone （or tramadol／acetaminophen were used in combination）. In 
a meta－analysis from the ‘Guidelines for Managing Low Back Pain （2019）’ on ad-
verse events from tramadol, they found that the frequency of adverse events was 
significantly more frequent from tramadol as compared with the placebo1). 
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic low back pain, similar words to this（back pain, not acute, refractor, intracta-
ble, resistan, etc.）

I／C Tramadol etc.／nothing specified
Limitations We limited the test design to randomized controlled trial, meta－analysis, systematic review in-

cluding chronic low back pain, and tramadol in the title
Selection summary Of the 5 MEDLINE search hits, and 24 Cochrane CENTRAL 24 search hits, we used 4 of 

them that matched with the set PICO.

CQ J－7－3： Are nonsteroidal anti－inflammatory drugs （NSAIDs） useful for 
chronic low back pain （LBP） ?

　Answer：NSAIDs are effective on the pain intensity of chronic LBP and also dys-
function due to chronic LBP. However, they have a small effect.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

NSAIDs：nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory 
drugs
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Commentary：
　In the results of a 2016 Cochrane systematic review73), researchers found 6 place-
bo－controlled study references （1,354 patients） that met the eligibility criteria and 
used them for a meta－analysis. The items used in the meta－analysis were VAS 
[pain indicator], RMDQ [function indicator], and adverse events. Research indicated 
that NSAIDs significantly improved the outcomes of pain and function as compared 
with the placebo, but the degree of improvement was small so we are unable to 
say whether the effects exceeded a difference that was statistically significant and 
assessed that the certainty of the evidence was low. According to the IASP’s classi-
fications of chronic pain, they do not recommend the use of NSAIDs for localized 
chronic primary pain Note J2.
　With adverse events, there was no statistical difference in the incidence rate of 
events as compared with the placebo.
　In the ‘Guidelines for Managing Low Back Pain （2019）’1), they utilized 4 referenc-
es74－77). In terms of improved pain, they observed a tendency for reduced pain ac-
cording to the meta－analysis of 2 research studies76,77), and in the other 2 research 
studies74,75)pain had significantly improved. There were 3 research studies which 
considered its efficacy in improving function but as their evaluations methods were 
different, it was not possible to perform a meta－analysis. In 2 of these research 
studies,75,76) researchers observed that it was effective in improving function but in 
1 of the research studies they did not observe that it was effective.77). In a meta－
analysis on adverse events, they did not recognize a significant difference from 
NSAIDs as compared with the placebo. However, we need to consider how only 
subjective symptoms are detected when it comes to adverse events. With selective 
COX－2 inhibitors, as there is the risk of side effects such as the upper gastrointesti-
nal tract, and the cardiovascular system, one must pay attention to avoid any long－
term administration without any clear aim in mindNote J3

Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Search 
words

P Mainly chronic low back pain, similar words（back pain, not acute, refractor, intractable, resis-
tan, etc.）

I／C NSAIDs, non－steroid etc.／placebo
Limitations We limited our test design to randomized controlled trial, meta－analysis, systematic review, 

including chronic low back pain, tramadol in the title.
Selection summary Of the 18 MEDLINE search hits, and 87 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, we used 3 that 

matched with the set PICO but they were not suitable for meta－analysis. Therefore, we used 
the 2016 Cochrane systematic review.

CQ J－8：Is exercise therapy useful for chronic low back pain （LBP） ?

　Answer：Exercise therapy for chronic LBP is effective in improving pain, func-
tion and LBP－related QOL.

Note J2：refer to 
Chapter A. table A-1

Note J3：refer to 
Chapter C
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Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　Summary of total evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　There are many reports on the efficacy of exercise therapy on chronic LBP. In a 
2017 systematic review of non－drug therapies for treating chronic LBP by the 
American College of Physicians （ACP）, researchers found that in addition to being 
effective on chronic LBP, exercise therapy was also effective in improving dysfunc-
tion78). In particular, they found that in terms of reducing pain and physical disabili-
ty in patients with chronic CBP, multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation 

（MBR） was more effective on pain and dysfunction than regular treatment or non－
multidisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation78). In a Cochrane systematic review 
as well, researchers claimed that MBR was effective in reducing pain and dysfunc-
tion in patients with chronic LBP79). In RCTs conducted in Japan, although re-
searchers did not observe a difference in intensity of LBP when they compared an 
exercise group （strengthening of trunk muscles and stretching conducted 10 times, 
with at least 2 sets／day） with a control group （NSAIDs taken orally）, LBP－related 
QOL improved significantly in the exercise group80). However, at the current stage, 
the types of effective therapeutic exercise and their long－term effects remain un-
clear1).
　There has not been a rigorous investigation into the adverse events from exer-
cise therapy but there have been many reports that adverse events are rare1). 
　In terms of cost－effectiveness, in an RCT on 3 different types of exercise thera-
py, the research described their effects in improving QOL and their QALY. Howev-
er, there were no high－quality reports about the cost－effectiveness of these exer-
cise therapies1). 
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic low back pain, similar words to this（back pain, not acute, refractor, intracta-
ble, resistan, etc.）

I／C exercise, rehabil, physiotherp etc.／nothing specified
Limitations We limited our test design to randomized controlled trial, meta－analysis, systematic review in-

cluding either chronic low back pain, exercise, rehabil, physiotherp in the title.
Selection summary Of the 120 MEDLINE search hits, 139 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 15 NPO Japan 

Medical Abstracts Society search hits, we used 7 key papers that matched with the set PICO.

CQ J－9： Are patient education and behavioral psychological approaches 
useful for chronic low back pain （LBP） ?

　Answer：Patient education and behavioral psychological approaches are effective 

MBR：multidisci-
plinary biopsychoso-
cial rehabilitation

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 
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in improving pain cognition in patients with chronic LBP. 

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 95.2%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　The results of a systematic review found that 11 references met the eligibility 
criteria, and were used for a meta－analysis81－91). As the contents of many of the re-
search studies on patient education and behavioral psychological approaches were 
different and also as there was a large number of research studies that used differ-
ent interventions as the control for comparison, we were unable to secure a suffi-
cient number of patients and research studies. The items used for the meta－analy-
sis were the Roland－Morris Disability Questionnaire （RMDQ） [lumbar func-
tion] 81,82), and NRS [intensity of pain]82－84), and because the evaluation scales used for 
each outcome, QOL, pain cognition and medical costs varied from one reference to 
the next, we decided on a qualitative systematic review85－90). 
　For the 3 outcomes of function, intensity of pain and QOL, we did not observe a 
desirable affect from the intervention used. On the other hand, it indicated that it 
might possibly improve pain cognition. The intervention group was on pair with 
the control group for medical costs. In each of the outcomes, there was a high risk 
of performance bias and detection bias related to making the study blind, and in-
consistencies were also found, therefore we assessed that the certainty of the syn-
thesized evidence was low.
　There were no reports of adverse events.
　In terms of the cost－effectiveness of patient education and behavioral psychologi-
cal approaches, there are RCTs that have reported on the cost－effectiveness of 
group cognitive－behavioral therapy （GCBT） and face－to－face patient education 
but, some opinions were positive whereas others were not, so it was not uni-
form.82,91). In patient education, with treatment that is included in the category of 
informed consent for example, we believe the costs are at a level where they can 
be basically ignored. On the other hand, in implementing a more specialized behav-
ioral psychological approach, what is necessary are the costs to cover the human 
resources who possess a set level of knowledge and the time required for the per-
son in charge to implement patient education. In particular, we also assume that 
new persons in charge must be obtained for general hospitals. Another problem is 
that in Japan, behavioral psychological approaches for chronic LBP are not covered 
under the health insurance system at the moment.
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Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic low back pain, words similar to this（back pain, not acute, refractor, intracta-
ble, resistan, etc.）

I／C patient education, behavior therapy, psycho therapy etc.／nothing specified
Limitations We limited our test design to randomized controlled trial, meta－analysis, systematic review, 

including either chronic low back pain, patient education, behavior therapy, or psychotherapy 
in the title.

Selection summary Of the 38 MEDLINE search hits, 78 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 9 NPO Japan Medi-
cal Abstracts Society search hits, we used 11 that matched with the set PICO.
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K．Knee Osteoarthritis （Knee OA）

CQ K－1：What kind of illness is knee osteoarthritis （knee OA） ?

　Answer：Knee osteoarthritis （knee OA） is a regressive degenerative disease of 
the knee joints causing pain restricting activities of daily living （ADL）. It has an 
extremely high prevalence rate and is a severe illness that threatens the quality of 
life （QOL） of middle－aged and senior citizens. The goals of treatment are to im-
prove physical function and alleviate the symptoms such as pain and stiffness.

Commentary：
　Osteoarthritis （OA） is a regressive degenerative disease which typically causes 
proliferative changes that frequently occur in the joint structures such as bones 
and synovium membrane, as well as changes and wear to articular cartilage. There 
is a high incidence of OA for example in the hands, hip and knees and the preva-
lence rate is especially high in knee OA. It inhibits ADL in middle－aged and senior 
citizens and causes a remarkable deterioration in the QOL. The number of people 
suffering from knee OA in Japan is estimated to be approximately 25 million people 
according to X－ray, of which 8 million people are estimated to have symptomatic 
knee OA, displaying pain symptoms1).
　Diagnosis is made according to clinical symptoms and simple X－ray findings. 
Typical symptoms include pain, stiffness, swelling, and restricted movement. Pain 
mainly occurs while moving and as the condition progresses, it may also be accom-
panied by for example pain at rest and pain during the night. Symptoms are often 
aggravated when going upstairs, rather than walking on level ground, and in Japa-
nese lifestyles rather than Western ones. In a plain X－ray test, images are taken 
from 3 directions：standing anteroposterior, lateral and an axial images. With the 
stage classifications that are used for X－rays of knee OA, the Kellgren－Lawrence 
classifications is widely used；it is graded on a 5－point scale from Grade 0～4, fo-
cusing on things like osteophyte formation, joint space narrowing （JSN）, and sub-
chondral bone sclerosis.
　As no clear disease－modifying anti－OA drugs currently exist, the goal of treat-
ment is to improve physical function and alleviate symptoms such as pain and stiff-
ness. At the X－ray stage, many things are not related to the symptoms so it is rec-
ommended to assess, in addition to the imaging findings, the symptoms and degree 
of dysfunction, the age and level of activity of the patient and also consider the pa-
tient’s lifestyle and values when making an overall assessment.
　Treatment of knee OA can be broadly divided into conservative treatment and 
surgical treatment and no matter what stage it is, we recommend conducting con-

ADL：activities of daily 
living

QOL：quality of life

OA：osteoarthritis
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servative treatment first. Within conservative treatment, what should be conducted 
first is patient education, exercise therapy and reducing the weight for patients 
who are overweight. Its usefulness is evaluated both from the aspects of efficacy 
and safety, and has high cost－effectiveness and so it should be the first line of treat-
ment for knee OA2) . Exercise therapy not only alleviates symptoms but also has 
the effect of improving physical function and so it should be the central form of 
treatment, and for the contents of the exercise therapy, researchers recommend 
muscle training, aerobic exercise, and range of motion （ROM） training. For further 
details about exercise therapy, we would like to refer you to the chapter G on ‘re-
habilitation.’
　In pharmacotherapy, oral and topical nonsteroidal anti－inflammatory drugs 

（NSAIDs）, acetaminophen, tramadol, opioid analgesics, and duloxetine for example 
are used to treat OA. Furthermore, in terms of injection therapy, hyaluronic acid 
and steroids are injected into the joint. The recommendation grades for each drug 
vary slightly depending on the guidelines. For more details, we wish to refer you to 
the latest international guidelines2,3) that were published in 2019 by the Osteoar-
thritis Research Society International and American College of Rheumatology.
　If conservative treatments are unsuccessful and pain and dysfunction persist, 
then surgical treatments should be considered. Surgery can be broadly divided into 
joint－sparing surgery, which is typically represented by a high tibial osteotomy 

（HTO） and joint replacement. Generally, joint－sparing surgery applies in cases of 
unicompartmental OA in relatively young patients who are highly active and with 
mild deformations, whereas joint replacement applies in elderly patients with a 
higher degree of deformations. Knee OA is a disease that progresses into the 
chronic stage and therefore specialists should carefully consider the patient’s life-
style and their values throughout their career and consider the applicability of the 
surgical method and the best timing.

CQ K－2： Are chondroitin and glucosamine useful for knee osteoarthritis  
（knee OA） ?

　Answer：We are unable to say with clinical significance that chondroitin and glu-
cosamine are effective in improving ADL and as an analgesic. The chondroitin and 
glucosamine that are used in high－quality clinical trials are not the same formula-
tion as those commonly used in Japan.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Chondroitin
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 94.4%〕
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　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　2）Glucosamine
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 94.7%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　1）Chondroitin
　We used 5 randomized controlled trials （RCTs） which had investigated the ef-
fects of chondroitin on patients with pain due to knee OA4－8). The dosage of chon-
droitin used ranged from between 400～1,500mg, the period of administration was 
wide and varied with chondroitin administered over a period of 6 months in 2 of 
the RCTs, and 2 years in 3 RCTs, with a high risk of indirectness we conducted a 
qualitative review instead of a meta-analysis. In 2 of the reports4,7)researchers ob-
served a significant difference in analgesic effect between chondroitin and the pla-
cebo but the improvement was not recognized to be clinically significant. In 1 re-
port,7) researchers observed a significant difference in the effects of improved ADL 
from chondroitin as compared with the placebo but the difference in the effect was 
small. Limited to reports without conflict of interest （COI）8), researchers did not 
observe that chondroitin was effective. Researchers observed mild side effects 

（gastrointestinal disorders, stomachache, nausea） in 4.0～8.5％ of the patients but 
did not observe any severe side effects and the there was no significant difference 
compared with the placebo. Based on the above, chondroitin may be slightly effec-
tive on knee OA but its efficacy was not indicated in reports without COI, meaning 
that chondroitin has low usefulness.
　2）Glucosamine
　We used 2 randomized controlled trials （RCTs） which had investigated the ef-
fects of glucosamine on patients with pain due to knee OA7,8). The dosages of glu-
cosamine administered were 1,500 mg and 753 mg, and the administration periods 
were not consistent either with 6 months and 2 years, with a high indirect risk, and 
no meta－analysis, we conducted a qualitative review. Neither report recognized a 
significant difference in analgesic effect and improved ADL between the glucos-
amine group and placebo group. They observed mild side effects （gastrointestinal 
disorders, rash） in 1.3～2.8％ of the patients but did not observe any severe side 
effects and there was no significant difference when compared with the placebo. 
Based on the above, glucosamine is not useful on knee OA.
　If chondroitin and glucosamine are taken appropriately, they are probably safe 
but there have been some case reports of side effects so some matters remain un-
clear. Furthermore, one also needs to consider the aspect of how it might encour-
age polypharmacy, which has become a problem among the elderly, as well as the 
burden of costs for the patient.
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Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P knee osteoarthritis
I／C chondroitin, glucosamine, placebo

Limitations Randomized controlled trials（RCTs）
Selection Summary Of the 35 Pubmed search hits and 7 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, we used 5 that matched 

with the set PICO

CQ K－3： Is an intra－articular injection of hyaluronic acid useful for knee 
osteoarthritis （knee OA） ?

　Answer：An intra－articular injection of hyaluronic acid may possibly have a 
slightly effect on improving pain and ADL.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Intra－articular hyaluronic acid （IAHA） is covered under the Japanese health in-
surance system as a treatment for knee OA and so it is a widely used form of 
treatment. However, according to the international guidelines reported by the 
American College of Rheumatology （2019） and Osteoarthritis Research Society In-
ternational （2019）, there is not a consistent viewpoint regarding its usefulness. This 
time we did a systematic review of an RCT on IAHA, in which an intra－articular 
injection of saline solution was used as the control.
　After the results of our citation search, we considered 5 RCTs that were applica-
ble. We were unable to do a meta－analysis as the outcomes set varied from one re-
search paper to the next so we conducted a qualitative systematic review. In 2 pa-
pers9,10) researchers recognized a statistically－significant difference in efficacy （an-
algesic effect, effect on improving ADL） in the IAHA group, compared with the 
control group, whereas in the other 3 papers11－13), they did not recognize a differ-
ence and there was no consistency among the papers. Furthermore, in 1 of the 2 
research studies that recognized that IAHA was effective, they acknowledged a 
conflict of interest （COI）9). We were unable to conduct a meta－analysis on the 5 re-
search papers we considered and the amount of research and sample size in each 
one was small and as there were strong inconsistencies in the results, we cannot 
say that the evidence is sufficiently strong. There were no severe side effects rec-
ognized from IAHA and therefore we can say that there are no major problems in 
terms of its safety. Mild side effects were observed in both the IAHA group and 
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control group, such as pain at the site of puncture from the injection, bleeding, stiff-
ness, joint pain, and allergic－type reactions9).
　Considering the above results and the current situation with this form of treat-
ment in Japan, there are no severe side effects from IAHA, it is a form of treat-
ment which may have a slight effect and so we decided that “implementation is 
weakly recommended.” However, there are many unclear aspects on the usefulness 
of continuing to administer IAHA and so if it has a poor effect, then care should be 
taken to ensure that it is not administered for a long period of time without a clear 
and specific aim in mind.
Period January 2005－December 2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic pain, knee osteoarthritis
I／C hyaluronic acid／placebo

Limitations Randomized controlled trial
Selection summary Of the 11 PubMed search hits, 40 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 1 NPO Japan Medical 

Abstracts Society search, we used 5 search hits that matched with the set PICO

CQ K－4： Is total knee arthroplasty （TKA） useful for knee osteoarthritis （knee OA） when 
conservative therapies are ineffective at a progressed stage of the illness ?

　Answer：Total knee arthroplasty （TKA） for patients with knee OA at a pro-
gressed stage of the illness, and who have been resistant to conservative forms of 
treatments and with deteriorated joint function, is useful for its effects in improving 
pain and ADL over the mid and long term.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　As total knee arthroplasty （TKA） is used as a final treatment for patients where 
conservative treatments have proved to be ineffective, there are extremely few 
clinical trials which have been conducted with the purpose of comparing it with 
other treatment methods. On this systematic review, we only targeted RCTs that 
compared TKA with conservative treatment and ran a search for citations. We se-
lected 3 research papers but although what they had in common was the original 
clinical trialsNote K1, they differed in their follow－up periods, what they compared 
TKA against, and which items they evaluated. In 2 research papers that evaluated 
it 1 year after surgery and 2 years after surgery, researchers found that analgesic 
pain and improved ADL were significantly superior in the group where TKA had 

TKA：total knee 
arthroplasty

Note K1：ClinicalTri-
als.gov NCT01410409
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been performed rather than in the conservative treatment group14,15). In 1 research 
paper which evaluated pain at 3 months after surgery, researchers did not observe 
a significant difference between the two groups in their analgesic effects16). Howev-
er, 3 months later, there was lingering wound pain is commonly observed 3 months 
after the procedure, and this may have affected the results. In 1 research study 
which evaluated complications, they reported that in the group which had under-
gone TKA, there were complications such as stiffness that required joint mobiliza-
tion, deep vein thrombosis that required anticoagulant therapy, periarticular infec-
tion, and supracondylar fracture of the femur16).
　There was only 1 RCT and the group that underwent TKA was small at just 50 
patients so the evidence was insufficient. However, in a report on the mid－and long－
term effects that TKA had in analgesic effect and improving ADL, there is an in-
credibly large number of research papers in the past, which are observational stud-
ies and so there is almost no scope for discussion on its efficacy, we believe. On the 
other hand, surgery may possibly cause severe complications and so in principle it 
should be applied when conservative treatments have proven ineffective and there 
is end-stage knee OA with deterioration of joint function. In addition, even though 
knee pain may clearly decrease and ADL improve prior to the operation, it is rec-
ommended that physicians explain to the patients before surgery that one sees 
persistent postoperative pain （PPP） in around 20% of the cases. The eligibility cri-
teria for surgery, which we wish to refer you to, are “an Oxford knee score of 26 or 
below or a varus or valgus deformity” according to the UK’s NHS （National Health 
Service） and “when there are moderate－level or high－level osteoarthritic changes 
according to the X－ray”, when complications have been adequately controlled and 
these have continued for 18 weeks or longer17). Finally, it is necessary to take into 
consideration aspects such as the individual patient’s age, level of activity, illness 
complications as well as his／her values and lifestyle when considering TKA.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P knee osteoarthritis
I／C TKA／non－surgical

Limitations Randomized controlled trial, other（guidelines, notifications）etc.
Selection summary Of the 7 PubMed 7 search hits, 35 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, we used 4 search hits 

that matched with the set PICO
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CQ L-1： What is the pathology of chronic neck and shoulder pain 
（Katakori） ?

CQ L-2： Which elements are useful for diagnosing and evaluating 
chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） ?

CQ L-3： Is pharmacotherapy useful for chronic neck and shoulder 
pain （Katakori） ?

CQ L-4： Are interventional treatments useful for chronic neck and 
shoulder pain （Katakori） ?

CQ L-5： Which elements of non-drug and non-invasive therapy are 
useful for treating chronic neck and shoulder pain 

（Katakori） ?
CQ L-6： Is there a useful way to prevent chronic neck and shoulder 

pain （Katakori） ?
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L．Chronic Neck and Shoulder Pain （Katakori）

CQ L－1：What is the pathology of chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） ?

　Answer：Chronic neck and shoulder pain （called “Katakori” in Japanese） is gen-
erally considered to be dull pain, discomfort, and muscle tension from the posterior 
region of the neck spreading to the shoulders and researchers have indicated that 
many women have it, and is associated with sleep, build, work content, and psycho-
logical condition. However, this does not necessarily mean that we have clarified 
everything on the pathology of chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori）.

Commentary：
　The expression ‘chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori）’ is unique to Japan；
and is generally believed to be discomfort, dull pain, and a feeling of heaviness from 
the posterior neck region to the scapula and surrounding regions1). However, it is 
mainly assessed on subjective symptoms alone；there is no consensus on standard-
ized diagnostic criteria or its symptom recognition site1). Chronic neck and shoulder 
pain （Katakori） can be divided into one with an unclear underlying （primary） con-
dition and a symptomatic type with a clear primary disease （secondary：orthope-
dic disease, a surgical disease, an internal medicine disease, otorhinolaryngological 
disease, ophthalmic disease, psychiatric disorder, dental disease）. The category of 
symptomatic chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） can also include severe ill-
nesses such as tumor, infection and neurological disorders2). The complaint rate for 
chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） is incredibly high, with approximately 
6% of males, and 13% of females reported to suffer from this condition3), and the in-
cidence rate of new cases of severe chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） 
among workers over 1 year was claimed to be approximately 3%2). Furthermore, 
the amount of work estimated to be lost due to chronic neck and shoulder pain 

（Katakori） is so large that it is regarded as a problem4). Furthermore, researchers 
have cited that the risk factors for onset including being a woman, lack of sleep 

（sleeping for less than 5 hours a night）, work－related depressive mood, loss of 
trunk muscle mass, and deskwork2,5). On the other hand, regarding morphological 
changes to muscle tissue, with trapezius （muscle） myalgia, which displays similar 
symptoms to chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori）, some researchers have 
reported that the trapezius muscle fibers change exclusively in women6). However, 
as the research study did not target Japanese patients, the evidence on this is limit-
ed.
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CQ L－2： Which elements are useful for diagnosing and evaluating chronic neck 
and shoulder pain （Katakori） ?

　Answer：Although researchers have indicated that the elements for diagnosing 
and evaluating chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） might possibly relate to 
upper－back pain and a reduction in the size of the cervical muscles, as well as a de-
cline in blood flow and oxygen saturation in the trapezius muscles, there is limited 
evidence to conclude that this is useful. Furthermore, level of satisfaction with one’s 
workplace environment, position of the keyboard, repeating the same type of work, 
and subjective muscle tone are the elements related to the onset of work－related 
neck pain.

Commentary：
　Researchers have indicated a decrease in the volume of multifidus muscle, longus 
colli muscle and the semispinalis capitis muscle in people with neck pain7). Further-
more, there have been reports that compared with healthy subjects, researchers 
observed a decrease in blood flow in the trapezius muscle and a decrease in oxy-
genated hemoglobin in people with upper－back muscular pain when at rest, when 
performing work involving the upper limbs （typing, hand grip）, and during cold 
pressor stimulation4).
　The risk factors related to the onset of non－specific chronic neck pain from office 
work that were extracted were：low level of satisfaction with one’s workplace en-
vironment （RR 1.28；CI 1.07～1.55）, the keyboard is positioned too close to the 
trunk（RR 1.46；CI 1.07～1.99）, having monotonous work tasks（RR 1.27；CI 1.08
～1.50）, and high subjective muscle tension（RR 2.75／1.82；CI 1.60／1.14～4.72／
2.905).
　These results are based on research studies conducted outside of Japan and 
therefore they act as limited evidence on their usefulness in diagnosing and evalu-
ating ‘chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori）’.

CQ L－3： Is pharmacotherapy useful for chronic neck and shoulder pain 
（Katakori） ?

　Answer：Non－steroidal anti－inflammatory drugs （NSAIDs） may possibly im-
prove cervical dysfunction due to chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） in the 
short term and in terms of its analgesic effect, it is believed to be more effective 
when used in combination with other treatments, rather than when used alone. 
However, the certainty of the evidence on its effects is very low and on top of this, 
researchers have not recognized the usefulness of pharmacotherapy using for ex-

NSAIDs：nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatory 
drugs
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ample capsaicin.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

under certain conditions （limited to NSAIDs only） 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　We conducted a meta－analysis using 8 RCTs that investigated the effects of 
pharmacotherapy on chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori）. The only drugs 
we extracted were NSAIDs, local anesthetics, and capsaicin；no other RCTs inves-
tigating the effects of other drugs on chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） 
exist.
　As a result, researchers observed that patch NSAIDs may possibly improve cer-
vical dysfunction due to chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） over the short 
term, more than menthol patches9). Furthermore, other researchers indicated that 
NSAIDs may possibly have a higher immediate analgesic effect when used in com-
bination with physical therapy （hot packs and transcutaneous electrical nerve stim-
ulation （TENS）） or acupuncture, rather than when used alone10,11). However, in 
each case, the amount of research conducted and sample size were very small and 
therefore we need to take plenty of care when interpreting these results. In addi-
tion, there are no reports which have investigated its mid－to long－term effects and 
therefore we do not recommend using NSAIDs without some clear purpose in 
mind. What is more, the effects of using a local anesthetic or capsaicin compared 
with a placebo were unclear12,13). In addition, the effects of these drugs on neck mo-
bility, the pressure pain threshold and QOL were around the same as those of oth-
er treatments and the placebo and therefore researchers did not acknowledge the 
usefulness of pharmacotherapy.
　Furthermore, as there are no high－quality research papers targeting Japanese 
patients, there is no conclusive evidence which can allow us to conclude that the 
target of these research studies was chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） 
and therefore we believe the certainty of the evidence is very lowNote L1.
Period 2010～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane Library, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P neck shoulder pain, neck and shoulder pain, trapezius myalgia, work related neck shoulder 
pain, work related trapezius myalgia, chronic neck pain, myofascial pain, neck pain

I／C pharmacological, medication, NSAIDs, acetaminophen, kampo, muscle relaxant, antianxiety, 
benzodiazepine, eperisone, myonal, telnelin, baclofen, indometacin, patch, poultice, compress, 
ointment, cream, liniment／nothing specified

Limitations Review ; Systematic Reviews ; Meta－Analysis ; Randomized Controlled Trial ; published in the 
last10 years ; English

Selection summary We extracted 501 PubMed search hits, 32 Cochrane Library search hits, and 11 NPO Japan 
Medical Abstracts Society search hits, and compared them alongside PICO and confirmed the 
data etc., and ultimately conducted a meta－analysis using 8 RCTs

QOL：quality of life

Note L1：Please refer 
to Chapter C for 
pharmacotherapy on 
diseases and symp-
toms other than 
chronic neck and 
shoulder pain （Katako-
ri）.
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CQ L－4： Are interventional treatments useful for chronic neck and shoulder 
pain （Katakori） ?

　Answer：Trigger－point injections （TPI） might possibly be effective on chronic 
neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） which have trigger point and muscle stiffness. 
However, one must be careful about continuing to perform them without any clear 
aim in mind and one must consider the period of treatment as well. There is a lack 
of evidence regarding other forms of interventional treatment and therefore its use-
fulness is unclear.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕
　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　We performed a meta－analysis using 14 RCTs which investigated the effects of 
interventional treatments on chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori）. The inter-
ventional treatments that we extracted were mainly TPI. TPI can be divided into 
the procedures of dry needlingNote L2 （a procedure in which only a puncture is made 
without injecting a liquid medicine） and a drug injection （local anesthetic, botuli-
num toxin）. TPI used for chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） which have 
trigger point and muscle stiffness
　Researchers have observed that dry needling could possibly improve pain, dys-
function, neck mobility, muscle conditions （pressure pain threshold）, and QOL both 
over the short－and mid－term, compared with other treatments （trigger－point man-
ual pressure, stretching）14－16). Local anesthetic may possibly have a higher analgesic 
effect over the short－term than dry needling and placebo injections but its effects 
on dysfunction, muscle condition and QOL was unclear17). On the other hand, a bot-
ulinum toxin injection had no significant difference18) when compared with a place-
bo injection and on top of this, one needs to consider its side－effects and the prob-
lem with it being ineligible to be covered under the health insurance system so we 
do not recommend it.
　Pain at the injection site and bleeding for example have been reported as ad-
verse events from TPI but there have been few reports of severe adverse events. 
However, as there have been a poor number of reports which have investigated its 
long－term effects, one needs to be careful about continuing to perform TPI without 
any clear aim in mind. As for other interventional treatments, there is a lack of 
high－quality evidence and so we were unable to confirm their usefulness. Further-
more, there are no high－quality research studies which have targeted Japanese 
subjects and we have no conclusive evidence which allow us to say with certainty 

Note L2：Technique is 
different from 
acupuncture
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that these reports targeted chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） so we be-
lieve the certainty of the evidence is low.
Period 2010～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane Library, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P neck shoulder pain, neck and shoulder pain, trapezius myalgia, work related neck shoulder 
pain, work related trapezius myalgia, chronic neck pain, myofascial pain, neck pain

I／C trigger points, myofascial trigger points, injections, needlesdry needling, hydrodissection, hy-
drorelease, myofacial release, nerve root block, stellate ganglion block, botulinum type A toxin, 
invasive techniques, saline, ozone, lidocaine, hyaluronidase, steroid, corticosteroid, wet needling, 
local anesthetic／Nothing specified

Limitations meta－analysis, randomized controlled trial, systematic review, review, guideline filters : pub-
lished in the last10 years

Selection summary We extracted 1,038 PubMed search hits, 8 Cochrane Library search hits, and 37 NPO Japan 
Medical Abstracts Society search hits, compared them with PICO and confirmed the data etc., 
and ultimately performed a meta－analysis using 14 RCTs. We also used 2 systematic reviews 
that we had deemed useful as supplementary information

CQ L－5： Which elements of non－drug and non－invasive therapy are useful for 
treating chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） ?

　Answer：With non－drug and non－invasive treatments for chronic neck and 
shoulder pain （Katakori） （exercise therapy, physical therapy, patient education／be-
havioral psychology approaches, manual therapy, and complementary and alterna-
tive medicine）, researchers have indicated that exercise therapy （using several ex-
ercise programs in combination）, physical therapy （low－level laser therapy） and 
complementary and alternative medicine （acupuncture） are effective in improving 
pain and dysfunction over the short－term. However, it remains unclear what the 
mid－term～long－term effects are for each of these interventional methods.

Commentary：
　In a systematic review19) which investigated the efficacy of non－drug and non－in-
vasive treatments for chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori） （exercise therapy, 
physical therapy, patient education ／ behavioral psychology approaches, manual 
therapy, and complementary and alternative medicine）, researchers reported that 
although each respective exercise therapy （such as muscle－strengthening exercis-
es, flexibility ／ stretching exercises, aerobic exercise, yoga and pilates） performed 
alone, had a poor effect on improving pain and dysfunction and although there was 
no difference between the exercise programs20) , when used in combination, they 
reported that it showed an improvement in dysfunction and reduced pain over the 
short－term. With dysfunction, researchers observed a short－term improvement in 
pain and physical function through low－level laser therapy but did not acknowl-
edge the usefulness of other forms of physical therapy such as transcutaneous elec-
trical nerve stimulation （TENS） and cervical tractionNote L3. Furthermore, in terms 
of complementary and alternative medicine, researchers recognized that acupunc-

Note L3：Refer to CQ 
G-1 for exercise 
therapy and CQ G-3 
for physical therapy on 
diseases and symp-
toms other than 
chronic neck and 
shoulder pain （Katako-
ri）.
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ture was effective in improving dysfunction over the short term but its effects in 
reducing pain were unclear. With behavioral psychology approaches such as cogni-
tive－behavioral therapy （CBT） and （patient） education, although they had poor ef-
ficacy when used alone, when used in combination with for example exercise thera-
py, researchers reported that it was effective in improving physical function and 
reducing pain over the short－term21). However, none of these interventional meth-
ods were recognized to be useful on pain and physical function over the mid－to 
long－term.
　As the conditions such as control group settings and interventional amount and 
period were not consistent in these reports, it was difficult for use to compare the 
usefulness of each interventional method and therefore the certainty of the evi-
dence is low.

CQ L－6： Is there a useful way to prevent chronic neck and shoulder pain 
（Katakori） ?

　Answer：Although exercise intervention may possibly be useful in preventing 
chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori）, there is insufficient evidence on this. 

Commentary：
　In a systematic review which targeted office workers and investigated the meth-
ods of preventing the onset of “neck pain” , researchers reported a moderate level 
of evidence indicating that an exercise program was useful22). To be more specific, 
through exercise intervention, the risk of incidence of “neck pain” declined by 53%

（RR 0.47, 95%CI 0.32～0.68）22). However, there were only 2 RCTs relating to the 
exercise that were used in the meta－analysis and the contents of these interven-
tions varied so it did not lead to a standard conclusion.
　On the other hand, researchers did not recognize that ergonomic interventions 

（work environment guidance, posture guidance, and the use of arm supports etc.）
were effective in preventing chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori）22). Fur-
thermore, in a Cochrane systematic review, even though the results of a meta－anal-
ysis partially acknowledged the preventive effects of using arm supports, research-
ers were able to conclude that the effects were unclear23).
　What is more, these research results were based on studies conducted outside of 
Japan and therefore, strictly speaking, we think we are unable to interpret them as 
targeting ‘chronic neck and shoulder pain （Katakori）’.
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Chapter M．Orofacial Pain：CQ M-1～CQ M-4-4
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CQ M-2-1：What is the pathology of trigeminal neuralgia ?
CQ M-2-2： What is the algorithm for diagnosing trigeminal 

neuralgia ?
CQ M-2-3： What kind of pharmacotherapy is useful for trigeminal 

neuralgia ?
CQ M-2-4： What other treatments, apart from pharmacotherapy, 

are useful for treating trigeminal neuralgia ?
CQ M-3-1： What kind of disease is burning mouth syndrome （BMS） ?
CQ M-3-2： What is the algorithm for diagnosing burning mouth 

syndrome （BMS） ?
CQ M-3-3： What kinds of pharmacotherapy are useful for burning 

mouth syndrome （BMS） ?
CQ M-3-4： What other forms of treatment, apart from pharmacotherapy, 

are useful for treating burning mouth syndrome （BMS） ?
CQ M-4-1： What is the pathology of persistent idiopathic 

dentoalveolar pain ?
CQ M-4-2： What is the algorithm for diagnosing persistent 

idiopathic dentoalveolar pain ?
CQ M-4-3： What kinds of treatment are there for burning mouth 

syndrome （BMS） apart from pharmacotherapy ?
CQ M-4-4： What are other ways to treat persistent idiopathic den-

toalveolar pain, apart from pharmacotherapy ?
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M．Orofacial Pain

CQ M－1：How is chronic orofacial pain classified ?

　Answer：It is classified into primary chronic orofacial pain when the cause of the 
pain is unknown, and secondary chronic orofacial pain when it involves dental dis-
ease－derived chronic pain and when the disease causing the pain is clearly known. 
Chronic primary orofacial pain is characterized as persistent spontaneous pain, that 
appears to be from the mucous membrane of the oral cavity （burning mouth syn-
drome）, the teeth and alveolar part （persistent idiopathic dentoalveolar pain）, and 
the face （persistent idiopathic facial pain）. It cannot be explained by known diseas-
es of the orofacial area；it is indicated by modulations to the central pain control 
mechanism. On the other hand, what is included under chronic secondary orofacial 
pain is chronic pain derived from dental diseases, temporomandibular disorders of 
which the origin is clearly known, trigeminal neuralgia, neuropathic pain derived 
from trigeminal neuralgia／the glossopharyngeal nerve and orofacial pain with ac-
companying functional headache.

Commentary：
　Orofacial function is controlled by several sensation－related and exercise－related 
cranial nerves, and the pain is involved with several cranial nerves and these 
symptoms are incredibly complex and diverse1). 
　The prevalence rate of orofacial pain, which includes toothache such as pulpitis 
and periodontitis and the prevalence rate of chronic orofacial pain is reported to be 
approximately 10%1). Furthermore, 5% of adults have jaw／facial pain persisting for 
3 months or longer, and it is relatively high among women, and tends to increase 
with age.
　Orofacial pain is classified as a secondary headache in Part Two of the Interna-
tional Classification of Headache Disorders （ICHD－3）, and in Part Three, among 
painful cranial nerve neuropathy, other orofacial pain and other types of headache2). 
In the International Classification of Orofacial Pain （ICOP）,  1st edition, it was re-

ICHD：International 
Classification of 
Headache Disorders
ICOP：The interna-
tional classification of 
orofacial pain

Table M－1　International Classifications of Orofacial Pain

1．�Orofacial�pain�attributed�to�disorders�of�dentoalveolar�and�anatomi-
cally�related�structures

2．Myofascial�orofacial�pain
3．Temporomandibular�joint�（TMJ）�pain
4．Orofacial�pain�attributed�to�lesion�or�disease�of�the�cranial�nerves
5．Orofacial�pains�resembling�presentations�of�primary�headaches
6．Idiopathic�orofacial�pain
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classified by following the international chronic pain categories, with orofacial pain 
being classified into 6 categories （Table M－1）3). 

CQ M－2－1：What is the pathology of trigeminal neuralgia ?

　Answer：Trigeminal neuralgia is pain from the trigeminal nerve affected unilat-
erally, or paroxysmal sudden shooting unilateral pain, restricted to the adjacent re-
gions dominated by several branches. In particular, a recognizable constriction and 
exclusion of the blood vessels of the trigeminal nerve root is called typical trigemi-
nal neuralgia.

Commentary：
　Trigeminal neuralgia is strong pain in the orofacial region. It is sharp paroxysmal 
pain appearing in regions dominated by 1 or several branches of the trigeminal 
nerve root, and is stabbing pain which recurs in a short period of time. This pain is 
characteristically triggered when for example washing one’s face, shaving, brushing 
one’s teeth, chewing or engaging in conversation. As an intense pain arises in the 
teeth and periodondal tissue when moving the mouth, such as for brushing the 
teeth, chewing or engaging in conversation, on many occasions people suffering 
from it visit a dentist. It is also not rare for people to undergo tooth extraction, an 
irreversible and invasive treatment. It becomes necessary for departments involved 
in the treatment of dentistry, oral surgery, pain clinics, neurosurgery, neurology, 
radiology and diagnostic imaging to coordinate their efforts4). 
　In the past, trigeminal neuralgia was classified into idiopathic trigeminal neural-
gia （ITN） and symptomatic trigeminal neuralgia （STN） but now the International 
Classification of Headache Disorders, 3rd Edition （ICHD－3）2), and the International 
Classification of Orofacial Pain （ICOP） 1st Edition3), have organized the pathologies 
in a clearer manner.
　When the cause is pressure on root entry zone （REZ） of the trigeminal nerve 
due to microvessels, frequently occurring in the superior cerebellar artery, this is 
currently classified as typical trigeminal neuralgia and through improvements 
made to diagnostic imaging technology, it has become possible to evaluate this by 
performing an MRI test. Pathologies that had been previously summarized under 
symptomatic trigeminal neuralgia, have been classified into 2 different diseases：
secondary trigeminal neuralgia not derived from the microvessels, such as cerebel-
lopontine angle lesion and multiple sclerosis （MS）, and trigeminal neuropathic pain 
arising due to damage to the peripheral trigeminal nerve. The nature of the pain is 
different for secondary trigeminal neuralgia and trigeminal neuropathic pain. While 
there is paroxysmal pain with typical trigeminal neuralgia and secondary trigemi-

ICOP：The interna-
tional classification of 
orofacial pain
REZ：root entry zone
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nal neuralgia, trigeminal neuropathic pain is generally persistent, deriving from im-
paired tissue／nerves. Therefore, as a result, it is accompanied by for example hy-
poesthesia in the trigeminal nerve region （negative symptoms）, as well as allodynia 
and hyperalgesia （positive symptoms）. This meets the IASP’s diagnostic criteria 
for neuropathic pain. 
　On the other hand, with pressure on the root entry zone of the trigeminal nerve 
due to microvessels and when physicians are unable to acknowledge that the pain 
might be caused by another disease, it is diagnosed as idiopathic trigeminal neural-
gia. The majority of ‘idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia’ that was formerly used cur-
rently refers to typical trigeminal neuralgia, and therefore one must be careful be-
cause pathologies that are shown to be idiopathic are different. Trigeminal neural-
gia has been clearly categorized in this way according to the IASP algorithm, ICHD－
3, and ICOP categories. 

CQ M－2－2：What is the algorithm for diagnosing trigeminal neuralgia ?

　Answer：The algorithm for diagnosing trigeminal neuralgia is thought out over 
the two stages of a medical interview and a test. In the medical interview, physi-
cians need to confirm through taking patient history whether the patient has a cur-
rent history of paroxysmal pain occurring on one side of the face due to exercise of 
the face or when lightly stimulated through touch. In the physical examination, 
physicians test to see whether there are any sensation abnormalities, whether the 
paroxysmal pain recurs on one side of the face when touched with something like a 
cotton swab. Diagnostic imaging by MRI is an essential test to perform in order to 
differentiate between typical trigeminal neuralgia and secondary trigeminal neural-
gia.

Commentary：
　When diagnosing trigeminal neuralgia, physicians first confirm whether paroxys-
mal pain is recurring unilaterally in the region dominated by the trigeminal nerve, 
whether it is sharp pain that disappears within 2 minutes from the onset of the at-
tack, and whether it is like an electric shock, with a shooting, stabbing, or sharp 
pain. If these criteria are met, then through taking patient history and actual medi-
cal tests, if the physician can confirm through a brushing test using a cotton swab 
or a non－invasive form of stimulation of their daily activities such as washing the 
face, shaving and brushing the teeth, or that an attack of pain is triggered through 
stimulation when exercising or moving such as chewing or engaging in conversa-
tion, then the condition is clinically diagnosed as trigeminal neuralgia. In addition, 
an MRI and electrophysiological examination are performed if the MRI confirms 
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compression and exclusion of the blood vessels of the root entry zone （REZ） of the 
trigeminal nerve, then the condition is diagnosed as typical trigeminal neuralgia. 
On the other hand, if the physician confirms the characteristic findings of a neuro-
logical disorder such as multiple sclerosis （MS） or brain tumor on the MRI test or 
an electrophysiological test, then the condition is diagnosed as secondary trigeminal 
neuralgia. Finally, if there is no clear abnormality observed on the MRI or electro-
physiological test, then it is diagnosed as idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia5). 
　Furthermore, when abnormal findings are confirmed on an MRI or electrophysio-
logical test, trigeminal neuropathic pain is the disease required in order for it to be 
differentiated from secondary trigeminal neuralgia. Quantitative sensory testing 

（QST） is useful for a differential diagnosis. With differentiating between secondary 
trigeminal neuralgia and trigeminal neuropathic pain, they are differentiated by 
paroxysmal pain, which is mainly for trigeminal neuralgia, whereas persistent pain 
is mainly for trigeminal neuropathic pain2,3,6) （Table M－2）. 

CQ M－2－3： What kind of pharmacotherapy is useful for trigeminal neuralgia ?

　Answer：In terms of pharmacotherapy for trigeminal neuralgia, carbamazepine, 
an antiepileptic drug, is recommended as a first－line drug. However, when continu-
ing a patient on carbamazepine becomes difficult, researchers have cited gabapen-

QST：quantitative 
sensory testing

Table M－2　Differentiating Trigeminal Neuralgia

ICHD－3（2018）
ICOP（2010）

Classical�trigeminal�
neuralgia

Secondary�
trigeminal�neuralgia

Trigeminal�neuropathic�
pain

Cause

Constriction�of�the�
blood�vessels
（mainly�the�superior�
cerebellar�artery
（SCA））

Tumor,�multiple�
sclerosis（MS）,�
arteriovenous�
malformation

Trauma,�Herpes�zoster�
etc.

Former�disease�
name

Idiopathic�trigeminal�
neuralgia
Primary�trigeminal�
neuralgia

Symptomatic�trigeminal�neuralgia（STN）

Symptoms Paroxysmal�pain
（several�seconds ～ 2�mins.）

Persistent�pain，
Induced�pain,�Allodynia,�
Hyperalgesia

Refractory�
period Yes No

Sensation
Normal Hypoesthesia（＋／－） Hypoesthesia（＋）

Diagnosed�through�QST
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tin and pregabalin as alternatives. In addition, researchers have recognized the ef-
fects of oxycarbazepine, baclofen and lamotrigine, which are not covered under the 
health insurance system in Japan. However, there is scant medical grounds that us-
ing these second－line drugs either alone or in combination with carbamazepine pro-
vide satisfying analgesic effect and therefore often non－drug therapy is necessary.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1) Carbamazepine
　　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recom-

mended 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：A （high）
　　2）Gabapentin
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 94.4%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　3） Pregabalin
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 94.4%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　4） Oxcarbazepine
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 84.2%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　5） Baclofen
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 84.2%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　6） Lamotrigine
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 89.5%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　In terms of pharmacotherapy for trigeminal neuralgia, the antiepileptic drug, car-
bamazepine, is recommended as a first－line drug by western guidelines in the 
American Academy of Neurology （AAN） and the European Federation of Neuro-
logical Societies （EFN）7,8). The ‘Pharmacotherapy Guidelines for Neuropathic Pain, 
Revised 2nd Edition’ by the Japan Society of Pain Clinicians （JSPC） is used as the 
existing guidelines for Japan, and they recommend carbamazepine as a first－line 
drug9). The number needed to treat （NNT） trigeminal neuralgia with carbamaze-
pine is between 1.7～1.8 （95%CI 1.3～2.2）, indicating that it is highly effective. 

AAN：American Acad-
emy of Neurology
EFN：The European 
Federation of 
Neurological Societies
NNT：number needed 
to treat
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However, in a report on the long－term efficacy of Carbamazepine, although the ini-
tial response rate was 60%, this dropped to 22% 5－16 years later, 44% of patients 
needed additional or alternative treatment10). In a systematic review by Zakrzews-
ka et al.11), they reported that the response rate had fallen by over 50% over a long－
term observation of 5～10 years.
　Along with its declining effect, side effects also made it difficult for patients to 
continue on carbamazepine. A wide variety of side effects manifest, from mild side 
effects such as drowsiness and lightheadedness to more severe ones such as immu-
noreactions like drug rash, bone marrow suppression, and liver disorder. In a Co-
chrane review by Wiffen et al.12), 66% of patients who had used carbamazepine had 
experienced some form of side effects （27% for the placebo group）, and the num-
ber needed to harm （NNH） was 2.6 （95% CI 2.1～3.5）. In most cases, their condi-
tion improves if administration is discontinued but in the event of severe cases 
such as Stevens－Johnson syndrome （SJS）, toxic epidermal necrolysis （TEN）, and 
drug－induced hypersensitivity syndrome （DIHS）, treatment interventions by an 
expert are required. With DIHS in particular, it may manifest after several months
～several years have passed and therefore caution is required. As it is difficult to 
foresee these side effects, it is important to start patients on a small dosage and not 
neglect monitoring and observing their condition.
　When it is difficult for patients to continue taking carbamazepine, then alterna-
tive drugs researchers cite for example gabapentin, pregabalin, baclofen, and lamo-
trigine. In addition, the effects of oxcarbazepine and type－A botulinum toxin have 
been recognized, although they are not covered under the Japanese health insur-
ance system.
　In a systematic review of gabapentin on trigeminal neuralgia13), researchers re-
ported its effects on the disease. In a meta-analysis on the use of gabapentin to 
manage trigeminal neuralgia14), gabapentin’s OR＝1.6 （95%CI 1.185 ～ 2.161）, was 
not inferior to that of carbamazepine, and the results for its side effects were low 
at OR＝0.312 （95%CI 0.240～0.407）. According to the guidelines for the European 
Headache Federation, both Gabapentin and Pregabalin are second-line drugs for 
managing trigeminal neuralgia15). In the European Federation Headache Congress 
guidelines, it was a second－line drug, along with gabapentin, for treating trigeminal 
neuralgia.
　In a network meta－analysis of the effects and tolerance of antiepileptic drugs for 
trigeminal neuralgia, what researchers recommended first and foremost as an alter-
native for carbamazepine was oxcarbazepine16). There was no significant difference 
from its effects and those of carbamazepine17), and researchers also confirmed its 
high tolerance9), and therefore in western guidelines, they strongly recommend 
long－term administration of oxcarbazepine for treating trigeminal neuralgia18). How-
ever, in Japan, its use has been approved only as a limited epileptic drug and its 

NNH：number 
needed to harm 

SJS：Stevens-Johnson 
syndrome
TEN：toxic epidermal 
necrosis
DIHS：drug-induced 
hypersensitivity 
syndrome

NMA：network 
meta-analysis
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use in treating trigeminal neuralgia is not covered under the health insurance sys-
tem. We expect that its use will be expanded to be covered under health insurance 
for trigeminal neuralgia.
　Baclofen can be an alternative drug for carbamazepine but in a 4－armed RCT 

（carbamazepine, baclofen, phenytoin, and a placebo） conducted on 10 patients with 
trigeminal neuralgia, researchers observed that it was effective in alleviating pain 
over a 2－week treatment period. In addition, in a 3－armed RCT （carbamazepine, 
baclofen＋carbamazepine, baclofen） RCT on 30 patients with trigeminal neuralgia, 
researchers found good outcomes in the group that had been administered a mix of 
baclofen and carbamazepine but due to a dropout rate of over 30% and its unclear 
randomization, it had a low level of evidence. In Japan, baclofen is evaluated as 2 C 

（implementation is weakly recommended） and in overseas guidelines, it has re-
ceived a Level C evaluation19).
　Compared with a placebo, lamotrigine had a significantly high combined effec-
tiveness score （p＜0.01）, and its NNT was 2.119). When administering lamotrigine, 
one must be careful of side effects such as lightheadedness, constipation, nausea 
and drowsiness. Furthermore, one must be careful of increasing the dosage all of a 
sudden as it might cause allergic reactions or severe skin redness.
　One can say that type－A botulinum toxin is superior in terms of side effects but 
its coverage under the Japanese health insurance system is strictly determined so 
it is difficult to use.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Search word P （Trigeminal neuralgia） AND （randomized controlled trial OR controlled clinical trial OR ran-

dom allocation OR double－blind method OR single－blind method OR clinical trial OR placebo 
OR random OR evaluation studies OR follow－up studies OR prospective studies OR cross－
over studies OR control OR prospective OR systematic review OR meta analysis）

I／C carbamazepine, gabapentine,pregabaline, oxcarbazepine,baclofen, lamotrigine, type-A 
botulinum toxin

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trials ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, the conditions of an RCT with SR, N＝100＋, and ob-
servational research studies with N＝500＋. etc.

Selection Summary We extracted 1,343 references from PubMed, Cochrane, and NPO Japan Medical Abstracts 
Society, we used 7 searches that matched with the set PICO

CQ M－2－4： What other treatments, apart from pharmacotherapy, are useful 
for treating trigeminal neuralgia ?

　Answer：Forms of treatment other than pharmacotherapy can be divided into 
surgical treatment and non－invasive treatment. In terms of surgical treatment, 
there is microvascular decompression （MVD）, percutaneous radiofrequency rhizot-
omy of the trigeminal nerve 〔radiofrequency thermocoagulation （RF）Note 14, pulsed 
radiofrequencyNote 14, trigeminal ganglion balloon compression, glycerol rhizotomy〕, 
radiation stereotactic surgery 〔gamma knife surgery （GKS）, cyber knife, linac〕. 

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial 

MVD：microvascular 
decompression 
RF：radiofrequency 
thermocoagulation
LLLT：low level laser 
therapy
PRF：pulsed 
radiofrequency 
GKS： gamma knife 
surgery 
Note 14： Please refer 
to CQ D-7, CQ D-8 
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Moxibustion, low－level laser therapy （LLLT） are examples of non－invasive treat-
ment methods that are performed. The level of evidence for each treatment meth-
od is low but there are almost no reports of adverse events.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1）Surgical treatment
　　a．Microvascular decompression（MVD）
　　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recom-

mended 〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　b．Radiation stereotactic surgery （gamma knife surgery, cyber knife, linac）
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　　c．Radiofrequency thermocoagulation （RF）
　　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recom-

mended 〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　d．Pulsed radiofrequency （PRF）
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　2）Non－invasive treatments
　　a．Low－level laser therapy （LLLT）
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation〔Consensus 85.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　b．Moxibustion
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　Forms of treatment other than pharmacotherapy can be divided into surgical 
treatment and non－invasive treatment, and according to overseas guidelines, when 
pharmacotherapy cannot be used or when it fails to provide insufficient effect, then 
surgical treatment is recommended as a second－stage treatment7). There have 
been no reports of RCTs conducted on each type of surgical treatment using a 
sham treatment as the control and therefore the level of evidence is low for each 
treatment. At the current stage, our considerations are based upon case control re-
search and research which has evaluated treatment effect and complications by 
comparing the forms of surgical treatment with each other. 
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　Surgical treatments such as percutaneous trigeminal nerve surgery, typically 
represented by microvascular decompression （MVD） and radiofrequency thermo-
coagulation （RF）, and stereotactic radiosurgery （SR） typically represented by 
gamma knife surgery （GKS）, were all shown to be effective in improving intracta-
ble trigeminal neuralgia in patients resistant to carbamazepine21－25). In terms of 
their analgesic effects right after surgery was performed, the % of patients who did 
not need to be administered with medicine post－operatively was about the same 
for MVD and RF21), while MVD was superior to SR23). Compared with SR, MVD 
has a higher pain removal rate 5 years later23). In addition, MVD led to a higher 
QOL than SR24). The pain recurrence rate post－surgery was 11% for MVD, and 
25% for SR, but there was no difference in the amount of time up to recurrence25). 
There were more cases of secondary procedure required due to a recurrence of 
pain post－surgery in RF patients than MVD patients21). An issue with these RCTs 
is that MVD targeted young patients while RF and RS targeted elderly patients. 
Gamma knife surgery is problematic in terms of immediate analgesic effect and re-
currence rate but it is a first－line surgical treatment that should be performed on 
patients who receive anticoagulation therapy. With RF, there is sustained method 
and intermittent method but if patients are treated through the sustained method 
at a high temperature, patients have strong post－operative sensory impairment but 
if they are treated at a low temperature, then the analgesic effects are weakened. 
There are accidental symptoms post－surgery such as facial sensory disorders and 
decline in muscular strength such as the muscles of mastication. There are almost 
no reports of severe complications.
　Non－invasive therapy on the other hand, is often used as an alternative treat-
ment method instead of pharmacotherapy or as a supplementary treatment method 
in addition to pharmacotherapy. There are reports which have compared it with 
carbamazepine but the level of evidence is low26). However, compared with carba-
mazepine, there are almost no adverse events so it may be okay to try using it in 
combination with carbamazepine. There exists 1 systematic review on the use of 
lower－level laser therapy （LLLT） to treat trigeminal neuralgia but in each of the 
RCTs used, there are major problems with the control group settings, the level of 
evidence is low and therefore, it does not help us reach a fixed conclusion27). 
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Search word P （Trigeminal neuralgia）AND（randomized controlled trial OR controlled clinical trial OR ran-

dom allocation OR double－blind method OR single－blind method OR clinical trial OR placebo 
OR random OR evaluation studies OR follow－up studies OR prospective studies OR cross－
over studies OR control OR prospective OR systematic review OR meta－analysis）

I／C microvascular decompression, radiofrequency thermocoagulation, puled radiofrequency, gam-
ma knife surgery, CyberKnife, LINAC, lower－level laser therapy, acupuncture

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter,, Cochrane RCT search filter, the conditions of an RCT with SR, N＝100＋, and 
observational research studies with N＝500＋, etc.

Selection Summary We extracted 1,343 references from PubMed, Cochrane, and NPO Japan Medical Abstracts 
Society, we used 7 searches that matched with the set PICO

SR：stereotactic radio-
surgery
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CQ M－3－1：What kind of disease is burning mouth syndrome （BMS） ?

　Answer：Burning mouth syndrome （BMS） is a typical disease causing chronic 
primary pain in the oral region and a characteristic of this syndrome is persistent 
pain of the oral mucosa. The pain is bilateral and it frequently occurs on the edge 
of the tongue, with glossitis, and on the palate. There have been reports on its rela-
tionship to mood disorder and menopause, but it is unclear which mechanism caus-
es it. Physicians diagnose BMS only after they have excluded all local and systemic 
causes.

Commentary：
　As global diagnostic criteria have not yet been established regarding whether to 
include secondary BMS symptoms as BMS or not, there is a lack of uniformity 
from one research study to the next regarding how rigorously each study has ex-
cluded secondary BMS from the target of its research. Therefore, there is a risk 
that past research studies may have included patients exhibiting various BMS 
symptoms and therefore it is difficult to collect accurate epidemiological data from 
these research studies. In fact, we observed a large variance in the prevalence rate 
among the whole population, depending on the report, from 0.7～15%. On the other 
hand, BMS occurs more frequently in women than in men, and in particular, many 
researchers have reported that cases perimenopause or post－menopause are fre-
quent28), and as this is a widely shared finding, the tendency of this condition to ap-
pear frequently in post－menopausal women we believe reflects the pathology of the 
disease.
　Many of the causes of BMS have not been explained but with many BMS pa-
tients, we believe that it involves the mutual interaction of local, systemic and men-
tal factors. Much recent research has indicated grounds that it derives from neu-
ropathies involving central and peripheral nerves. According to the 2020 ‘Interna-
tional Classification of Orofacial Pain 1st, edition’3) （ICOP）, when conducting a quan-
titative sensory test （QST）, we recommend classifying it into one of 2 sub－catego-
ries：the ‘6.1.1 BMS without somatosensory changes’ or ‘6.1.2 BMS with somato-
sensory changes’. 
　BMS is a pain which usually occurs bilaterally；it is rarely seen to be unilateral. 
The severity of pain fluctuates. The most frequently occurring site is the tip of the 
tongue. There have been reports that in 2／3 of the cases, there was subjective dry 
mouth （xerostomia）, dysesthesia and an alteration to taste. We could say that per-
sistent BMS is a symptom which causes a severe impediment to one’s daily life-
style. Furthermore, just like with other chronic pain illnesses such as anxiety, hy-
persensitivity, depression and reduced sociability, there are findings that are often 
observed among BMS patients. However, it still remains unclear what kind of sig-

BMS：burning mouth 
syndrome （also known 
as glossodynia, 
glossopyrosis, oral 
dysesyhesia, stomato-
dynia）
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nificance these factors play in the underlying cause of BMS. Furthermore, it is 
characteristic to often see BMS patients’ fear of oral cancer29). 

CQ M－3－2： What is the algorithm for diagnosing burning mouth syndrome 
（BMS） ?

　Answer：When patients complain of persistent pain on both sides of the oral mu-
cosa, first of all, the physician will examine and test whether there are local lesions 
exhibiting a burning sensation inside the mouth, which will be touched upon later, 
and a systemic disease present or not. When some type of underlying disease is 
suspected, the necessary treatment is conducted and in cases where both local and 
systemic involvement have been negated, then the physician will pronounce a diag-
nosis of burning mouth syndrome （BMS） if the following diagnostic criteria are 
met.

Commentary：
　The International Classification of Orofacial Pain （ICOP）3) define this disease as, 
“a burning sensation inside of the mouth or dysesthesia, which recurs repetitively 
for over 2 hours a day, and persisting for more than 3 months, and for which the 
physician fails to identify a clear underlying disease after conducting clinical exam-
inations and tests”. What is very important when diagnosing BMS is differentiating 
between cases in which there is an underlying cause of the disease where the 
burning sensation arises secondarily, or in which cases it is BMS. When the burn-
ing sensation arises secondarily, researchers believe it is due to one of the local 
causes （oral candidiasis, oral lichen planus, decreased saliva volume, metal allergy） 
or systemic causes （drug－induced, anemia, vitamin B12 and folic acid deficiency, 
zinc deficiency, Sjogren’s syndrome, diabetes, hypothyroidism） （in such cases, the 
disease is identified and the burning sensation must disappear through the treat-
ment）29). A diagnosis by exclusion is made by considering these factors.
　According to the ICOP, after a diagnosis of BMS is pronounced, we recommend 
conducting a sensory test of the affected site using a quantitative sensory test 

（QST） and in the event that neither positive nor negative symptoms can be seen, 
it is sub－classified as BMS without accompanying somatosensory changes, and if ei-
ther positive symptoms or negative symptoms are recognized, then it is sub－classi-
fied into BMS with accompanying somatosensory changes.

BMS：burning mouth 
syndrome 
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CQ M－3－3： What kinds of pharmacotherapy are useful for burning mouth 
syndrome （BMS） ?

　Answer：The only RCT reports on BMS have been on clonazepam, capsaicin, 
and α－lipoic acid （ALA）. Like with other forms of chronic pain, antidepressants 
are used experimentally but there are not reports which have considered the evi-
dence. Research has recognized the analgesic effects of local administration of 
clonazepam, on BMS over the short－term （3 months） and over the long－term （6 
months＋）. Administering clonazepam orally may possibly be useful but we recom-
mend avoiding long－term administration from the perspective of side effects and 
dependence. Researchers have confirmed the efficacy of administering capsaicin lo-
cally but there are few high－quality RCTs and its usefulness when administering 
over the long－term remains unclear.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1) Local administration of clonazepam
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　2) Local administration of capsaicin
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　Methods for treating BMS have not yet been established. The first line for treat-
ing BMS is pharmacotherapy. In a recent meta－analysis, in accordance with the 
treatment for neuropathic pain, local and oral administration of clonazepam is the 
first line that is used clinically to treat BMS30). Local administration of clonazepam 

（1.0 mg） inside the mouth （clonazepam is placed on the top of the tongue and dis-
solved in the saliva, and placed near the site of pain inside the mouth for 3 minutes, 
and after that, spat out with the saliva；this action is conducted 3 times a day） had 
a reduced （intensity of pain） outcome, compared with the placebo and displayed 
analgesic effects both over the short－term （3 months） and the long－term （6 
months＋）. After administering clonazepam （1.0mg） both over the short－term and 
long－term, there are no side effects （dysgeusia, dryness in the mouth）, and there-
fore we think clonazepam is useful but it has a weak recommendation grade31). 
　In a research study which considered the usefulness of ALA32), a publication bias 
has been pointed out as a problem so it is not listed in these guidelines.
　There are few research studies which have investigated the effects of adminis-

ALA：α-lipoic acid
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tering capsaicin locally and the sample sizes of the studies are small as well. Capsa-
icin for gargling （0.02%[w／v]） or 0.01% [w／v] of capsaicin or 0.025% [w／v] of a gel 
application, showed beneficial effects on improving pain over the short－term, after 
intervention31). 
　Other drugs that have been reported on include drugs that act on the serotonin 
nervous system, such as amitriptyline, nortriptyline, duloxetine, paroxetine, but al-
though their analgesic effects on BMS were reported, there were no high－quality 
research reports and therefore its evaluation in a Cochrane systematic review was 
low31). 
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Search word P （Burning mouth syndrome）AND（randomized controlled trial OR controlled clinical trial OR 

random allocation OR double－blind method OR single－blind method OR clinical trial OR place-
bo OR random OR evaluation studies OR follow－up studies OR prospective studies OR cross－
over studies OR control OR prospective OR systematic review OR meta－analysis）

I／C Clonazepam, capsaicin,
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, the conditions of an RCT with SR, N＝100＋, and ob-
servational research studies with N＝500＋, etc.

Selection summary We extracted 1,343 searches from PubMed, Cochrane, and NPO Japan Medical Abstracts So-
ciety, we used 3 searches that matched with the set PICO

CQ M－3－4： What other forms of treatment, apart from pharmacotherapy, are 
useful for treating burning mouth syndrome （BMS） ?

　Answer：Researchers have confirmed that cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT） 
intervention, improves the pain catastrophizing scale, which is related to pain and 
analgesic effect for BMS, as well as facial health－related quality of life （QOL）. Re-
searchers observed that a long－term CBT intervention was effective over the short
－to mid－term. However, its effects after 6 months remain unclear. They have con-
firmed the efficacy of other forms of psychotherapy but there are no RCTs on 
BMS, and therefore no high－quality research reports exist. There is little research 
that has been conducted on low level laser therapy （LLLT）, and transcranial mag-
netic stimulation （TMS） but these treatments were not recognized as providing 
sufficient effect.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　1) Cognitive－behavioral therapy（CBT）
　　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　　2） Low level laser therapy
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

CBT：cognitive 
behavioral therapy
PCS：pain catastroph-
izing scale
HRQL：health-ralated 
quality of life

LLLT：low level laser 
therapy
TMS：transcranial 
magnetic stimulation
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　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）
　　3） Transcranial magnetic stimulation （TMS）
　　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）

Commentary：
　There are few research reports on CBT for treating BMS；there is 1 Cochrane 
systematic review that has been reported31). The outcomes （VAS） of a CBT inter-
vention （once ／ week） were evaluated after 6 months, and researchers observed 
that it was effective with a reduction in long－term pain （after 6 months）. 
　As for other forms of non－pharmacological treatment, there have been 4 RCTs 
which have reported on LLLT but 2 of these RCTs showed the same level of anal-
gesic effect as that from the pseudo－irradiation；in the other 2 RCTs, there was a 
large indirect bias. In 1 RCT, researchers conducted transcutaneous electrical 
nerve stimulation （TENS）, running a current of 10 Hz on the left temporo－frontal 
area of patients with BMS, and reported that pain had significantly reduced as 
compared with the control group. However, in each of these reports, the number of 
cases was small, and therefore we need to wait for further research to be conduct-
ed in future in order to discuss its efficacy.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane CENTRAL, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Search word P （Burning mouth syndrome）AND（randomized controlled trial OR controlled clinical trial OR 

random allocation OR double－blind method OR single－blind method OR clinical trial OR place-
bo OR random OR evaluation studies OR follow－up studies OR prospective studies OR cross－
over studies OR control OR prospective OR systematic review OR meta－analysis）

I／C cognitive behavior therapy, low reactive－level laser therapy, transcranial magnetic stimulation
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, the conditions of an RCT with SR, N＝100＋, and ob-
servational research studies with N＝500＋, etc.

Selection summary We extracted 1,343 searches from PubMed, Cochrane, and NPO Japan Medical Abstracts So-
ciety, we used 2 searches that matched with the set PICO

CQ M－4－1：What is the pathology of persistent idiopathic dentoalveolar pain ?

　Answer：Persistent idiopathic dentoalveolar pain （PIDAP） is a chronic primary 
pain which along with burning mouth syndrome （BMS） is characteristic of the oro-
facial region. While BMS is superficial pain of the oral mucosa, PIDAP is pain of the 
tooth and alveolar part, equivalent to deep pain. It tends to be understood as a type 
of neuropathic pain, as pain after tooth extraction, after a root canal treatment. 
However, the International Classification of Orofacial Pain （ICOP）, recommends di-
agnosing it as post－traumatic trigeminal neuropathic pain if it is clearly related to 
trauma, whereas PIDAP is considered to be an idiopathic form of pain with an un-
clear cause.

VAS：visual analogue 
scale  

PIDAP：persistent 
idiopathic dentoalveo-
lar pain
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Commentary：
　The term ‘persistent idiopathic dentoalveolar pain’ （PIDAP）, is a persistent pain 
arising in the （alveolar） site in 1 tooth or after the loss of a tooth and is used when 
no dental cause for the pain exists whatsoever4,34). 
　It was first reported in 1778, and the pathologies of idiopathic periodontalgia 
were named in 1974, phantom tooth pain was named in 1978, and atypical odontal-
gia （AO） was named in 1979, and it has been called ‘AO’ for the past 40 years up 
until the present. Because they have not clarified its pathophysiology, various 
names have been used for this disease, and in 1992 they proposed idiopathic tooth-
ache, in 2012 painful post－traumatic trigeminal neuropathy （PTTN）, and persistent 
dentoalveolar pain disorder3,34). 
　In the 2018 International Classification of Headache Disorders 3rd Edition（ICHD－
32), in classification 13.12 for persistent idiopathic facial pain （PIFP）, the viewpoint 
they indicate is that “AO is a sub－type of PIPF.” Experts define PIPF as a per-
sistent pain of the face or mouth （or both） with various accompanying symptoms. 
And they indicated that its characteristics are that it is not clearly localized and 
the majority of the patients are women, whereas with AO, the localization is clear, 
the age of onset is relatively young／low, and there is little difference in gender （of 
the patients）.
　On the other hand, in the 2020 International Classification of Orofacial Pain 1st 
Edition （ICOP）3), they bring up PIFP in category 6.2 but they list PIDAP in cate-
gory 6.3, which had up until then been called AO, and so both have been classified 
as a separate disease.
　There have been 2 mainstream theories regarding the pathophysiology of PI-
DAP：it has been conventionally considered to be a form of neuropathic pain or as-
sumed to arise due to mental and psychological factors. However, recently, some 
researchers have also proposed the theory that it arises due to central sensitization 
and modulations to the pain processing process in the brain. 
　In 70～83% of PIDAP cases, it is triggered by dental treatment, and as many of 
the patients who have this disease are seen to have for example a peculiar feeling 
of distrust in healthcare, anger and anxiety, an existing history of mental diseases 
such as anxiety disorder, stress－related disorder, and somatoform disorders 

（somatic symptom disorder : DSM-5）, or several of these coexist, one needs to eval-
uate patients both on their mental state and on their psychosocial condition. In oth-
er words, the key to obtaining an accurate diagnosis of PIDAP is to exclude organ-
ic diseases including of the brain, and the physician needs to try diverse approach-
es, such as confirm that it is not some other non－odontogenic disease and conduct a 
psychosocial evaluation4). 

AO：atypical 
odontalgia

PIFP：persistent 
idiopathic facial pain
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CQ M－4－2： What is the algorithm for diagnosing persistent idiopathic den-
toalveolar pain ?

　Answer： Diagnosing persistent idiopathic dentoalveolar pain （PIDAP） is basical-
ly a diagnosis by exclusion, and so it is necessary to confirm that diseases or lesions 
that could be the cause of the pain at the site in question （the tooth or alveolar 
part） are not present. When physicians are unable to find any abnormalities to the 
tooth or surrounding tissue （periodontal membrane, the jawbone）, then they 
search for pathologies which may give rise to referred pain at the same site. With 
the results of a diagnosis by exclusion, if one cannot see a pathology which could 
be thought of as another cause of the pain, then it is compared against the diagnos-
tic criteria of PIDAP, and if it meets those diagnostic criteria, then a diagnosis of 
PIDAP is pronounced.

Commentary：
　In the International Classification of Headache Disorders 3rd Edition （ICHD－3）2) it 
is assumed to be PIFP, and in the International Classifications of Orofacial Pain 

（ICOP）3), they classify PIDAP as pain of the tooth and alveolar part whereas pain 
of the face is classified as PIFP. In these guidelines we will follow the classifications 
of the ICOP.
　In the ICOP, when there is no event that could be thought of as a preceding 
cause, and the pain has persisted for more than 2 hours a day and for more than 3 
months, and recurs every day, it is considered to be a persistent pain of the mouth 
with various accompanying symptoms. It is rare for it to manifest in several plac-
es；in many cases it manifests unilaterally3). It is rare for the pain to appear at sev-
eral sites and over time, it might possibly spread to a wider region of the head and 
neck.
　Several words are used to explain the characteristics and nature of this pain. It is 
sometimes expressed as a pain in a deep part of the face, and is sometimes ex-
pressed as being on the surface. In order to explain the sensations and complexities 
of this disorder, sometimes one opts to explain the supplementary symptoms. It 
displays relatively stable symptoms but sometimes the pain worsens and may pos-
sibly be exacerbated due to stress.
　In a clinical somatosensory evaluation such as pinprick or light exposure to the 
touch, it is almost never the case that paresthesia becomes apparent. A nociceptive 
pain which reflects the processes of a changed somatosensory system is present 
and this may possibly be related to changes in a descending pain inhibitory system. 
On the other hand, in cases of an existing history of clear trauma to the trigeminal 
nerve （disorders which are mechanical, chemical, temperature-based or due to ra-
diation）, and when it has been less than 6 months since receiving the trauma, dis-

PIDAP：persistent 
idiopathic dentoalveo-
lar pain
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playing either negative symptoms indicating dysfunction in the area served by the 
nerve that has received trauma （hypaesthesia/hypoesthesia, hypoalgesia） or posi-
tive symptoms （hyperalgesia, allodynia）, or when both symptom types are present, 
then according to the ICOP classification, it is classified as ‘4.1.2.3 post－traumatic 
trigeminal neuropathic pain.
　Furthermore, in the ICOP classification, they define ‘6.2 persistent idiopathic fa-
cial pain’ （PIFP）3), as “symptoms of neurological deficit are absent, pain persists for 
more than 2 hours a day and for more than 3 months, recurs every day, and is per-
sistent pain in the face with various accompanying symptoms.” Patients suffering 
from PIFP sometimes also suffer from other pain diseases such as chronic wide-
spread pain and irritable bowel syndrome （IBS）, and mental illness or psychosocial 
problems are frequently concomitant. PIFP is sometimes triggered by minor opera-
tions or trauma to the face, maxillary sinus, teeth or periodontal tissue, and after 
the wounds have healed, the situation might be prolonged without a clear identifi-
cation of the local cause. However, a psychophysical and a neurophysiological ex-
amination may sometimes indicate a sensory disorder.

CQ M－4－3： What kinds of treatment are there for burning mouth syndrome 
（BMS） apart from pharmacotherapy ?

　Answer： Amitriptyline, gabapentin, pregabalin, venlafaxine, duloxetine are used 
experimentally, but at the present stage, there is no scientifically－proven pharma-
cological method.

Commentary：
　In 2020, primary chronic orofacial pain of the orofacial region was sorted and 
classified by the ICOP, and this led to the establishment of the disease concept, PI-
DAP. As mentioned previously, with chronic pain which does not clearly originate 
from the orofacial region, just like with chronic pain in other regions, antidepres-
sants have come to be used experimentally. There are some research studies which 
have considered the effects of antidepressants, including its effects on chronic pain 
of the orofacial region of which the cause is unknown, but with this, it is difficult to 
evaluate their effects in treating PIDAP. At the current stage. no high－quality evi-
dence reports exist which could allow us to judge the efficacy of specific drugs on 
PIDAP. As for case reports and case control studies on pathologies which apply to 
PIDAP, there are scattered research papers here and there which have reported 
on the utility of TCA, SNRI and Gabapentinoid. Therefore, using analgesics and an-
tidepressants for treating PIDAP is not at this stage supported by evidence35), and 
therefore there will be a need for materials allowing us to judge its effects based 
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on the ICOP3) in an objective manner through future RCT studies.

CQ M－4－4： What are other ways to treat persistent idiopathic dentoalveolar 
pain, apart from pharmacotherapy ?

　Answer： Researchers have considered cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT）, 
transcranial magnetic stimulation （TMS）, and lower－level laser therapy （LLLT） 
for treating primary chronic pain of the orofacial region. However, just like with 
pharmacotherapy, they have yet to establish a specific form of treatment for PI-
DAP.

Commentary：
　PIDAP was established as a disease concept by the ICOP in 20203), and its neuro-
pathic mechanism is not required as part of its diagnostic criteria. Pathologies that 
had traditionally been covered and treated as orofacial pain without a known cause, 
no longer need to have elements of neuropathic pain. Regarding the effects of the 
methods to treat primary chronic orofacial pain mentioned above, revision is now 
required on which pathology was targeted. As for non－pharmacological ways of 
treating primary chronic orofacial pain, including PIDAP, there are reports which 
have considered the effects for example from CBT, hypnotherapy, TMS, and LLLT 
but nothing has yet been reported on research specifically on the effects of treating 
PIDAP. We hope researchers will consider the effects of treatments targeting pa-
tients with PIDAP based on the ICOP diagnostic criteria3).
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N．Headache

CQ N－1：How is headache classified ?

　Answer：We recommend using the ‘International Classification of Headache Dis-
orders 3rd Edition’ （ICHD－3） published by the International Headache Society for 
classification and diagnosis, in order to advance headache treatment based upon 
scientific research.

Commentary：
　Epidemiological research into headaches is lagging behind other fields. The rea-
son for this is, although there were no problems with diagnosis secondary head-
ache, diagnosis of primary headache, which accounts for the majority of headache 
disorders, is not consistent among reports and investigators. Therefore, one is un-
able to compare findings with other reports and it has been difficult to conduct epi-
demiological research. In this context, in 1988, the International Headache Society 
announced the classification of headaches according to clinical findings as well as 
diagnostic criteria in its ‘International Classification of Headache Disorders’ （ICHD）, 
thereby swiftly bringing about a worldwide standardization to the treatment of 
headaches. Upon this occasion, there was the first consensus regarding migraine as 
a disease concept. A 2nd Edition was published in 2004, and then in agreement with 
formulation ICD－11 by the World Health Organization （WHO）, they published the 
3rd Edition （beta edition） in 2013. They published the Official 3rd Edition （ICHD－3） 
in January 2018, and a Japanese version was published in November of the same 
year1－3). 
　In ICHD－3, they have made significant changes mainly to migraine and what had 
been previously categorized as a complication of migraine. ‘Chronic migraine’ was 
classified in the same level headache category as “migraine without aura” and “mi-
graine with aura”, making it even more important to differentiate it from ‘tension－
type headache （TTH）’. Furthermore, ‘basilar migraine’ was reclassified under “mi-
graine with aura” as “migraine with brainstem aura”. As mentioned above, re-
searchers have pointed out the relationship between dizziness and migraine, but 
they have added the new category of “vestibular migraine” to the Appendix.
　The current ICHD－3 is comprised of Part 1：The primary headache, Part 2：
The secondary headache, and Part 3：Painful cranial neuropathies, other facial pain 
and other headaches. It has classified over 300 types of headache categories and 
each one is diagnosed in stages according to first to fifth-digit levels. In cases 
where patients exhibit several headache diagnoses, they will be enumerated in the 
order of importance to the patient （Table N－1）.

ICHD：International 
Classification of 
Headache Disorders
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CQ N－2：How do we differentiate dangerous headaches ?

　Answer：There is an overwhelmingly high percentage of people with primary 
headache in which no abnormalities can be found on tests, and if it progresses to 
chronic headache and new symptoms arise, it is important to discern dangerous 
secondary headache at an early stage, especially possibility of subarachnoid haem-
orrhage. In the following cases, the physicians actively investigates when second-
ary headache is suspected. ① Systemic symptoms including fever；② Neoplasm in 
history；③ Neurologic deficit or dysfunction （including decreased consciousness）；
④ Onset of headache is sudden or abrupt；⑤ Older age （after 50 years）；⑥ Pat-
tern change or recent onset of headache；⑦ Positional headache；⑧ Precipitated 
by sneezing, coughing, or exercise；⑨ papilledema；⑩ Progressive headache and 
atypical presentations；⑪ Pregnancy or puerperium；⑫ Painful eye with auto-
nomic features；⑬ Posttraumatic onset of headache；⑭ Pathology of the immune 
system such as HIV；⑮ Painkiller overuse or new drug at onset of headache.

Commentary：
　Headache is divided into two types：primary headache where the headache itself 
is a disease and secondary headache which manifests due to some underlying 
cause. The ‘SNNOOP10 List’ introduces the red－flag symptoms of secondary head-

Table N－1　Headache Classifications according to the International Classification of 
Headache Disorders 3rd Ed （Cited from References #3） 　　

Part 1 : The primary headache
　　  1．Migraine
　　  2．Tension－type headache（TTH）
　　  3．Trigeminal/autonomic cephalalgias （TACs）
　　  4．Other primary headache disorders

Part 2 : The secondary headache
　　  5．Headache attributed to trauma or injury to the head and/or neck
　　  6．Headache attributed to cranial and/or cervical vascular disorder
　　  7．Headache attributed to non-vascular intracranial disorder
　　  8．Headache attributed to a substance or withdrawal disorder
　　  9．Headache attributed to infection
　　10．Headache attributed to disorder of homeostasis disorder
　　11． Headache or facial pain attributed to disorder of the cranium, neck, eyes, ears, 

nose, sinuses, teeth, mouth or other facial or cervical structure
　　12．Headache attributed to psychiatric disorder
Part 3 : Painful cranial neuropathies, other facial and other headaches
　　13．Painful lesions in the cranial nerves and other facial pain
　　14．Other headache disorders
Appendix
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ache as clinical clues allowing us to differentiating between the two （primary and 
secondary） （Table N－2）.4) . It is hard to diagnose secondary headache in patients 
who complain just of a mild headache and who are able to walk without assistance 
to the hospital, in particular even upon their first consultation or if they are a pa-
tient with a previous history of chronic pain, if patients are aware that their head-
ache is different from usual, such as the site of pain and how long it persists, then 
it is important to make a differential diagnosis of secondary headache.
　Dangerous secondary headache is one that occurs frequently and unexpectedly 
and which within 1 minute the intensity of the pain reaches a peak and becomes a 
thunderclap headache. With this kind of sudden headache, it is difficult to differen-
tiate it as primary headache just on consultation alone, especially in cases where 
there are no other symptoms other than headache., In the ‘Clinical Practice Guide-
lines for Chronic Headache 2013’ they recommend actively conducting imaging 
tests5). The cause of a thunderclap headache is often due to cerebrovascular diseas-
es such as subarachnoid haemorrhage, reversible cerebral vasoconstriction syn-
drome （RCVS）, cerebral artery dissection, cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, and 
pituitary apoplexy. Other causes of sudden headache include hydrocephalus, menin-
gitis, encephalitis, glaucoma, acute sinusitis, systemic infection, brain tumor, drug－
induced headache, and trauma. One should proceed with treatment after under-

RCVS：reversible cere-
bral vasoconstriction 
syndrome

Table N－2　Secondary headache warning signs（red flags）：SNNOOP 10 List  
（Cited from Reference #1）　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Signs & Symptoms Flag color
1 Systemic symptoms including fever Red（orange if only 

fever is present）
2 Neoplasm in history Red
3 Neurologic deficit or dysfunction （including decreased 

consciousness）
Red

4 Onset of headache is sudden or abrupt Red
5 Older age （after 50 years） Red
6 Pattern change or recent onset of headache Red
7 Positional headache Red
8 Precipitated by sneezing, coughing, or exercise Red
9 Papilledema Red
10 Progressive headache and atypical presentations Red
11 Pregnancy or puerperium Red
12 Painful eye with autonomic features Red
13 Posttraumatic onset of headache  Red
14 Pathology of the immune system such as HIV Red
15 Painkiller overuse or new drug at onset of headache Red
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standing the characteristics of each respective disease, such as the mode of onset 
and physical findings of the headache and if necessary, conduct additional tests 
such as on imaging test findings.
　With subarachnoid haemorrhage （SAH）, the most important disease to differen-
tiate is thunderclap headache but in cases were only mild pain manifests and a di-
agnosis is delayed and the condition is not properly attended to, then it can lead to 
medical litigation6). A frequent characteristic of this pain is thunderclap headache 
in 80% of the cases, and symptoms are throbbing pain and stabbing pain7). Accord-
ing to a report which considered whether subarachnoid haemorrhage （SAH） could 
be diagnosed or not on clinical characteristics alone, the Ottawa SAH rule says that 
it is not subarachnoid haemorrhage when none of these 6 items apply：patient 
aged Ⅳ  40 years old, neck pain or stiffness, witnessed loss of consciousness, onset 
during exertion, thunderclap headache (instantly peaking pain), limited neck flexion 
on examination （Table N－3）8). However, in actual clinical settings, it is difficult to 
give a definitive diagnosis of subarachnoid haemorrhage （SAH） just on headache 
symptoms and taking patient history alone, and therefore imaging test is essential. 
CT and MRI are the typical imaging tests but sometimes a CT is unable to detect 
small amounts of bleeding or a hematoma at the posterior fossa or vertex side and 
the rate of diagnosis declines over time：98% within the first 12 hours；86～93% 
within the first 24 hours, 76% within the first 48 hours, 50% within the first week, 
and 30% within two weeks9). On the other hand, with Fluid Attenuated Inversion 
Recovery （FLAIR） images on MRI, the false negative rate within 24 hours of onset 
is 2%, which is relatively low at 14% on CT. In cases where a subarachnoid haem-
orrhage （SAH） cannot be ruled out, an MRI including FLAIR images and T2＊ 
weighted images （T2＊WI） can be useful10). When doing this, an MR angiography 
（MRA） should be performed at the same time, and it is important to confirm the 
presence or absence of cerebrovascular lesions, which are often a cause of thunder-

Table N－3　Ottawa Subarachnoid Haemorrhage Rule（Ottawa SAH Rule）  
（based on Reference #5）  　　　　　　　　　　　

Headache in which pain reaches its peak within 1 hour,  in adult patients without any 
recognizable neuropathy, and when  the  following  items do not apply,  then generally 
subarachnoid  haemorrhage（SAH）can  be  ruled  out.  If  one  of  them  is  present, 
sensitivity 100％（97.2～100.00）；specificity 15.3％（13.8～16.9）, then one needs 
to consider the possibility of subarachnoid haemorrhage.

・Age  Ⅳ  40 years old
・Neck pain or stiffness
・Witnessed loss of consciousness
・Onset during exertion
・Thunderclap headache （instantly peaking pain）
・Limited neck flexion on examination
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clap headache, such as cerebral aneurysm and arterial dissection and reversible ce-
rebral vasoconstriction syndrome （RCVS）.

CQ N－3： How can we treat medication－overuse headache ?

　Answer：Patients who have had recurrent headache before and whose condition 
has deteriorated due to an excessive amount of analgesics and for example triptan, 
experience medication－overuse headache （MOH）. This condition is diagnosed 
based on the International Classifications of Headache Disorders 3rd Edition  

（ICHD-3） and the basic principles of treatment are ① discontinue the overused 
medication；② treatment of headache after discontinuation of the overused medi-
cation；and ③ administer preventive medicine.

Commentary：
　1）Diagnosis
　MOH is a condition in which patients with a previous history of primary head-
ache overuse in the acute phase symptomatic headache medicine or a new type of 
headache manifests. Alternatively the primary headache that was already present 
becomes markedly worse and the person suffers from the headaches for more than 
15 days a month in total （Table N－4）3). In the International Classification of Head-
ache Disorders 3rd Edition （ICHD－3）, it is classified as a sub－type 8.2 under “medi-
cation-overuse headache （MOH）” （Table N－5） which is then sub－divided into each 
respective sub－category depending on the underlying drug that the patient was 
overusing. Overuse is defined as taking medication for more than 15 days in a 
month in total for over 3 months for non－opioid analgesics, and for other types of 
medication, it refers to taking medication for more than 10 days a month.
　The prevalence rate has been reported to be about 1～2% of the entire popula-
tion, chronic pain is 25～50％, and 30～50% of headache outpatients and headache 
center patients11－13). Often the original headache is a migraine14). It tends to occur 

MOH：medication- 
overuse headache

Table N－4　 Diagnostic criteria for headaches due to medication－overuse headache
（MOH） （Cited from Reference #1）

A． Headache occurring on 15 days/month  in a patient with a pre-existing headache 
disorder

B． Regular overuse* for ＞ 3 months of one or more drugs that can be taken for acute 
and/or symptomatic treatment of headache

C． Not better accounted for by another ICHD-3 diagnosis

Abuse ／ overuse＊  is defined as  taking non－opioid analgesics  for 15 days or more per 
month and for other medication, 10 days or more per month
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often in women, and if the person is a habitual smoker and lacks exercise, the prev-
alence rate of MOH doubles and low－income families and those with a poor educa-
tional background are at risk of MOH15－17). Researchers claims that compared with 
triptan and ergotamine, there is a higher risk from combined analgesics as they are 
a medication that causes MOH18).
　2）Treatment
　When treatment begins, the most important thing is to provide advice and edu-
cation on MOH to patients and then discontinue the medicine causing the problem 
and provide preventive treatment19). It is also important to encourage patients that 
there is a reasonable possibility for their condition to improve through a treatment 
intervention, explain to them that overusing analgesics can in fact make their head-
ache worse and first make them withdraw through the thought that, “the headache 
they are aware of＝taking analgesics orally.” In some cases, their condition im-
proved just through advice on how to use analgesics. Many cases do not improve 
immediately after commencing treatment and one should explain to patients a long
－term treatment plan, such as how treatment will last for more than several 
months, including how the effects of headache preventive medicine would be ex-
pressed. In particular, physicians should explain properly the rebound symptoms 
once the medicine causing the headache has been discontinued, and by making 
them aware beforehand of the treatment process, in which temporarily the symp-
toms may worsen but after that, before a steady improvement in symptoms, one 
may continue the treatment smoothly without terminating it. Furthermore, one 
should let patients know beforehand of the high possibility that treatment might be 
prolonged, that in terms of intractable cases, there are intractable complications, 
mental disease complications such as mood disorder and eating disorder, and cases 

Table N－5　 Classifications of headache due to medication－overuse headache（MOH） 
（Cited from Reference #1）

8.2　Medication－overuse headache （MOH）
　　8.2.1　Ergotamine－overuse headache
　　8.2.2　Triptan－overuse headache
　　8.2.3　Non－opioid analgesic overuse headache
　　　　8.2.3.1　Paracetamol（Acetaminophen）overuse headache
 　　　　8.2.3.2　Non－steroidal anti－inflammatory drugs （NSAIDs） overuse headache
　　　　　　8.2.3.2.1　Acetylsalicylic acid overuse headache
　　　 　8.2.3.3　Other non－opioid analgesic overuse headache
　　8.2.4　Opioid overuse headache
　　8.2.5　Combination-analgesic overuse headache
　　8.2.6　 Medication-overuse headache attributed to multiple drug classes not 

individually overused
　　8.2.7　 Medication-overuse headache attributed to unspecified or unverified 

overuse of multiple drug classes
　　8.2.8　Medication-overuse headache attributed to other medication
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of patients using several symptomatic drugs, and relapse cases of MOH20). 
　The basic principles for treatment according to the ‘Clinical Practice Guideline 
for Chronic Headache 2013’ are：① discontinuing the overused medication；② at-
tend to headaches that occur after medication has been discontinued；and ③ ad-
minister preventive medicine5). During treatment, a ‘headache diary’ is used, and it 
is important to proceed by objectively evaluating the frequency and intensity of 
headache, and how frequently medication is being used.
　① Discontinuing the overused medication
　There is no evidence on methods for discontinuing the drug of cause but some 
researchers have claimed there is a higher relapse rate when dosage is gradually 
decreased compared with when suddenly stopped21). Furthermore, as there was no 
difference in the prevalence rate when the drug was discontinued during hospital-
ization or for outpatients, one should first of all consider immediately discontinuing 
the drug for outpatients22). However, withdrawal is recommended during hospital-
ization for overuse of more complex analgesics （barbiturates, benzodiazepines, and 
opioid analgesics etc.）, long－term overuse of acute－stage treatment drugs, for pa-
tients with a failed history of withdrawal as outpatients, and for patients with coex-
isting mental disease2).
　② Treatment of the headache after discontinuing the overused medication
　Between 24～72 hours after discontinuing the drug of cause, withdrawal symp-
toms occur such as aggravated headache, nausea, vomiting, low blood pressure, 
tachycardia, and sleeping disorders23). These typically continue for 2～10 days but 
vary depending on the drug of cause；researchers claim an average of 4.1 days 
with triptan, an average of 6.7 days with ergotamine, and an average of 9.5 days 
with NSAIDs24).
　What is used as a rescue for post－withdrawal headache is long－lasting naproxen 
and COX－2 inhibitors for example used in combination with tizanadine. In patients 
where there is a strong migraine attack, one could consider using triptan but it is 
necessary to limit the number of days they can use it25). Furthermore, for with-
drawal symptoms other than headache, physicians should provide symptomatic 
treatment such as through rehydration, antiemetics, sedatives and steroid drugs26). 
　③ Administering preventive medicine
　It is recommended to start patients on preventive medicine either while the 
overuse medication has been discontinued or before it is discontinued27). The choice 
of preventive medicine varies depending on what triggered the onset of MOH but 
often it is migraine so for example sodium valproate, lomeridine, proplanol, and ami-
triptyline are frequently used. Although they are not eligible to be covered under 
the Japanese health insurance system, there are many overseas reports that topira-
mate and botulinum toxin are effective too19). Furthermore, in cases where mood 
disorder is also present, one can proceed with a more efficient treatment by choos-
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ing a drug taking into consideration any coexisting conditions. In future, one of 
these possible choices is a new type of drug for treating migraine which is already 
on the market overseas （anti－CGRP antibodies and anti－CGRP receptor antibod-
ies）28). 
　3）Prognosis
　Many cases respond well to treatment, with an improvement in episodic mi-
graine in 57% in the 1st year, and 66% in the 2nd year. On the other hand, research-
ers have reported a recurrence of episodic migraine in 28－31％ of cases at 6 
months, in 41% of cases at 1 year, and 45% of cases at 4 years29). Reports of poor 
prognosis factors include a long period of duration for migraine, frequent migraine 
attacks after withdrawal, frequent taking of combination medicine, or frequent in-
take of medication after withdrawal, alcohol, smoking, or taking previous drugs 
once again11,30).
　The most important thing with MOH is to take precautions and even after re-
mission due to treatment, it is important to prevent a relapse by providing patient 
education while confirming at the same time the frequency of headaches and fre-
quency with which medication is taken through using a headache diary.

CQ N－4－1： Are anti－CGRP antibodies and anti－CGRP receptor antibodies 
useful for preventing chronic migraine ?

　Answer：Anti－CGRP antibodies and anti－CGRP receptor antibodies are useful for 
preventing chronic migraine.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-

ed〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Anti－CGRP receptor antibodies are useful for preventing chronic migraine but 
considering their cost－effectiveness, one must consider administering them or not 
in cases where for example 2 types of oral medications can either be ineffective or 
produce side－effects.
　There have been 6 RCT reports which considered and compared the usefulness 
of anti－CGRP antibodies on chronic migraine （eptinezumab：not approved in Ja-
pan, galcanezub：approved in Japan, fremanezumab：currently under application 
for approval） and anti－CGRP receptor antibodies （erenumab：currently under ap-
plication for approval）. These studies targeted adult patients aged 18 years old＋
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with chronic migraine, and researchers investigated whether there was an im-
provement in chronic migraine or not, and whether it was safe or not, in a placebo－
controlled RCT in which patients were administered the treatment drug once a 
month through a subcutaneous injection. In all of the research studies, the results 
consistently showed that the antibody medicine for CGRP or CGRP receptors was 
effective in reducing symptoms of chronic migraine and also that there were few 
adverse events. However, in some parts of the research, they identified some slight 
risk of bias, for example the reporting of selected outcomes and therefore the 
strength of the evidence was around the medium level.
Period 2001～2019
Database Cochrane Library, PubMed, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic migraine
I／C eptinezumab, galcanezumab, fremanezumab, erenumab,preventive therapy, prevention,cgrp

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc

Selection Summary Of the 142 MEDLINE 142 search hits, 237 Cochrane search hits, a NPO Japan Medical Ab-
stracts Society search hits, we used 9 of them which matched with the set PICO

CQ N－4－2：Are oral drugs useful for preventing chronic migraine ?

　Answer：Oral drugs are useful for preventing chronic migraine.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus 94.7 %〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　There have been reports from 3 placebo－controlled RCTs which investigated and 
compared the efficacy of oral drugs on chronic migraine；2 of the RCTs were on 
topiramate （not eligible for health insurance coverage） and 1 was on sodium val-
proate. The number of days which adult patients aged 18 years old＋suffered from 
chronic migraine significantly decreased at around 4 weeks in the group who were 
orally administered with topiramate compared with the placebo. Researchers have 
not proven the preventive effects of valproic acid on reducing the number of days 
patients suffer from a migraine but compared with the placebo, the frequency of 
pain significantly decreased on the visual analogue scale （VAS）, maximum VAS 
level and pain frequency. There were no problems with safety in any of the re-
search studies but in the preventive effects of oral drugs for chronic migraine, re-
searchers did notice a slight risk of bias, for example a different oral drug was used 
or different outcomes and therefore, the strength of the evidence was medium.
　In actual clinical settings when topiramate and valproic acid are not successful, 

RCT：randomized 
controlled trial
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an RCT targeting patients with chronic daily headache used amitriptyline which 
was recognized to have preventive effects, and propranolol and romeridine were 
used to prevent ‘migraines without warning signs’ and ‘migraines with warning 
signs.
Period 2001～2019
Database Cochrane Library, PubMed, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic migraine
I／C preventive therapy, prevention

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc

Selection Summary Of the 172 MEDLINE search hits, and 1 Cochrane search hit, we used 3 search hits which 
matched with the set PICO

CQ N－5－1： Is non－invasive （percutaneous） vagus nerve stimulation useful for 
chronic cluster headache ?

　Answer：Non－invasive （percutaneous） vagus nerve stimulation （nVNS） is useful 
for chronic cluster headache.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　There was 1 RCT which considered and compared the usefulness of nVNS for 
chronic cluster headache. This study targeted adults aged 18 years old＋with 
chronic cluster headache and used a standard－treatment group for the control, and 
performed non－invasive vagus nerve stimulation （nVNS） 6 times a day, and found 
that the number of headache attacks and the actual attacks had significantly de-
creased by over 50%. There was 1 RCT which considered and compared the use-
fulness of nVNS on chronic migraine, and researchers confirmed its safety but al-
though it was effective in reducing the number of days when patients had a mi-
graine 2 months later in the nVNS group compared with a sham treatment group, 
the difference was not significant.
Period 2001～2019
Database Cochrane Library, PubMed, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic migraine, chronic headache
I／C nerve stimulation, brain stimulation, preventive therapy, prevention

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of 50＋）etc

Selection Summary Of the 172 MEDLINE search hits, 1 Cochrane search hit, we used 2 of them which matched 
with the set PICO
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CQ N－5－2： Is transcranial magnetic stimulation （TMS） useful for chronic 
migraine and chronic tension－type headache ?

　Answer：Transcranial magnetic stimulation （TMS） is believed to be useful in re-
ducing chronic migraine pain and reducing the usage of analgesics but there is in-
sufficient evidence on this. There is insufficient evidence allowing us to believe that 
it is useful in reducing the intensity of pain from chronic tension－type headache 

（TTH）. The equipment used for the research which would serve as evidence is dif-
ferent from the equipment used in Japan so we do not have certain grounds on 
which we can recommend TMS.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 90.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　There are only 4 RCTs which have considered and compared the usefulness of 
TMS for chronic migraine. Three of them used repetitive magnetic stimulation, and 
the other one used deep transcranial magnetic stimulation. The transcranial mag-
netic stimulation study did not observe that it was effective in reducing the num-
ber of attacks and the number of days patients had a headache. In 2 of the studies, 
they observed that it was effective in reducing intensity of pain, and in 3 of the 
studies, it was effective in reducing the number of times analgesics were used. 
Overall, there were few cases, and some of the research poorly explained their 
methods regarding how they made the test blind, and the methods of treatment 
were different as well so the level of the evidence was low. There was only 1 RCT 
in which researchers observed a decrease in the intensity of pain from chronic ten-
sion－type headache and a rise in the pain threshold so the level of evidence was 
low.
Period 2001～2019
Database Cochrane Library, PubMed, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic migraine, chronic headache
I／C transcranial magnetic stimulation

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases50＋）etc

Selection Summary Of the 172 MEDLINE search hits etc, we used 6 of them which matched with the set PICO

TMS：transcranial 
magnetic stimulation
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CQ N－5－3： Is acupuncture useful for chronic migraine／chronic tension－type 
headache ?

　Answer：An acupuncture may be useful for preventing chronic migraine. Its ef-
fects for preventing chronic tension－type headache are not superior to those of 
physical therapy and relaxation.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 83.3%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　There are 2 studies which considered the effects of acupuncture on chronic mi-
graine by comparing it against taking oral medication and both of these studies 
found that it was significantly more effective in preventing it. However, compared 
with the oral medication, the placebo effect from acupuncture was fairly high and 
therefore one must consider the possibility that the significant difference may have 
been caused by the placebo effect. The effects from acupuncture in preventing 
chronic tension－type headache, as well as from sham treatments or physical thera-
py and relaxation, showed that it had reduced the intensity of pain compared with 
prior to treatment but there was no significant difference in the mitigating effects 
from acupuncture, sham treatments or physical therapy and relaxation. In terms of 
safety, there have been no reports mentioning severe adverse events and therefore 
it is believed to be generally safe.
Period 2001～2019
Database Cochrane Library, PubMed, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P chronic migraine, chronic tension－type headache
I／C acupuncture

Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc

Selection Summary Of the 54 MEDLINE search hits and 1 Cochrane search hit, we used 6 of them which matched 
with the set PICO
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O．Herpes Zoster-Related Pain

CQ O－1：What kind of pathology is herpes zoster ?

　Answer：Herpes zoster is a painful small rash that occurs when a latent infection 
of the sensory ganglion by the varicella－zoster virus （VZV）, after someone has had 
chickenpox, is reactivated. Normally, the rash is treated in a few weeks but some-
times there are various complications that arise afterwards.

Commentary：
　Varicella－zoster virus （VZV） is a neurotropic virus which invades the sensory 
ganglion at the onset of chickenpox. However, even after the chickenpox is cured, 
there is a latent infection in the cranial ganglion and dorsal root ganglion. Due to a 
variety of factors, when the patient’s specific cellular immunity is weakened, the la-
tent infection of VZV is reactivated, causing herpes zoster1－3). Normally, this gives 
onset to acute painful herpes at one dermatome. Frequently, several days before 
the rash appears, premonitory symptoms manifest such as fever, headache, feeling 
of discomfort, and pain. Several weeks after onset, the skin lesions heal and may 
leave scars and pigmentation. The main risk factor is ageing, and in patients aged 
50 years old and over, onset clearly increases. Various complications have been re-
ported but the most frequently occurring complication is postherpetic neuralgia 

（PHN）.

CQ O－2：How is herpes zoster－related pain categorized ?

　Answer：Herpes zoster－related pain includes acute mainly inflammatory pain 
and chronic neuropathic pain.

Commentary：
　Herpes zoster－related pain can range from acute to chronic pain4,5). The acute 
pain is a precursor pain and arises when a patient has herpes zoster and as the vi-
rus multiplies, patients mainly suffer from an inflammatory pain that arises when 
nerve cell tissue is damaged as a result of the body’s immune response. As a result 
of chronic impairment of the peripheral nerves and central nerves and secondary 
sensation, it develops into postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）, which is an intractable 
form of neuropathic pain. There is no standard definition of PHN but it is often de-
fined as pain that persists after 90 days have passed since manifestation of the 
rash. Allodynia and hyperalgesia are frequent characteristics of PHN. Risk factors 

VZV：varicella-zoster 
virus  

PHN：postherpetic 
neuralgia  
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of PHN include aging, precursor pain, severe rash, severe pain, and ocular compli-
cations6). 

CQ O－3： Is vaccine useful for preventing herpes zoster and postherpetic 
neuralgia （PHN） ?

　Answer：Either a live－virus vaccine or sub－unit vaccine works on the chicken-
pox／varicella－zoster virus （VZV） and prevents the onset of herpes zoster, and pre-
vents the transition to postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）. There are no severe side ef-
fects. The usefulness of the live－virus vaccine deteriorates over time. We are ex-
pecting that future research will investigate how long the sub－unit vaccine is effec-
tive.
　The sub－unit vaccine is more useful than the live－virus vaccine and although it 
is possible to vaccinate immunodeficient patients, there are often side reactions.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　1）Live－virus vaccine
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　2）Sub－unit vaccine
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 80.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　In Japan, the use of the live－virus vaccine for the prevention of herpes zoster 
was approved in 2016 and the use of the sub－unit vaccine was approved in 2018. 
The live－virus vaccine is administered once subcutaneously and the sub－unit vac-
cine is administered intramuscularly twice with a two－month interval between the 
first and second shot. The sub－unit virus has an adjuvant （AS01B） added to the 
glycoprotein components of the varicella zoster virus. 
　Patients with immune function abnormalities and patients undergoing treatment 
for immunosuppression cannot be vaccinated with the live－virus vaccine. On the 
other hand, such patients can be vaccinated with the sub－unit virus. The Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention （CDC） in the US, stated in 2017 that they rec-
ommend the sub－unit vaccine more for preventing herpes zoster and related com-
plications7). 
　The sub－unit vaccine may be beneficial for patients who are at high risk of se-

PHN：postherpetic 
neuralgia  
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vere herpes zoster. As there is a possibility that systemic side reactions may mani-
fest, it is necessary for the patients to understand this properly when administering 
it.
　1）Live－virus vaccine
　According to 2 RCTs8,9), during the observation period which is approximately 6 
months～3 years, the live－virus vaccine reduced the onset of herpes zoster by 53%, 
thereby reducing PHN by 67%. There have been no severe adverse events from 
the live－virus vaccine. The efficacy of the live－virus vaccine deteriorates over time 
but, there have been reports that it inhibits the onset rate of herpes zoster up to 8 
years after the vaccination10). 
　2）Sub－unit vaccine
　According to 2 RCTs11,12), in an observation period of approximately 3～4 years, 
the sub－unite vaccine reduced the onset of herpes zoster by 93%, thereby reducing 
PHN by 89%. There were no severe adverse events from the sub－unit vaccine. Lo-
cal reactions at the site of injection （pain, redness, swelling） and systemic side re-
actions （fatigue, gastrointestinal symptoms, headache, muscle pain, and the chills）, 
a few days after the vaccine, were significantly higher than the placebo. At follow－
up approximately 3 years later, researchers confirmed cellular immunity and hu-
moral immunity had been maintained by the vaccine13). 
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P adult
I／C herpes zoster vaccine, chickenpox vaccine／nothing specified

Limitations Limited by publication type, Pubmed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 279 MEDLINE search hits, 315 Cochrane Central search hits, and 12 NPO Japan Medi-
cal Abstracts Society search hits, we used 7 references that matched with the set PICO

CQ O－4： Is the administration of antiviral drugs, after onset of herpes zoster, 
useful for preventing postherpetic neuralgia ?

　Answer：By administering a patient with an anti－viral drug within 72 hours of 
onset of herpes zoster, it helps cure the rash and reduce acute pain. Acyclovir does 
not prevent herpes zoster transitioning into PHN. Famciclovir, valaciclovir, 
amenamevir may possibly prevent the transition to PHN but we are unable to say 
that the evidence on this is sufficient.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

RCT：randomized
controlled trial 
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Commentary：
　Antiviral drugs that are used against herpes zoster are acyclovir, famciclovir, va-
laciclovir, and amenamevir. Famciclovir is a penciclovir prodrug, and valaciclovir is 
an acyclovir prodrug, with a higher bioavailability rate than acyclovir. One should 
be careful about usage and dosage when it comes to acyclovir, famciclovir, and va-
laciclovir as side effects can easily arise in elderly patients and those with impaired 
kidney function. Amenamevir is a relatively new drug, approved for use in 2017, 
which by inhibiting the activation of helicase and primase in the chickenpox／vari-
cella－zoster virus （VZV）, blocks the duplication of its DNA. It is metabolized in the 
liver and excreted in the feces, so there is no need to regulate the dosage due to 
decreased renal function. Furthermore, administering patients once a day is fine. 
Amenamevir is believed to be easy to use in patients with impaired renal function 
and those with medication non－compliance. As it is a new drug, there are still few 
reports on its usefulness.
　There are several placebo－controlled RCTs on the usefulness of acyclovir14－17). If 
administration is begun within 72 hours after the rash manifests, it reduces the 
time until the skin lesions are healed and reduces acute pain. The number of pa-
tients who had pain 4 months after onset did not decrease14,15). 
　There is an RCT on the usefulness of famciclovir18) which used a group adminis-
tered with acyclovir for the control19－21). It has the same effect as acyclovir on rash 
and acute pain. Among patients who commenced treatment within 48 hours, there 
were fewer patients with pain at between 1～6 months than with acyclovir19). 
　There is also an RCT on the usefulness of valaciclovir which used a group ad-
ministered with acyclovir for the control22), and an RCT which used a group admin-
istered with famciclovir for the control23). It had the same effect on patients’ rash as 
acyclovir and famciclovir22,23). The period in which pain disappeared in the acute to 
sub－acute phase was shorter in the group administered with valaciclovir than it 
was for the group administered with acyclovir. Furthermore, patients had less pain 
after 24 weeks in the group that were administered with valaciclovir for 14 days22). 
　There is an RCT which investigated the usefulness of amenamevir using a group 
administered with valaciclovir for the control24). There was a higher number of pa-
tients in whom the formation of new lesions no longer manifested on the 4th day of 
treatment in the group administered with amenamevir. There was no difference 
between the groups in the amount of time that it took for the rash to turn into a 
scab, no difference in the amount of time it took for the pain to improve and at 91 
days, there was no difference in the number of patients suffering from pain.
　We are unable to say that there is sufficient evidence on the preventive effects 
of antiviral drugs for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） and therefore further investiga-
tion is required in future25). However, it is clearly useful in the acute phase and 
therefore antiviral drugs should be administered early for herpes zoster. 

RCT：randomized
controlled trial 
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Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia, zoster associated pain
I／C antiviral agent, acyclovir, valacyclovir, famciclovir, Amenamevir／nothing specified

Limitations Limited by publication type, Pubmed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 47 MEDLINE search hits, 163 Cochrane Central search hits, and 54 NPO Japan Medical 
Abstracts Society search hits, we utilized references that matched with the set PICO. We 
used references from before 2005 that we searched for and which were important as papers 
for reference purposes. From the above, we used 12 search hits

CQ O－5－1：Is pregabalin useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） ?

　Answer：Pregabalin is useful for postherpetic neuralgia. Research indicates that 
it is effective in terms of dosage dependency but it does have a high incidence rate 
of side effects （sleepiness and drowsiness etc.）. One needs to be careful with its us-
age and dosage in patients with renal dysfunction.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：A （high）

Commentary：
　There are several RCTs on the effects of pregabalin on PHN26－32). According to a 
systematic review which summarizes these studies33), when the outcome was set at 
a 50%＋reduction in pain, the number needed to treat （NNT） when patients were 
administered with 150 mg, 300 mg, and 600 mg, was 8.3,5.1, and 3.9, respectively. 
There were no severe side effects from pregabalin but drowsiness and dizziness 
did increase with dosage dependence.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P postherpetic neuralgia, zoster associated pain
I／C pregabalin／nothing specified

Limitations Limited by publication type, Pubmed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 55 MEDLINE search hits, 139 Cochrane Central search hits, and 9 NPO Japan Medical 
Abstracts Society search hits, we used 6 references that matched with the set PICO. We used 
some references from before 2005 which we searched for and were important. From the 
above, we used 8 references

CQ O－5－2：Is gabapentin useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） ?

　Answer：Gabapentin is useful on postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）. One must be 
careful of side effects such as drowsiness and dizziness and be careful of its usage 
and dosage in patients with renal dysfunction.
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Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-

ed 〔Consensus 94.7%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：A （high）

Commentary：
　Since 2018, gabapentin has been approved for use on neuropathic pain but is not 
eligible to be covered under the Japanese health insurance system. There are sev-
eral RCTs on the effects of gabapentin on PHN. According to a systematic review 
which summarizes these studies34), when the outcome was a 50％＋reduction in 
pain, the number needed to treat （NNT） when patients were administered with 
between 1,200～3,600 mg, was 6.9. There were no severe side effects from gab-
apentin but there were side effects such as drowsiness and dizziness.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P postherpetic neuralgia, zoster associated pain
I／C gabapentin／nothing specified

Limitations Limited by publication type,Pubmed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 55 MEDLINE search hits, 147 Cochrane Central search hits, and 1 NPO Japan Medical 
Abstracts Society search hits, we used 6 references which matched with the set PICO. We 
used some citations from references prior to 2005 that were important. From the above, we 
used 1 review

CQ O－5－3：Is mirogabalin useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） ?

　Answer：Mirogabalin is useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）. The incidence 
rate of side effects such as drowsiness and dizziness increase as the dosage increas-
es and therefore physicians need to be careful of this. One must also be careful 
about its usage and dosage when administering it to patients with renal dysfunc-
tion.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 90.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Mirogabalin is a new drug, which became available for clinical use for treating 
peripheral neuropathic pain as of 2019. According to an RCT which investigated its 
effects on PHN35), in groups who had been administered with 15 mg／day, 20 mg／
day, and 30 mg／day of mirogabalin, after 14 weeks of treatment, there was a sig-
nificantly higher number of patients from the mirogabalin groups who had experi-
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enced a reduction in pain of 30% or more, compared with the placebo group. （group 
administered 15mg／day：risk ratio 1.30；group administered with 20 mg／day：
risk ratio 1.29；group administered with 30 mg／day：risk ratio 1.42）. The num-
ber of patients who had experienced a reduction in pain of 50% or more was signifi-
cantly higher in the group administered with 30 mg／day than in the placebo group 

（risk ratio 1.47）. It was unclear whether there were any severe side effects related 
to mirogabalin. The frequency of incidence of side effects such as drowsiness, dizzi-
ness and edema tended to increase with a higher dosage. There are few reports 
yet on the usefulness of mirogabalin；further accumulation of clinical research is 
required.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P postherpetic neuralgia, zoster associated pain
I／C mirogabalin／nothing specified

Limitations Limited by publication type, Pubmed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc.

Selection summary Of the 3 MEDLINE search hits, 15 Cochrane Central search hits, and 0 NPO Japan Medical 
Abstracts Society search hits, we used 1 search hit which matched with the set PICO.

CQ O－5－4：Is amitriptyline useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） ?

　Answer：We believe that amitriptyline is useful for postherpetic neuralgia 
（PHN） but we cannot say that there is sufficient evidence and therefore cannot 
evaluated the size of its effect.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　Amitriptyline is a tricyclic antidepressant which was approved in Japan in 2015 
as a drug for treating peripheral neuropathic pain. There are placebo－controlled 
RCTs which have investigated the effects of amitriptyline for PHN36,37), and re-
searchers observed its analgesic effects after administering patients with the drug 
for 6～8 weeks. There was a large number of side effects such as drowsiness and 
dry mouth in the group administered with amitriptyline. However, there was a 
small number of patients the study targeted and therefore we cannot say that 
there was a high level of evidence on its analgesic effects. According to a systemat-
ic review which summarized the effects of amitriptyline on neuropathic pain38), it 
was unclear whether there were severe side effects caused by amitriptyline. There 
was at least 1 or more patients in the amitriptyline group who more frequently had 
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adverse events than in the placebo group （risk ratio 1.5, NNH 5.2）.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P postherpetic neuralgia, zoster associated pain
I／C amitriptyline／nothing specified

Limitations Limited by publication type, Pubmed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 10 MEDLINE search hits, 29 Cochrane Central search hits, and 3 NPO Japan Medical 
Abstracts Society search hits, we used 1 search which matched with the set PICO. We used 
some citations from prior to 2005 that were important for reference purposes. From the above, 
we used 3 references

CQ O－5－5：Is nortriptyline useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） ?

　Answer：Nortriptyline may possibly be useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） 
but we cannot say that there is sufficient evidence.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　Nortriptyline is a tricyclic antidepressant which is the main metabolite of ami-
triptyline. In Japan, it is not applied for the treatment of pain. There are some 
RCTs which have reported that nortriptyline has equivalent effects on PHN as ga-
bapentin and amitriptyline39,40). However, these studies targeted a small number of 
patients and did not use a placebo for the control, and therefore we are unable to 
say that there is sufficient evidence on the analgesic effects of nortriptyline. It is 
unclear whether there are severe side effects from nortriptyline but there are side 
effects such as dry mouth, constipation and drowsiness.
Period 2005～019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P postherpetic neuralgia, zoster associated pain
I／C nortriptyline／nothing specified

Limitations Limited by publication type, Pubmed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc.

Selection summary Of the 6 MEDLINE search hits, 9 Cochrane Central search hits, 1 NPO Japan Medical Ab-
stracts Society search hit, we used 1 search that matched with the set PICO. We used some 
citations from prior to 2005 which were important for reference purposes. From the above, we 
used 2 references.

CQ O－5－6：Is tramadol useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） ?

　Answer：Tramadol might possibly be useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）. 
The amount of evidence is insufficient but this does not mean that we should dis-
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miss its usefulness.
　Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　There is 1 RCT on the effects of tramadol on postherpetic neuralgia （PHN）41). By 
administering patients with the drug for 6 weeks, there was a larger number of pa-
tients in the tramadol group who experienced a 50%＋reduction in pain compared 
with the placebo group （risk ratio 1.37, NNT 4.8）. However, the number of pa-
tients they targeted was small, so the amount of evidence is insufficient. According 
to a systematic review which summarized the usefulness of tramadol for neuro-
pathic pain42), it was unclear whether there were any severe side effects from ad-
ministering patients with tramadol. There was at least 1 more patient who more 
frequently experienced adverse events in the tramadol group than the placebo 
group （risk ratio 1.6, NNH 4.2）. Adverse events that were particularly common 
were nausea, constipation, a feeling of fatigue, and dizziness.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P postherpetic neuralgia, zoster associated pain
I／C tramadol／nothing specified

Limitations Limited by publication type,Pubmed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc.

Selection summary Of the 7 MEDLINE search hits, 35 Cochrane Central search hits, and 4 NPO Japan Medical 
Abstracts Society search hits, we used 1 search hit that matched with the set PICO. We used 
citations from prior to 2005 that were important for reference purposes. From the above, we 
used 2 references.

CQ O－6： Is performing nerve block therapy soon after onset of herpes zoster, 
useful for preventing postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） ?

　Answer：There are many reports on preventing postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） 
using various types of nerve blocks. There is also a report by a systematic review 
which globally scrutinized this therapy. However, there were problems such as a 
lack of uniformity between the trials and with the control group settings. However, 
rather than performing a nerve block just once, performing a nerve block continu-
ously or several times has been shown to prevent acute－stage pain after 6 months 
and after 12 months, and therefore we think that it does prevent PHN.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕
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　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　There is a systematic review based on 9 research studies related to stellate gan-
glion block, epidural block, paraspinal nerve block and PHN. At 6 months, the inci-
dence rate of PHN was 13.3～ 33.9% in the control group, and 0～ 26.7% in the 
block groups；at 12 months it was 16～34.4% in the control group, and 2～5.9% in 
the block group, indicating a significant difference. However, taking into consider-
ation the lack of uniformity between the research studies, researchers concluded 
that for each type of nerve block, it was more effective when performed continu-
ously or repetitively. Furthermore, they claimed that there were no reports of seri-
ous adverse events due to nerve block43). 
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P mainly postherpetic neuralgia, words similar to this（herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia* 
etc）

I／C nerve block／nothing specified
Limitations Nothing
Selection summary Of the 53 MREDLINE search hits, 46 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 57 NPO Japan 

Medical Abstracts Society search hits, we used 1 search hit that matched with the set PICO
＊Searches were conducted in English and in Japanese

CQ O－7－1： Is pulsed radiofrequency of the dorsal root ganglion （DRG－PRF） 
useful for herpes zoster－related pain ?

　Answer：In a randomized controlled trial （RCT） which compared the usefulness 
before and after a block, researchers indicated in each case that pulsed radiofre-
quency of the dorsal root ganglion （DRG－PRF） was useful on herpes zoster－relat-
ed pain. However, the longest period of observation was relatively short at 3 
months, so it is unclear whether it is useful over the long－term. They did not men-
tion anything about adverse events but caution is advised.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　There is an RCT which investigated the effects of pulsed radiofrequency of the 
dorsal root ganglion （DRG－PRF） on 160 patients with PHN currently being admin-
istered gabapentin. Researchers reported that the visual analogue scale （VAS） 
scores were significantly lower in the group which underwent DRG－PRF at 1 

PRF:：pulsed 
radiofrequency
DRG ： dorsal root 
ganglion

VAS：visual analogue 
scale
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week, 2 weeks and 4 weeks after the procedure44). In a retrospective study which 
targeted 59 patients with herpes zoster who underwent DRG－PRF, researchers re-
ported that intensity of pain was significantly lower at 12 weeks, in the acute－stage 

（within 90 days） group of patients who underwent PRF－DRG （29 patients） than 
the chronic－phase （90 days＋） patients who underwent the procedure （29 pa-
tients）45). In a retrospective controlled trial on continuous epidural block and DRG－
PRF, researchers considered 42 cases. In each case, NRS decreased over time but 
in the DRG－PRF group, researchers reported that the dosage of the drug de-
creased and there were fewer patients who transitioned to PHN46). Ninety patients 
who were diagnosed with PHN and had symptoms for 3 months or more under-
went DRG－PRF, and researchers reported that 1 week, 4 weeks, 8 weeks, and 12 
weeks later, their VAS scores had significantly decreased and their SF－36 scores 
had improved47). In 49 of the patients with PHN who underwent DRG－PRF, re-
searchers reported that the treatment had been effective in alleviating pain at 4 
weeks, 8 weeks, and 12 weeks after treatment48). There are many reports from one 
single institution that PRF is useful for herpes zoster－related pain and PHN. In fu-
ture, researchers will need to consider unified conditions such as method of per-
forming DRG－PRF, time since onset and the site of procedure.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P mainly postherpetic neuralgia, words similar to this（herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia* 
etc.）

I／C pulsed radiofrequency／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc
Selection summary Of the 17 MREDLINE search hits, 30 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, 5 NPO Japan Medical 

Abstracts Society search hits, We used 5 search hits that matched with the set PICO
＊Searches were conducted in English and in Japanese

CQ O－7－2： Is applying pulsed radiofrequency to the peripheral nerves useful 
for herpes zoster－related pain ?

　Answer：There are several double－blind RCTs on applying pulsed radiofrequen-
cy （PRF） to the peripheral nerves to treat PHN. These studies indicated that it 
was effective in each case in providing analgesic effect, had an effect on the dosage 
of the drug used and on QOL. Furthermore, they indicated that there was no sig-
nificant difference in severe complications as compared with the control group.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

NRS：numerical rating 
scale
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Commentary：
　There are placebo－controlled double－blind RCTs which have investigated the ap-
plication of pulsed radiofrequency to the peripheral nerves （intercostal nerve） and 
performing a nerve block for patients with chest PHN. In one of the controlled tri-
als, one group of patients （30 patients） was administered pregabalin and under-
went PRF while the other group （30 patients） was administered pregabalin and 
given a sham treatment. Researchers reported that pain significantly decreased 4 
weeks and 8 weeks later in the PRF group, QOL improved, and patients tended to 
have a reduced dosage of analgesics49). Furthermore, there is a controlled trial 
which targeted patients with chest PHN, in which one group （48 patients） under-
went PRF to the peripheral nerves （intercostal nerves） and one group （48 pa-
tients） underwent a sham treatment for 6 months. This study reported that were 
no severe complications in the PRF group, patients’ dosage of analgesics （tramadol） 
decreased and there was a significant difference in improved physical function 
QOL （SF－36）50). Furthermore, there is a placebo－controlled double－blind RCT in 
which PRF was applied to the intercostal nerve under ultrasound guidance and 
while patients were observed over a period of 12 months, researchers reported see-
ing a significant decrease in VAS scores and a decreased dosage of the patients’ 
drug （pregabalin and acetaminophen）51). 
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P mainly postherpetic neuralgia, words similar to this （herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia＊） 
etc

I／C pulsed radiofrequency／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, Other （50 cases＋） etc
Selection summary OF the 17 MREDLINE search hits, 30 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, and 5 NPO Japan 

Medical Abstracts Society search hits, we used 3 search hits that matched with the set PICO
＊Searches were conducted in English and in Japanese

CQ O－8：Is spinal cord stimulation useful for postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） ?

　Answer：There are few reports on the usefulness of spinal cord stimulations 
（SCS） to treat postherpetic neuralgia （PHN） and few cases used in the reports. 
Furthermore, there were no research studies which were compared against a pla-
cebo. However, we saw reports indicating an improvement in analgesic effect and 
activities of daily living （ADL） due to SCS. We also saw several reports on tempo-
rary SCS reducing long－term pain in the acute and sub－acute phase.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：D （very low）

PRF：pulsed 
radiofrequency 

QOL：quality of life

SCS：spinal cord 
stimulation
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Commentary：
　There is some researchs which has looked at the analgesic effects of spinal－cord 
stimulation （SCS） on patients with PHN. Researchers reported performing SCS on 
28 patients, in which it had a long－term effect on 23 of them. At the same time, 
they performed SCS on 4 patients with acute－phase herpes zoster, and in each case 
it had a long－term effect on the patients52). 
　There is one report in which PHN patients with kidney failure underwent SCS 
and did not have to increase their dosage of the drug and it raised their quality of 
life （QOL）53). In addition, some other reporters performed temporary SCS on pa-
tients from the acute phase to around 6 months, and reported that patients had 
passed through this period without a recurrence of pain54). 
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Mainly chronic pain, postherpetic neuralgia, words similar to this（Herpes zoster,Postherpetic 
neuralgia* etc.）

I／C Spinal cord stimulation etc.／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 

search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other （50 cases＋） etc.
Selection summary Of the 24 MREDLINE search hits, 21 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, 29 NPO Japan Medical 

Abstracts Society search hits, we used 3 references that matched with the set PICO. Refer-
ence # 52 is outside of our targeted period but it was used in previous guidelines and was 
considered to be important so we used it this time as well.

＊Searches were conducted in English and in Japanese.
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Chapter P． Painful Diabetic Peripheral 
Neuropathy：CQ P-1～CQ P-7

CQ P-1： What kind of pathology is painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy 
（PDPN） ?

CQ P-2： What are the symptoms of painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy 
（PDPN） ?

CQ P-3： How is painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） diagnosed ?
CQ P-4-1： Is blood-sugar control useful for alleviating symptoms of painful 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-4-2： Is blood-sugar control useful for preventing the onset of painful 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-5-1： Are Ca2＋ channels and α2δ ligands useful for painful diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-5-2： Are serotonin-noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors useful for painful 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-5-3： Are tricyclic antidepressants useful for painful diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-5-4： Are antiepileptic drugs useful for painful diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-5-5： Is tramadol useful for painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

（PDPN） ?
CQ P-5-6： Are opioid analgesics 〔strong〕 useful for painful diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-5-7： Is Kampo medicine useful for painful diabetic peripheral 

neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-6-1： Is nerve block useful for painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

（PDPN） ?
CQ P-6-2： Is transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulations （TENS） useful for 

painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-6-3： Is low level laser therapy （LLLT） useful for painful diabetic 

peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?
CQ P-7：  Is spinal cord stimulation （SCS） useful on intractable painful 

diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?
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P．Painful Diabetic Peripheral Neuropathy

CQ P－1： What kind of pathology is painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy 
（PDPN） ?

　Answer：Painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）, is a form of symmetric 
sensorimotor polyneuropathy, dependent upon nerve length, which arises when 
high blood sugar persists in diabetic patients, and it is estimated that over 1 million 
patients are affected by the disease in Japan. Researchers have indicated that ad-
vanced glycation end products （AGEs） are involved in the mechanism of onset.

Commentary：
　PDPN occurs when high blood sugar persists in diabetic patients, and is a form 
of symmetric sensorimotor polyneuropathy which is dependent upon nerve length, 
based upon diabetic neuropathy1,2). 
　According to the National Health and Nutrition Survey published by the Minis-
try of Health, Labor and Welfare （MHLW） in 20163), the number of people who are 
estimated to have diabetes or who are in danger of developing diabetes is approxi-
mately 10 million people in each case. On the other hand, the European EURODI-
AB study and a survey conducted by Japan’s ‘Society for Thinking about Diabetic 
Neuropathy’, reported that approximately 30% of patients with diabetes suffer from 
neuropathy, and the prevalence rate of patients with pain which was diagnosed as 
DN was 40～50%4－6), and as 75% of these cases are PDPN7), we roughly calculated 
that there exists more than 1 million people in Japan with PDPN, and therefore the 
prevention and treatment of PDPN is a matter that should be tackled to improve 
the health of the Japanese people.
　The incidence rate of people who have suffered from PDPN throughout their 
whole life consists of 54～59% of patients with type 1 diabetes, and 45% with type 2 
diabetes, indicating a higher incidence rate of type 1 diabetes8). The prevalence 
rate of PDPN is known to increase both with a low age of onset of diabetes and 
length of sickness and also there is a statistically－significant correlation with people 
with a high BMI, women, and smokers8). Researchers have indicated that factors 
such as increased polyol metabolism, increased oxidative stress, abnormal protein 
kinase C activity, an accumulation of advanced glycation end products （AGEs）, ele-
vated inflammatory cytokines, a decrease in neurotrophic factors, and abnormalities 
in Na＋ and Ca2＋ channels are involved. In particular, it is claimed that reactive di-
carbonyl and α－oxoaldehyde, which are precursors of advanced glycation end 
products （AGEs）, are factors involved in the onset and development of PDPN. 
Methylglyoxal is known for its depolarization of sensory nerves, hyperalgesia via 
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voltage－gated Na＋ channels （NaV 1.8）, promoting neurosecretions of CGRP, and 
provoking heat and mechanical hyperalgesia via activation of TRPA19). 
　We should also point out that in these guidelines we have not touched upon 
acute transient PDPN, which may arise at any stage of the disease, and treatment－
induced neuropathy of diabetes （TIND）, which arises in a short period of time due 
to blood－sugar control.

CQ P－2：What are the symptoms of painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy ?

　Answer：Typical painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） exhibits glove－
and－stocking type dysesthesia, and its pain symptoms match with the characteris-
tics of neuropathic pain. As time passes, hypalgesia, hypanakinesis, and autonomic 
dysfunction become salient, and diabetic foot ulcers are formed. As for the local 
form of neuropathy, one sees single nerve dysfunction as well as multifocal neurop-
athy.

Commentary：
　Pain due to PDPN is often the initial symptom for patients who undergo treat-
ment at a healthcare facility10). With diabetic neuropathy （DN）, which is the basis 
of PDPN, as small－diameter neuropathy comes first, PDPN begins with bilateral 
and symmetrical numbness, pain, and dysesthesia in distal sites of the lower limbs 
and over time, exhibits the glove－and－stocking type symptoms11,12). Patients com-
plain of for example a ‘pins and needles’ like pricking pain, a ‘stinging’ pain, a burn-
ing－hot like pain, a shooting pain like an electric shock, an unpleasant sensation 
that is accompanied by pain from a stimulus, hyperalgesia, and allodynia. While 
walking, some patients have described the pain as “a pain like one is walking bare-
foot over marbles” and “a pain like one is walking barefoot over hot sand”.13) These 
symptoms match with the characteristics of neuropathic pain. The pain increases 
at night, and patients may also complain of insomnia, lack of sleep and a feeling of 
fatigue5). Furthermore, some researchers have also observed paresthesia like mus-
cle cramps in the lower limbs14). In the initial stage, motor function does not deteri-
orate, but gradually hypalgesia, hypanakinesis and autonomic dysfunction become 
salient and there is an elevated risk of the patient falling over15). In the final stage, 
sufferers experience a lack of sensation in the lower limbs and leg ulcers are 
formed. 
　With local symptoms, patients may exhibit single nerve or multifocal nerve 
symptoms11), and impaired blood flow of a single nerve, due to for example the 
blockage of a neurotrophic blood vessel, can be the cause of mononeuropathy. On 
the other hand, multifocal nerve dysfunction, which is seen in the nerve plexus of 
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the lumbosacral spinal cord, exhibits for example pain and muscular atrophy of the 
femur as well as unilateral or bilateral hip pain.

CQ P－3：How is painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） diagnosed ?

　Answer：Painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） is diagnosed if the pa-
tient’s underlying disease is diabetes and also through for example a questionnaire 
on the patient’s pain symptoms and neuropathic pain. Each diagnostic criteria for 
neuropathic pain is useful for diagnosing PDPN as well.

Commentary：
　When diagnosing painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）, the basic as-
sumption is that diabetic neuropathy exists as an underlying condition, physicians 
need to hear the patient’s history and clinical conditions, and confirm on the blood 
test whether the patient’s fasting blood glucose is 126mg／dl or higher and whether 
their HbA1C is 6.5% or higher15). Pain is generally observed bilaterally and sym-
metrically and at distal sites, and patients complain of pain symptoms mentioned in 
the previous CQ16). Their condition often deteriorates at night, and as it progresses, 
symmetrical loss of sensation becomes salient, and this sensory loss may extend to 
the calf muscles and upper limbs. For example, a Neuropathic Pain Screening Ques-
tionnaire, Neuropathic Pain Questionnaire （NPQ）, and the McGill Pain Question-
naire may be used to confirm that the pain is neuropathic pain17,18)Note P1. Neuro－
QoL is used to evaluate a decline in quality of life （QOL）13), while VAS and NRS 
are used to evaluate intensity of pain. A tactile test using a Semmes－Weinstein fila-
ment is widely used for screening, in many cross－sectional studies, the monofila-
ment is known as a useful tool for identifying patients with foot ulcers19). Normally, 
patients experience a reduction or loss of their Achilles tendon reflex, and in some 
cases a reduction in the kneecap reflex. An abnormality on a nerve conduction 
study （NCS） and a microfiber nerve function test are required in order to confirm 
a neurological disorder20,21). A skin biopsy to evaluate a patient’s intraepidermal 
nerve fiber density can also be beneficial for diagnosis but such occasions are limit-
ed and can be useful in cases where small fiber neuropathy is suspected in patients 
whose condition has followed an atypical course. 
　Simple tools used for diagnosing diabetic neuropathy （DN） include the ‘Simple 
Diagnostic Criteria for Diabetic Polyneuropathy’ by the ‘Society for Thinking About 
Diabetic Neuropathy’ （Table P－1）22), the ‘Toronto Consensus’ by the Toronto Dia-
betic Neuropathy Expert Group （Table P－2）23), as well as the ‘Michigan Neuropa-
thy Screening Instrument （MNSI）’ and the Italian Society of Diabetology question-
naire （on neuropathy syndromes）. In clinical conditions in Japan, the ‘Simple Diag-
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nostic Criteria for Diabetic Polyneuropathy’ is frequently used. 

Table P－1　 Simple Diagnostic Criteria for Diabetic Polyneuropathy（distal symmetric 
polyneuropathy）（Cited from Reference #22）

Essential Criteria
Patient meets the following 2 criteria
　1．Diabetes is present
　2．Peripheral neuropathy other than diabetic polyneuropathy can be ruled out
Conditional Criteria
Patient has ‘neuropathy’ if he ／ she meets 2 or more of the 3 criteria below
　1．Exhibits subjective symptoms believed to be based on diabetic polyneuropathy
　2．Bilateral reduction of loss of Achilles tendon reflex
　3．Bilateral hypopallesthesia of the inner ankles
Precautions
　1．Subjective symptoms believed to be based on diabetic polyneuropathy are
　　1）Bilateral symptoms
　　2） Patient complains of one of these symptoms：‘numbness’ ‘pain’ or ‘dysesthesia’ 

in the toes or sole of the foot
　When the above 2 criteria are met
　 This does not include when only the above symptoms are present or when only ‘psy-

chroesthesia’ is present
　2．The Achilles tendon reflex test confirms knee standing position
　3．Hypopallesthesia is under 10 seconds on a C－128 tuning fork used as a guideline
　4．Carefully consider effects due to ageing in elderly patients
Referential Criteria
If any of the following referential criteria are met, patients are considered to ‘have 
neuropathy’ even if conditional criteria are not met：
　1． Clear abnormality is recognized for one of the test criteria（conduction velocity, 

amplitude, latency）at 2 or more nerves, for 1 criteria or more at each nerve, on a 
nerve conduction study

　2． From the clinical symptoms, there is clear diabetic autonomic dysfunction.
However, it is recommended that an abnormality is confirmed on an autonomic

（nerve）function test

Table P－2　 The Toronto Consensus by the Toronto Diabetic Neuropathy Expert Group 
（Cited from Reference #23）

Defined as ‘may possibly have diabetic neuropathy’ if patient meets 2 or more of the 
following criteria
　1．Symptoms of neuropathic pain
　2．Reduced distal sensation in all 4 limbs
　3．Reduction or lack of Achilles tendon reflex
Precautions
　In some cases, patients have a normal reduction or loss of Achilles tendon reflex.
　Sometimes patients will have a reduced kneecap reflex as well.
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CQ P－4－1： Is blood－sugar control useful for alleviating symptoms of painful 
diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：There is no evidence on the effects of blood－sugar control in alleviating 
pain from painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）. There is no correlation 
between the indicators of blood－sugar management, blood－sugar levels and HbA1C, 
and the severity of diabetic neuropathy （DN）. There is also a small－scale research 
study which indicated that treatments which introduced insulin therapy did not al-
leviate pain due to PDPN.

Commentary：
　Blood－sugar control and administering for example aldose reductase inhibitor 
drugs are recommended to alleviate symptoms of DN, and there is much evidence 
indicating a correlation between poor blood－sugar control and aggravated DN. 
However, there is no research which has investigated the relationship between 
blood－sugar control and the alleviation of PDPN symptoms.
　In the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial （DCCT）, a research study which 
investigated the relationship between blood－sugar levels and DN, researchers indi-
cated that there was no correlation between fluctuations in blood－sugar levels and 
severity of neuropathy25). Furthermore, in the secondary outcome of a research 
study which targeted diabetic patients with coronary artery disease （BARI－2D）26), 
researchers investigated the relationship between HbA1C and neuropathy but they 
indicated that there was no relationship between a reduction in HbA1c and allevi-
ated neuropathy. Furthermore, other researchers indicated that compared with a 
non－insulin treatment group, the incidence rate of DN was 30%＋higher in the in-
sulin treatment group （OR＝1.34 （95% CI 1.08 ～ 1.67））, in which patients who 
were being treated with a hypoglycemic drug were then transitioned to an insulin 
treatment and without using an oral hypoglycemic drug, even when they per-
formed reinforced insulin therapy through administering insulin subcutaneously, it 
did not reduce PDPN－related pain27). Therefore, after onset of PDPN, even if blood－
sugar control is performed, using blood－sugar levels and HbA1C as indicators, 
there is a low possibility that pain will be reduced.

CQ P－4－2： Is blood－sugar control useful for preventing the onset of painful 
diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：There is no direct evidence that prevents the onset of painful diabetic 
peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）. Due to the epidemiological fact that onset of PDPN 
has diabetic neuropathy as an underlying condition and the fact that blood sugar 
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regulation prevents the onset of DN, we can indirectly recommend that reinforced 
blood－sugar control prevents the onset of PDPN.

Commentary：
　There are no research studies which have investigated the relationship between 
blood－sugar control and preventing the onset of PDPN27). It has been known that 
blood－sugar control could prevent the onset of DN in the past, and in a 2012 sys-
tematic review28), reinforced blood－sugar control significantly prevented the onset 
of DN in type 1 diabetic patients （annual RD 1.84% （95% CI －1.11～－2.56）, high 
recommendation）, and reinforced blood－sugar control indicated that it tended to 
prevent the onset of DN in type 2 diabetic patients as well （annual RD －0.58% 

（95% CI 0.01－1.17）, moderate recommendation）. Furthermore, researchers ob-
served that these preventive effects continued for 3～6 years29). Therefore, based 
on the epidemiological fact that 75% of DN patients will develop PDPN and also the 
fact that blood－sugar regulation prevents the onset of DN, we can verify, albeit in-
directly, that reinforced blood－sugar control probably prevents the onset of PDPN. 
However, as the risk of developing hypoglycemia is elevated while patients are un-
dergoing reinforced blood－sugar control30), patients need to be treated carefully by 
a specialist and monitored closely. In recent years, there was a report on the rela-
tionship between PDPN and abnormal glucose tolerance, not blood－sugar levels31), 
and therefore we expect future research to be conducted on the prevention of 
PDPN using abnormal glucose tolerance as an indicator.
Period 2004～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane Central,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words searched chronic pain,chronic pain treatment,painful diabetic neuropathy, diabetic neuropathic pain, glu-

cose control, hyperglycemia, insulin
P chronic pain＊／painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy
I／C Treatment／placebo or standard treatment
Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed randomized controlled trial／systematic review search fil-

ter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc
Selection summary Of the 23,620 search hits （painful diabetic neuropathy） and 164,742 search hits （glucose con-

trol）, we took 19 from our search history, and used 5 of them from a second screening. In ad-
dition we used 1 supplementary reference for the commentary

CQ P－5－1： Are Ca2＋ channels and α2δ ligands useful for painful diabetic 
peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：Ca2＋ channels and α2δ ligands （gabapentinoids） are recommended as 
first－line drug therapies for neuropathic pain in general and gabapentin and prega-
balin are useful for alleviating pain from painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy 

（PDPN）. Furthermore, researchers have indicated that a novel Ca2＋ channel and  
α2δ ligand, mirogabalin, may possibly be useful for alleviating pain due to PDPN.
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Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　1）Gabapentin
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-

ed〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：A （high）
　2）Pregabalin
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-

ed〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：A （high）
　3）Mirogabalin
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　In a 2017 systematic review of the effects of gabapentin on PDPN31), researchers 
observed that by administering patients with 1,200 mg of gabapentin／day, there 
was a significant analgesic effect （pain was reduced by 30% or more） in 52% of pa-
tients who were administered the drug, and there was an improvement in the Pa-
tient Global Impression of Change （PGIC） （RR 1.4 （95% CI 1.3～1.6））. Further-
more, researchers observed a 50% or more reduction in pain in 38% of cases and an 
improved PGIC （RR 1.7 （95%CI 1.4～2.0））, indicating a high level of evidence on 
the usefulness of gabapentin for PDPN. However, as they are unable to make a pro-
portion of the dosage for the Cmax （maximum serum concentration） for administrat-
ing gabapentin, researchers claim that fine adjustments need to be made to the 
dosage32). 
　A 2019 systematic review33) indicated that 47% of patients who were adminis-
tered 300 mg of pregabalin／day experienced a 30% or more reduction in pain （RR 
1.1（95% CI 1.01～1.2））, and 31% of cases experienced a 50% or more reduction 
in pain （RR 1.3 （95% CI 1.2～1.5））. Furthermore, PGIC improved in 51% of the 
patients （RR 1.8（95% CI 1.5～2.0））. In addition,63% of patients who were admin-
istered 600 mg of pregabalin／day experienced a 30% or more analgesic effect （RR 
1.2 （95% CI 1.04～1.4））, and 41% of cases experienced a 50% or more analgesic 
effect （RR 1.4（95% CI 1.2～1.7））. As for side effects, although there was a low 
incidence of severe complications, researchers observed many cases of drowsiness 

（11% of patients administered 300 mg／day,15% of patients administered 600 mg／
day） and dizziness （13% of patients administered 300 mg／day, and 22% of patients 
administered 600 mg／day）. In a domestic long－term administration study on PDPN 
patients34), the incidence rate of side effects was high at 87% （28% had drowsiness, 
27% gained weight, 26% had dizziness, and 19% edema）. Therefore, the dosage of 
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pregabalin needs to be set carefully.
　In 2019, there was 1 RCT which studied the newly－available Ca2＋ channel and  
α2δ  ligand, mirogabalin, in a study targeting Asian patients with PDPN35). Admin-
istering 15 mg of mirogabalin／day, 20 mg／day, and 30 mg／day randomly to sub-
jects, resulted in an average daily reduction in pain scores by －1.34, －1.47 and 
－1.81, respectively, with the group administered 30 mg of mirogabalin／day experi-
encing a significant reduction in pain compared with the control group. （RR ?0.5

（95%CI －0.82～－0.17））. However, the amount of research was small so it did not 
indicate a high level of evidence. Furthermore, researchers observed mild to mod-
erate side effects in each of the groups administered with 15 mg of mirogabalin／
day, 20 mg／day, and 30 mg／day, including sleepiness, dizziness, peripheral edema, 
and weight gain.
　Based on the above, by setting and administering the optimal dosage for a Ca2＋ 
channel and  α 2 δ  ligand （gabapentinoids）, PDPN－related pain is significantly re-
duced and the benefits of using mirogabalin may possibly increase through the ac-
cumulation of research studies conducted in future. 

CQ P－5－2： Are serotonin－noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors useful for painful 
diabetic peripheral neuropathy ?

　Answer：There is a high amount of evidence on the serotonin－noradrenaline re－
uptake inhibitor, duloxetine, and painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）. 
Researchers have indicated that administering 60 mg of duloxetine ／ day is useful 
for alleviating PDPN－related pain.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　Duloxetine
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend-

ed〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：A （high）

Commentary：
　Compared with the tricyclic antidepressant, amitriptyline, SNRIs are safe and 
easy to use and a good choice for patients with heart disease. 
　In a research study which evaluated the analgesic effects of SNRI, duloxetine, on 
PDPN36), researchers confirmed that pain had decreased by 30% or more in the 
group administered with 40 mg of duloxetine／day （RR 1.57 （95% CI 1.18～2.07））, 
and 60 mg／day （RR 1.53 （95% CI 1.3～1.75））. Furthermore, the number of pa-
tients who experienced a 50% or more reduction in pain was 20.4% higher in the 
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group administered 60 mg of duloxetine／day compared with the placebo （RR 1.73, 
（95%CI 1.44～2.08））, and those who had changed from baseline according to the 
SF－36 was 2.65 physically speaking （95% CI 1.38 ～ 3.92）, thereby confirming a 
significant improvement （mentally speaking, there was a significant improvement 
in some of the patients, but the difference was not significant at 1.08 （95%CI－0.32
～2.48））. In addition, the average change from baseline in the level of patient satis-
faction according to the Patient Reported Global Impression （PGI） was －0.6 （95% 
CI －0.07 ～－0.44）, indicating a significant improvement. Side effects manifest 
from duloxetine depending on the dosage used but severe side effects are rare and 
there was no significant difference compared with the placebo. However, caution is 
required with using antidepressants, including SNRIs, in cases of serotonin syn-
drome.（It should also be pointed out that researchers considered a 120 mg of du-
loxetine／day group but as the maximum dosage for duloxetine in Japan is set at 60 
mg／day, an evaluation was not conducted）.
　Other SNRI in Japan are venlafaxine and milnacipran. In a Cochrane systematic 
review, they indicated that 150～225 mg of venlafaxine／day significantly reduced 
pain compared with the control group or a 75 mg of venlafaxine／day group.（pain 
reduced by 50% in the 150～225 mg／day group, by 32% in the 75 mg／day group, 
and 27% in the control group37). However, the sample size in the selected research 
studies was small and the period of observation was also short. Furthermore, there 
was no meta－analysis so the quality of evidence was not high.

CQ P－5－3： Are tricyclic antidepressants useful for painful diabetic peripheral 
neuropathy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：Tricyclic antidepressants （TCAs） have the effect of alleviating neuro-
pathic pain, and so are useful for alleviating pain due to painful diabetic peripheral 
neuropathy （PDPN）. However, there are a small number of research studies which 
have targeted PDPN, and so the quality of evidence is not high and as there is a 
large number of side effects, one needs to approach this treatment cautiously.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　It is widely known that the tricyclic antidepressants （TCAs）, amitriptyline and 
nortriptyline have an analgesic effect on neuropathic pain. However, nortriptyline is 
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not eligible to be used in Japan for neuropathic pain.
　In a Cochrane systematic review38), it was apparent from the analysis of 2 cross－
over studies that amitriptyline was useful compared with the placebo, and there is 
also a report of a meta－analysis which concluded that TCAs are useful for treating 
PDPN39). However, the number of these research reports and the number of pa-
tients in them were both small so the accuracy is low. In terms of the side effects, 
it is known that TCAs tend to cause for example narrow－angle glaucoma, prostatic 
hypertrophy and orthostatic hypotension as they have an anticholinergic effect40). 
Furthermore, there is a risk of Torsade de Pointes due to extended QT, and there-
fore it is contraindicated in patients with cardiac circulatory disorders, including 
heart failure, arrythmia, and recent myocardial infarction.
　Based on the above, TCAs have the effect of alleviating neuropathic pain but as 
the number of research studies which have targeted PDPN is small, the quality of 
evidence is not high, and also there was much harm caused in cases where the 
drug was not chosen suitably. However, as the price of TCA drugs is reasonable, 
we expect further research to be conducted in future focusing on its cost－effective-
ness from a healthcare economical point of view.

CQ P－5－4： Are antiepileptic drugs useful for painful diabetic peripheral 
neuropathy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：Administering 400 mg of lacosamide, an antiepileptic drug, to patients a 
day reduces pain from painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） by 50% or 
more. However, there are few high－quality RCTs on the effects of other antiepilep-
tic drugs （carbamazepine, lamotrigine, topiramate, oxycarbazepine） on PDPN. 
Therefore, it can be considered as an option in cases where other drugs prove to 
be ineffective. However, there are no drugs in Japan which have an indication for 
PDPN and one must pay plenty of attention to the fact that they are many side ef-
fects. 

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Antiepileptics such as carbamazepine, phenytoin, sodium valproate, clonazepam 
have long been used for treating neuropathic pain and other neurological disorders. 
Out of these drugs, there have only been high－quality research studies conducted 
on carbamazepine；there is no research on phenytoin and clonazepam.
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　In a Cochrane systematic review, there was a report indicating that administer-
ing 200～600 mg of carbamazepine／day had a significant analgesic effect on neuro-
pathic pain, including PDPN, compared with the placebo. However, as the study 
targeted a small number of patients, there was no obtainable evidence limited to 
PDPN41). On the other hand, there are many side effects from administering carba-
mazepine such as drowsiness, dizziness, constipation, nausea, and ataxia, and as 
there is a risk of developing toxic epidermal necrolysis and Steven－Johnson syn-
drome, and the risk of incidence is 10 times more frequent in patients with human 
leukocyte antigen B*1502, which is common among Asians42), it can be used for tri-
geminal neuralgia in Japan but one needs to administer it carefully.
　In the 2 RCTs on lamotrigine43), PDPN－related pain had decreased by 50% or 
more within 12 weeks of being administered between 200～400 mg/day of lamo-
trigine. However, an assessment of its comprehensive effects were that it was not 
significant compared with the placebo （RR 1.1 （95% CI －0.8～1.4））. In addition, 
there was a relatively high number of side effects due to lamotrigine compared 
with the placebo （RR 1.1 （95%CI 1.01～1.2））, and one should especially pay atten-
tion to how common rashes appear （RR 1.4 （95% CI 1.01～2.0））. 
　In a Cochrane systematic review, research on the usefulness of administering 200
～400 mg of tramadol／day was not limited to PDPN, and the sample size was small 
as well so we were unable to conduct an effective analysis44). On the other hand, 
there was a significantly higher number of occasions when administration of topira-
mate was discontinued due to side effects, compared with the placebo （RR 3.4 

（95%CI 2.4～4.7））, and therefore it was evaluated as not being of high usefulness.
　A small－scale research study indicated that administering 300～2,400 mg/day of 
oxycarbazepine was useful for treating PDPN, but in a systematic review, research-
ers did not recognize a significant difference compared with the placebo45). On the 
other hand, adverse events were seen to be slightly higher in the group who had 
been administered oxycarbazepine. 
　In a systematic review, administering 400 mg/day of lacosamide contributed to a 
50%＋decrease in pain （RR 1.4 （95% CI 1.01～1.9）） and improved symptoms with 
PGIC （RR 1.5 （95% CI 1.2～1.9））. However when 600 mg of the drug were ad-
ministered per day, researchers did not observe a significant analgesic effect or im-
proved symptoms with PGIC46,47). 
　Based on the above, administering 400 mg/day of lacosamide reduced PDPN－re-
lated pain by 50% or more but as there are few high－quality RCTs on other antie-
pileptics, we decided assign a ‘no recommendation’ grade, and so this drug should 
be considered as an option in cases where other highly－recommended drugs prove 
to be ineffective, while at the same time paying attention to preventing and avoid-
ing side effects. Furthermore, one must also pay attention to the fact that there are 
no antiepileptic drugs which have an indication for PDPN in Japan.
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CQ P－5－5： Is tramadol useful for painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy 
（PDPN） ?

　Answer：Researchers have reported that opioid analgesics are effective in allevi-
ating neuropathic pain, and tramadol is useful for alleviating pain from painful dia-
betic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）. However, long－term administration of opioid 
analgesics does not improve physical function in patients and as it leads to an ele-
vated risk of drug dependence and overdose, its disadvantages increase. While be-
ing aware that the risk of dependence or overdose on tramadol is low, we do not 
recommend that anyone other than a pain management specialist treat the patient, 
someone who can screen the patient prior to administration and conduct rigorous 
monitoring of the patient once administration of the drug commences.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Some researchers have reported that opioid analgesics were effective in alleviat-
ing neuropathic pain compared with the placebo40) but there have only been small－
scale research studies which have investigated the efficacy of opioid analgesics lim-
ited to their effects on PDPN alone48). 
　In a systematic review49), researchers indicated that administering 100～400 mg／
day of tramadol, which overseas applies as an opioid analgesic 〔mild〕, reduced neu-
ropathic pain, including PDPN, by 50% or more （RR 2.2 （95%CI 1.02～4.6））. How-
ever, considering things like the research was a small size study and there was a 
high amount of latent bias, the quality of the evidence was low. In other small－scale 
research studies, researchers reported that the odds of achieving 50% analgesic ef-
fect from administering 210 mg of tramadol per day were 3.8 （95% CI 1.8～8.0）. 
　In an RCT on administering 4～8 tablets of tramadol－acetaminophen to treat 
PDPN, pain due to PDPN decreased significantly in those who took the tramadol－
acetaminophen tablets compared with the placebo, and contributed to improved 
sleep, quality of life （QOL） and mood50). However, the sample size was small and 
the quality of evidence was low and nausea was a frequently observed side effect 
and therefore one cannot ignore the amount of harm it causes.
　Research has indicated that opioid analgesics are effective in treating neuropath-
ic pain over the short－period but according to a systematic review51) conducted by 
the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention （CDC）, researchers did not rec-
ognize that long－term administration of opioid analgesics improved physical func-

CDC：Centers for 
Disease Control and 
Prevention 
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tion in patients and indicated a strong correlation with the risk of opioid analgesic 
dependence and an elevated risk of overdose. Furthermore, in a report on prescrib-
ing opioid analgesics to patients with neuropathic pain52), 66% of patients were pre-
scribed with at least 1 type of opioid analgesic, and they reported that 9% of these 
patients were undergoing long－term administration and only a mere 26% of these 
patients had used a drug recommended by guidelines prior to being administered 
with an opioid analgesic. While being conscious of the fact that there is a low risk 
of dependence and abuse from tramadol, these drugs and psychotropic drugs are 
not indicated in Japan53), and we do not recommend that patients be treated by 
anyone other than a pain management specialist who can conduct rigorous patient 
screening prior to administration of opioid analgesics and also conduct rigorous 
monitoring of the patient once administration commences.

CQ P－5－6： Are opioid analgesics 〔strong〕 useful for painful diabetic periph-
eral neuropathy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：In the treatment of painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） 
with opioid analgesics 〔strong〕, some research on the usefulness of oxycodone has 
been reported. However, as mentioned above, researchers did not observe an im-
provement in physical function through long－term administration of opioid analge-
sics 〔strong〕 and this leads to an elevated risk of dependence on opioid analgesics 
and overdose, we do not recommend that patients be treated by anyone other than 
a pain management specialist.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Just like with opioid analgesics 〔weak〕, researchers have not proven that opioid 
analgesics 〔strong〕 are effective in alleviating neuropathic pain41), and there are 
few research studies which have investigated the usefulness of opioid analgesics 

〔strong〕 limited to its effects on PDPN alone49). 
　According to 3 research studies which targeted 537 patients with PDPN54), re-
sults indicated that oxycodone controlled－release （CR） tablet reduced moderate 
pain due to PDPN （RR 1.7 （1.3～2.1）, NNT 5.7 （4.0～9.9）. Furthermore, accord-
ing to 2 research studies which targeted 259 patients with PDPN55), results indicat-
ed that oxycodone controlled－release （CR） tablet alleviated pain by 30% or more in 
45% of the patients in the studies and the RR of alleviating PDPN－related pain by 
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30% or more from oxycodone controlled－release tablet was 2.1 （95% CI 1.4～3.1）. 
Researchers indicated that the effective dosage from oxycodone was between 10～
120 mg／day, with the average being between 40～60 mg／day.
　However, as mentioned above, researchers did not recognize an improvement in 
physical function through long－term administration of opioid analgesics and as it 
leads to an elevated risk of dependence and overdose, we do not recommend that 
patients be treated by anyone other than a pain management specialist.

CQ P－5－7： Is Kampo medicine useful for painful diabetic peripheral neuropa-
thy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：There are no clear grounds to suggest that Kampo medicine is useful 
for alleviating pain due to painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended 

〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （weak）

Commentary：
　In a Cochrane systematic review on the effects of pharmacology on PDPN56), 
there were 2 research studies which investigated the effects of treatment through 
Kampo medicine. In 1 of the research studies used, researchers evaluated aspects 
such as reduced pain, improvement in PGIC, and side effects but as the results 
were inconsistent and as the scale of the research study was small, there was a 
high amount of bias, meaning the quality of the evidence was not high. In 10 re-
search studies that were used in another Cochrane systematic review, researchers 
reported on the usefulness of Kampo medicine but the quality of the evidence used 
in these research reports was low57), and researchers had not set objective outcome 
indicators when conducting the RCT. Therefore, the quality of evidence on the use-
fulness of Kampo medicine for PDPN is extremely low, and therefore we decided to 
assign a recommendation grade of ‘ 2 （weak）’.
　In Japan, there have been reports on the usefulness of gosha－jinki－gan58,59), a kid-
ney－supporting medicine, for pain and numbness due to PDPN, and the usefulness 
of shakuya－kukanzo－to60) on painful muscle cramps （leg cramps） resulting from di-
abetic neuropathy （DN） and recommend that Kampo （Chinese herbal） medicine 
treatments be conducted according to the characteristics of each patient’s ‘individu-
al constitution’ （known as ‘sho’ in this field）.

PDPN：painful 
diabetic peripheral 
neuropathy

DN： diabetic 
neuropathy
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Period 2004～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane Central,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words searched chronic pain,chronic pain treatment,painful diabetic neuropathy, drug therapy, pharmacologi-

cal treatment, alpha2－delta ligands, gabapentinoids, gabapentin, pregabalin, mirogabalin, anti-
depressants, serotonin－noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors, duloxetine, venlafaxine, tricyclic an-
tidepressants, anticonvulsants, antiepileptic agents, carbamazepine, lamotrigine, topiramate, 
oxcarbazepine, lacosamide, opioid analgesics, tramadol, tramadol－acetaminophen, oxycodone, 
herbal medicine, Kampo medicine

P chronic pain*／painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy
I／C Pharmacotherapy／placebo
Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed randomized controlled trial／systematic review search fil-

ter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of50＋）etc.
Selection summary Of the 23,620 search hits on painful diabetic neuropathy, 3,266,997 search hits on pharmaco-

logical treatment, we used 15,000 from our search history, and used 15 search hits as a result 
of our secondary screening process. In addition to this, we used 9 references to supplement 
the Commentary.

CQ P－6－1： Is nerve block useful for painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy 
（PDPN） ?

　Answer：Lumbar sympathetic ganglion block is often used clinically, for the pur-
pose of alleviating pain due to painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）. 
However, there are no high－quality research studies on this. There are some small
－scale research studies which have indicated the usefulness of using radiofrequen-
cy thermocoagulation （RF） and pulsed radiofrequency （PRF） in combination with 
a neurolytic agent.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　1）Lumbar sympathetic nerve block
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　2）Pulsed radiofrequency （PRF）
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 95.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　There is no high－quality evidence on the usefulness of nerve block for treating 
PDPN61). In a retrospective－controlled trial, the findings indicated that the group 
which underwent a combination of radiofrequency thermocoagulation （RF） of the 
lumbar sympathetic nerve as well as a neurolytic agent experienced a significant 
decrease in pain compared with the sympathetic nerve block groups which either 
had only a neurolytic agent or only RF treatment62). Furthermore, in a research 
study which compared the efficacy of transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation 

（TENS） and pulsed radiofrequency （PRF）63), both groups experienced a significant 
decrease in pain as a result of the treatments but reported that the PRF group ex-

PDPN：painful 
diabetic peripheral 
neuropathy

RF：radiofrequency 
thermocoagulation

TENS：transcutane-
ous electrical nerve 
stimulation
PRF：pulsed 
radiofrequency 
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perienced a longer period of reduced pain than the TENS group. In addition to this, 
we have seen examples of scattered case reports64) reporting that a lumbar sympa-
thetic nerve block reduced intractable PDPN pain and improved QOL. Therefore, 
as the quality of evidence on the usefulness of nerve block for treating PDPN is not 
high, we decided to assign a “no recommendation” grade.

CQ P－6－2： Is transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulations （TENS） useful for 
painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：The research studies on using transcutaneous electrical nerve stimula-
tion （TENS） to manage painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） targeted a 
small number of cases, and so there is no high－quality evidence. However, as there 
have been few severe adverse events from using TENS, it is useful for PDPN pa-
tients as a form of adjuvant treatment.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　A Cochrane systematic review which evaluated the usefulness of transcutaneous 
electrical nerve stimulation （TENS） for PDPN used 2 research studies65), but the 
number of cases was small and the control was not set so the quality of evidence is 
not high. According to the guidelines of the European Federation of Neurological 
Societies （EFN）66), ultra－high frequency TENS has more analgesic effect on the leg 
muscles in PDPN patients than low frequency TENS, and while they propose that 
low frequency TENS has a higher analgesic effect than sham stimulation treat-
ments, the number of patients used in each of the research studies cited was small 
and the bias was high so the quality of evidence is low. Therefore, we decided to 
assign a “no recommendation” grade. However, as there are few severe adverse 
events from TENS, excluding the possibility of a cardiac pacemaker intervention, it 
is useful as a form of adjuvant therapy as it indicates that it provides temporary 
analgesic effects for PDPN pain.

CQ P－6－3： Is low level laser therapy （LLLT） useful for painful diabetic  
peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：There are no high－quality research studies on using low level laser 

TENS：transcutane-
ous electrical nerve 
stimulation

EFN：The European 
Federation of 
Neurological Societies
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therapy （LLLT） to manage painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN）. How-
ever, there have been few severe adverse events from LLLT, so it is useful as a 
form of adjuvant therapy for treating PDPN pain.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　According to a systematic review which evaluated the effects of LLLT on 
PDPN67), 5 out of the 6 research studies which used VAS and screening scores as 
indicators, indicated that LLLT reduced pain due to PDPN. However, the light 
wavelength and average output used in these 6 studies varied so in the systematic 
review, they did not provide adequate analysis and as it had a high amount of re-
search bias, we judged that there was no high－quality evidence available, so we de-
cided to assign a “no recommendation” grade. However there are few severe ad-
verse events from LLLT, and therefore it is useful as a form of adjuvant therapy 
which indicates that it provides temporary analgesic effects on PDPN pain.
　In Japan, there is 1 review article on the efficacy of LLLT for treating diabetic 
neuropathy （DN）, including PDPN68), which describes an example of their own test 
on the usefulness of LLLT based on the analgesic mechanism.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane Central,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words searched chronic pain, pain treatment, painful diabetic neuropathy, neural blockade, nerve block, sym-

pathetic nerve block, radiofrequency, pulsed radiofrequency, transcutaneous electrical nerve 
stimulation, TENS, low level laser therapy, LLLT

P chronic pain
I／C Interventional treatment（nerve block, pulsed radiofrequency, transcutaneous electrical nerve 

stimulation, low reactive－level laser therapy）／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed randomized controlled trial／systematic review search fil-

ter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other（cases of 50＋）etc.
Selection summary Nerve block : We used one NeuPSIG recommendation which was found through a manual 

search, and 2 controlled trials which had different controls.
TENS : Of the 14 search hits, we used 4 after a secondary screening, and in addition used 1 
other guideline.
LLLT : Of the 9 search hits, we used one after secondary screening.

CQ P－7： Is spinal cord stimulation （SCS） useful on intractable painful dia-
betic peripheral neuropathy （PDPN） ?

　Answer：In cases where no analgesic effect is obtained from other forms of treat-
ment for intractable pain, it is worth trying the surgical treatment of spinal cord 
stimulation （SCS）, but there is a risk that severe complications may arise.

LLLT：low level laser 
therapy

SCS：spinal cord 
stimulation
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Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus 90.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Spinal cord stimulation （SCS）, which had a peculiar analgesic mechanism called 
‘neuromodulation’, is a surgical treatment which is worth trying in cases of intrac-
table pain and when analgesic effect was not obtained from other forms of treat-
mentNote P2, and its usefulness for PDPN has been reported on. There are 2 RCTs 
which have considered the usefulness of SCS for treating PDPN69,70), and research-
ers found that pain significantly decreased and QOL improved in the group that 
underwent SCS compared with the control group. Furthermore, in a research 
study which observed the long－term results over a 2－year period, researchers re-
ported obtaining an analgesic effect of 50% or higher through using SCS in 65% of 
patients with PDPN.71). Moreover, in a 5－year observational study which investigat-
ed 48 patients72), 80% of patients who underwent implant surgery continued to use 
SCS, and researchers indicated that the weakened effects of treatment were relat-
ed to an increase in their Michigan Diabetic Neuropathy Score （MDNS） （RR 3.9 

（95% CI 1.3～11.6））. However,3 of these research studies had been conducted un-
der the initiative of one single institution, and therefore there was a high risk of 
bias, and there was a higher number of dropout cases, and therefore the quality of 
evidence was not high. In addition, we believe it can be harmful for patients as in 
these RCTs, there was a report of a death （details are unknown） for example, due 
to the complication of an epidural hematoma. Therefore, we assigned a recommen-
dation grade of ‘2B’ but physicians should exercise plenty of caution when deciding 
whether to apply SCS and when performing this procedure.
Period 2005～2019
Database PubMed, Cochrane Central,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words searched chronic pain, painful diabetic neuropathy, spinal cord stimulation
P chronic pain＊

I／C Surgical treatment （spinal cord stimulation) ／nothing specified
Limitations Limited by publication type, PubMed randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review search 

filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, other （cases of50＋） etc.
Selection summary Of the 21 search hits, we used 4 of them which matched with the set PICO.
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Q．Fibromyalgia

CQ Q－1：What kind of pathology is fibromyalgia ?

　Answer：Fibromyalgia （FM） is a form of chronic pain of unknown cause which 
manifests at a wide number of sites on the body. The cardinal sign is a systemic 
stiffness, and its accompanying symptoms are diverse physical symptoms and men
tal symptoms. With each of these symptoms, just like with chronic pain, clinical 
tests including a physical examination and general image testing will not detect 
any abnormalities which can explain the symptoms. Symptomatically, it is a form of 
rheumatoid arthritis which belongs to the functional somatic syndromes （FSS）, fre
quently occurs in middle－aged women, and although there are no problems with 
their vital prognosis, apart from suicide, their quality of life （QOL） and activities of 
daily living （ADL） are remarkably impaired. Similar to reports in the West to date, 
it is a disease with a relatively high incidence rate with 1.7～2.1% of the popula
tion suffering from this condition. Through future advances into the causes of this 
disease and research into its pathology, there is the possibility that our concept of 
FM as a disease may undergo a significant transformation. For ICD－11, we have 
used the chronic pain categories that were issued by the International Association 
for the Study of Pain (IASP) in 2015, in which fibromyalgia is classified into chronic 
primary pain and chronic widespread pain. 

Commentary：
　In terms of fibromyalgia （FM） as a disease concept, we came up with 231 search 
hits on PubMed for “concept,” and 177 of these reports were in English. There 
were 114 search hits related to its “definition”, and 101 of these reports were in En
glish. Of these, 7 reports were related to either the disease concept of FM or a defi
nition of the disease1－7). On the other hand, we came up with 45 search hits for 
“definition” and “concept” on NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society. Of these, 12 
were either about disease concept or gave a definition of the disease, and we used 
11 of these search hits8－18). Considering these points, we decided on the following 
disease concept at this present stage in Japan.
　FM is not a new and emerging disease；it has been known for a while under the 
same pathology, and is called various names such as non－articular rheumatism, 
psychogenic rheumatism, soft tissue rheumatism, fibrositis, fibrositis syndrome, fi
bromyalgia （FM）, fibromyalgia syndrome （FMS）. Fibrositis gives us the picture of 
a pathological inflammation in the connective tissue but as the existence of a classi
cal image of inflammation cannot be confirmed with FM and in clinical tests, as it 
does not detect findings which would suggest the existence of inflammation, in 1990 

FM： fibromyalgia, 
FMS：fibromyalgia 
syndrome

FSS：functional 
somatic syndromes
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the American College of Rheumatology proposed a definition of the disease and 
proposed highly useful classification criteria so FM／FMS became commonly used. 
Furthermore, pathologies which resemble FM include chronic fatigue syndrome 

（CFS）, irritable bowel syndrome （IBS）, temporomandibular joint disorder, young 
children skipping school, panic disorder, Gulf War syndrome, sick building syn
drome, chemical sensitivity, interstitial cystitis. There is also functional somatic syn
dromes （FSS）, and mental illnesses such as depression and somatoform disorders 

（somatic symptom disorders : DSM－5）, and differentiating them from FM is a con
stant problem but at the present stage, no clear difference between them has been 
shown. Furthermore, there have been some cases of young （child） cases, although 
the number of such cases is small, and unlike in adult cases, these cases share the 
same psychosocial background prior to onset, and non－drug treatments are more 
important than pharmacotherapy.
　At the present stage, the concept and definition for FM is, “a form of chronic 
pain of unknown origin which covers a wide area of the body and its cardinal sign 
is a systemic stiffness, with various physical symptoms and nerve ／ mental symp
toms as its accompanying symptoms, and with each of its symptoms, just like with 
chronic pain, clinical tests including a physical examination and general image test
ing will not detect any abnormalities which can explain the symptoms.” FM is an 
isolated form of rheumatoid arthritis belonging to FSS, occurs frequently among 
middle－aged women, and although there are no problems with its vital prognosis, 
apart from suicide, their quality of life （QOL） and activities of daily living （ADL） 
are remarkably impaired. Similar to reports in the west to date, it is a disease with 
a relatively high incidence rate with 1.7 ～ 2.1% of the population suffering from 
this condition. On the other hand, FM pain is not nociceptive pain；it is a neuro
pathic central pain with lesions that cannot be pinpointed, which established what 
is called ‘central sensitization,’ one type of central nervous system syndrome （CSS）. 
Another common characteristic is that these pathologies tend to mutually coexist. 
It is also sometimes called for example “central dysfunctional pain” and “psychoso
cial pain”.

CQ Q－2：What are the clinical symptoms of fibromyalgia in Japan ?

　Answer：The clinical symptoms of fibromyalgia in Japan are basically the same 
clinical symptoms exhibited as in cases in the Western countries （clinical signs ／
clinical images） （Table Q－1, Table Q－2）. However, there is a large number of stud
ies that have reported differences in how frequently clinical symptoms have mani
fested depending on the patient’s ethnicity and region. Moreever, in cases of juve
nile fibromyalgia, although basically they exhibit the same symptoms as adult pa

ACR：American 
College of Rheumatol-
ogy

CFS：chronic fatigue 
syndrome 

CSS：central 
sensitization syn-
drome
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Table Q－1　Positive rate of clinical symptoms among Japanese fibromyalgia patients 
（Cited from reference #28） 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Clinical symptoms ＋Rate 〔％〕 Clinical symptoms ＋Rate 〔％〕 Clinical symptoms ＋Rate 〔％〕
Pain Neurological symptoms Systemic pain
　Systemic pain 91.7 　（Dull） headache 72.9 　Upper－right of body 89.9
　Arthritic pain 82.0 　Numbness 64.8 　Upper－left of body 81.9
　Muscular pain 70.9 　Dizziness 44.6 　Right half of body 91.4
　Other soft tissue pain 47.2 　Anacatesthesia 25.4 　Left half of body 79.1
Rheumatoid arthritis－like symptoms 　Photophobia 15.8 　Dull headache 59.7
　Stiffness 63.7 　Hand root canal syndrome  5.5 Arthritic pain
　Dry symptoms 49.3 Mental symptoms 　Knee 64.4
　Hand swelling 23.8 　Sleep disorder 73.1 　Shoulder 63.5
　Mouth ulcer 22.4 　Anxiety 64.3 　Elbow 49.5
　Fever 17.6 　Depressive mood 60.5 　Fingers 45.2
　Itchy skin 17.5 　Feeling frustrated 41.1 　Feet 44.7
　Raynaud’s phenomenon 12.9 　Reduced concentration 38.7 　Crotch 44.2
　Rash 10.9 　Forgetfulness 18.5 　Toes 29.8
　Photosensitivity  9.8 　Sleep apnea  7.8 　Sternoclavicular 19.2
Physical symptoms 　Disturbance of consciousness  2.0 　Jaw 16.3
　Fatigue 90.9 （Dull）headache Cough 16.3
　Abdominal symptoms 44.2 　Headache 66.2 Odynophagia 12.2
　Abnormal BM 43.1 　Tension－type headache 37.0 Wheeze 11.0
　Cold sensation 32.5 　Vascular headache  6.0 Menstrual pain 13.0
　Palpitations 30.1 　Migraine 57.0 Dysmenorrhea 22.3
　Burning sensation 26.8 　Dull headache 33.8
　Difficulty breathing 24.3 Cystitis symptoms
　Weight fluctuations 23.7 　Pollakiuria 15.0
　Snoring 19.1 　Residual urine 15.0
　Allergic symptoms 17.1 　Painful urination 10.3

Table Q－2　Positive rate of clinical symptoms among American fibromyalgia patients  
（Cited from reference #31） 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Clinical symptoms ＋Rate 〔％〕 Clinical symptoms ＋Rate 〔％〕 Clinical symptoms ＋Rate 〔％〕
Sleep disorder 89.1 Irritable bowel syndrome （IBS） 46.3 Hair loss 23.6
Fatigue ／ lethargy 88.6 Heartburn 44.4 Stomatitis （mouth ulcer） 22.4
Myalgia 85.2 Itch 44.3 Wheeze 21.4
Muscle weakness 70.2 Dizziness 42.1 Reduced appetite 21.1
Numbness 67.6 Constipation 41.9 Raynaud’s phenomenon 20.1
Cognitive impairment 66.3 Abdominal colic 41.5 Chest pain 29.2
Headache 64.7 Upper abdominal pain 40.3 Rash 17.1
Xerostomia 53.3 Tinnitus 41.4 Photosensitivity 16.7
Insomnia 51.8 Neurotic 39.7 Loss of taste ／dysgeusia 14.4
Sensitive 49.1 Nausea 37.7 Fever 13.4
Dry eyes 47.5 Diarrhea 33.6 Allergy 9.3
Depressive mood 47.5 Difficulty breathing 32.3 Vomiting 9.1
Impaired eyesight 47.0 Difficulty hearing 29.8 Epileptic fit 1.7

n＝2,784
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tients, it is unclear whether there is any difference in the positive rate of symp
toms.

Commentary：
　We cited 12 cases in total, including reports with analytical data on a large num
ber of cases, and reports which targeted patients with juvenile fibromyalgia. How
ever, there were zero reports on Japanese patients. We had 13 search hits for “clin
ical symptoms” “clinical pictures” and “clinical signs” on the NPO Japan Medical 
Abstracts Society site5,19－33), and we cited 1 report which had a relatively high num
ber of cases analyzed. Furthermore, there was 1 survey report by a research team 
from the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare （MHLW）31), and we cited 1 study 
on juvenile fibromyalgia33). 
　The frequency of incidence of clinical symptoms, clinical signs or clinical pictures 
was reported on based on observation studies of various patient groups. At the 
current stage, there are almost no clear reports on whether there are any differ
ences in symptoms according to the patient’s country, region, ethnicity, gender, age 
group, religion, culture or economic situation. As these guidelines are for Japanese 
residents of Japan, we collected data on Japanese people residing in this country. In 
other words, there are analytical data based on an analysis of adult patients under
going treatment at 1 facility30) and studies from a large number of facilities obtained 
from a nationwide epidemiological survey31), whereas for children, we only have the 
analytical results from 1 facility cases33). 

CQ Q－3：What kinds of pathology coexist with fibromyalgia ?

　Answer：There is no common consensus on what comorbidities exists but myal
gic encephalomyelitis （ME） and chronic fatigue syndrome （CFS） very frequently 
coexist with fibromyalgia. Other （comorbid） diseases we can cite include various 
types of rheumatoid arthritis, self－immune disorders, autoimmune endocrine disor
ders, functional somatic syndromes （FSS）, and mental diseases and disorders.

Commentary：
　In an analysis of 1.7 million American fibromyalgia （FM） patients who were dis
charged from hospital （a retrospective study）, the most common comorbidities for 
primary FM were non－specific chest pain, mood disorder, and spondylosis／disc dis
order／other low－back pain （LBP）. The most frequent underlying disease of second
ary FM were essential hypertension, dyslipidemia, coronary atherosclerosis／other 
heart disease and mental disorder34). In a review by Giacomelli et al.35), their analy
sis focused particularly upon patients with FM and autoimmune rheumatoid arthri

ME：myalgic 
encephalomyelitis
CFS：chronic fatigue 
syndrome syndrome
FSS：functional 
somatic syndromes
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tis and non－rheumatic disease as comorbidities and found that among the FM cas
es, the prevalence rates were systemic lupus erythematosus （SLE） in 32% of cases, 
Sjogren’s syndrome in 18% of cases, primary antiphospholipid syndrome in 16.7% 
of cases, rheumatoid arthritis in 15 ～ 43% of cases, psoriatic arthritis in 53.3% of 
cases, Behcet’s disease in 18% of cases, Hashimoto’s disease in 31% of cases, autoim
mune thyroiditis in 19% of cases, and diabetes in 17% of cases.
　Furthermore, in a retrospective study into the medical records of 1,100 adult pa
tients with FM, they found that more than 50% of the patients had 7 or more exist
ing comorbidities. The most common comorbidities were chronic joint pain and os
teoarthritis （OA） （88.7%）, followed by depression （75.1%）, migraine and headache 

（62.4%） and anxiety （56.5%）36). Often diseases with the same pathophysiology as 
FM （for example, irritable bowel syndrome, interstitial cystitis, tension－type head
ache） coexist, and there are reports also of coexisting peripheral disorders and in
flammation （for example, self－immune disorders, osteoarthritis）37). 
　The results of a US study of the prevalence rate of FM adults among 8,446 pa
tients have been described below. We have estimated the prevalence rate among 
the general population （prevalence rate of fibromyalgia）, and the odds of the FM 
prevalence rate among the general population （corrected by age, gender, ethnicity, 
education, obesity, smoking history, region）. The following were reported as signifi
cant：myocardial infarction （2.9／95% CI 1.31～3.64）, heart disease （2.47／1.43～
4.28）, stroke（2.37／1.09～5.15）, liver disease （5.07／2.11～12.21）, kidney disorder 

（4.16／1.97～8.81） high blood pressure （2.32／1.44～3.75）, diabetes （2.73／1.74～
4.30）, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease （2.64 ／ 1.47～4.75）, asthma （2.88 ／
1.88～4.04）, stomach ulcer （4.15／2.59～6.66）, rheumatoid arthritis （5.76／3.25～
10.12）, systemic lupus erythematosus （SLE） （1.65／0.46～5.86）, migraine （7.68／
4.70 ～ 12.53）, hepatitis （1.15 ／ 0.39 ～ 3.37）, influence ／ pneumonia （3.38 ／ 2.26 ～
5.07）, depression （7.9／4.94～12.65）, anxiety （7.62／4.84～11.99）, bipolar disorder 

（7.03／3.21～15.39）, other mental diseases （9.40／5.39～16.41）, colorectal cancer 
（0.4／1.1～5.09）, liver cancer （41.25／2.99～569）, pancreatic cancer （32.86／2.69～
401）38). The prevalence rate of mental comorbidities for fibromyalgia （FM） and 
widespread chronic pain among Japanese patients was 96.9% in the case of FM 
and 93.5% in the case of widespread chronic pain39). Although widespread chronic 
pain does not meet the diagnostic criteria for FM, it is a disease in which patients 
complain of pain throughout the whole body and its pathology and method of treat
ment are believed to be the same. Somatoform disorder （somatic symptom 
disorders : DSM-5）, dysthymic disorder, major depressive disorder, personality dis
order, pervasive developmental disorder （PDD）, dissociative disorder, and schizo
phrenia are highly frequent comorbidities. For a diagnosis of fibromyalgia （FM）, 
the medical practitioner needs to be an expert on psychiatric disorders.
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CQ Q－4：Is pharmacotherapy useful for fibromyalgia ?

　Answer：Administering between 300～600 mg／day of pregabalin and 60 mg／day 
of duloxetine has been shown to provide analgesic effects. Generally, considering 
how adverse events and severe side－effects manifest with pharmacotherapy, one 
should confirm improvement in analgesic effect and QOL before administering 
medication.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：QOL：C （low）, Adverse events：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　Administering between 300～600 mg／day of pregabalin continuously over a peri
od of 12 ～ 26 weeks reduces medium to strong pain40). Furthermore, other condi
tions, QOL and ADL improved in the same way. Although administering 60 mg／
day of duloxetine has analgesic effects, the NNT for indicating an analgesic effect 
of 50% or more is 841). 
　The results of a systematic review were that 7 reports met the eligibility criteria, 
and 3 of these reports42－44) were used for meta－analysis. As the drugs that were 
used in the research papers that were eligible for meta－analysis were limited to 
mirtazapine, nonsteroidal anti－inflammatory drugs （NSAIDs） and oxycodone, the 
validity of other forms of pharmacotherapy is low. The indicators used for meta－
analysis were NRS （an indicator of analgesic effect）, improvement in the pain scale 
of 30%＋, and the SF－36 （QOL）. The 3 reference papers which were eligible for 
meta－analysis were mirtazapine, NSAIDs, and oxycodone and the drugs used in 
each respective one were different so there was a high amount of inconsistency. 
Researchers indicated that in terms of both analgesic effect and QOL, there was 
possibly no significant difference in analgesic effect that was clinically significant 
between the pharmacotherapy group and placebo group, and considering factors 
such as the small size of the sample and the lack of consistency, the evidence was 
low. It was possible that there were more adverse events in the pharmacotherapy 
group but the strength of the evidence was moderate.
　With standard fibromyalgia （FM）, 10 ～ 50 mg ／ day of amitriptyline is recom
mended but when depression is also present or for FM patients with general anxi
ety, they recommend 60 mg／day of duloxetine. When depression is not a comorbid
ity, one should consider administering 50～450 mg／day of duloxetine and pregaba
lin. There are some guidelines which do not recommend opioid analgesics 

〔strong〕45－48). In a Cochrane review, researchers evaluated intensity of pain, physi

NNT：number needed 
to treat
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cal function, mental function, and level of patient satisfaction after administering 60 
mg／day of duloxetine over a period of 8～12 week for patients with FM. The % of 
patients who experienced a 50% reduction in pain or more, compared with the pla
cebo, was high for FM at 13.1% （RR：1.57, 95% CI：1.2 ～ 2.06）. Physical and 
mental function were evaluated using the SF－36, and the difference in the average 
change from the baseline was 1.28 for physical aspects （95% CI：－0.33～－2.89）, 
and 3.11 for mental aspects （95% CI：0.59～6.02）；in both cases it had improved 
significantly. The level of patient satisfaction was evaluated using the Patient Re
ported Global Impression （PGI）, and the difference in the average change from 
baseline was －0.45 （95% CI：－0.37～－0.18）, in any case it had improved signifi
cantly. Mirtazapine significantly and greatly reduced patients’ average NRS scores 

（pain scores） compared with the placebo （difference：0.44,95% CI：－0.72 ～ 
－0.17）. Compared with the placebo, from 6 weeks onwards, there was a larger 
number of patients in the group who were administered mirtazapine whose NRS 
scores decreased by 30% from the baseline. （45.5% vs. 30.8%）. Furthermore, with 
mirtazapine, both the pain－related QOL , which is evaluated on the survey of the 
impact of FM （Japanese version） and the SF－36, had improved. There were more 
adverse events from mirtazapine than the placebo （68.8% vs. 56.7%）, which in
cluded drowsiness （32.1% vs. 7.4%）, weight gain （17.7% vs. 0.9%）, and increased 
appetite （11.6% vs. 3.3%）48). In a systematic review of 3 RCTs on fibromyalgia 

（FM）, researchers evaluated changes in intensity of pain and QOL in a group that 
was only administered tramadol, a group that was administered a combination of 
tramadol／acetaminophen and a group that was administered a combination of tra
madol／amitriptyline. The differences in the average changes in pain intensity from 
the baseline were －13 （95%：CI：－25.37 ～－0.63）, －12 （95% CI：－18.77 ～ 
－5.23）, and －13 （95% CI：－19.08～－6.92）, respectively；showing a significant 
improvement. QOL was evaluated using the Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire 

（FIQ） and the average change in FIQ from baseline in the tramadol ／ acetamino
phen group was －6.00 （95% CI：－9.55～－2.45）, indicating an improvement but 
in the Tramadol alone group it was －2.9 （95% CI：－10.86～5.06）；a significant 
effect was not observed. In light of the above, tramadol is not useful enough when 
implemented alone.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Fibromyalgia
I／C Pharmacotherapies etc.／placebo etc

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 14 MEDLINE search hits, and 1 Cochrane Central search hit, we used 9 of them which 
matched with the set PICO
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CQ Q－5：Is exercise therapy useful for fibromyalgia ?

　Answer：Exercise therapy improves the severity of fibromyalgia （FM）, quality 
of life （QOL）, pain, fatigue, physical function, and muscle stiffness so we believe it 
is useful.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：1 （strong）：Implementation is strongly recommend

ed〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　There have been 4 reports of Cochrane systematic reviews which investigated 
the effects of exercise therapy （aerobic exercise, aquatic exercises, muscle－streng
thening exercises etc.） on chronic pain49－52). These studies targeted adults aged 18 
years old＋with chronic pain and used a waiting-list group or regular－treatment 
group for the control. There were problems with the bias risk and sample size in 
these research studies but researchers indicated that with each outcome （QOL, 
pain, fatigue, physical function, muscle stiffness）, there was a high possibility that 
exercise therapy was effective on fibromyalgia （FM） both 3 months after and 4 
months after intervention. Furthermore, in the EULAR （European League Against 
Rheumatism） guidelines （2016）53), they recommend aerobics and stretching exer
cises. Therefore, we believe we can recommend implementing exercise therapy.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Fibromyalgia*
I／C Exercise／nothing in particular

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 20 MEDLINE search hits,and 19 Cochrane Central search hits, we used 5 of them 
which matched with the set PICO

CQ Q－6：Are alternative therapies useful for fibromyalgia ?

　Answer：Although cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT） alone improves depres
sion, it is unable to improve pain and quality of life （QOL）. CBT which uses hypno
therapy and guided imagery （image therapy） do improve pain and QOL. Although 
mind－body exercise therapy （Qigong, Tai chi, Yoga） does not improve pain, it does 
significantly improve depression and QOL. Balneotherapy （hot－spring therapy） 
and hydrotherapy do improve pain and QOL. We do not recommend transcranial 
magnetic stimulation （TMS） or massage therapy （including myofascial release）. 
No particular adverse events or severe side effects have been reported. 

QOL：quality of life

CBT：cognitive-be-
havioral therapy

TMS：transcranial 
magnetic stimulation
myofascial release
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Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　1）Transcranial magnetic stimulation（TMS）
　　Recommendation grade：No recommendation 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　2） Cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT）
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus 94.7%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　3） Cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT） using hypnotherapy, guided imagery 

（image therapy）
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus 86.4%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）
　4）Balneotherapy, hydrotherapy
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus 85.7%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）
　5）Massage therapy
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：No implementation is weakly recom

mended 〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：C （low）

Commentary：
　Even though cognitive－behavioral therapy （CBT） improved depression, it did 
not improve pain or QOL. Patient’s self－efficacy for their own pain improved signifi
cantly. In CBT performed for around 6～12 weeks （for a total of 6～72 hours）, re
searchers found that its effects still persisted from 2 months later to 4 years later54). 
　CBT using hypnotherapy significantly improved pain and QOL. When CBT was 
used in combination with hypnotherapy over a period of 12～14 weeks, in which 
patients underwent training for about 90～120 minutes every week, effects persist
ed up to 6 months later. When training was used with a combination of hypnother
apy and physical therapy （conducted 8 times over a 12－week period／1 hour per 
session）, researchers recognized its effects up to 3 months later and 6 months later. 
CBT which used guided imagery （image therapy） significantly improved pain and 
improved QOL. With training using image therapy （over a period of 4～6 weeks, 
with patients undergoing around 1～1.5 hour sessions each time／day for 4 consec
utive days／week）, researchers observed its effects up to 6～10 weeks later55－60). 
　Although exercise therapy which used mind－body exercise therapy （Qigong, Tai 
chi, Yoga） did not improve pain, depression and QOL significantly improved61). 
Through undergoing a total of 6～24 hours of training over a 4～12 week period, 
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researchers observed that it was effective up to 3～6 months later62,63). There is a 
report that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation （rTMS） did improve fibro
myalgia （FM） pain and depression, as well as QOL but there was some reporting 
bias, and some inconsistencies in the results64). Subjects underwent 10～14 sessions 
of rTMS from between 2 weeks up to 3 months, and researchers observed its ef
fects 30 days later. Balneotherapy （hot－spring therapy） and hydrotherapy improve 
pain and QOL. A total of 200－300 minutes of balneotherapy and hydrotherapy over 
a period of 2～5 weeks had significantly improved pain and QOL 14 weeks later65). 
　Massage therapy （including Swedish style massage, connective tissue massage, 
lymph drainage, myofascial release, acupressure, Chinese style massage, tui na, 
etc.） did not have a clear effect on pain or depression66－71). In EULAR, no implemen
tation is weakly recommended53).
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central,NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Fibromyalgia*
I／C alternative medicine etc.

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 19 MEDLINE search hits, and 7 Cochrane CENTRAL search hits, we used 20 that 
matched with the set PICO

CQ Q－7 Is multidisciplinary treatment useful for fibromyalgia ?

　Answer：Compared with pharmacotherapy, multidisciplinary treatment improves 
Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire （FIQ） results and pain. However, its effects on 
other parameters such as physical capabilities and mental aspects remain unclear.

Recommendation Grade & Summary of Overall Evidence
　　 Recommendation grade：2 （weak）：Implementation is weakly recommended

〔Consensus 100.0%〕

　　Summary of overall evidence：B （moderate）

Commentary：
　In many cases single forms of treatment, such as conventional pharmacotherapy, 
provide insufficient effects on fibromyalgia （FM）. Therefore, one considers the effi
cacy of providing multidisciplinary treatment from the start to patients, instead of 
combining individual therapies together based on the individual patient. Research
ers have reported that multidisciplinary treatment has a tendency to improve QOL 
and pain, rather than just using pharmacotherapy alone72－74). QOL and pain are 
closely interrelated, and therefore multidisciplinary treatment is recommended as a 
strategy for treating FM.
　There are individual reports indicating the efficacy and harmlessness of multidis

FIQ：Fibromyalgia 
Impact Questionnaire
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ciplinary treatment on many parameters including physical capabilities such as 
ADL, as well as mental aspects such as depression. In Japan, it already has the ob
jective of establishing uniform accessibility to a chronic pain treatment system and 
they are pushing ahead with the construction of multidisciplinary centers. We hope 
that between these numerous facilities, widespread mutual research will progress, 
for example with reducing medication due to multidisciplinary treatment, facilitate 
a return－to－work for patients, and seek out ways to provide even better treatment 
programs for them.
Period 2005～2019
Database MEDLINE, Cochrane Central, NPO Japan Medical Abstracts Society
Words 
searched

P Fibromyalgia*
I／C Multidisciplinary treatment／pharmacotherapy

Limitations Limited by publication type,PubMed CER randomized controlled trial ／ systematic review 
search filter, Cochrane RCT search filter, etc

Selection summary Of the 46 MEDLINE search hits, and 11 Cochrane Central search hits, we used 3 of them 
which matched with the set PICO
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看護師　150, 151, 164
患者教育　119, 131, 133, 150, 171, 

180, 191, 219
がん性疼痛　22, 23, 49, 130
関節内ステロイド薬注射　90, 91, 93
関節内ヒアルロン酸注射　91, 93
漢方薬　68, 254

γ アミノ酪酸　36, 57
管理栄養士　150, 152
寒冷療法　134
気功　133, 270
急性痛　24, 228, 230
筋筋膜痛症候群　86
緊張型頭痛　51, 52, 61, 62, 86, 214, 

221, 222, 267
筋力増強運動　128, 191
頚椎カラー　136
経皮的髄核摘出術　104
経皮的末梢神経電気刺激療法（TENS）　

134, 137, 149, 191, 255
牽引療法　134
肩峰下滑液包内ステロイド薬注射　92
抗うつ薬　48, 49, 58, 60, 204, 208, 

233, 234, 250
交感神経依存性疼痛　82
交感神経節ブロック　83, 255
口腔顔面痛　23, 82, 83, 196
口腔灼熱痛症候群（以前は，口腔内灼熱

症候群）　61, 62, 196, 202, 203, 204, 
205

抗コリン作用　61, 251
後根神経節（DRG）　90, 163, 228
後枝内側枝ブロック　80, 91
高周波熱凝固　81, 85, 87, 91, 104, 201, 

255
抗てんかん薬　48, 55, 57, 198, 251
行動療法　116, 117
公認心理師　122, 150
抗不安薬　49, 61
呼吸抑制　49, 66
国際疼痛学会（IASP）　22, 23, 26, 34, 

39, 60, 68, 148, 168, 264
牛車腎気丸　69, 254
混合性疼痛　22

さ行
最終目標　25, 40
催眠療法　121, 209, 270
作業療法士　132, 150
三叉神経痛　48, 57, 87, 88, 89, 91, 196, 

197, 198, 201, 251
シクロオキシゲナーゼ　50
持続性特発性歯痛　196, 206, 207

質問票　31, 33, 37, 39, 40, 41, 84, 151, 
167, 245, 271

社会福祉士　150, 152
集学的治療　117, 118, 148, 271
集学的リハビリテーション　148, 154
上肢の CRPS　82, 84
侵害受容性疼痛　22
腎機能障害　48, 51, 55, 230, 231, 232
神経根ブロック　76, 78
神経障害性疼痛　22, 23, 37, 39, 40, 48, 

54, 55, 57, 60, 61, 62, 64, 66, 67, 90, 
196, 199, 204, 206, 228, 232, 233, 
235, 244, 245, 246, 248, 250, 251, 
252, 253

心血管イベント　48, 51
身体診察　30, 167, 264
身体表現性障害（身体症状症）　207, 

264, 268
診断学　30, 166
診断基準　34, 188, 197, 202, 203, 207, 

208, 209, 214, 217, 245, 246, 267
診断的神経ブロック　87
心理教育　116, 119, 121, 172
心理社会的　22, 24, 25, 26, 30, 41, 77, 

83, 85, 103, 116, 120, 149, 150, 151, 
152, 153, 154, 163, 164, 165, 166, 
167, 207, 208, 264, 265

心理的アプローチ　116, 149
心療内科医　150
心理療法　119, 120, 121, 149, 151, 

155, 205
睡眠障害　24, 25, 49, 103, 155, 266
頭痛　49, 59, 61, 82, 117, 169, 228, 

266
ステロイド薬投与　76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 

104, 109
ストレッチング　92, 151, 190, 270
星状神経節ブロック　82, 235
精神科医　150, 151
精神保健福祉士　150, 152
生物心理社会的リハビリテーション　

170
生物心理社会モデル　31, 149, 150, 152
脊髄刺激療法（SCS）　102, 237, 257
脊髄損傷後の痛み　102, 130
脊椎手術後症候群　102, 106
脊椎マニピュレーション　137

索　　引
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セロトニン・ノルアドレナリン再取り込
み阻害薬　49, 58, 168, 208, 249

セロトニン症候群　59, 250
線維筋痛症（FM）　23, 34, 48, 49, 50, 

51, 55, 58, 60, 62, 64, 65, 118, 142, 
153, 154, 264

線維筋痛症質問票　271
仙骨ブロック　76
漸進的筋弛緩法　117, 123
双極性障害　267
装具療法　108
ソーシャルワーカー　150, 152

た行
太極拳　133, 270
帯状疱疹関連痛　228, 236
帯状疱疹後神経痛（PHN）　48, 53, 54, 

55, 60, 69, 82, 83, 89, 90, 102, 228, 
230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 237

多発性硬化症　63, 198
中枢性感作（中枢感作）　22, 26, 207, 

265
中毒性表皮壊死症　57, 251
治療的超音波療法　134
治療必要数（NNT）　60, 68, 199, 200, 

231, 232, 235, 253, 268
椎間関節ブロック　80, 81
椎間板内治療　103, 104
椎間板ヘルニア　76, 78, 104, 162, 163, 

167
低出力レーザー治療（LLLT）　134, 

201, 202, 205, 209, 256
デュロキセチン　49, 58, 168, 180, 205, 

208, 249, 268
疼痛行動　26
糖尿病性神経障害　49
徒手療法　129, 133, 135, 149, 155, 191
トピラマート　219, 220, 251
トラマドール　49, 59, 63, 64, 169, 180, 

234, 237, 252, 269
トリガーポイント注射　35, 86, 190

な行
認知行動療法（CBT）　107, 108, 117, 

120, 121, 131, 149, 151, 152, 155, 
156, 172, 191, 205, 208, 270

忍容性　56, 58, 200

は行
破局化思考　24, 25, 41, 116, 117, 118, 

153, 165, 166, 167, 205
パルス高周波法　88, 89, 104, 201, 236, 

237, 255
バルプロ酸ナトリウム　48, 57, 219, 

220, 251
膝 OA（変形性膝関節症）　33, 35, 49, 

50, 69, 87, 88, 89, 92, 128, 131, 133, 
134, 135, 138, 180

非ステロイド性抗炎症薬　48, 50, 169, 
180, 189, 218, 268

非特異的腰痛　23, 136, 165, 168
ピラティス　133, 191
フェンタニル貼付剤　49, 67
複合性局所疼痛症候群（CRPS）　34, 35, 

82, 83, 102, 103, 130
物理療法　128, 134, 135, 189, 191
不動化　24, 25
ブプレノルフィン　49, 65
プレガバリン　38, 48, 54, 69, 90, 198, 

199, 208, 231, 237, 248, 268
米国疾病管理予防センター（CDC）　

229, 253
変形性関節症　35, 48, 49, 50, 58, 64, 

65, 67, 68, 153, 180, 267
変形性股関節症　91, 93
変形性膝関節症（膝 OA）　33, 35, 49, 

50, 69, 87, 88, 89, 92, 128, 131, 133, 
134, 135, 138, 180

片頭痛　48, 51, 52, 57, 120, 122, 142, 
214, 217, 219, 220, 221, 222, 266, 
267

ベンゾジアゼピン　49, 61, 218

ま行
マインドフルネス　118, 120, 149, 155
マッサージ　123, 143, 270
マネジメント　32, 81, 150, 154
マルチプルペアレンチング　22
慢性頚部痛　128, 131, 133, 134, 135, 

136, 142, 157
慢性頭痛　23, 120, 144, 215, 217, 267
慢性腰痛　34, 38, 41, 49, 50, 51, 52, 55, 

61, 62, 80, 87, 107, 118, 128, 129, 
131, 133, 134, 135, 137, 143, 153, 
154, 155, 162

ミロガバリン　48, 54, 56, 232, 248
むち打ち損傷　156
モーターコントロールエクササイズ
（MCE）　128, 133

や行
薬剤師　150, 151
薬剤の使用過多による頭痛（薬物乱用頭

痛）　217
有酸素運動　128, 151, 180, 191
有痛性糖尿病性末梢神経障害　54, 57, 

58, 60, 102, 103, 134, 244
癒着性肩関節包炎　91
腰部固定帯　137
腰部脊柱管狭窄症　76, 78, 84, 162, 163
ヨガ　133, 191, 270

ら行
ラモトリギン　199, 251
リウマチ性疾患　265, 267
理学療法士　130, 150, 151, 156
臨床心理士　150
レッドフラッグ（red flag）　150, 166

わ行
ワクシニアウィルス接種家兎炎症皮膚抽

出液　48, 53
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A
acceptance & commitment therapy　

417, 420, 456
acetaminophen　336, 340, 493, 539, 

563
acute pain　306, 552, 554
adhesive shoulder capsulitis　390
administer steroids　371, 372, 373, 

374, 402, 409
aerobic exercise　430, 458, 493, 506
amitriptyline　336, 350, 524, 528, 541, 

543, 558, 559, 577, 599
anticholinergic effect　353, 579
antidepressant　336, 337, 349, 350, 

523, 528, 558, 559, 577
antiepileptic drugs　336, 345, 347, 515, 

579
anxiolytics　337, 352

B
behavioral therapy　417, 418
benzodiazepine　337, 353, 540
biopsychosocial model　315, 455, 457, 

460
biopsychosocial rehabilitation　482
bipolar disorder　598
buprenorphine　337, 358
burning mouth syndrome　352, 353, 

512, 521, 522, 523, 524

C
cancer pain　305, 306, 337, 433
carbamazepine　336, 347, 515, 516, 

520, 579
cardiovascular event　336, 340
catastrophizing　307, 308, 328, 416, 

417, 418, 461, 475, 477, 524
catastrophizing of pain　308, 328
caudal block　370
central sensitization　304, 308, 526, 

595
certified public psychologist　424, 459
cervical collar　440
chronic headache　305, 421, 450, 535, 

539, 598
chronic low back pain （LBP）　319, 

325, 328, 337, 338, 340, 345, 353, 
354, 375, 384, 406, 419, 430, 431, 
434, 437, 438, 439, 441, 450, 462, 
463, 464, 470

chronic neck pain　430, 434, 437, 438, 
439, 440, 448, 466

chronic primary pain　305, 479, 481, 
529

clinical psychologist　457, 459
cognitive behavioral therapy（CBT）　

407, 408, 417, 422, 424, 434, 456, 
459, 460, 464, 465, 483, 507, 524, 
529, 601

complex regional pain syndrome 
（CRPS）　320, 322, 378, 379, 400, 
402, 433

complication　339, 358, 371, 373, 375, 
379, 382, 384, 385, 386, 392, 401, 
404, 406, 408, 497, 519, 540, 552, 
576, 587

CRPS in the upper limbs　378, 380
cryotherapy　438
cyclooxygenase　338

D
dependence/abuse　337, 357, 359

（major） depressive disorder　598
descending pain inhibitory system　

310, 343, 349, 351, 527
diabetic neuropathy　337
diagnostic criteria　320, 502, 514, 521, 

522, 527, 529, 534, 538, 572, 573, 
599

diagnostic nerve block　385
diagnostics　314, 476
disc herniation　370, 373, 402, 471, 

477
dorsal root ganglion　389, 472, 552
duloxetine　337, 348, 479, 493, 524, 

528, 577, 599

E
epiduroscopy　404
exercise therapy　319, 322, 430, 434, 

455, 460, 463, 481, 493, 506, 601
extract from inflamed cutaneous tissue 

of rabbits　336, 342

F
facet （zygapophyseal） joint block　375, 

376
failed back surgery syndrome　400, 

405
fear-avoidance model of pain　307, 

308
fentanyl patch　337, 360
fibromyalgia　305, 319, 336, 337, 338, 

339, 344, 349, 350, 353, 356, 357, 
419, 448, 461, 463, 594

Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire　
603

G
gabapentin　336, 344, 516, 517, 528, 

556, 559, 561, 575
gosha-jinki-gan　362, 583
γ-aminobutyric acid　36, 57, 323, 347

H
headache　337, 350, 352, 378, 417, 

480, 552, 596
herpes zoster-related pain　552, 561
hip osteoarthritis（hipOA）　390, 392
hyperthermic treatment　466
hypnotherapy　422, 529, 602

I
immobilization　307, 308
impaired kidney function　336, 340, 

344, 555
International Association for the Study 

of Pain　304, 305, 308, 320, 326, 
351, 360, 454, 479, 594

interventional treatment　370, 400, 
504

intra-articular hyaluronic acid injection　
390, 392

intra-articular steroid injection　389, 
390, 392

Intradiscal treatment 　402, 403
irritable bowel syndrome　528, 595, 

596, 598

Index
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K
Kampo medicine　361, 583
knee osteoarthritis （knee OA）　319, 

322, 337, 339, 363, 385, 386, 387, 
391, 430, 434, 437, 442, 492

L
lamotrigine　516, 579
low level laser treatment　438, 519, 

520, 524, 529, 586
lumbar corset/lumbar fixation belts　

441
lumbar spinal （canal） stenosis　370, 

371, 380, 471

M
management　317, 377, 457
manual therapy　431, 437, 439, 456, 

463, 506
massage　425, 450, 601
medial branch block　375, 389
medication overuse headache　538
migraine　336, 339, 342, 347, 421, 

424, 448, 534, 539, 540, 542, 544, 
545, 596

mindfulness　419, 422, 456, 463
mirogabalin　336, 344, 347, 557, 575
mixed pain condition　304
motor control exercise　431, 436
multidisciplinary rehabilitation　455, 

462
multidisciplinary treatment　417, 419, 

454, 603
multiple parenting　306
multiple sclerosis　355, 515
muscular strengthening exercise　430, 

506
myofascial pain syndrome　383

N
nerve root block　370, 373
neuropathic pain　304, 305, 321, 324, 

326, 336, 344, 345, 347, 350, 352, 
353, 356, 359, 388, 512, 516, 523, 
525, 552, 557, 558, 560, 571, 572, 
573, 575, 578, 579, 581, 582

nociceptive pain　304
non-specific lower back pain　305, 

441, 474, 478

nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug　
336, 338, 480, 493, 503, 539, 599

number needed to treat　351, 360, 
517, 518, 556, 557, 560, 582, 599

nurse　457, 458, 473

O
occupational therapist　435, 457
opioid　310, 328, 337, 352, 356, 357, 

359, 366, 405, 422, 441, 456, 459, 
493, 539, 581

opioid analgesics [strong]　359, 582, 
599

orofacial pain　305, 378, 379, 512
orthotic treatment　409
osteoarthritis　322, 336, 337, 338, 340, 

341, 349, 356, 358, 359, 361, 461, 
492, 588

P
pain behavior　309
painful diabetic peripheral neuropathy　

344, 348, 351, 400, 401, 438, 570
patient education　420, 434, 437, 458, 

482, 493, 506, 541
percutaneous nucelotomy　403
persistent idiopathic dentoalveolar pain　

512, 525, 527
pharmacist　457, 459
physical examination　314, 477, 594
physical therapist　433, 457, 458, 465
physical therapy　430, 437, 439, 504, 

506
pilates　436, 506
postherpetic neuralgia（PHN）　336, 

342, 343, 345, 351, 362, 378, 379, 
387, 388, 400, 552, 554, 556, 557, 
558, 559, 560, 562

post-traumatic syndrome,　380
pregabalin　325, 336, 345, 363, 388, 

516, 528, 556, 563, 576, 599
progressive muscle training　417, 425
psychiatric social worker　457, 460
psychiatrist　457, 458
psychoeducation　416, 420, 423, 483
psychological approach　416, 456
psychosocial　304, 306, 307, 308, 315, 

328, 371, 379, 381, 401, 416, 422, 
456, 457, 458, 460, 461, 463, 471, 
474, 475, 476, 477, 526, 528, 594, 

595
psychotherapist　457
psychotherapy　420, 422, 423, 455, 

459, 464, 524
psychological treatment　455, 459, 

464, 524
pulsed radiofrequency　386, 387, 404, 

518, 561, 562, 584

Q
Qigong　436, 601
questionnaire　315, 318, 321, 326, 327, 

329, 381, 458, 477, 572, 603

R
radiofrequency thermocoagulation　

376, 381, 384, 389, 403, 518, 584
range of motion （ROM）　316, 318, 

377, 391, 392, 493
red flag　458, 476
registered dietitian　457, 459
renal dysfunction　336, 340, 344, 556, 

557
respiratory depression　337, 358
rheumatoid arthritis　595, 598

S
serotonin syndrome　350, 578
serotonin-noradrenaline re-uptake 

inhibitor　337, 349, 478, 528, 577
sleeping disorder　306, 307, 337, 401, 

464, 596
social welfare worker　457, 460
social worker　457, 460
sodium valproate　336, 347, 541, 542, 

579
somatoform disorders（somatic 

symptoms and related disorders）
（DSM-5）　526, 595, 598

spinal cord injury　400, 433
spinal cord stimulation　400, 563, 586
spinal manipulation　442
stellate ganglion block　378, 561
steroid injection into the subacromial 

bursa　391
stretching　391, 458, 505, 601
sympathetic ganglion block　380, 585
sympathetic nerve-dependent pain　

378
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T
Tai chi　436, 603
temporomandibular joint disorder　

512, 595
tension-type headache　340, 341, 352, 

353, 383, 535, 544, 545, 598
therapeutic ultrasound　438
tolerability/tolerance　346, 348, 518
topiramate　541, 543, 579
toxic epidermal necrolysis　348, 580
traction therapy　438
tramadol　337, 350, 355, 356, 479, 

493, 560, 563, 581, 600
transcutaneous electrical nerve stimula-

tion　438, 442, 456, 506, 584
traumatic cervical syndrome　464
trigeminal neuralgia　336, 347, 384, 

385, 386, 389, 512, 514, 515, 518, 
580

trigger point injection　322, 383, 505

U
ultimate goal　308, 327
US Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention （CDC）　553, 581

W
whiplash-associated disorder　465

Y
yoga　436, 506, 601

略語
ACP　61, 143, 353, 449
ACT　117, 119, 149, 417, 420, 456
AHS　51, 339
ASA　26, 308
ASRA　26, 308
BMS　37, 61, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 

321, 353, 521, 522, 523, 524, 525
CBT　107, 117, 131, 149, 156, 205, 

208, 270, 407, 417, 434, 456, 465, 
524, 529, 601

CDC　253, 581
COX-2　50, 338
CRPS　34, 82, 83, 102, 320, 378, 380, 

400
DRG　90, 389
FBSS　76, 102, 106, 400, 405
FIQ　65, 269, 271, 357, 600, 603
GABA　57, 347
HRQL　121, 205, 423, 524
IASP　22, 26, 34, 39, 60, 68, 148, 168, 

170, 197, 264, 304, 308, 320, 326, 
351, 360, 454, 479, 481, 514, 594

ICD-11　22, 264, 306, 594
LLLT　134, 201, 205, 209, 256, 438, 

519, 524, 529, 585
M1　64, 356
MCE　128, 431
MPS　86, 383
NNH　199, 233, 235, 517, 559, 560
NNT　60, 68, 199, 231, 232, 235, 253, 

268, 351, 360, 516, 556, 557, 560, 
582, 599

OARSI　93, 392
PDD　104, 403
PDPN　102, 244, 400, 570
PHN　54, 82, 84, 89, 102, 228, 343, 

378, 380, 387, 400, 552
PLDD　104, 403
PRF　88, 89, 104, 201, 236, 237, 255, 

386, 387, 403, 519, 562, 563, 584
RF　85, 87, 91, 201, 255, 382, 384, 

389, 518, 584
RMDQ　37, 166, 170, 321, 476, 481
SCS　102, 237, 257, 400, 563, 586
SGB　82, 378
SNRI　49, 58, 168, 208, 249, 337, 349, 

478, 528, 577
TEN　57, 348
TENS　134, 137, 149, 191, 255, 438, 

442, 456, 506, 584
TPI　86, 383
WAD　156
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